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LOCAL COLLAPSING, ORBIFOLDS,

AND GEOMETRIZATION

Bruce Kleiner, John Lott

Abstract. — This volume has two papers, which can be read separately. The first paper

concerns local collapsing in Riemannian geometry. We prove that a three-dimensional

compact Riemannian manifold which is locally collapsed, with respect to a lower

curvature bound, is a graph manifold. This theorem was stated by Perelman without

proof and was used in his proof of the geometrization conjecture. The second paper is

about the geometrization of orbifolds. A three-dimensional closed orientable orbifold,

which has no bad suborbifolds, is known to have a geometric decomposition from

work of Perelman in the manifold case, along with earlier work of Boileau-Leeb-Porti,

Boileau-Maillot-Porti, Boileau-Porti, Cooper-Hodgson-Kerckhoff and Thurston. We

give a new, logically independent, unified proof of the geometrization of orbifolds,

using Ricci flow.

Résumé( ? ? ?)— ? ? ?
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LOCALLY COLLAPSED 3-MANIFOLDS

by

Bruce Kleiner & John Lott

Abstract. — We prove that a 3-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold which is
locally collapsed, with respect to a lower curvature bound, is a graph manifold. This
theorem was stated by Perelman and was used in his proof of the geometrization
conjecture.

Résumé. —

1. Introduction

1.1. Overview. — In this paper we prove that a 3-dimensional Riemannian man-

ifold which is locally collapsed, with respect to a lower curvature bound, is a graph

manifold. This result was stated without proof by Perelman in [24, Theorem 7.4],

where it was used to show that certain collapsed manifolds arising in his proof of

the geometrization conjecture are graph manifolds. Our goal is to provide a proof

of Perelman’s collapsing theorem which is streamlined, self-contained and accessible.

Other proofs of Perelman’s theorem appear in [2, 5, 23, 30].

In the rest of this introduction we state the main result and describe some of the

issues involved in proving it. We then give an outline of the proof. We finish by

discussing the history of the problem.
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8 BRUCE KLEINER & JOHN LOTT

1.2. Statement of results. — We begin by defining an intrinsic local scale function

for a Riemannian manifold.

Definition 1.1. — Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold. Given p ∈ M , the

curvature scale Rp at p is defined as follows. If the connected component of M

containing p has nonnegative sectional curvature then Rp = ∞. Otherwise, Rp is the

(unique) number r > 0 such that the infimum of the sectional curvatures on B(p, r)

equals − 1
r2 .

We need one more definition.

Definition 1.2. — Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold (possibly with bound-

ary). Give M an arbitrary Riemannian metric. We say that M is a graph manifold if

there is a finite disjoint collection of embedded 2-tori {Tj} in the interior of M such

that each connected component of the metric closure of M −⋃j Tj is the total space

of a circle bundle over a surface (generally with boundary).

For simplicity, in this introduction we state the main theorem in the case of closed

manifolds. For the general case of manifolds with boundary, we refer the reader to

Theorem 16.1.

Theorem 1.3(cf. [24, Theorem 7.4]). — Let c3 denote the volume of the unit ball in R3

and let K ≥ 10 be a fixed integer. Fix a function A : (0,∞) → (0,∞). Then there is

a w0 ∈ (0, c3) such that the following holds.

Suppose that (M, g) is a closed orientable Riemannian 3-manifold. Assume in

addition that for every p ∈M ,

(1) vol(B(p,Rp)) ≤ w0R
3
p and

(2) For every w′ ∈ [w0, c3), k ∈ [0,K], and r ≤ Rp such that vol(B(p, r)) ≥ w′r3,
the inequality

(1.4) |∇k Rm | ≤ A(w′) r−(k+2)

holds in the ball B(p, r).

Then M is a graph manifold.

1.3. Motivation. — Theorem 1.3, or more precisely the version for manifolds with

boundary, is essentially the same as Perelman’s [24, Theorem 7.4]. Either result

can be used to complete the Ricci flow proof of Thurston’s geometrization conjec-

ture. We explain this in Section 17, following the presentation of Perelman’s work

in [21].

To give a brief explanation, let (M, g(·)) be a Ricci flow with surgery whose ini-

tial manifold is compact, orientable and three-dimensional. Put ĝ(t) = g(t)
t . Let

Mt denote the time t manifold. (If t is a surgery time then we take Mt to be the

postsurgery manifold.) For any w > 0, the Riemannian manifold (Mt, ĝ(t)) has a

decomposition into a w-thick part and a w-thin part. (Here the terms “thick” and

ASTÉRISQUE ???



LOCALLY COLLAPSED 3-MANIFOLDS 9

“thin” are suggested by the Margulis thick-thin decomposition but the definition is

somewhat different. In the case of hyperbolic manifolds, the two notions are essen-

tially equivalent.) As t → ∞, the w-thick part of (Mt, ĝ(t)) approaches the w-thick

part of a complete finite-volume Riemannian manifold of constant curvature − 1
4 ,

whose cusps (if any) are incompressible in Mt. Theorem 1.3 implies that for large t,

the w-thin part of Mt is a graph manifold. Since graph manifolds are known to have

a geometric decomposition in the sense of Thurston, this proves the geometrization

conjecture.

Independent of Ricci flow considerations, Theorem 1.3 fits into the program in

Riemannian geometry of understanding which manifolds can collapse. The main

geometric assumption in Theorem 1.3 is the first one, which is a local collapsing state-

ment, as we discuss in the next subsection. The second assumption of Theorem 1.3

is more technical in nature. In the application to the geometrization conjecture, the

validity of the second assumption essentially arises from the smoothing effect of the

Ricci flow equation.

In fact, Theorem 1.3 holds without the second assumption. In order to prove this

stronger result, one must use the highly nontrivial Stability Theorem of Perelman [19,

25]. As mentioned in [24], if one does make the second assumption then one can

effectively replace the Stability Theorem by standard CK -convergence of Riemannian

manifolds. Our proof of Theorem 1.3 is set up so that it extends to a proof of

the stronger theorem, without the second assumption, provided that one invokes the

Stability Theorem in relevant places; see Sections 1.5.7 and 18.

1.4. Aspects of the proof. — The strategy in proving Theorem 1.3 is to first

understand the local geometry and topology of the manifoldM . One then glues these

local descriptions together to give an explicit decomposition of M that shows it to be

a graph manifold. This strategy is common to [5, 23, 30] and the present paper. In

this subsection we describe the strategy in a bit more detail. Some of the new features

of the present paper will be described more fully in Subsection 1.5.

1.4.1. An example. — The following simple example gives a useful illustration of the

strategy of the proof.

Let P ⊂ H2 be a compact convex polygonal domain in the two-dimensional hyper-

bolic space. Embedding H2 in the four-dimensional hyperbolic space H4, let Ns(P )

be the metric s-neighborhood around P in H4. Take M to be the boundary ∂Ns(C).

If s is sufficiently small then one can check that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 are

satisfied.

Consider the structure ofM when s is small. There is a regionM2-stratum, lying at

distance ≥ const. s from the boundary ∂P , which is the total space of a circle bundle.

At scale comparable to s, a suitable neighborhood of a point in M2-stratum is nearly

isometric to a product of a planar region with S1. There is also a region M edge lying

at distance ≤ const. s from an edge of P , but away from the vertices of P , which is
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10 BRUCE KLEINER & JOHN LOTT

the total space of a 2-disk bundle. At scale comparable to s, a suitable neighborhood

of a point in M edge is nearly isometric to the product of an interval with a 2-disk.

Finally, there is a region M0-stratum lying at distance ≤ const. s from the vertices

of P . A connected component of M0-stratum is diffeomorphic to a 3-disk.

We can choose M2-stratum, M edge and M0-stratum so that there is a decomposition

M = M2-stratum ∪M edge ∪M0-stratum with the property that on interfaces, fibration

structures are compatible. Now M edge ∪M0-stratum is a finite union of 3-disks and

D2 × I’s, which is homeomorphic to a solid torus. Also, M2-stratum is a circle bundle

over a 2-disk, i.e., another solid torus, and M2-stratum intersects M edge ∪M0-stratum

in a 2-torus. So using this geometric decomposition, we recognize that M is a graph

manifold. (In this case M is obviously diffeomorphic to S3, being the boundary of a

convex set in H4, and so it is a graph manifold; the point is that one can recognize

this using the geometric structure that comes from the local collapsing.)

1.4.2. Local collapsing. — The statement of Theorem 1.3 is in terms of a local lower

curvature bound, as evidenced by the appearance of the curvature scale Rp. Assump-

tion (1) of Theorem 1.3 can be considered to be a local collapsing statement. (This

is in contrast to a global collapsing condition, where one assumes that the sectional

curvatures are at least −1 and vol(B(p, 1)) < ǫ for every p ∈M .) To clarify the local

collapsing statement, we make one more definition.

Definition 1.5. — Let c3 denote the volume of the Euclidean unit ball in R3. Fix

w̄ ∈ (0, c3). Given p ∈M , the w̄-volume scale at p is

(1.6) rp(w̄) = inf
{
r > 0 : vol(B(p, r)) = w̄ r3

}
.

If there is no such r then we say that the w̄-volume scale is infinite.

There are two ways to look at hypothesis (1) of Theorem 1.3, at the curvature scale

or at the volume scale. Suppose first that we rescale the ball B(p,Rp) to have radius

one. Then the resulting ball will have sectional curvature bounded below by −1 and

volume bounded above by w0. As w0 will be small, we can say that on the curva-

ture scale, the manifold is locally volume collapsed with respect to a lower curvature

bound. On the other hand, suppose that we rescale B(p, rp(w0)) to have radius one.

Let B′(p, 1) denote the rescaled ball. Then vol(B′(p, 1)) = w0. Hypothesis (1) of

Theorem 1.3 implies that there is a big number R so that the sectional curvature

on the radius R-ball B′(p,R) (in the rescaled manifold) is bounded below by − 1
R2 .

Using this, we deduce that on the volume scale, a large neighborhood of p is well

approximated by a large region in a complete nonnegatively curved 3-manifold Np.

This gives a local model for the geometry of M . Furthermore, if w0 is small then we

can say that at the volume scale, the neighborhood of p is close in a coarse sense to

a space of dimension less than three.

In order to prove Theorem 1.3, one must first choose on which scale to work. We

could work on the curvature scale, or the volume scale, or some intermediate scale (as
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LOCALLY COLLAPSED 3-MANIFOLDS 11

is done in [5, 23, 30]). In this paper we will work consistently on the volume scale.

This gives a uniform and simplifying approach.

1.4.3. Local structure. — At the volume scale, the local geometry of M is well ap-

proximated by that of a nonnegatively curved 3-manifold. (That we get a 3-manifold

instead of a 3-dimensional Alexandrov space comes from the second assumption in

Theorem 1.3.) The topology of nonnegatively curved 3-manifolds is known in the

compact case by work of Hamilton [17, 18] and in the noncompact case by work of

Cheeger-Gromoll [7]. In the latter case, the geometry is also well understood. Some

relevant examples of such manifolds are:

(1) R2 × S1,

(2) R× S2,

(3) R×Σ, where Σ is a noncompact nonnegatively curved surface which is diffeo-

morphic to R2 and has a cylindrical end, and

(4) R×Z2 S
2.

If a neighborhood of a point p ∈ M is modeled by R2 × S1 at the volume scale

then the length of the circle fiber is comparable to w0. Hence if w0 is small then the

neighborhood looks almost like a 2-plane. Similarly, if the neighborhood is modeled

by R × S2 then it looks almost like a line. On the other hand, if the neighborhood

is modeled by R × Σ then for small w0, the surface Σ looks almost like a half-line

and the neighborhood looks almost like a half-plane. Finally, if the neighborhood is

modeled by R×Z2 S
2 then it looks almost like a half-line.

1.4.4. Gluing. — The remaining issue is use the local geometry to deduce the global

topology of M . This is a gluing issue, as the local models need to be glued together

to obtain global information.

One must determine which local models should be glued together. We do this by

means of a stratification of M . If p is a point in M then for k ≤ 2, we say that p is a

k-stratum point if on the volume scale, a large ball around p approximately splits off

an Rk-factor metrically, but not an Rk+1-factor.

For k ∈ {1, 2}, neighborhoods of the k-stratum points will glue together in order

to produce the total space of a fibration over a k-dimensional manifold. For example,

neighborhoods of the 2-stratum points will glue together to form a circle bundle over a

surface. Neighborhoods of the 0-stratum points play a somewhat different role. They

will be inserted as “plugs”; for example, neighborhoods of the exceptional fibers in a

Seifert fibration will arise in this way.

By considering how M is decomposed into these various subspaces that fiber, we

will be able to show that M is a graph manifold.

1.5. Outline of the proof. — We now indicate the overall structure of the proof

of Theorem 1.3. In this subsection we suppress parameters or denote them by const.

SOCIÉTÉ MATHÉMATIQUE DE FRANCE 2014



12 BRUCE KLEINER & JOHN LOTT

In the paper we will use some minimal facts about pointed Gromov-Hausdorff con-

vergence and Alexandrov spaces, which are recalled in Section 3.

1.5.1. Modified volume scale. — The first step is to replace the volume scale by a

slight modification of it. The motivation for this step is the fluctuation of the volume

scale. Suppose that p and q are points in overlapping local models. As these local

models are at the respective volume scales, there will be a problem in gluing the local

models together if rq(w̄) differs wildly from rp(w̄). We need control on how the volume

scale fluctuates on a ball of the form B(p, const. rp(w̄)). We deal with this problem

by replacing the volume scale rp(w̄) by a modified scale which has better properties.

We assign a scale rp to each point p ∈M such that:

(1) rp is much less than the curvature scale Rp.

(2) The function p 7→ rp is smooth and has Lipschitz constant Λ ≪ 1.

(3) The ball B(p, rp) has volume lying in the interval [w′
r
3
p, w̄r

3
p], where w

′ < w̄

are suitably chosen constants lying in the interval [w0, c3].

The proof of the existence of the scale function p 7→ rp follows readily from the

local collapsing assumption, the Bishop-Gromov volume comparison theorem, and an

argument similar to McShane’s extension theorem for real-valued Lipschitz functions;

see Section 6.

1.5.2. Implications of compactness. — Condition (1) above implies that the re-

scaled manifold 1
rp
M , in the vicinity of p, has almost nonnegative curvature. Further-

more, condition (3) implies that it looks collapsed but not too collapsed, in the

sense that the volume of the unit ball around p in the rescaled manifold 1
rp
M

is small but not too small. Thus by working at the scale rp, we are able to retain the

local collapsing assumption (in a somewhat weakened form) while gaining improved

behavior of the scale function.

Next, the bounds (1.4) extend to give bounds on the derivatives of the curvature

tensor of the form

(1.7) |∇k Rm | ≤ A′(C,w′)

for 0 ≤ k ≤ K, when restricted to balls B(p, C) in 1
rp
M . Using (1.7) and stan-

dard compactness theorems for pointed Riemannian manifolds, we get:

(4) For every p ∈ M , the rescaled pointed manifold
(

1
r(p)M,p

)
is close in

the pointed CK -topology to a pointed nonnegatively curved CK -smooth

Riemannian 3-manifold (Np, ⋆).

(5) For every p ∈ M , the pointed manifold
(

1
r(p)M,p

)
is close in the pointed

Gromov-Hausdorff topology to a pointed nonnegatively curved Alexandrov

space (Xp, ⋆) of dimension at most 2.
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LOCALLY COLLAPSED 3-MANIFOLDS 13

1.5.3. Stratification. — The next step is to define a partition of M into k-stratum

points, for k ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The partition is in terms of the number of R-factors that

approximately split off in
(

1
r(p)M,p

)
.

Let 0 < β1 < β2 be new parameters. Working at scale rp, we classify points in M

as follows (see Section 7):

– A point p ∈ M lies in the 2-stratum if
(

1
r(p)M,p

)
is β2-close to (R2, 0) in the

pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology.

– A point p ∈ M lies in the 1-stratum, if it does not lie in the 2-stratum,

but
(

1
r(p)M,p

)
is β1-close to (R× Yp, (0, ⋆Yp)) in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff

topology, where Yp is a point, a circle, an interval or a half-line, and ⋆Yp is a

basepoint in Yp.

– A point lies in the 0-stratum if it does not lie in the k-stratum for k ∈ {1, 2}.
We now discuss the structure near points in the different strata in more detail,

describing the model spaces Xp and Np.

2-stratum points (Section 8). — If β2 is small and p ∈ M is a 2-stratum point then

Xp is isometric to R
2, while Np is isometric to a product R

2 × S1 where the S1

factor is small. Since the pointed rescaled manifold
(

1
rp
M,p

)
is close to (Np, ⋆), we

can transfer the projection map Np ≃ R2 × S1 → R2 to a map ηp defined on a large

ball B(p, C) ⊂ 1
rp
M , where it defines a circle fibration.

1-stratum points (Sections 9 and 10). — If β1 is small and p is a 1-stratum point

then Xp = R × Yp, where Yp is a point, a circle, an interval or a half-line. The

CK-smooth model space Np will be an isometric product R × N̄p, where N̄p is a

complete nonnegatively curved orientable surface. As in the 2-stratum case, we can

transfer the projection map Np ≃ R × N̄p → R to a map ηp defined on a large ball

B(p, C) ⊂ 1
rp
M , where it defines a submersion.

We further classify the 1-stratum points according to the diameter of the cross-

section Yp. If the diameter of Yp is not too large then we say that p lies in the slim

1-stratum. (The motivation for the terminology is that in this case
(

1
rp
M,p

)
appears

slim, being at moderate Gromov-Hausdorff distance from a line.) For slim 1-stratum

points, the cross-section N̄p is diffeomorphic to S2 or T 2. Moreover, in this case the

submersion ηp will be a fibration with fiber diffeomorphic to N̄p.

We also distinguish another type of 1-stratum point, the edge points. A 1-stratum

point p is an edge point if (Xp, ⋆) = (R× Yp, ⋆) can be taken to be pointed isometric

to a flat Euclidean half-plane whose basepoint lies on the edge. Roughly speaking,

we show that near p, the set E′ of edge points looks like a 1-dimensional manifold

at scale rp. Furthermore, there is a smooth function ηE′ which behaves like the

“distance to the edge” and which combines with ηp to yield “half-plane coordinates”

for 1
rp
M near p. When restricted to an appropriate sublevel set of ηE′ , the map ηp

defines a fibration with fibers diffeomorphic to a compact surface with boundary Fp.

Using the fact that for edge points Np = R × N̄p is Gromov-Hausdorff close to a
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14 BRUCE KLEINER & JOHN LOTT

half-plane, one sees that the pointed surface (N̄p, ⋆) is Gromov-Hausdorff close to a

pointed ray ([0,∞), ⋆). This allows one to conclude that Fp is diffeomorphic to a

closed 2-disk.

0-stratum points (Section 11). — We know by (4) that if p is a 0-stratum point, then(
1
rp
M,p

)
is CK-close to a nonnegatively curved CK-smooth 3-manifold Np. The idea

for analyzing the structure of M near a 0-stratum point p is to use the fact that

nonnegatively curved manifolds look asymptotically like cones, and are diffeomorphic

to any sufficiently large ball in them (centered at a fixed basepoint). More precisely,

we find a scale r0p with rp ≤ r0p ≤ const. rp so that:

– The pointed rescaled manifold
(

1
r0p
M,p

)
is close in the CK-topology to a

CK-smooth nonnegatively curved 3-manifold (N ′
p, ⋆).

– The distance function dp in 1
r0p
M has no critical points in the metric annulus

A(p, 1
10 , 10) = B(p, 10) − B(p, 1

10 ), and B(p, 1) ⊂ 1
r0p
M is diffeomorphic to N ′

p.

– The pointed space
(

1
r0p
M,p

)
is close in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology to

a Euclidean cone (in fact the Tits cone of N ′
p).

– N ′
p has at most one end.

The proof of the existence of the scale r0p is based on the fact that nonnega-

tively curved manifolds are asymptotically conical, the critical point theory of

Grove-Shiohama [16], and a compactness argument. Using the approximately conical

structure, one obtains a smooth function ηp on 1
r0p
M which, when restricted to

the metric annulus A(p, 1
10 , 10) ⊂ 1

r0p
M , behaves like the radial function on a cone.

In particular, for t ∈ [ 1
10 , 10], the sublevel sets η−1

p [0, t) are diffeomorphic to N ′
p.

The soul theorem [7], together with Hamilton’s classification of closed nonnega-

tively curved 3-manifolds [17, 18], implies that N ′
p is diffeomorphic to one of the

following: a manifold W/Γ where W is either S3, S2 × S1 or T 3 equipped with a

standard Riemannian metric and Γ is a finite group of isometries; S1 × R2; S2 × R,

T 2 × R; or a twisted line bundle over RP 2 or the Klein bottle. Thus we know the

possibilities for the topology of B(p, 1) ⊂ 1
r0p
M .

1.5.4. Compatibility of the local structures. — Having determined the local structure

of M near each point, we examine how these local structures fit together on their

overlap. For example, consider the slim 1-stratum points corresponding to an S2-fiber.

A neighborhood of the set of such points looks like a union of cylindrical regions. If

the axes of overlapping cylinders are very well-aligned then the process of gluing them

together will be simplified. It turns out that such compatibility is automatic from our

choice of stratification.

To see this, suppose that p, q ∈ M are 2-stratum points with B(p, const. rp) ∩
B(q, const. rq) 6= ∅. Then provided that Λ is small, we know that rp ≈ rq. Suppose

now that z ∈ B(p, const. rp) ∩ B(q, const. rq). We have two R2-factors at z, coming

from the approximate splittings at p and q. If the parameter β2 is small then these
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R2-factors must align well at z. If not then we would get two misaligned R2-factors

at p, which would generate an approximate R3-factor at p, contradicting the local

collapsing assumption. Hence the maps ηp and ηq, which arose from approximate

R2-splittings, are nearly “aligned”with each other on their overlap, so that ηp and ηq
are affine functions of each other, up to arbitrarily small C1-error.

Now fix β2. Let p, q ∈ M be 1-stratum points. At any z ∈ B(p, const. rp) ∩
B(q, const. rq), there are two R-factors, coming from the approximate R-splittings at

p and q. If β1 is small then these two R-factors must align well at z, or else we would

get two misaligned R-factors at p, contradicting the fact that p is not a 2-stratum

point. Hence the functions ηp and ηq are also affine functions of each other, up to

arbitrarily small C1-error.

One gets additional compatibility properties for pairs of points of different

types. For example, if p lies in the 0-stratum and q ∈ A(p, 1
10 , 10) ⊂ 1

r0p
M belongs to

the 2-stratum then the radial function ηp, when appropriately rescaled, agrees with

an affine function of ηq in B(q, 10) ⊂ 1
rq
M up to small C1-error.

1.5.5. Gluing the local pieces together (Sections 12–14). — To begin the gluing pro-

cess, we select a separated collection of points of each type in M : {pi}i∈I2-stratum ,

{pi}i∈Islim , {pi}i∈Iedge , {pi}i∈I0-stratum , so that

–
⋃

i∈ I2-stratum
B(pi, const. rpi) covers the 2-stratum points,

–
⋃

i∈ Islim∪Iedge
B(pi, const. rpi) covers the 1-stratum points, and

–
⋃

i∈ I0-stratum
B(pi, const. r

0
pi
) covers the 0-stratum points.

Our next objective is to combine the ηpi ’s so as to define global fibrations for each

of the different types of points, and ensure that these fibrations are compatible on

overlaps. To do this, we borrow an idea from the proof of the Whitney embedding

theorem (as well as proofs of Gromov’s compactness theorem [14, Chapter 8.D], [20]):

we define a smooth map E0 : M → H into a high-dimensional Euclidean space H .

The components of E0 are functions of the ηpi ’s, the edge function ηE′ , and the scale

function p 7→ rp, cutoff appropriately so that they define global smooth functions.

Due to the pairwise compatibility of the ηpi ’s discussed above, it turns out that

the image under E0 of
⋃

i∈ I2-stratum
B(pi, const. rpi) is a subset S ⊂ H which, when

viewed at the right scale, is everywhere locally close (in the pointed Hausdorff sense)

to a 2-dimensional affine subspace. We call such a set a cloudy 2-manifold. By

an elementary argument, we show in Appendix B that a cloudy manifold of any

dimension can be approximated by a core manifoldW whose normal injectivity radius

is controlled.

We adjust the map E0 by “pinching” it into the manifold core of S, thereby up-

grading E0 to a new map E1 which is a circle fibration near the 2-stratum. The new

map E1 is C1-close to E0. We then perform similar adjustments near the edge points

and slim 1-stratum points, to obtain a map E :M → H which yields fibrations when
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restricted to certain regions in M , see Section 13. For example, we obtain

– A D2-fibration of a region of M near the edge set E′,
– S2 or T 2-fibrations of a region containing the slim stratum, and

– A surface fibration collaring (the boundary of) the region near 0-stratum points.

Furthermore, it is a feature built into the construction that where the fibered regions

overlap, they do so in surfaces with boundary along which the two fibrations are

compatible. For instance, the interface between the edge fibration and the 2-stratum

fibration is a surface which inherits the same circle fibration from the edge fibration

and the 2-stratum fibration. Similarly, the interface between the 2-stratum fibration

and the slim 1-stratum fibration is a surface with boundary which inherits a circle

fibration from the 2-stratum. See Proposition 14.1 for the properties of the fibrations.

1.5.6. Recognizing the graph manifold structure (Section 15). — At this stage of the

argument, one has a decomposition of M into domains with disjoint interiors, where

each domain is a compact 3-manifold with corners carrying a fibration of a specific

kind, with compatibility of fibrations on overlaps. Using the topological classification

of the fibers and the 0-stratum domains, one readily reads off the graph manifold

structure. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.

1.5.7. Removing the bounds on derivatives of curvature (Section 18). — The proof

of Theorem 1.3 uses the derivative bounds (1.4) only for CK -precompactness results.

In turn these are essentially used only to determine the topology of the 0-stratum

balls and the fibers of the edge fibration. Without the derivative bounds (1.4), one

can appeal to similar compactness arguments. However, one ends up with a sequence

of pointed Riemannian manifolds {(Mk, ⋆k)} which converge in the pointed Gromov-

Hausdorff topology to a pointed 3-dimensional nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space

(M∞, ⋆∞), rather than having CK -convergence to a CK-smooth limit. By invoking

Perelman’s Stability Theorem [19, 25], one can relate the topology of the limit space

to those of the approximators. The only remaining step is to determine the topology

of the nonnegatively curved Alexandrov spaces that arise as limits in this fashion.

In the case of noncompact limits, this was done by Shioya-Yamaguchi [30]. In the

compact case, it follows from Simon [31] or, alternatively, from the Ricci flow proof of

the elliptization conjecture (using the finite time extinction results of Perelman and

Colding-Minicozzi). For more details, we refer the reader to Section 18.

1.5.8. What’s new in this paper. — The proofs of the collapsing theorems in [2, 5,

23, 29, 30], as well as the proof in this paper, all begin by comparing the local

geometry at a certain scale with the geometry of a nonnegatively curved manifold,

and then use this structure to deduce that one has a graph manifold. The paper [2]

follows a rather different line from the other proofs, in that it uses the least amount of

the information available from the nonnegatively curved models, and proceeds with

a covering argument based on the theory of simplicial volume, as well as Thurston’s
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proof of the geometrization theorem for Haken manifolds. The papers [5, 23, 29, 30]

and this paper have a common overall strategy, which is to use more of the theory

of manifolds with nonnegative sectional curvature – Cheeger-Gromoll theory [7] and

critical point theory [16] – to obtain a more refined version of the local models. Then

the local models are spliced together to obtain a decomposition of the manifold into

fibered regions from which one can recognize a graph manifold.

Overall, our proof uses a minimum of material beyond the theory of nonnegatively

curved manifolds. It is essentially elementary in flavor. We now comment on some

specific new points in our approach.

The scale function rp. — The existence of a scale function rp with the properties

indicated in Section 1.5.2 makes it apparent that the theory of local collapsing is, at

least philosophically, no different than the global version of collapsing.

We work consistently at the scale rp, which streamlines the argument. In par-

ticular, the structure theory of Alexandrov spaces, which enters if one works at the

curvature scale, is largely eliminated. Also, in the selection argument, one considers

ball covers where the radii are linked to the scale function r, so one easily obtains

bounds on the intersection multiplicity from the fact that the radii of intersecting

balls are comparable (when the scale function p 7→ rp has small Lipschitz constant).

The technique of constructing a scale function with small Lipschitz constant could

help in other geometric gluing problems.

The stratification. — Stratifications have a long history in geometric analysis, espe-

cially for singular spaces such as convex sets, minimal varieties, Alexandrov spaces,

and Ricci limit spaces, where one typically looks at the number of R-factors that split

off in a tangent cone. The particular stratification that we use, based on the number

of R-factors that approximately split off in a manifold, was not used in collapsing

theory before, to our knowledge. Its implications for achieving alignment may be

useful in other settings.

The gluing procedure. — Passing from local models to global fibrations involves some

kind of gluing process. Complications arise from the fact one has to construct a global

base space for the fibration at the same time as one glues together the fibration maps;

in addition, one has to make the fibrations from the different strata compatible. The

most obvious approach is to add fibration patches inductively, by using small isotopies

and the fact that on overlaps, the fibration maps are nearly affinely equivalent. Then

one must perform further isotopies to make fibrations from the different strata com-

patible with one another. We find the gluing procedure used here to be more elegant;

moreover, it produces fibrations which are automatically compatible.

Embeddings into a Euclidean space were used before to construct fibrations in a

collapsing setting [12]. However, there is the important difference that in the earlier

work the base of the fibration was already specified, and this base was embedded into
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a Euclidean space. In contrast, in the present paper we must produce the base at the

same time as the fibrations, so we produce it as a submanifold of the Euclidean space.

Cloudy manifolds. — The notion of cloudy manifolds, and the proof that they have a

good manifold core, may be of independent interest. Cloudy manifolds are similar to

objects that have been encountered before, in the work of Reifenberg [28] in geometric

measure theory and also in [27]. However the clean elementary argument for the

existence of a smooth core given in Appendix B, using the universal bundle and

transversality, seems to be new.

1.5.9. A sketch of the history. — The theory of collapsing was first developed by

Cheeger and Gromov [8, 9], assuming both upper and lower bounds on sectional cur-

vature. Their work characterized the degeneration that can occur when one drops the

injectivity radius bound in Gromov’s compactness theorem, generalizing Gromov’s

theorem on almost flat manifolds [13]. The corresponding local collapsing structure

was used by Anderson and Cheeger-Tian in work on Einstein manifolds [1, 10]. As

far as we know, the first results on collapsing with a lower curvature bound were an-

nounced by Perelman in the early 90’s, as an application of the theory of Alexandrov

spaces, in particular his Stability Theorem from [25] (see also [19]); however, these

results were never published. Yamaguchi [33] established a fibration theorem for

manifolds close to Riemannian manifolds, under a lower curvature bound. Shioya-

Yamaguchi [29] studied collapsed 3-manifolds with a diameter bound and showed

that they are graph manifolds, apart from an exceptional case. In [24], Perelman for-

mulated without proof a theorem equivalent to our Theorem 1.3. A short time later,

Shioya-Yamaguchi [30] proved that – apart from an exceptional case – sufficiently col-

lapsed 3-manifolds are graph manifolds, this time without assuming a diameter bound.

This result (or rather the localized version they discuss in their appendix) may be used

in lieu of [24, Theorem 7.4] to complete the proof of the geometrization conjecture.

Subsequently, Bessières-Besson-Boileau-Maillot-Porti [2] gave a different approach to

the last part of the proof of the geometrization conjecture, which involves collapsing

as well as refined results from 3-dimensional topology. Morgan-Tian [23] gave a proof

of Perelman’s collapsing result along the lines of Shioya-Yamaguchi [30]. We also

mention the paper [CG] by Cao-Ge which relies on more sophisticated Alexandrov

space results.

Acknowledgements. — We thank Peter Scott for some references to the 3-manifold

literature.

2. Notation and conventions

2.1. Parameters and constraints. — The rest of the paper develops a lengthy

construction, many steps of which generate new constants; we will refer to these as

parameters. Although the parameters remain fixed after being introduced, one should
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view different sets of parameter values as defining different potential instances of the

construction. This is necessary, because several arguments involve consideration of

sequences of values for certain parameters, which one should associate with a sequence

of distinct instances of the construction.

Many steps of the argument assert that certain statements hold provided that

certain constraints on the parameters are satisfied. By convention, each time we

refer to such a constraint, we will assume for the remainder of the paper that the

inequalities in question are satisfied. Constraint functions will be denoted with a bar,

e.g., βE < βE(β1, σ) means that βE ∈ (0,∞) satisfies an upper bound which is a

function of β1 and σ. By convention, all constraint functions take values in (0,∞).

At the end of the proof of Theorem 1.3, we will verify that the constraints on

the various parameters can be imposed consistently. Fortunately, we do not have to

carefully adjust each parameter in terms of the others; the constraints are rather of

the form that one parameter is sufficiently small (or large) in terms of some others.

Hence the only issue is the order in which the parameters are considered.

We follow Perelman’s convention that a condition like a > 0 means that a should

be considered to be a small parameter, while a condition like A < ∞ means that A

should be considered to be a large parameter. This convention is only for expository

purposes and may be ignored by a logically minded reader.

2.2. Notation. — We will use the following compact notation for cutoff func-

tions with prescribed support. Let φ ∈ C∞(R) be a nonincreasing function so

that φ
∣∣
(−∞,0] = 1, φ

∣∣
[1,∞) = 0 and φ((0, 1)) ⊂ (0, 1). Given a, b ∈ R with a < b,

we define Φa,b ∈ C∞(R) by

(2.1) Φa,b(x) = φ(a + (b− a)x),

so that Φa,b

∣∣
(−∞,a] = 1 and Φa,b

∣∣
[b,∞) = 0. Given a, b, c, d ∈ R with a < b < c < d,

we define Φa,b,c,d ∈ C∞(R) by

(2.2) Φa,b,c,d(x) = φ−b,−a(−x) φc,d(x),

so that Φa,b,c,d

∣∣
(−∞,a] = 0, Φa,b,c,d

∣∣
[b, c] = 1 and Φa,b,c,d

∣∣
[d,∞) = 0.

If X is a metric space and 0 < r ≤ R then the annulus A(x, r, R) is B(x,R) −
B(x, r). The dimension of a metric space will always mean the Hausdorff dimension.

For notation, if C is a metric cone with basepoint at the vertex ⋆ then we will some-

times just write C for the pointed metric space (C, ⋆). (Recall that a metric cone is

a pointed metric space (Z, ⋆), which is a union of rays leaving the basepoint ⋆, such

that the union of any two such rays is isometric to the union of two rays leaving the

origin in R2.)

If Y is a subset of X and t : Y → (0,∞) is a function then we write Nt(Y ) for the

neighborhood of Y with variable thickness t: Nt(Y ) =
⋃

y∈Y B(y, t(y)).
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If (X, d) is a metric space and λ > 0 then we write λX for the metric space (X,λd).

For notational simplicity, we write B(p, r) ⊂ λX to denote the r-ball around p in the

metric space λX .

Throughout the paper, a product of metric spacesX1×X2 will be endowed with the

distance function given by the Pythagorean formula, i.e., if (x1, x2), (y1, y2) ∈ X1×X2

then dX1×X2((x1, x2), (y1, y2)) =
√
d2X1

(x1, y1) + d2X2
(x2, y2).

2.3. Variables. — For the reader’s convenience, we tabulate the variables in this

paper, listed by the section in which they first appear.

Section 1.2: Rp

Section 1.4.2: rp(·)
Section 6: Λ, σ, rp, w̄, w

′

Section 7.2: β1, β2, β3, ∆

Section 8.1: ς2-stratum, ηp and ζp (for 2-stratum points)

Section 8.2: M
Section 9.1: βE , σE , βE′ , σE′

Section 9.2: dE′ , ρE′ , ςE′

Section 9.3: ςedge, ηp and ζp (for edge points)

Section 9.6: ζedge, ζE′

Section 10.1: ςslim, ηp and ζp (for slim 1-stratum points)

Section 11.1: Υ0, Υ
′
0, δ0, r

0
p

Section 11.2: ς0-stratum, ηp and ζp (for 0-stratum points)

Section 12.1: H , Hi, H
′
i, H

′′
i , H0-stratum, Hslim, Hedge, H2-stratum, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4,

πi, π⊥
i , πij , πH′

i
, πH′′

i
, E0

Section 12.2: Ω0

Section 12.3: A1, Ã1, S1, S̃1, Ω1, Γ1, Σ1, r1, Ω1

Section 12.4: A2, Ã2, S2, S̃2, Ω2, Γ2, Σ2, r2, Ω2

Section 12.5: A3, Ã3, S3, S̃3, Ω3, Γ3, Σ3, r3, Ω3

Section 13: cadjust

Section 13.2: W 0
1 , Ξ1, ψ1, Ψ1, Ω

′
1, E1, c2-stratum

Section 13.3: W 0
2 , Ξ2, ψ2, Ψ2, Ω

′
2, E2, cedge

Section 13.4: W 0
3 , Ξ3, ψ3, Ψ3, Ω

′
3, E3, cslim

Section 13.5: W1, W2, W3

Section 14.1: M0-stratum, M1

Section 14.2: W ′
3, U

′
3, W

′′
3 , M

slim, M2

Section 14.3: W ′
2, U

′
2, W

′′
2 , M

edge, M3

Section 14.4: W ′
1, U

′
1, W

′′
1 , M

2-stratum

Section 15: r∂ , H∂ , M
∂
i

Appendix B: S, S̃, r(·), W
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3. Preliminaries

We refer to [3] for basics about length spaces and Alexandrov spaces.

3.1. Pointed Gromov-Hausdorff approximations

Definition 3.1. — Let (X, ⋆X) be a pointed metric space. Given δ ∈ [0,∞), two closed

subspaces C1 and C2 are δ-close in the pointed Hausdorff sense if C1 ∩ B(⋆X , δ−1)

and C2 ∩B(⋆X , δ−1) have Hausdorff distance at most δ.

If X is complete and proper (i.e., closed bounded sets are compact) then the

corresponding pointed Hausdorff topology, on the set of closed subspaces of X , is

compact and metrizable.

We now recall some definitions and basic results about the pointed Gromov-

Hausdorff topology [3, Chapter 8.1].

Definition 3.2. — Let (X, ⋆X) and (Y, ⋆Y ) be pointed metric spaces. Given δ ∈ [0, 1),

a pointed map f : (X, ⋆X) → (Y, ⋆Y ) is a δ-Gromov-Hausdorff approximation if for

every x1, x2 ∈ B(⋆X , δ
−1) and y ∈ B(⋆Y , δ

−1 − δ), we have

(3.3) |dY (f(x1), f(x2))− dX(x1, x2)| ≤ δ and dY (y, f(B(⋆X , δ
−1))) ≤ δ .

Two pointed metric spaces (X, ⋆X) and (Y, ⋆Y ) are δ-close in the pointed Gromov-

Hausdorff topology (or δ-close for short) if there is a δ-Gromov-Hausdorff approx-

imation from (X, ⋆X) to (Y, ⋆Y ). We note that this does not define a metric space

structure on the set of pointed metric spaces, but nevertheless defines a topology which

happens to be metrizable. A sequence {(Xi, ⋆i)}∞i=1 of pointed metric spaces Gromov-

Hausdorff converges to (Y, ⋆Y ) if there is a sequence {fi : (Xi, ⋆Xi) → (Y, ⋆Y )}∞i=1

of δi-Gromov-Hausdorff approximations, where δi → 0. We will denote this by

(Xi, ⋆Xi)
GH→(Y, ⋆Y ).

Note that a δ-Gromov-Hausdorff approximation is a δ′-Gromov-Hausdorff approx-

imation for every δ′ ≥ δ. A δ-Gromov-Hausdorff approximation f has a quasi-

inverse f̂ : (Y, ⋆Y ) → (X, ⋆X) constructed by saying that for y ∈ B(⋆Y , δ
−1 − δ), we

choose some x ∈ B(⋆X , δ
−1) with dY (y, f(x)) ≤ δ and put f̂(y) = x. There is a func-

tion δ′ = δ′(δ) > 0 with limδ→0 δ
′ = 0 so that if f is a δ-Gromov-Hausdorff approxima-

tion then f̂ is a δ′-Gromov-Hausdorff approximation and f̂◦f (resp. f ◦f̂) is δ′-close to
the identity on B(⋆X , (δ

′)−1) (resp. B(⋆Y , (δ
′)−1)). The condition (Xi, ⋆Xi)

GH→(Y, ⋆Y )

is equivalent to the existence of a sequence {fi : (Y, ⋆Y ) → (Xi, ⋆Xi)}∞i=1 (note

the reversal of domain and target) of δi-Gromov-Hausdorff approximations, where

δi → 0.

The relation of being δ-close is not symmetric. However, this does not create a

problem because only the associated notion of convergence (i.e., the topology) plays

a role in our discussion.
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The pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology is a complete metrizable topology on the

set of complete proper metric spaces (taken modulo pointed isometry). Hence we can

talk about two such metric spaces being having distance at most δ from each other.

There is a well-known criterion for a set of pointed metric spaces to be precompact in

the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology [3, Theorem 8.1.10]. Complete proper length

spaces, which are the main interest of this paper, form a closed subset of the set of

complete proper metric spaces.

3.2. CK-convergence

Definition 3.4. — Given K ∈ Z+, let (M1, ⋆M1) and (M2, ⋆M2) be complete pointed

CK-smooth Riemannian manifolds. (That is, the manifold transition maps are

CK+1 and the metric in local coordinates is CK). Given δ ∈ [0,∞), a pointed

CK+1-smooth map f : (M1, ⋆M1) → (M2, ⋆M2) is a δ-CK approximation if it is a

δ-Gromov-Hausdorff approximation and the CK-norm of f∗gM2 − gM1 , computed

on B(⋆M1 , δ
−1), is bounded above by δ. Two CK -smooth Riemannian manifolds

(M1, ⋆M1) and (M2, ⋆M2) are δ-CK close if there is a δ-CK approximation from

(M1, ⋆M1) to (M2, ⋆M2).

In what follows, we will always take K ≥ 10. We now state a CK-precompactness

result.

Lemma 3.5(cf. [26, Chapter 10]). — Given v, r > 0, n ∈ Z
+ and a function A :

(0,∞) → (0,∞), the set of complete pointed CK+2-smooth n-dimensional Rieman-

nian manifolds (M, ⋆M ) such that

(1) vol(B(⋆M , r)) ≥ v and

(2) |∇k Rm | ≤ A(R) on B(⋆M , R), for all 0 ≤ k ≤ K and R > 0,

is precompact in the pointed CK -topology.

The bounds on the derivatives of curvature in Lemma 3.5 give uniform

CK+1-bounds on the Riemannian metric in harmonic coordinates. One then

obtains limit metrics which are CK-smooth. One can get improved regularity but we

will not need it.

3.3. Alexandrov spaces. — Recall that there is a notion of an Alexandrov space

of curvature at least c, or equivalently a complete length space X having curvature

bounded below by c ∈ R on an open set U ⊂ X [3, Chapter 4]. In this paper we will

only be concerned with Alexandrov spaces of finite Hausdorff dimension, so this will

be assumed implicitly without further mention.

We will also have occasion to work with incomplete, but locally complete spaces.

This situation typically arises when one has a metric space X where X = B(p, r),
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and every closed ball B(p, r′) with r′ < r is complete. The version of Toponogov’s

theorem for Alexandrov spaces [3, Chapter 10.3], in which one deduces global trian-

gle comparison inequality from local ones, also applies in the incomplete situation,

provided that the geodesics arising in the proof lie in an a priori complete part of the

space. In particular, if all sides of a geodesic triangle have length < D then triangle

comparison is valid provided that the closed balls of radius 2D centered at the vertices

are complete.

We recall the notion of a strainer (cf. [3, Definition 10.8.9]).

Definition 3.6. — Given a point p in an Alexandrov space X of curvature at least c,

an m-strainer at p of quality δ and scale r is a collection {(ai, bi)}mi=1 of pairs of points

such that d(p, ai) = d(p, bi) = r and in terms of comparison angles,

∠̃p(ai, bi) > π − δ,(3.7)

∠̃p(ai, aj) >
π

2
− δ,

∠̃p(ai, bj) >
π

2
− δ,

∠̃p(bi, bj) >
π

2
− δ

for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, i 6= j. Note that the comparison angles are defined using

comparison triangles in the model space of constant curvature c.

For facts about strainers, we refer to [3, Chapter 10.8.2]. The Hausdorff dimension

of X equals its strainer number, which is defined as follows.

Definition 3.8. — The strainer number of X is the supremum of numbers m such that

there exists an m-strainer of quality 1
100m at some point and some scale.

By “dimension of X” we will mean the Hausdorff dimension; this coincides with

its topological dimension, although we will not need this fact. If (X, ⋆X) is a pointed

nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space then there is a pointed Gromov-Hausdorff

limit CTX = limλ→∞
(
1
λX, ⋆X

)
called the Tits cone of X . It is a nonnegatively

curved Alexandrov space which is a metric cone, as defined in Subsection 2.2. We will

consider Tits cones in the special case when X is a nonnegatively curved Riemannian

manifold.

A line in a length space X is a curve γ : R → X with the property that

dX(γ(t), γ(t′)) = |t− t′| for all t, t′ ∈ R. The splitting theorem (see [3, Chapter 10.5])

says that if a nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space X contains a line then it is

isometric to R× Y for some nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space Y .
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If γ : [0, T ] → X is a minimal geodesic in an Alexandrov space X , parametrized

by arc-length, and p 6= γ(0) is a point in X then the function t → dp(γ(t)) is right-

differentiable and

(3.9) lim
t→0+

dp(γ(t)) − dp(γ(0))

t
= − cos θ,

where θ is the minimal angle between γ and minimizing geodesics from γ(0) to p

[3, Corollary 4.5.7].

The proof of the next lemma is similar to that of [3, Theorem 10.7.2].

Lemma 3.10. — Given n ∈ Z+, let {(Xi, ⋆Xi)}∞i=1 be a sequence of complete pointed

length spaces. Suppose that ci → 0 and ri → ∞ are positive sequences such that for

each i, the ball B(⋆Xi , ri) has curvature bounded below by −ci and dimension bounded

above by n. Then a subsequence of the (Xi, ⋆Xi)’s converges in the pointed Gromov-

Hausdorff topology to a pointed nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space of dimension

at most n.

3.4. Critical point theory. — We recall a few facts about critical point theory

here, and refer the reader to [6, 16] for more information.

If M is a complete Riemannian manifold and p ∈ M , then a point x ∈ M \ {p}
is noncritical if there is a nonzero vector v ∈ TxM making an angle strictly larger

than π
2 with the initial velocity of every minimizing segment from x to p. If there are

no critical points in the set d−1
p (a, b) then the level sets {d−1

p (t)}t∈(a,b), are pairwise

isotopic Lipschitz hypersurfaces, and d−1
p (a, b) is diffeomorphic to a product, as in the

usual Morse lemma for smooth functions. As with the traditional Morse lemma, the

proof proceeds by constructing a smooth vector field ξ such that dp has uniformly

positive directional derivative in the direction ξ.

3.5. Topology of nonnegatively curved 3-manifolds. — In this subsection

we describe the topology of certain nonnegatively curved manifolds. We start with

3-manifolds.

Lemma 3.11. — Let M be a complete connected orientable 3-dimensional CK-smooth

Riemannian manifold with nonnegative sectional curvature. We have the following

classification of the diffeomorphism type of M , based on the number of ends :

– 0 ends: S1 × S2, S1 ×Z2 S
2 = RP 3#RP 3, T 3/Γ (where Γ is a finite subgroup

of Isom+(T 3) which acts freely on T 3) or S3/Γ (where Γ is a finite subgroup

of SO(4) that acts freely on S3).

– 1 end: R3, S1 × R2, S2 ×Z2 R = RP 3 −B3 or T 2 ×Z2 R = a flat R-bundle over

the Klein bottle.

– 2 ends: S2 × R or T 2 × R.

If M has two ends then it splits off an R-factor isometrically.
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Proof. — If M has no end then it is compact and the result follows for C∞-metrics

from [18]. For CK-smooth metrics, one could adapt the argument in [18] or alterna-

tively use [31].

If M is noncompact then the Cheeger-Gromoll soul theorem says that M is diffeo-

morphic to the total space of a vector bundle over its soul, a closed lower-dimensional

manifold with nonnegative sectional curvature [7]. (The proof in [7], which is for

C∞-metrics, goes through without change for CK-smooth metrics.) The possible di-

mensions of the soul are 0, 1 and 2. The possible topologies of M are listed in the

lemma.

If M has two ends then it contains a line and the Toponogov splitting theorem

implies that M splits off an R-factor isometrically.

We now look at a pointed nonnegatively curved surface and describe the topology

of a ball in it which is pointed Gromov-Hausdorff close to an interval.

Lemma 3.12. — Suppose that (S, ⋆S) is a pointed CK-smooth nonnegatively curved

complete orientable Riemannian 2-manifold. Let ⋆S ∈ S be a basepoint and suppose

that the pointed ball (B(⋆S , 10), ⋆S) has pointed Gromov-Hausdorff distance at most

δ from the pointed interval ([0, 10], 0).

(1) Given θ > 0 there is some δ(θ) > 0 so that if δ < δ(θ) then for every

x ∈ B(⋆S , 9)−B(⋆S , 1) the set Vx of initial velocities of minimizing geodesic

segments from x to ⋆S has diameter bounded above by θ.

(2) There is some δ > 0 so that if δ < δ then for every r ∈ [1, 9] the ball B(⋆S , r)

is homeomorphic to a closed 2-disk.

Proof

(1). Choose a point x′ with dS(⋆S , x′) = 9.5. Fix a minimizing geodesic γ′ from x

to x′ and a minimizing geodesic γ′′ from ⋆S to x′. If γ is a minimizing geodesic from

⋆S to x, consider the geodesic triangle with edges γ, γ′ and γ′′. As

(3.13) d(⋆S , x) + d(x, x′)− d(⋆S , x
′′) ≤ const. δ,

triangle comparison implies that the angle at x between γ and γ′ is bounded below

by π − a(δ), where a is a positive monotonic function with limδ→0 a(δ) = 0. We take

δ so that 2a(δ) ≤ θ.

(2). Suppose that δ < δ(π4 ). By critical point theory, the distance function d⋆S :

A(⋆S , 1, 9) → [1, 9] is a fibration with fibers diffeomorphic to a disjoint union of circles.

In particular, the closed balls B(⋆S , r), for r ∈ [1, 9], are pairwise homeomorphic.

When δ ≪ 1, the fibers will be connected, since the diameter of d−1
⋆S

(5) will be

comparable to δ. Hence B(⋆S , 1) is homeomorphic to a surface with circle boundary.

Suppose that B(⋆S , 1) is not homeomorphic to a disk. A complete connected

orientable nonnegatively curved surface is homeomorphic to S2, T 2, R2, or S1 × R.

By elementary topology, the only possibility is if S is homeomorphic to a 2-torus,
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B(⋆S , 1) is homeomorphic to the complement of a 2-ball in S, and S − B(⋆S , 2) is

homeomorphic to a disk. In this case, S must be flat. However, the cylinderA(⋆S , 1, 2)

lifts to the universal cover of S, which is isometric to the flat R2. If δ is sufficiently

small then the flat R2 would contain a metric ball of radius 1
10 which is Gromov-

Hausdorff close to an interval, giving a contradiction.

3.6. Smoothing Lipschitz functions. — The technique of smoothing Lipschitz

functions was introduced in Riemannian geometry by Grove and Shiohama [16].

If M is a Riemannian manifold and F is a Lipschitz function on M then the

generalized gradient of F atm ∈M can be defined as follows. Given ǫ ∈ (0, InjRadm),

if x ∈ B(m, ǫ) is a point of differentiability of F then compute ∇xF ∈ TxM and

parallel transport it along the minimizing geodesic to m. Take the closed convex hull

of the vectors so obtained and then take the intersection as ǫ→ 0. This gives a closed

convex subset of TmM , which is the generalized gradient of F at m [11]; we will

denote this set by ∇gen
m F . The union

⋃
m∈M ∇gen

m F ⊂ TM will be denoted ∇genF .

Lemma 3.14. — Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold and let π : TM → M be

the projection map. Suppose that U ⊂ M is an open set, C ⊂ U is a compact subset

and S is an open fiberwise-convex subset of π−1(U).

Then for every ǫ > 0 and any Lipschitz function F : M → R whose generalized

gradient over U lies in S, there is a Lipschitz function F̂ :M → R such that:

(1) F̂ is C∞ on an open set containing C.

(2) The generalized gradient of F̂ , over U , lies in S. (In particular, at every point

in U where F̂ is differentiable, the gradient lies in S.)

(3) |F̂ − F |∞ ≤ ǫ.

(4) F̂
∣∣
M−U

= F
∣∣
M−U

.

The proof of Lemma 3.14 proceeds by mollifying the Lipschitz function F , as

in [16, Section 2]. We omit the details.

Corollary 3.15. — Suppose that M is a compact Riemannian manifold. Given K <∞
and ǫ > 0, for any K-Lipschitz function F on M there is a (K+ ǫ)-Lipschitz function

F̂ ∈ C∞(M) with |F̂ − F |∞ ≤ ǫ.

Proof. — Apply Lemma 3.14 with C = U =M , and S = {v ∈ TM : |v| < K+ǫ}.

Corollary 3.16. — For all ǫ > 0 there is a θ > 0 with the following property.

Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold, let Y ⊂ M be a closed subset and let

dY : M → R be the distance function from Y . Given p ∈ M − Y , let Vp ⊂ TpM

be the set of initial velocities of minimizing geodesics from p to Y . Suppose that

U ⊂M−Y is an open subset such that for all p ∈ U , one has diam(Vp) < θ. Let C be a
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compact subset of U . Then for every ǫ1 > 0 there is a Lipschitz function F̂ :M → R

such that

(1) F̂ is smooth on a neighborhood of C.

(2) ‖F̂ − dY ‖∞ < ǫ1.

(3) F̂ |M−U = dY |M−U .

(4) For every p ∈ C, the angle between −(∇F̂ )(p) and Vp is at most ǫ.

(5) F̂ − dY is ǫ-Lipschitz.

Proof. — First, note that if p ∈ M − Y is a point of differentiability of the distance

function dY then ∇p dY = −Vp. Also, the assignment x 7→ Vx is semicontinuous in

the sense that if {xk}∞k=1 is a sequence of points converging to x then by parallel

transporting Vxk
radially to the fiber over x, we obtain a sequence {V̄xk

}∞k=1 ⊂ TxM

which accumulates on a subset of Vx. It follows that the generalized derivative of dY
at any point p ∈ M − Y is precisely −Hull(Vp), where Hull(Vp) denotes the convex

hull of Vp.

Put S′ =
⋃

p∈U Hull(−Vp). Then S′ is a relatively closed fiberwise-convex subset

of π−1(U), with fibers of diameter less than θ. We can fatten S′ slightly to form an

open fiberwise-convex set S ⊂ π−1(U) which contains S′, with fibers of diameter less

than 2θ.

Now take θ < ǫ
2 and apply Lemma 3.14 to F = dY : M → R, with S as in the

preceding paragraph. The resulting function F̂ :M → R clearly satisfies (1)-(4). To

see that (5) holds, note that if p ∈ U is a point of differentiability of both F̂ and F

then ∇F̂ (p) and ∇F (p) both lie in the fiber S ∩ TpM , which has diameter less than

2θ. Hence the gradient of the difference satisfies

(3.17) ‖∇(F̂ − F )(p)‖ = ‖∇F̂ (p)−∇F (p)‖ < 2θ < ǫ .

Since F̂ coincides with F outside U , this implies that F̂ − F is ǫ-Lipschitz.

Remark 3.18. — When we apply Corollary 3.16, the hypotheses will be verified using

triangle comparison.

4. Splittings, strainers, and adapted coordinates

This section is about the notion of a pointed metric space approximately splitting

off an Rk-factor. We first define an approximate Rk-splitting, along with the notion of

compatibility between an approximate Rk-splitting and an approximate Rj-splitting.

We prove basic properties about approximate splittings. In the case of a pointed

Alexandrov space, we show that having an approximate Rk-splitting is equivalent to

having a good k-strainer. We show that if there is not an approximate Rk+1-splitting

at a point p then any approximate Rk-splitting at p is nearly-compatible with any

approximate Rj-splitting at p, for j ≤ k.
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We then introduce the notion of coordinates adapted to an approximate

Rk-splitting, in the setting of Riemannian manifolds with a lower curvature bound,

proving existence and (approximate) uniqueness of such adapted coordinates.

4.1. Splittings. — We start with the notion of a splitting.

Definition 4.1. — A product structure on a metric space X is an isometry α : X →
X1 × X2. A k-splitting of X is a product structure α : X → X1 × X2 where X1 is

isometric to Rk. A splitting is a k-splitting for some k. Two k-splittings α : X →
X1 ×X2 and β : X → Y1 × Y2 are equivalent if there are isometries φi : Xi → Yi such

that β = (φ1, φ2) ◦ α.

In addition to equivalence of splittings, we can talk about compatibility of split-

tings.

Definition 4.2. — Suppose that j ≤ k. A j-splitting α : X → X1 ×X2 is compatible

with a k-splitting β : X → Y1 × Y2 if there is a j-splitting φ : Y1 → Rj × Rk−j such

that α is equivalent to the j-splitting given by the composition

(4.3) X
β−→ Y1 × Y2

(φ,Id)−→ (Rj × R
k−j)× Y2 ∼= R

j × (Rk−j × Y2).

Lemma 4.4

(1) Suppose α : X → Rk×Y is a k-splitting of a metric space X, and β : X → R×Z
is a 1-splitting. Then either β is compatible with α, or there is a 1-splitting

γ : Y → R × W such that β is compatible with the induced splitting X →
(Rk × R)×W .

(2) Any two splittings of a metric space are compatible with a third splitting.

Before proving this, we need a sublemma.

Recall that a line in a metric space is a globally minimizing complete geodesic, i.e.,

an isometrically embedded copy of R. We will say that two lines are parallel if their

union is isometric to the union of two parallel lines in R
2.

Sublemma 4.5

(1) A path γ : R → X1 ×X2 in a product is a constant speed geodesic if and only

if the compositions πXi ◦ γ : R → Xi are constant speed geodesics.

(2) Two lines in a metric space X are parallel if and only if they have constant

speed parametrizations γ1 : R → X and γ2 : R → X such that d2(γ1(s), γ2(t))

is a quadratic function of (s− t).

(3) If two lines γ1, γ2 in a product Rk×X are parallel then either πX(γ1), πX(γ2) ⊂
X are parallel lines, or they are both points.

(4) Suppose L is a collection of lines in a metric space X. If
⋃

γ∈L γ = X, and

every pair γ1, γ2 ∈ L is parallel, then there is a 1-splitting α : X → R×Y such

that L = {α−1(R× {y})}y∈Y .
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Proof

(1). It follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that if a, b, c ∈ X1 × X2 sat-

isfy the triangle equation d(a, c) = d(a, b) + d(b, c) then the same is true of their

projections a1, b1, c1 ∈ X1 and a2, b2, c2 ∈ X2, and moreover (d(a1, b1), d(a2, b2)) and

(d(a1, c1), d(a2, c2)) are linearly dependent in R2. This implies (1).

(2). The parallel lines y = 0 and y = a in R2 can be parametrized by γ1(s) = (s, 0)

and γ2(t) = (t, a), with d2(γ1(s), γ2(t)) = (s− t)2+a2. Conversely, suppose that lines
γ1 and γ2 in a metric space are such that d2(γ1(s), γ2(t)) is quadratic in (s− t). After
affine changes of s and t, we can assume that d2(γ1(s), γ2(t)) = (s− t)2 + a2 for some

a ∈ R. Then the union of γ1 and γ2 is isometric to the union of the lines y = 0 and

y = a in R2.

(3). By (2), we may assume that for i ∈ {1, 2} there are constant speed

parametrizations γi : R → Rk × X , such that d2(γ1(s), γ2(t)) is a quadratic

function of (s − t). The projections πRk ◦ γi are constant speed geodesics in Rk,

and the quadratic function d2(πRk ◦ γ1(s), πRk ◦ γ2(t)) is a function of (s − t); oth-

erwise d2(πRk ◦ γ1(s), πRk ◦ γ2(s)) would be unbounded in s, which contradicts that

d2(γ1(s), γ2(s)) is constant in s. Therefore

(4.6) d2(πX ◦ γ1(s), πX ◦ γ2(t)) = d2(γ1(s), γ2(t)) − d2(πRk ◦ γ1(s), πRk ◦ γ2(t))
is a quadratic function of (s− t). By (2) we conclude that πX ◦γ1, πX ◦γ2 are parallel.

(4). Let γ : R → X be a unit speed parametrization of some line in L, and let

b : X → R be the Busemann function limt→∞ d(γ(t), ·) − t. By assumption, the

elements of L partition X into the cosets of an equivalence relation; the quotient Y

inherits a natural metric, namely the Hausdorff distance. The map (b, πY ) : X →
R× Y defines a 1-splitting – one verifies that it is an isometry using the fact that L
consists of parallel lines.

Proof of Lemma 4.4

(1). Consider the collection of lines Lβ = {β−1(R × {z}) | z ∈ Z}. By

Lemma 4.5 (3) it follows that πY ◦ α(Lβ) consists of parallel lines, or consists

entirely of points.

Case 1. πY ◦ α(Lβ) consists of points. — In this case, Sublemma 4.5 implies that

πRk ◦ α(Lβ) is a family of parallel lines in Rk. Decomposing Rk into a product

Rk ≃ R1 × Rk−1 in the direction defined by πRk ◦ α(Lβ), we obtain a 1-splitting

of X which is easily seen to be equivalent to β.

Case 2. πY ◦ α(Lβ) consists of parallel lines. — Since
⋃

γ∈πY ◦α(Lβ)
γ = Y , by

Lemma 4.5 (4), there is a 1-splitting γ : Y → R ×W such that {γ−1(R × {w}) |
w ∈ W} = πY ◦ α(Lβ). Letting α′ : X → (Rk × R) ×W be the (k + 1)-splitting

given by X
α→ Rk × Y → (Rk × R) ×W , we get that πW ◦ α′(Lβ) consists of

points, so by Case 1 it follows that β is compatible with α′.
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(2). Suppose that α : X → Rk × Y and β : X → Rl × Z are splittings. We may

apply part (1) to α and the 1-splitting obtained from the ith coordinate direction of β,

for successive values of i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. This will enlarge α to a splitting α′ which is

compatible with all of these 1-splittings, and clearly α′ is then compatible with β.

4.2. Approximate splittings. — Next, we consider approximate splittings.

Definition 4.7. — Given k ∈ Z≥0 and δ ∈ [0,∞), a (k, δ)-splitting of a pointed met-

ric space (X, ⋆X) is a δ-Gromov-Hausdorff approximation (X, ⋆X) → (X1, ⋆X1) ×
(X2, ⋆X2), where (X1, ⋆X1) is isometric to (Rk, ⋆Rk). (We allow Rk to have other

basepoints than 0.)

There are “approximate” versions of equivalence and compatibility of splittings.

Definition 4.8. — Suppose that α : (X, ⋆X)→ (X1, ⋆X1)×(X2, ⋆X2) is a (j, δ1)-splitting

and β : (X, ⋆X) → (Y1, ⋆Y1)× (Y2, ⋆Y2) is an (k, δ2)-splitting. Then

(1) α is ǫ-close to β if j = k and there are ǫ-Gromov-Hausdorff approximations

φi : (Xi, ⋆Xi) → (Yi, ⋆Yi) such that the composition (φ1, φ2) ◦α is ǫ-close to β,

i.e., agrees with β on B(⋆X , ǫ
−1) up to error at most ǫ.

(2) α is ǫ-compatible with β if j ≤ k and there is a j-splitting γ : (Y1, ⋆Y1) →
(Rj , ⋆Rj ) × (Rk−j , ⋆Rk−j) such that the (j, δ2)-splitting defined by the compo-

sition

(4.9) X
β−→ Y1 × Y2

(γ,Id)−→ (Rj × R
k−j)× Y2 ∼= R

j × (Rk−j × Y2)

is ǫ-close to α.

Lemma 4.10. — Given δ > 0 and C < ∞, there is a δ′ = δ′(δ, C) > 0 with the

following property. Suppose that (X, ⋆X) is a complete pointed metric space with

a (k, δ′)-splitting α. Then for any x ∈ B(⋆X , C), the pointed space (X, x) has a

(k, δ)-splitting coming from a change of basepoint of α.

Proof. — In general, suppose that f : (X, ⋆X) → (Y, ⋆Y ) is a δ′-Gromov-Hausdorff

approximation. Given x ∈ B(⋆X , C), consider x to be a new basepoint. Note that

(4.11) d(⋆Y , f(x)) ≤ d(⋆X , x) + δ′ ≤ C + δ′.

Suppose that δ satisfies

(1) δ−1 ≤ (δ′)−1 − C,

(2) δ−1 − δ ≤ (δ′)−1 − 2δ′ − C and

(3) δ > 2δ′.

We claim that f is a δ-Gromov-Hausdorff between (X, x) and (Y, f(x)). To see this,

first if x1, x2 ∈ B(x, δ−1) then x1, x2 ∈ B(⋆X , (δ
′)−1) and so

(4.12) |dY (f(x1), f(x2))− dX(x1, x2)| ≤ δ′ ≤ δ.
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Next, if y ∈ B(f(x), δ−1 − δ) then y ∈ B(⋆Y , (δ
′)−1 − δ′) and so there is some

x̂ ∈ B(⋆X , (δ
′)−1) with d(y, f(x̂)) ≤ δ′. Now

(4.13) d(x, x̂) ≤ d(f(x), f(x̂))+δ′ ≤ d(f(x), y)+d(y, f(x̂))+δ′ ≤ δ−1−δ+2δ′ < δ−1,

which proves the claim.

The lemma now follows provided that we specialize to the case when Y splits off

an Rk-factor.

Lemma 4.14. — Given δ > 0 and C < ∞, there is a δ′ = δ′(δ, C) > 0 with the

following property. Suppose that (X, ⋆X) is a complete pointed metric space with a

(k1, δ
′)-splitting α1 and a (k2, δ

′)-splitting α2. Suppose that α1 is δ′-compatible with

α2. Given x ∈ B(⋆X , C), let α′
1, α

′
2 be the approximate splittings of (X, x) coming

from a change of basepoint in α1, α2. Then α′
1 and α′

2 are δ-compatible.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.10. We omit the details.

4.3. Approximate splittings of Alexandrov spaces. — Recall the notion of a

point in an Alexandrov space having a k-strainer of a certain size and quality; see

Subsection 3.3. The next lemma shows that the notions of having a good strainer

and having a good approximate Rk-splitting are essentially equivalent for Alexandrov

spaces.

Lemma 4.15

(1) Given k ∈ Z+ and δ > 0, there is a δ′ = δ′(k, δ) > 0 with the following

property. Suppose that (X, ⋆X) is a complete pointed nonnegatively curved

Alexandrov space with a (k, δ′)-splitting. Then ⋆X has a k-strainer of quality

δ at a scale 1
δ .

(2) Given n ∈ Z+ and δ > 0, there is a δ′ = δ′(n, δ) > 0 with the following property.

Suppose that (X, ⋆X) is an complete pointed length space so that B
(
⋆X ,

1
δ′

)
has

curvature bounded below by − δ′ and dimension bounded above by n. Suppose

that for some k ≤ n, ⋆X has a k-strainer {p±i }ki=1 of quality δ′ at a scale 1
δ′ .

Then (X, ⋆X) has a (k, δ)-splitting φ : (X, ⋆X) → (Rk ×X ′, (0, ⋆X′)) where the

composition πRk ◦ φ has jth component dX(p+j , ⋆X)− dX(p+j , ·).

Proof. — The proof of (1) is immediate from the definitions.

Suppose that (2) were false. Then for each i ∈ Z+, there is an complete pointed

length space (Xi, ⋆Xi) so that

(1) B(⋆Xi , i) has dimension at most n,

(2) B(⋆Xi , i) has curvature bounded below by − 1
i and

(3) ⋆Xi has a k-strainer of quality 1
i at a scale i but

(4) If Φi : (Xk, ⋆Xi) → Rk has jth component defined as above, then Φi is not the

Rk part of a (k, δ)-splitting for any i.
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After passing to a subsequence, we can assume that limi→∞(Xi, ⋆Xi) = (X∞, ⋆X∞),

for some pointed nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space (X∞, ⋆X∞) of dimension

at most n, the k-strainers yield k pairs {γ±j }kj=1 of opposite rays leaving ⋆X∞ , the

opposite rays γ±j fit together to form k orthogonal lines, and the jth components of

the Φi’s converge to the negative of the Busemann function of γ+j . Using the Splitting

Theorem [3, Chapter 10.5] it follows that X∞ splits off an Rk-factor. This gives a

contradiction.

Lemma 4.16. — Given k ≤ n ∈ Z+, suppose that {(Xi, ⋆Xi)}∞i=1 is a sequence of

complete pointed length spaces and δi → 0 is a positive sequence such that

(1) Each B
(
⋆Xi ,

1
δi

)
has curvature bounded below by − δi and dimension bounded

above by n.

(2) Each (Xi, ⋆Xi) has a (k, δi)-splitting.

(3) limi→∞(Xi, ⋆Xi) = (X∞, ⋆X∞) in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology.

Then (X∞, ⋆X∞) is a nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space with a k-splitting.

Proof. — This follows from Lemma 4.15.

4.4. Compatibility of approximate splittings. — Next, we show that the

nonexistence of an approximate (k+1)-splitting implies that approximate j-splittings

are approximately compatible with k-splittings for j ≤ k.

Lemma 4.17. — Given j ≤ k ≤ n ∈ Z+ and β′
k, βk+1 > 0, there are numbers δ =

δ(j, k, n, β′
k, βk+1) > 0. βj = βj(j, k, n, β

′
k, βk+1) > 0 and βk = βk(j, k, n, β

′
k, βk+1) >

0 with the following property. If (X, ⋆X) is a complete pointed length space such that

(1) The ball B(⋆X , δ
−1) has curvature bounded below by −δ and dimension bounded

above by n, and

(2) (X, ⋆X) does not admit a (k + 1, βk+1)-splitting

then any (j, βj)-splitting of (X, ⋆X) is β′
k-compatible with any (k, βk)-splitting.

Proof. — Suppose that the lemma is false. Then for some j ≤ k ≤ n ∈ Z+ and

β′
k, βk+1 > 0, there are

(1) A sequence {(Xi, ⋆Xi)}∞i=1 of pointed complete length spaces,

(2) A sequence {αi : (Xi, ⋆Xi) → (X1,i, ⋆X1,i) × (X2,i, ⋆X2,i)} of (j, i−1)-splittings

and

(3) A sequence {ᾱi : (Xi, ⋆Xi) → (Y1,i, ⋆Y1,i)× (Y2,i, ⋆Y2,i)} of (k, i−1)-splittings

such that

(4) B(⋆Xi , i
−1) has curvature bounded below by −i−1,

(5) B(⋆Xi , i
−1) has dimension at most n,

(6) (Xi, ⋆Xi) does not admit a (k + 1, βk+1)-splitting for any i and

(7) αi is not β
′
k-compatible with ᾱi for any i.
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By (4), (5) and Lemma 3.10, after passing to a subsequence we can assume that

there is a pointed nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space (X∞, ⋆X∞), and a sequence

{Φi : (Xi, ⋆Xi) → (X∞, ⋆X∞)} of i−1-Gromov-Hausdorff approximations. In view of

(2), (3) and Lemma 4.16, after passing to a further subsequence we can also assume

that there is a pointed j-splitting α∞ : (X∞, ⋆X∞) → (X∞.1, ⋆X∞,1)× (X∞,2, ⋆X∞,2)

and a pointed k-splitting ᾱ∞ : (X∞, ⋆X∞) → (Y∞,1, ⋆Y∞,1)× (Y∞,2, ⋆Y∞,2) such that

α∞ ◦Φi (respectively ᾱ∞ ◦Φi) is i
−1-close to αi (respectively ᾱi). By Lemma 4.4 and

the fact that (X∞, ⋆X∞) does not admit a (k + 1)-splitting, we conclude that α∞ is

compatible with ᾱ∞. It follows that αi is β
′
k-compatible with ᾱi for large i, which is

a contradiction.

Remark 4.18. — Assumption (1) in Lemma 4.17 is probably not necessary but it

allows us to give a simple proof, and it will be satisfied when we apply the lemma.

4.5. Overlapping cones. — In this subsection we prove a result about overlapping

almost-conical regions that we will need later. We recall that a pointed metric space

(X, ⋆) is a metric cone if it is a union of rays leaving the basepoint ⋆, and the union of

any two rays γ1, γ2 leaving ⋆ is isometric to the union of two rays γ̄1, γ̄2 ⊂ R2 leaving

the origin o ∈ R2.

Lemma 4.19. — If (X, ⋆X) is a conical nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space and

there is some x 6= ⋆X so that (X, x) is also a conical Alexandrov space then X has a

1-splitting such that the segment from ⋆X to x is parallel to the R-factor.

Proof. — Let α be a segment joining ⋆X to x. Since X is conical with respect to

both ⋆X and x, the segment α can be extended in both directions as a geodesic γ.

The cone structure implies that γ is a line. The lemma now follows from the splitting

theorem.

Lemma 4.20. — Given n ∈ Z+ and δ > 0, there is a δ′ = δ′(n, δ) > 0 with the

following property. If

– (X, ⋆X) is a complete pointed length space,

– x ∈ X has d(⋆X , x) = 1 and

– (X, ⋆X) and (X, x) have pointed Gromov-Hausdorff distance less than δ′ from

conical nonnegatively curved Alexandrov spaces CY and CY ′, respectively, of

dimension at most n

then (X, x) has a (1, δ)-splitting.

Proof. — If the lemma were false, then there would be a δ > 0, a positive sequence

δ′i → 0, a sequence of pointed complete length spaces {(Xi, ⋆Xi)}∞i=1, and points

xi ∈ Xi such that for every i:

– d(⋆Xi , xi) = 1.
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– (Xi, ⋆Xi) and (Xi, xi) have pointed Gromov-Hausdorff distance less than δ′i from
conical nonnegatively curved Alexandrov spaces CYi and CY ′

i , respectively, of

dimension at most n.

– (Xi, xi) does not have a (1, δ)-splitting.

After passing to a subsequence, we can assume that we have Gromov-Hausdorff limits

limi→∞(Xi, ⋆Xi) = (X∞, ⋆X∞), limi→∞ xi = x∞ with d(⋆X∞ , x∞) = 1, and both

(X∞, ⋆X∞) and (X∞, x∞) are conical nonnegatively curved Alexandrov spaces. By

Lemma 4.19, (X∞, x∞) has a 1-splitting. This gives a contradiction.

4.6. Adapted coordinates. — In this subsection we discuss coordinate systems

which arise from (k, δ)-splittings of Riemannian manifolds, in the presence of a lower

curvature bound. The basic construction combines the standard construction of

strainer coordinates [4] with the smoothing result of Corollary 3.16.

Definition 4.21. — Suppose 0 < δ′ ≤ δ, and let α be a (k, δ′)-splitting of a complete

pointed Riemannian manifold (M, ⋆M ). Let Φ : B
(
⋆M ,

1
δ

)
→ Rk be the composition

B
(
⋆M ,

1
δ

) α→ R
k ×X2 → R

k. Then a map φ : (B(⋆M , 1), ⋆M) → (Rk, φ(⋆M )) defines

α-adapted coordinates of quality δ if

(1) φ is smooth and (1 + δ)-Lipschitz.

(2) The image of φ has Hausdorff distance at most δ from B(φ(⋆M ), 1) ⊂ Rk.

(3) For all m ∈ B(⋆M , 1) and m
′ ∈ B

(
⋆M ,

1
δ

)
with d(m,m′) > 1, the (unit-length)

initial velocity vector v ∈ TmM of any minimizing geodesic from m to m′

satisfies

(4.22)

∣∣∣∣Dφ(v) −
Φ(m′)− Φ(m)

d(m,m′)

∣∣∣∣ < δ.

We will say that a map φ : (B(⋆M , 1), ⋆M ) → (Rk, 0) defines adapted coordinates of

quality δ if there exists a (k, δ)-splitting α such that φ defines α-adapted coordinates

of quality δ, as above. Likewise, (M, ⋆M ) admits k-dimensional adapted coordinates of

quality δ if there is a map φ as above which defines adapted coordinates of quality δ.

We now give a sufficient condition for an approximate splitting to have good

adapted coordinates.

Lemma 4.23(Existence of adapted coordinates). — For all n ∈ Z+ and δ > 0,

there is a δ′ = δ′(n, δ) > 0 with the following property. Suppose that (M, ⋆M ) is

an n-dimensional complete pointed Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature

bounded below by −δ′ 2 on B
(
⋆M ,

1
δ′

)
, which has a (k, δ′)-splitting α. Then there exist

α-adapted coordinates of quality δ.

Proof. — The idea of the proof is to use the approximate splitting to construct a

strainer and then use the strainer to construct Lipschitz-regular coordinates, which

can be smoothed using Corollary 3.16.
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Fix n ∈ Z+ and δ > 0. Suppose that δ′ < δ and (M, ⋆M ) has a (k, δ′)-splitting
α : (M, ⋆M ) → (Rk, 0)× (Y, ⋆Y ). Let {ej}kj=1 be an orthonormal basis of Rk. Given a

parameter s ∈ (1δ ,
1

10δ′ ), choose pj± ∈M so that α(pj±) lies in the 10δ′-neighborhood
of (±sej , ⋆Y ).

Define φ0 : B(⋆M , 1) → Rk by

(4.24) φ0(m) = ( d(⋆M , p1+)− d(m, p1+), . . . , d(⋆M , pk+)− d(m, pk+)) .

We will show that if s and δ′ are chosen appropriately then we can smooth the

component functions of φ0 using Corollary 3.16, to obtain a map φ : B(⋆M , 1) →
(Rk, 0) which defines α-adapted coordinates of quality δ. (Note that α is also a

(k, δ)-splitting since δ′ < δ.) We first estimate the left-hand side of (4.22). Recall

that if m is a point of differentiability of dpj+ and v ∈ TmM is the initial vector of a

unit-speed minimizing geodesic mm′ then Ddpj+(v) = − cos (∠̃m(m′, pj+)).

Sublemma 4.25. — There exists s̄ = s̄(n, δ) > 1
δ so that for each s ≥ s̄, there is

some δ
′
= δ

′
(n, s, δ) < 1

10s such that if δ′ < δ
′
then the following holds.

Under the hypotheses of the lemma, suppose that m ∈ B(⋆M , 1), m
′ ∈ B(⋆M ,

1
δ )

and d(m,m′) ≥ 1. Let mpj+ and mm′ be minimizing geodesics. Then

(4.26)

∣∣∣∣cos(∠̃m(m′, pj+))−
d(m, pj+)− d(m′, pj+)

d(m,m′)

∣∣∣∣ < δ.

Proof. — Suppose that the sublemma is not true. Then for each s̄ > 1
δ , one can find

some s ≥ s̄ so that there are (see Figure 1):

– A positive sequence δ′i → 0,

– A sequence {(Mi, ⋆Mi)}∞i=1 of n-dimensional complete pointed Riemannian man-

ifolds with sectional curvature bounded below by −δ′2i on B(⋆Mi ,
1
δ′i
),

– A (k, δ′i)-splitting α
′
i of Mi and

– Points mi ∈ B(⋆Mi , 1) and m
′
i ∈ B(⋆Mi ,

1
δ ) with d(mi,m

′
i) ≥ 1 so that

– For each i, the inequality (4.26) fails.

⋆

mi

m′
i

pj+

Figure 1
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Using Lemma 4.16, after passing to a subsequence, we can assume that

limi→∞(Mi, ⋆Mi) = (X∞, ⋆X∞) in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology for some

pointed nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space (X∞, ⋆X∞) which is an isometric

product Rk × Y∞. After passing to a further subsequence, we can assume

– limi→∞mi = x∞ for some x∞ ∈ B(⋆X∞ , 1),

– limi→∞m′
i = x′∞ for some x′∞ ∈ B(⋆X∞ ,

1
δ ) with d(x∞, x

′
∞) ≥ 1,

– The segments mim′
i converge to a segment x∞x′∞ and

– limi→∞ pi,j+ = p∞,j+ for some points p∞,j+ ∈ X∞ in Rk × {⋆Y∞} of distance s

from ⋆X∞ .

Then

– limi→∞ ∠̃mi(m
′
i, pi,j+) = ∠̃x∞(x′∞, p∞,j+),

– limi→∞ d(mi,m
′
i) = d(x∞, x′∞) and

– limi→∞ d(m′
i, pi,j+) = d(x′∞, p∞,j+).

Now a straightforward verification shows that since we are in the case of an exact

Rk-splitting, there is a function η = η(δ, s) with lims→∞ η(δ, s) = 0 so that

(4.27)

∣∣∣∣cos(∠̃x∞(x∞
′, p∞,j+))−

d(x∞, p∞,j+)− d(x∞′, p∞,j+)

d(x∞, x∞′)

∣∣∣∣ < η.

Taking s large enough gives a contradiction, thereby proving the sublemma.

Returning to the proof of the lemma, with s ≥ s, define φ0 as in (4.24). We have

shown that if δ′ is sufficiently small then φ0 satisfies (4.22) with δ replaced by 1
2δ.

By a similar contradiction argument, one can show that if δ′ is sufficiently small,

as a function of n, s and δ, then φ0 is a (1 + 1
2δ)-Lipschitz map whose image is a

δ-Hausdorff approximation to B(0, 1) ⊂ Rk.

If it were not for problems with cutpoints which could cause φ0 to be nonsmooth,

then we could take φ = φ0. In general, we claim that if s is large enough then we

can apply Lemma 3.16 in order to smooth dpj+ on B(⋆M , 1), and thereby construct

φ from φ0. To see this, note that for any ǫ > 0, by making s sufficiently large, we can

arrange that for any m ∈ B(⋆M ,
3
δ ), the comparison angle ∠̃m(pj+, pj−) is as close to

π as we wish, and hence by triangle comparison the hypotheses of Corollary 3.16 will

hold with Y = pj+, C = B(⋆M ,
2
δ ) ⊂ U = B(⋆M ,

3
δ ), and θ = θ(ǫ) as in the statement

of Corollary 3.16.

We now show that under certain conditions, the adapted coordinates associated to

an approximate splitting are essentially unique.

Lemma 4.28(Uniqueness of adapted coordinates). — Given 1≤ k ≤ n ∈ Z
+ and ǫ > 0,

there is an ǫ′ = ǫ′(n, ǫ) > 0 with the following property. Suppose that

(1) (M, ⋆M ) is an n-dimensional complete pointed Riemannian manifold with sec-

tional curvature bounded below by −(ǫ′)2 on B
(
⋆M ,

1
ǫ′

)
.

(2) α : (M, ⋆M ) → (Rk × Z, (0, ⋆Z)) is a (k, ǫ′)-splitting of (M, ⋆M ).
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(3) φ1 : (B(⋆M , 1), ⋆M ) → (Rk, 0) is an α-adapted coordinate on B(⋆M , 1) of

quality ǫ′.

(4) Either

(a) φ2 : (B(⋆M , 1), ⋆M ) → (Rk, 0) is an α-adapted coordinate on B(⋆M , 1) of

quality ǫ′, or

(b) φ2 has (1 + ǫ′)-Lipschitz components and the following holds :

For every m ∈ B(⋆M , 1) and every j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, there is an m′
j ∈

B(⋆M , (ǫ
′)−1) with d(m′

j ,m) > 1 satisfying (4.22) (with φ φ2), such that

(πRk ◦ α)(m′
j) lies in the ǫ′-neighborhood of the line (πRk ◦ α)(m) + R ej,

and (πZ ◦ α)(m′
j) lies in the ǫ′-ball centered at (πZ ◦ α)(m).

Then ‖ φ1 − φ2 ‖C1≤ ǫ on B(⋆M , 1).

Proof. — We first give the proof when φ2 is also an α-adapted coordinate on B(⋆M , 1)

of quality ǫ′.
Let Φ : (M, ⋆M ) → Rk be the composition (M, ⋆M )

α→ Rk × Z → Rk.

Given ǫ1 > 0, if ǫ′ is sufficiently small, then by choosing points {pi,±}ki=1 in M

with d(α(pi,±), (±ǫ1−1ei, ⋆Z)) ≤ ǫ1, we obtain a strainer of quality comparable to ǫ1
at scale ǫ1

−1. Given m ∈ B(⋆M , 1), let γi be a unit speed minimizing geodesic fromm

to pi,+, let vi ∈ TmM be the initial velocity of γi, and let mi be the point on γi with

d(mi,m) = 2. Given ǫ2 > 0, if ǫ1 is sufficiently small then using triangle comparison,

we get

(4.29) |〈vi, vj〉 − δij | < ǫ2 , |(Φ(mi)− Φ(m)) − 2ei| < ǫ2.

for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k. Applying (4.22) with m′ = mi gives

(4.30) max (|Dφ1(vi)− ei| , |Dφ2(vi)− ei|) < ǫ2.

Finally, given ǫ3 > 0, since φ1, φ2 are (1 + ǫ′)-Lipschitz, if ǫ′ and ǫ2 are small

enough then we can assume that if v is a unit vector and v ⊥ span(v1, . . . , vk) then

max(|Dφ1(v)|, |Dφ2(v)|) < ǫ3. So for any ǫ4 > 0, if ǫ3 is sufficiently small then the

operator norm of Dφ1 −Dφ2 is bounded above by ǫ4 on B(⋆M , 1).

Since φ1(⋆M ) − φ2(⋆M ) = 0, we can integrate the inequality ‖ Dφ1 −Dφ2 ‖≤ ǫ4
along minimizing curves in B(⋆M , 1) to conclude that ‖ φ1 − φ2 ‖C0 ≤ 2ǫ4 on

B(⋆M , 1). Since ǫ4 is arbitrary, the lemma follows in this case.

Now suppose φ2 satisfies instead the second condition in (4). If m ∈ B(⋆M , 1),

j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, m′
j is as in (4), and vj is the initial velocity of a unit speed geodesic

from m to m′
j , then (4.22) implies that (D(φ2)j)(vj) is close to 1 when ǫ′ is small.

Since the jth component (φ2)j is (1 + ǫ′)-Lipschitz, this implies ∇(φ2)j is close to vj
when ǫ′ is small. Applying the reasoning of the above paragraphs to φ1, we get that

∇(φ1)j is also close to vj when ǫ′ is small. Hence |Dφ1 − Dφ2| is small when ǫ′ is
small, and integrating within B(⋆M , 1) as before, the lemma follows.
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Finally, we show that approximate compatibility of two approximate splittings

leads to an approximate compatibility of their associated adapted coordinates.

Lemma 4.31. — Given 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n ∈ Z+ and ǫ > 0, there is an ǫ′ = ǫ′(n, ǫ) > 0

with the following property. Suppose that

(1) (M, ⋆M ) is an n-dimensional complete pointed Riemannian manifold with sec-

tional curvature bounded below by −(ǫ′)2 on B
(
⋆M ,

1
ǫ′

)
.

(2) α1 is a (j, ǫ′)-splitting of (M, ⋆M ) and α2 is a (k, ǫ′)-splitting of (M, ⋆M ).

(3) α1 is ǫ′-compatible with α2.

(4) φ1 : (M, ⋆M ) → (Rj , 0) and φ2 : (M, ⋆M ) → (Rk, 0) are adapted coordinates on

B(⋆M , 1) of quality ǫ
′, associated to α1 and α2, respectively.

Then there exists a map T : Rk → Rj, which is a composition of an isometry with an

orthogonal projection, such that ‖ φ1 − T ◦ φ2 ‖C1≤ ǫ on B(⋆M , 1).

Proof. — Let α1 :M → Rj×Z1 and α2 :M → Rk×Z2 be the approximate splittings.

Let Φ1 be the composition B(⋆M , (ǫ
′)−1)

α1→ Rj×Z1 → Rj and Φ2 be the composition

B(⋆M , (ǫ
′)−1)

α2→ Rk × Z2 → Rk.

By (3), there is a j-splitting γ : Rk → Rj×Rk−j and a pair of ǫ′-Gromov-Hausdorff

approximations ξ1 : Rj → Rj , ξ2 : Rn−j × Z2 → Z1 such that the map α̂2 given by

the composition

(4.32) M
α2→ R

k × Z2

(γ,IdZ2 )−→ R
j × R

k−j × Z2
(ξ1,ξ2)−→ R

j × Z1

agrees with the map α1 on the ball B(⋆M , (ǫ
′)−1) up to error at most ǫ′. Since

Gromov-Hausdorff approximations (Rj , 0) → (Rj , 0) are close to isometries, for all

ǫ1 > 0, there will be a map T : Rk → Rj (a composition of an isometry and a

projection) which agrees with the composition

(4.33) R
k γ−→ R

j × R
k−j ξ1−→ R

j

up to error at most ǫ1 on the ball B(⋆M , ǫ
−1
1 ), provided ǫ′ is sufficiently small. Thus

for all ǫ2 > 0, the composition

(4.34) M
α2−→ R

k × Z2 −→ R
k T−→ R

j

agrees with Φ1 up to error at most ǫ2 on B(⋆M , ǫ
−1
2 ), provided ǫ1 and ǫ

′ are sufficiently

small. Using Definition 4.21 for the approximate splitting α2 and applying T , it follows

that for all ǫ3 > 0, if ǫ2 is sufficiently small then we are ensured that T ◦ φ2 defines

α1-adapted coordinates on B(⋆M , 1) of quality ǫ3. By Lemma 4.28 (using the first

criterion in part (4) of Lemma 4.28), it follows that if ǫ3 is sufficiently small then

‖φ1 − T ◦ φ2‖C1 < ǫ.

Remark 4.35. — In Definition 4.21 we defined adapted coordinates on the unit ball

B(⋆M , 1). By a rescaling, we can define adapted coordinates on a ball of any specified

size, and the results of this section will remain valid.
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5. Standing assumptions

We now start on the proof of Theorem 1.3 in the case of closed manifolds. The

proof is by contradiction.

The next lemma states that if we can get a contradiction from a certain “Standing

Assumption” then we have proven Theorem 1.3. We recall from the definition of the

volume scale in Definition 1.5 that if w ≤ w′ then rp(w) ≥ rp(w
′).

Lemma 5.1. — If Theorem 1.3 is false then we can satisfy the following Standing

Assumption, for an appropriate choice of A′.

Standing Assumption 5.2. — Let K ≥ 10 be a fixed integer, and let A′ : (0,∞) ×
(0,∞) → (0,∞) be a function.

We assume that {(Mα, gα)}∞α=1 is a sequence of connected closed Riemannian 3-

manifolds such that

(1) For all p ∈ Mα, the ratio
Rp

rp(1/α)
of the curvature scale at p to the 1

α -volume

scale at p is bounded below by α.

(2) For all p ∈ Mα and w′ ∈ [ 1α , c3), let rp(w
′) denote the w′-volume scale at p.

Then for each integer k ∈ [0,K] and each C ∈ (0, α), we have |∇k Rm | ≤
A′(C,w′) rp(w′)−(k+2) on B(p, Crp(w

′)).

(3) Each Mα fails to be a graph manifold.

Proof. — If Theorem 1.3 is false then for every α ∈ Z+, there is a manifold (Mα, gα)

which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 with the parameter w0 of the theorem

set to wα
0 = 1

8α4 , but M
α is not a graph manifold.

We claim first that for every pα ∈ Mα, we have rpα(1/α) < Rpα . If not then for

some pα ∈ Mα, we have rpα(1/α) ≥ Rpα . From the definition of rpα(1/α), it follows

that

(5.3) vol(B(pα, Rpα)) ≥ 1

α
R3

pα >
1

8α4
R3

pα ,

which contradicts our choice of wα
0 .

Thus rpα(1/α) < Rpα . Then

(5.4)
1

α
(rpα(1/α))3 = vol(B(pα, rpα(1/α))) ≤ vol(B(pα, Rpα)) ≤ 1

8α4
R3

pα ,

so
Rpα

rpα (1/α) ≥ 2α. This shows that {(Mα, gα)}∞α=1 satisfies condition (1) of Standing

Assumption 5.2.

To see that condition (2) of Standing Assumption 5.2 holds, for an appropriate

choice of A′, we first note that if suffices to just consider C ∈ [1, α), since a derivative
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bound on a bigger ball implies a derivative bound on a smaller ball. For w̃′ ∈
[
1
α , c3

)
,

we have

(5.5) Crpα(w̃′) ≤ αrpα (1/α) ≤ Rp.

Now

vol(B(pα, Crpα(w̃′))) ≥ vol(B(pα, rpα(w̃′))) = w̃′(rpα(w̃′))3(5.6)

= C−3w̃′(Crpα (w̃′))3.

Put w′ = C−3w̃′. Then

(5.7) wα
0 =

1

8α4
≤ w′ < c3.

Hypothesis (2) of Theorem 1.3 implies that

(5.8) |∇k Rm | ≤ A(w′) (Crpα(w̃′))−(k+2)

on B(pα, Crpα(w̃′)). Hence condition (2) of Standing Assumption 5.2 will be satisfied,

for C ∈ [1, α), if we take

(5.9) A′(C, w̃′) = max
0≤k≤K

A
(
C−3w̃′) C−(k+2).

Standing Assumption 5.2 will remain in force until Section 16, where we con-

sider manifolds with boundary. We will eventually get a contradiction to Standing

Assumption 5.2.

For the sake of notational brevity, we will usually suppress the superscript α; thus

M will refer to Mα. By convention, each of the statements made in the proof is

to be interpreted as being valid provided α is sufficiently large, whether or not this

qualification appears explicitly.

Remark 5.10. — The condition K ≥ 10 in Standing Assumption 5.2 is clearly not

optimal but it is good enough for the application to the geometrization conjecture.

Remark 5.11. — We note that for fixed ŵ ∈ (0, c3), conditions (1) and (2) of Standing

Assumption 5.2 imply that for large α, the following holds for all p ∈Mα:

(1)
Rp

rp(ŵ) ≥ α and

(2) For each integer k ∈ [0,K] and each C ∈ (0, α), we have |∇k Rm | ≤
A′(C, ŵ) rp(ŵ)−(k+2) on B(p, Crp(ŵ)).

Since in addition vol(B(p, rp(ŵ))) = ŵ(rp(ŵ))
3, we have all of the ingredients to

extract convergent subsequences, at the ŵ-volume scale, with smooth pointed limits

that are nonnegatively curved. This is how the hypotheses of Standing Assumption 5.2

will enter into finding a contradiction. In effect, ŵ will eventually become a judiciously

chosen constant.
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6. The scale function r

In this section we introduce a smooth scale function r : M → (0,∞) which will

be used throughout the rest of the paper. This function is like a volume scale in the

sense that one has lower bounds on volume at scale r, which enables one to appeal to

CK-precompactness arguments. The advantage of r over a volume scale is that r can

be arranged to have small Lipschitz constant, which is technically useful.

We will use the following lemma to construct slowly varying functions subject to

a priori upper and lower bounds.

Lemma 6.1. — Suppose X is a metric space, C ∈ (0,∞), and l, u : X → (0,∞) are

functions. Then there is a C-Lipschitz function r : X → (0,∞) satisfying l ≤ r ≤ u

if and only if

(6.2) l(p)− Cd(p, q) ≤ u(q)

for all p, q ∈ X.

Proof. — Clearly if such an r exists then (6.2) must hold.

Conversely, suppose that (6.2) holds and define r : X → (0,∞) by

(6.3) r(q) = sup{l(p)− Cd(p, q) | p ∈ X} .

Then l ≤ r ≤ u. For q, q′ ∈ X , since l(p)−Cd(p, q) ≥ l(p)−Cd(p, q′)− Cd(q, q′), we
obtain r(q) ≥ r(q′)− Cd(q, q′), from which it follows that r is C-Lipschitz.

Recall that c3 is the volume of the unit ball in R3. Let Λ > 0 and w̄ ∈ (0, c3) be

new parameters, and put

(6.4) w′ =
w̄

2(1 + 2Λ−1)3
.

Recall the notion of the volume scale rp(w̄) from Definition 1.5.

Corollary 6.5. — There is a smooth Λ-Lipschitz function r : M → (0,∞) such that

for every p ∈M , we have

(6.6)
1

2
rp(w̄) ≤ r(p) ≤ 2rp(w

′) .

Proof. — We let l : M → (0,∞) be the w̄-volume scale, and u : M → (0,∞)

be the w′-volume scale. We first verify (6.2) with parameter C = Λ
2 . To argue by

contradiction, suppose that for some p, q ∈ M we have l(p) − 1
2Λd(p, q) > u(q).

In particular, d(p, q) < 2l(p)
Λ and u(q) < l(p). There are inclusions B(p, l(p)) ⊂

B(q, (1 + 2Λ−1) l(p)) ⊂ B(p, (1 + 4Λ−1) l(p)). Then

(6.7) vol(B(q, (1 + 2Λ−1) l(p))) ≥ vol(B(p, l(p))) = w̄l3(p) = 2w′ ((1 + 2Λ−1) l(p)
)3
.
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For any c > 0, if α is sufficiently large then the sectional curvature on B(p, (1 +

4Λ−1) l(p)), and hence on B(q, (1 + 2Λ−1) l(p)), is bounded below by − c2 l(p)−2. As

u(q) < l(p) < (1 + 2Λ−1)l(p), the Bishop-Gromov inequality implies that

w′ u(q)3
∫ u(q)/l(p)

0

sinh2(cr) dr

=
vol(B(q, u(q)))

∫ u(q)/l(p)

0

sinh2(cr) dr

≥ vol(B(q, (1 + 2Λ−1) l(p)))
∫ !+2Λ−1

0

sinh2(cr) dr

(6.8)

≥ 2w′ ((1 + 2Λ−1) l(p)
)3

∫ 1+2Λ−1

0

sinh2(cr) dr

,

or

(6.9)
c2
(

u(q)
l(p)

)3

∫ u(q)/l(p)

0

sinh2(cr) dr

≥ 2c2(1 + 2Λ−1)3
∫ !+2Λ−1

0
sinh2(cr) dr

.

As the function x 7→ c2

3
x3

∫ x
0

sinh2(cr) dr
tends uniformly to 1 as c → 0, for x ∈ (0, 3],

taking c small gives a contradiction. (Note the factor of 2 on the right-hand

side of (6.9).)

By Lemma 6.1, there is a Λ
2 -Lipschitz function r on M satisfying l ≤ r ≤ u. The

corollary now follows from Corollary 3.15.

We will write rp for r(p). Recall our convention that the index α in the sequence

{Mα}∞α=1 has been suppressed, and that all statements are to be interpreted as being

valid provided α is sufficiently large. The next lemma shows CK-precompactness at

scale r.

Lemma 6.10

(1) There is a constant ŵ = ŵ(w′) > 0 such that vol(B(p, rp)) ≥ ŵ(rp)
3 for every

p ∈M .

(2) For every p ∈M , C <∞ and k ∈ [0,K], we have

(6.11) |∇k Rm | ≤ 2k+2 A′(C,w′) r−(k+2)
p on the ball B

(
p,

1

2
Crp

)
.

(3) Given ǫ > 0, for sufficiently large α and for every p ∈Mα, the rescaled pointed

manifold ( 1
rp
Mα, p) is ǫ-close in the pointed CK-topology to a complete non-

negatively curved CK-smooth Riemannian 3-manifold. Moreover, this manifold

belongs to a family which is compact in the pointed CK -topology.
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Proof

(1). As 1
2 rpα ≤ rpα(w′), the Bishop-Gromov inequality gives

(6.12)
vol(B(pα, 12 rpα))
∫ rpα

2rpα(w′)

0

sinh2(r) dr

≥ vol(B(pα, rpα(w′)))∫ 1

0

sinh2(r) dr

=
w′(rpα(w′))3∫ 1

0

sinh2(r) dr

,

or

vol(B(pα, 12 rpα))

(12 rpα)3
≥ w′
∫ 1

0

sinh2(r) dr

∫ rpα

2rpα(w′)

0

sinh2(r) dr

(
rpα

2rpα (w′)

)3(6.13)

≥ w′

3

∫ 1

0

sinh2(r) dr

.

Thus

(6.14) vol(B(pα, rpα)) ≥ vol (B (pα, rpα/2)) ≥ w′

24

∫ 1

0

sinh2(r) dr

(rpα)3,

which gives (1).

(2). From hypothesis (2) of Standing Assumption 5.2, for each C < α and

k ∈ [0,K] we have

(6.15) |∇k Rm | ≤ A′(C,w′) rpα(w′)−(k+2) ≤ 2k+2 A′(C,w′) r
−(k+2)
pα

on B(pα, Crpα(w′)) ⊃ B
(
pα, 12Crpα

)
.

(3). If not, then for some ǫ > 0, after passing to a subsequence, for every α we

could find pα ∈Mα such that ( 1
rpα

Mα, pα) has distance at least ǫ in the CK -topology

from a complete nonnegatively curved 3-manifold.

(1) and (2) imply that after passing to a subsequence, the sequence {( 1
rpα

Mα, pα)}
converges in the pointed CK -topology to a complete Riemannian 3-manifold.

But since the ratio
Rp

rp
tends uniformly to infinity as α → ∞, the limit manifold has

nonnegative curvature, which is a contradiction.

We now extend Lemma 6.10 to provide CK-splittings.

Lemma 6.16. — Given ǫ > 0 and 0 ≤ j ≤ 3, provided δ < δ(ǫ, w′) the following holds.

If p ∈M, and φ :
(

1
rp
M,p

)
→ (Rj×X, (0, ⋆X)) is a (j, δ)-splitting, then φ is ǫ-close to

a (j, ǫ)-splitting φ̂ :
(

1
rp
M,p

)
→ (Rj×X̂, (0, ⋆X̂)), where X̂ is a complete nonnegatively

curved CK -smooth Riemannian (3 − j)-manifold, and φ̂ is ǫ-close to an isometry on

the ball B(p, ǫ−1) ⊂ 1
rp
M , in the CK+1-topology.
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Proof. — Suppose not. Then for some ǫ > 0, after passing to a subsequence we can

assume that there are points pα ∈Mα so that
(

1
rpα

M,pα
)
admits a (j, α−1)-splitting

φj , but the conclusion of the lemma fails.

By Lemma 6.10, a subsequence of
{(

1
rpα

Mα, pα
)}∞

α=1
converges in the pointed

CK-topology to a complete pointed nonnegatively curved CK -smooth 3-dimensional

Riemannian manifold (M∞, p∞), such that φj converges to a (j, 0)-splitting φ∞ of

(M∞, p∞). This is a contradiction.

Remark 6.17. — If we only assume condition (1) of Assumption 5.2 then the proof

of Lemma 6.16 yields the following weaker conclusion: X̂ is a (nonnegatively curved)

(3 − j)-dimensional Alexandrov space, and φ̂ is a homeomorphism on B(p, ǫ−1). See

Section 18 for more discussion.

Let σ > 0 be a new parameter. In the next lemma, we show that if the parameter w̄

is small then the pointed 3-manifold ( 1
rp
M,p) is Gromov-Hausdorff close to something

of lower dimension.

Lemma 6.18. — Under the constraint w̄ < w̄(σ,Λ), the following holds. For every

p ∈M , the pointed space ( 1
rp
M,p) is σ-close in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff met-

ric to a nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space of dimension at most 2.

Proof. — Suppose that the lemma is not true. Then for some σ,Λ > 0, there is a

sequence w̄i → 0 and for each i, a sequence
{(
Mα(i,j), pα(i,j)

)}∞
j=1

so that for each

j,
(

1
rpα(i,j)

Mα(i,j), pα(i,j)
)
has pointed Gromov-Hausdorff distance at least σ from any

nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space of dimension at most 2.

Given i, as j → ∞ the curvature scale at pα(i,j) divided by rpα(i,j) (w′) goes to

infinity. Hence the curvature scale at pα(i,j) divided by rpα(i,j) also goes to infin-

ity. Thus we can find some j = j(i) so that the curvature scale at pα(i,j(i)) is at

least i rpα(i,j(i)) . We relabel Mα(i,j(i)) as M i and pα(i,j(i)) as pi. Thus we have a

sequence
{(
M i, pi

)}∞
i=1

so that for each i,
(

1
rpi
M i, pi

)
has pointed Gromov-Hausdorff

distance at least σ from any nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space of dimension at

most 2, and the curvature scale at pi is at least i rpi . In particular, a subsequence of

the
(

1
rpi
M i, pi

)
’s converges in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology to a nonnega-

tively curved Alexandrov space (X, x), necessarily of dimension 3. Hence there is a

uniform positive lower bound on vol(B(pi,2rpi))

(2rpi)3
.

As rpi(w̄i) ≤ 2rpi , the Bishop-Gromov inequality implies that

(6.19)
w̄i

(
rpi(w̄i)

)3
∫ rpi(w̄i)

2rpi

0

sinh2(r) dr

=
vol(B(pi, rpi(w̄i)))
∫ rpi(w̄i)

2rpi

0

sinh2(r) dr

≥ vol(B(pi, 2rpi))
∫ 1

0

sinh2(r) dr

.
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That is,

vol(B(pi, 2rpi))

(2rpi)3
≤ w̄i

(∫ 1

0

sinh2(r) dr

) (
rpi(w̄i)

2rpi

)3

∫ rpi(w̄i)

2rpi

0

sinh2(r) dr

(6.20)

≤ 3 w̄i

∫ 1

0

sinh2(r) dr.

Since w̄i → 0, we obtain a contradiction.

As explained in Section 2, we will assume henceforth that the constraint

(6.21) w̄ < w̄(σ,Λ)

is satisfied.

7. Stratification

In this section we define a rough stratification of a Riemannian 3-manifold, based

on the maximal dimension of a Euclidean factor of an approximate splitting at a given

point.

7.1. Motivation. — Recall that in a metric polyhedron P , there is a natural met-

rically defined filtration P0 ⊂ P1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ P , where Pk ⊂ P is the set of points p ∈ P

that do not have a neighborhood that isometrically splits off a factor of Rk+1. The

associated strata {Pk −Pk−1} are manifolds of dimension k. An approximate version

of this kind of filtration/stratification will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.3.

For the proof of Theorem 1.3, we use a stratification of M so that if p ∈ M lies

in the k-stratum then there is a metrically defined fibration of an approximate ball

centered at p, over an open subset of Rk. We now give a rough description of the

strata; a precise definition will be given shortly.

2-stratum. — Here
(

1
rp
M,p

)
is close to splitting off an R2-factor and, due to the col-

lapsing assumption, it is Gromov-Hausdorff close to R2. One gets a circle fibration

over an open subset of R2.

1-stratum. — Here
(

1
rp
M,p

)
is not close to splitting off an R2-factor, but is close

to splitting off an R-factor. These points fall into two types: those where
(

1
rp
M,p

)

looks like a half-plane, and those where it look like the product of R with a space

with controlled diameter. One gets a fibration over an open subset of R, whose fiber

is D2, S2, or T 2.

0-stratum. — Here
(

1
rp
M,p

)
is not close to splitting off an R-factor. We will show

that for some radius r comparable to rp,
(
1
rM,p

)
is Gromov-Hausdorff close to the

Tits cone CTN of some complete nonnegatively curved 3-manifold N with at most

one end, and the ball B(p, r) ⊂ M is diffeomorphic to N . The possibilities for the
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topology of N are: S1 ×B2, B3, RP 3 −D3, a twisted interval bundle over the Klein

bottle, S1 × S2, RP 3#RP 3, a spherical space form S3/Γ and a isometric quotient

T 3/Γ of the 3-torus.

7.2. The k-stratum points. — To define the stratification precisely, we introduce

the additional parameters 0 < β1 < β2 < β3, and put β0 = 0. Recall that the

parameter σ has already been introduced in Section 6.

Definition 7.1. — A point p ∈M belongs to the k-stratum, k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, if ( 1
rp
M,p)

admits a (k, βk)-splitting, but does not admit a (j, βj)-splitting for any j > k.

Note that every pointed space has a (0, 0)-splitting, so every p ∈M belongs to the

k-stratum for some k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.

Lemma 7.2. — Under the constraints β3 < β3 and σ < σ there are no 3-stratum

points.

Proof. — Let c > 0 be the minimal distance, in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorffmetric,

between (R3, 0) and a nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space of dimension at most 2.

Taking β3 = σ = c
4 , the lemma follows from Lemma 6.18.

Let ∆ ∈ (β−1
2 ,∞) be a new parameter.

Lemma 7.3. — Under the constraint ∆ > ∆(β2), if p ∈ M has a 2-strainer of size
∆
100 rp and quality 1

∆ at p, then
(

1
rp
M,p

)
has a (2, 12β2)-splitting

1
rp
M → R2. In

particular p is in the 2-stratum.

Proof. — This follows from Lemma 4.15.

Definition 7.4. — A 1-stratum point p ∈ M is in the slim 1-stratum if there is a

(1, β1)-splitting ( 1
rp
M,p) → (R×X, (0, ⋆X)) where diam(X) ≤ 103∆.

8. The local geometry of the 2-stratum

In the next few sections, we examine the local geometry near points of different

type, introducing adapted coordinates and certain associated cutoff functions.

In this section we consider the 2-stratum points. Along with the adapted coordi-

nates and cutoff functions, we discuss the local topology and a selection process to

get a ball covering of the 2-stratum points.
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8.1. Adapted coordinates, cutoff functions and local topology near

2-stratum points. — Let p denote a point in the 2-stratum and let φp :
(

1
rp
M,p

)
→

R2 × (X, ⋆X) be a (2, β2)-splitting.

Lemma 8.1. — Under the constraints β2 < β2 and σ < σ, the factor (X, ⋆X) has

diameter < 1.

Proof. — If not then we could find a subsequence {Mαj} of theMα’s, and pj ∈Mαj ,

such that with β2 = σ = 1
j , the map φpj : ( 1

rpj
Mαj , pj) → (R2×Xj , (0, ⋆Xj )) violates

the conclusion of the lemma. We then pass to a pointed Gromov-Hausdorff sublimit

(M∞, p∞), which will be a nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space of dimension at

most 2, and extract a limiting 2-splitting φ∞ : (M∞, p∞) → R2 ×X∞. The only pos-

sibility is that dim(M∞) = 2, φ∞ is an isometry and X∞ is a point. This contradicts

the diameter assumption.

Let ς2-stratum > 0 be a new parameter.

Lemma 8.2. — Under the constraint β2 < β2(ς2-stratum), there is a φp-adapted coor-

dinate ηp of quality ς2-stratum on B(p, 200) ⊂
(

1
rp
M,p

)

Proof. — This follows from Lemma 4.23 (see also Remark 4.35).

Definition 8.3. — Let ζp be the smooth function on M which is the extension by zero

of Φ8,9 ◦ |ηp|. (See Section 2 for the definition of Φa,b.)

Lemma 8.4. — Under the constraints β2 < β2, ς2-stratum < ς2-stratum and σ < σ, the

restriction of ηp to η−1
p (B(0, 100)) is a fibration with fiber S1. In particular, for all

R ∈ (0, 100), |ηp|−1[0, R] is diffeomorphic to S1 ×B(0, R).

Proof. — For small β2 and ς2-stratum, the map ηp : 1
rp
M ⊃ B(p, 200) → R2 is a sub-

mersion; this follows by applying (4.22) to an appropriate 2-strainer at x ∈ B(p, 200)

furnished by the (2, β2)-splitting φp.

By Lemma 8.1, if ς2-stratum < ς2-stratum then η−1
p (B(0, 100)) ⊂ B(p, 102) ⊂

1
rp
M . Therefore if K ⊂ B(0, 100) is compact then η−1

p (K) is a closed sub-

set of B(p, 102) ⊂ 1
rp
M , and hence compact. It follows that ηp

∣∣
η−1
p (B(0,100)) :

η−1
p (B(0, 100)) → B(0, 100) is a proper map. Thus ηp

∣∣
η−1
p (B(0,100)) is a trivial fiber

bundle with compact 1-dimensional fibers.

Since η−1
p (0) has diameter at most 2 by Lemma 8.1 (assuming ς2-stratum <

ς2-stratum), it follows that any two points in the fiber η−1
p (0) can be joined by a

path in η−1
p (B(0, 100)). Now the triviality of the bundle implies that the fibers are

connected, i.e., diffeomorphic to S1.
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8.2. Selection of 2-stratum balls. — Let M be a new parameter, which will

become a bound on intersection multiplicity of balls. The corresponding bound M
will describe how big M has to be taken in order for various assertions to be valid.

Let {pi}i∈I2-stratum be a maximal set of 2-stratum points with the property that

the collection {B(pi,
1
3 rpi)}i∈I2-stratum is disjoint. We write ζi for ζpi .

Lemma 8.5. — Under the constraints M >M and Λ < Λ,

(1)
⋃

i∈I2-stratum
B(pi, rpi) contains all 2-stratum points.

(2) The intersection multiplicity of the collection {supp(ζi)}i∈I2-stratum is bounded

by M.

Proof

(1). Assume 1 + 2
3Λ < 1.01. If p is a 2-stratum point, there is an i ∈ I2-stratum

such that B(p, 13 rp)∩B(pi,
1
3 rpi) 6= ∅ for some i ∈ I2-stratum. Then

rp

rpi
∈ [.9, 1.1], and

p ∈ B(pi, rpi).

(2). From the definition of ζi, if ς2-stratum is sufficiently small then we are ensured

that supp(ζi) ⊂ B(pi, 10rpi).

Suppose that for some p ∈ M , we have p ∈ ⋂N
j=1 B(pij , 10rpij

) for distinct ij ’s.

We relabel so that B(pi1 , rpi1
) has the smallest volume among the B(pij , rpij

)’s.

If 10Λ is sufficiently small then we can assume that for all j, 1
2 ≤ rpij

rpi1
≤ 2. Hence the

N disjoint balls {B(pij ,
1
3 rpij

)}Nj=1 lie in B(pi1 , 100rpi1
) and by Bishop-Gromov volume

comparison

(8.6) N ≤
vol(B(pi1 , 100rpi1

))

vol(B(pi1 ,
1
3 rpi1

))
≤

∫ 100

0

sinh2(r) dr

∫ 1
3

0

sinh2(r) dr

.

This proves the lemma.

9. Edge points and associated structure

In this section we study points p ∈M where the pair (M,p) looks like a half-plane

with a basepoint lying on the edge. Such points define an edge set E. We show that

any 1-stratum point, which is not a slim 1-stratum point, is not far from E.

As a technical tool, we also introduce an approximate edge set E′ consisting of

points where the edge structure is of slightly lower quality than that of E. The set

E′ will fill in the boundary edges of the approximate half-plane regions around points

in E. We construct a smoothed distance function from E′, along with an associated

cutoff function.

We describe the local topology around points in E and choose a ball covering of E.
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9.1. Edge points. — We begin with a general lemma about 1-stratum points.

Lemma 9.1. — Given ǫ > 0, if β1 < β1(ǫ) and σ < σ(ǫ) then the following holds.

If ( 1
rp
M,p) has a (1, β1)-splitting then there is a (1, ǫ)-splitting ( 1

rp
M,p) → (R ×

Y, (0, ⋆Y )), where Y is an Alexandrov space with dim(Y ) ≤ 1.

Proof. — This is similar to the proof of Lemma 8.1. If the lemma were false then we

could find a sequence αj → ∞ so that taking β1 = j−1 and σ = j−1, for every j there

would be pj ∈ Mαj and a (1, j−1)-splitting of
(

1
rpj
Mαj , pj

)
, but no (1, ǫ)-splitting

as asserted. Passing to a subsequence, we obtain a pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit

(M∞, p∞), and the (1, j−1)-splittings converge to a 1-splitting φ∞ :M∞ → R×Y . It

follows from Lemma 6.18 that dimM∞ ≤ 2, and hence dimY ≤ 1. This implies that

for large j, we can find arbitrarily good splittings
(

1
rpj
Mαj , pj

)
→ (R× Yj , (0, ⋆Yj))

where Yj is an Alexandrov space with dim(Yj) ≤ 1. This is a contradiction.

Let 0 < βE < βE′ and 0 < σE < σE′ be new parameters.

Definition 9.2. — A point p ∈M is an (s, t)-edge point if there is a (1, s)-splitting

(9.3) Fp :

(
1

rp
M,p

)
−→ (R× Y, (0, ⋆Y ))

and a t-pointed-Gromov-Hausdorff approximation

(9.4) Gp : (Y, ⋆Y ) −→ ([0, C], 0),

with C ≥ 200∆. Given Fp and Gp, we put

(9.5) Qp = (Id×Gp) ◦ Fp :

(
1

rp
M,p

)
−→ (R× [0, C], (0, 0)).

We let E denote the set of (βE , σE)-edge points, and E′ denote the set of

(βE′ , σE′)-edge points. Note that E ⊂ E′. We will often refer to elements of E as

edge points.

We emphasize that in the definition above, Qp maps the basepoint p ∈ M to

(0, 0) ∈ R× [0, C].

Lemma 9.6. — Under the constraints βE′ < βE′ , σE′ < σE′ and β2 < β2, no element

p ∈ E′ can be a 2-stratum point.

Proof. — By Lemma 8.1, if p is a 2-stratum point and φp : ( 1
rp
M,p) → (R2 ×

X, (0, ⋆X)) is a (2, β2)-splitting then diamX < 1. Thus if βE′ , σE′ and β2 are all

small then a large pointed ball in (R2, 0) has pointed Gromov-Hausdorff distance less

than two from a large pointed ball in (R× [0, C], (0, 0)), which is a contradiction.

We now show that in a neighborhood of p ∈ E, the set E′ looks like the border of

a half-plane.
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Lemma 9.7. — Given ǫ > 0, if βE′ < βE′(ǫ,∆), σE′ < σE′(ǫ,∆), βE < βE(βE′ , σE′),

σE < σE(βE′ , σE′) and Λ < Λ(ǫ,∆) then the following holds.

For p ∈ E, if Qp is as in Definition 9.2 and Q̂p :
(
R× [0, C], (0, 0)

)
→
(

1
rp
M,p

)

is a quasi-inverse for Qp (see Subsection 3.1), then Q̂p([−100∆, 100∆] × {0})
is ǫ

2 -Hausdorff close to E′ ∩Q−1
p ([−100∆, 100∆]× [0, 100∆]).

Proof. — Suppose the lemma were false. Then for some ǫ > 0, there would be

sequences αi → ∞, si → 0 and Λi → 0 so that for each i,

(1) The scale function r of Mαi has Lipschitz constant bounded above by Λi, and

(2) There is an (s2i , s
2
i )-edge point pi ∈ Mαi such that Q̂pi([−100∆, 100∆]× {0})

is not ǫ
2 -Hausdorff close to E′

i ∩ Q−1
pi

([−100∆, 100∆] × [0, 100∆]), where E′
i

denotes the set of (si, si)-edge points in Mαi .

After passing to a subsequence, we can assume that limi→∞
(

1
rpi
Mαi , pi

)
=

(X∞, p∞) for some pointed nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space (X∞, p∞).

We can also assume that limi→∞ Q̂pi

∣∣
[−200∆,200∆]×[0,200∆] exists and is an isometric

embedding Q̂∞ : [−200∆, 200∆]× [0, 200∆] → X∞, with Q̂∞(0, 0) = p∞. Then

(9.8) lim
i→∞

Q̂pi([−100∆, 100∆]× {0}) = Q̂∞([−100∆, 100∆]× {0}).

However, since si → 0 and Λi → 0, it follows that

(9.9) lim
i→∞

E′
i ∩Q−1

pi
([−100∆, 100∆]× [0, 100∆]) = Q̂∞([−100∆, 100∆]× {0}).

Hence for large i, Q̂pi ( [−100∆ , 100∆] × {0}) is ǫ
2 -Hausdorff close to E′

i ∩
Q−1

pi
([−100∆, 100∆]× [0, 100∆]). This is a contradiction.

The first part of the next lemma says that 1-stratum points are either slim

1-stratum points or lie not too far from an edge point. The second part says that E

is coarsely dense in E′.

Lemma 9.10. — Under the constraints βE′ < βE′(∆), σE′ < σE′(∆), βE <

βE(βE′ , σE′), σE < σE(βE′ , σE′), β1 < β1(∆, βE), σ < σ(∆, σE) and Λ < Λ(∆), the

following holds.

(1) For every 1-stratum point p which is not in the slim 1-stratum, there is some

q ∈ E with p ∈ B(q,∆rq).

(2) For every 1-stratum point p which is not in the slim 1-stratum and for every

p′ ∈ E′ ∩ B(p, 10∆rp), there is some q ∈ E with p′ ∈ B(q, rq). See Figure 2

below.

Proof. — Let ǫ > 0 be a constant that will be adjusted during the proof. Let p be a

1-stratum point which is not in the slim 1-stratum.

By Lemma 9.1, if β1 < β1(∆, ǫ) and σ < σ(∆, ǫ) then there is a (1, ǫ)-splitting

F : ( 1
rp
M,p) → (R×Y, (0, ⋆Y )), where Y is a nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space

of dimension at most one.
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E
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q

Figure 2

Sublemma 9.11. — diam(Y ) ≥ 500∆.

Proof. — Suppose that diam(Y ) < 500∆. Let φ :
(

1
rp
M,p

)
→ (R ×X, (0, ⋆X)) be a

(1, β1)-splitting.

Since p belongs to the 1-stratum,
(

1
rp
M,p

)
does not admit a (2, β2)-splitting. By

Lemma 4.17, it follows that if ǫ < ǫ(∆) and β1 < β1(∆) then there is a 1
103∆ -Gromov-

Hausdorff approximation (X, ⋆X) → (Y, ⋆Y ). Since Y ⊂ B(⋆Y , 500∆), we conclude

that the metric annulus A(⋆X , 600∆, 900∆) ⊂ X is empty. But then the image

of the ball B(p, β−1
1 ) ⊂ 1

rp
M under the composition B(p, β−1

1 )
φ→R×X

πX→ X will be

contained in B(⋆X ,600∆) ⊂ X (because the inverse image of B(⋆X , 600∆) under

πX ◦ φ is open and closed in the connected set B(p, β−1
1 )). Thus φ : ( 1

rp
M,p) →

(R×B(⋆X , 600∆), (0, ⋆X)) is a (1, β1)-splitting, and p is in the slim 1-stratum. This

is a contradiction.

Proof of Lemma 9.10 continued. — Suppose first that Y is a circle. If ǫ is sufficiently

small then there is a 2-strainer of size ∆
100 rp and quality 1

∆ at p. By the choice of ∆

(see Section 7), p is a 2-stratum point, which is a contradiction.

Hence up to isometry, Y is an interval [0, C] with C > 500∆. If ⋆Y ∈
(
∆
10 , C − ∆

10

)

then the same argument as in the preceding paragraph shows that ⋆Y is a 2-stratum

point provided ǫ is sufficiently small. Hence ⋆Y ∈
[
0, ∆

10

]
or ⋆Y ∈

[
C − ∆

10 , C
]
. In

the second case, we can flip [0, C] around its midpoint to reduce to the first case. So
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we can assume that ⋆Y ∈
[
0, ∆

10

]
. Let F̂ be a quasi-inverse of F and put q = F̂ (0, 0).

If Λ∆ is sufficiently small then we can ensure that .9 ≤ rp

rq
≤ 1.1. From Lemma 4.10,

if β1 is sufficiently small, relative to βE , then q has a (1, βE)-splitting. If in addition

ǫ is sufficiently small, relative to σE , then q is guaranteed to be in E. Then d(p, q) ≤
1
2∆rp < ∆rq .

To prove the second part of the lemma, Lemma 9.7 implies that if p′ ∈
E′ ∩ B(p, 10∆rp) then we can assume that p′ lies within distance 1

2 rp from

F̂ ([−100∆, 100∆] × {0}). (This is not a constraint on the present parameter ǫ.)

Choose q = F̂ (x, 0) for some x ∈ [−100∆, 100∆] so that d(p′, q) ≤ 1
2 rp. From

Lemma 4.10, if β1 is sufficiently small, relative to βE , then q has a (1, βE)-splitting.

If in addition ǫ is sufficiently small, relative to σE , then q is guaranteed to be in E.

If Λ∆ is sufficiently small then d(p′, q) ≤ rq. This proves the lemma.

9.2. Regularization of the distance function dE′ . — Let dE′ be the distance

function from E′. We will apply the smoothing results from Section 3.6 to dE′ . We

will see that the resulting smoothing of the distance function from E′ defines part of
a good coordinate in a collar region near E.

Let ςE′ > 0 be a new parameter.

Lemma 9.12. — Under the constraints βE′ < βE′(∆, ςE′) and σE′ < σE′(∆, ςE′) there

is a function ρE′ :M → [0,∞) such that if ηE′ = ρE′

r
then:

(1) We have

(9.13)

∣∣∣∣
ρE′

r

− dE′

r

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ςE′ .

(2) In the set η−1
E′

[
∆
10 , 10∆

]
∩ (dE

r
)−1[0, 50∆] , the function ρE′ is smooth and its

gradient lies in the ςE′-neighborhood of the generalized gradient of dE′ .

(3) ρE′ − dE′ is ςE′-Lipschitz.

Proof. — Let ǫ1 ∈ (0,∞) and θ ∈ (0, π) be constants, to be determined during the

proof.

Put

(9.14) C =

(
dE′

r

)−1 [
∆

20
, 20∆

]
∩
(
dE
r

)−1

[0, 50∆] .

If x ∈ C and Λ < Λ(∆) then there exists a p ∈ E such that x ∈ B(p, 60∆) ⊂ 1
rp
M .

By Lemma 9.7, provided that βE′ < βE′(ǫ1,∆), σE′ < σE′(ǫ1,∆), βE < βE(βE′ , σE′),

σE < σE(βE′ , σE′), and Λ < Λ(ǫ1,∆), there is a y ∈M such that in 1
rp
M ,

(9.15) |d(y, x) − dE′(x)| < ǫ1, |d(y, E′)− 2dE′(x)| < ǫ1 .
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By triangle comparison, involving triangles whose vertices are at x, y and points

in E′ whose distance to x is almost infimal, it follows that if ǫ1 < ǫ1(θ,∆) then

diam(Vx) < θ, where Vx is the set of initial velocities of minimizing geodesic segments

from x to E′. See Figure 3.

Applying Corollary 3.16, if θ < θ(ςE′) then we obtain a function ρE′ :M → [0,∞)

such that

(1) ρE′ is smooth in a neighborhood of C.

(2)
∥∥∥ρE′

r
− dE′

r

∥∥∥ < ςE′ .

(3) For every x ∈ C, the gradient of ρE′ lies in the ςE′ -neighborhood of the gener-

alized gradient of dE′ .

(4) ρE′ − dE′ is ςE′-Lipschitz.

If ςE′ < ∆
20 then

(9.16) η−1
E′

[
∆

10
, 10∆

]
∩ (

dE
r

)−1[0, 50∆] ⊂ C ,

so the lemma follows.
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9.3. Adapted coordinates tangent to the edge. — In this subsection, p ∈ E

will denote an edge point and Qp will denote a map as in (9.5).

Let ςedge > 0 be a new parameter. Applying Lemma 4.23, we get:

Lemma 9.17. — Under the constraint βE < βE(∆, ςedge), there is a Qp-adapted

coordinate

(9.18) ηp :

(
1

rp
M,p

)
⊃ B(p, 100∆) −→ R

of quality ςedge.

We define a global function ζp :M → [0, 1] by extending

(9.19) (Φ−9∆,−8∆,8∆,9∆ ◦ ηp) · (Φ8∆,9∆ ◦ ηE′) : B(p, 100∆) −→ [0, 1]

by zero.

Lemma 9.20. — The following holds:

(1) ζp is smooth.

(2) Under the constraints β2 < β2(ς2-stratum), Λ < Λ(ς2-stratum,∆), βE′ <

βE′(ς2-stratum,∆), σE′ < σE′(ς2-stratum,∆), βE < βE(β2, βE′ , σE′ , ς2-stratum),

σE < σE(β2, βE′ , σE′ , ς2-stratum), ςE′ < ςE′(ς2-stratum) and ςedge <

ςedge(ς2-stratum), if x ∈ (ηp, ηE′)−1([−10∆, 10∆] ×
[

1
10∆, 10∆

]
) then x is

a 2-stratum point, and there is a (2, β2)-splitting φ :
(

1
rx
M,x

)
→ R

2

such that (ηi, ηE′) :
(

1
rx
M,x

)
→ (R2, φ(x)) defines φ-adapted coordinates of

quality ς2-stratum on the ball B(x, 100) ⊂ 1
rx
M .

Proof

(1). This follows from Lemma 9.12.

(2). Let ǫ1, . . . , ǫ5 > 0 be constants, to be chosen at the end of the proof. For

i ∈ {1, 2} choose points x±i ∈M such that Qp(x
±
i ) ∈ B(Qp(x)± ∆

20ei, σE) ⊂ R×[0, C].

Provided that βE < βE(β2,∆, ǫ1), σE < σE(β2,∆, ǫ1) and Λ < Λ(∆), the tuple

{x±i }2i=1 will be a 2-strainer at x of quality ǫ1, and scale at least ∆
30 in 1

rx
M . Therefore,

if ǫ1 < ǫ1(β2) then x will be a 2-stratum point, with a (2, β2)-splitting φ :
(

1
rx
M,x

)
→

(R2, 0) given by strainer coordinates as in Lemma 4.15.

Suppose that y is a point in 1
rx
M with d(y, x) < ǫ2 · ∆

20 , and z ∈ E′ is

a point with d(y, z) ≤ d(y, E′) + ǫ2∆; see Figure 4. Then by Lemma 9.7, if

βE′ < βE′(ǫ3,∆), σE′ < σE′(ǫ3,∆), βE < βE(ǫ3, βE′ , σE′), σE < σE(ǫ3, βE′ , σE′),

Λ < Λ(ǫ3,∆) and ǫ2 < ǫ2(ǫ3) then the comparison angles ∠̃y(x
±
1 , z), ∠̃y(x

+
2 , z)

will satisfy |∠̃y(x
±
1 , z)− π

2 | < ǫ3 and |∠̃y(x
+
2 , z) − π| < ǫ3. If γ±i is a minimizing

segment from y to x±i , and γz is a minimizing segment from y to z, it follows

that |∠y(γ
±
1 , γz) − π

2 | < ǫ4 and |∠y(γ
+
2 , γz) − π| < ǫ4, provided that ǫi < ǫi(ǫ4)

for i ≤ 3. Therefore |DηE′((γ±1 )′(0))| < ǫ5 and |DηE′((γ+2 )′(0)) − 1| < ǫ5, provided

that ǫ4 < ǫ4(ǫ5) and ςE′ < ςE′(ǫ5). Likewise, |Dηp((γ±1 )′(0)) − 1| < ǫ5 and
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|Dηp((γ±2 )′(0))| < ǫ5, provided that βE < βE(ǫ5) and ςedge < ςedge(ǫ5). It follows

from Lemma 4.28 that (ηp, ηE′) defines φ-adapted coordinates of quality ς2-stratum on

B(x, 100) ⊂ 1
rx
M , provided that ǫ5 < ǫ5(ς2-stratum) and β2 < β2(ς2-stratum).

We may fix the constants in the order ǫ5, . . . , ǫ1. The lemma follows.

9.4. The topology of the edge region. — In this subsection we determine the

topology of a suitable neighborhood of an edge point p ∈ E.

Lemma 9.21. — Under the constraints βE′ < βE′(∆), σE′ < σE′(∆), βE <

βE(βE′ , σE′ , w′), σE < σE(βE′ , σE′), ςedge < ςedge(∆), ςE′ < ςE′(∆), Λ < Λ(∆) and

σ < σ(∆), the map ηp restricted to (ηp, ηE′)−1((−4∆, 4∆)× (−∞, 4∆]) is a fibration

with fiber diffeomorphic to the closed 2-disk D2.

Proof. — Let ǫ > 0 be a constant which will be internal to this proof.

By Lemma 6.16, if βE < βE(ǫ,∆, w
′) then the map Fp of Definition 9.2 is ǫ-close

to a (1, ǫ)-splitting φ :
(
1
rp
M,p

)
→ (R × Z, (0, ⋆Z)), where Z is a complete pointed

nonnegatively curved CK -smooth surface, and φ is ǫ-close in the CK+1-topology to an

isometry between the ball B(p, 1000∆) ⊂
(

1
rp
M,p

)
and its image in (R× Z, (0, ⋆Z)).

If in addition σE < σE(∆) then the pointed ball (B(⋆Z , 10∆), ⋆Z) ⊂ (Z, ⋆Z) will have

pointed-Gromov-Hausdorff distance at most δ from the pointed interval ([0, 10], 0),

where δ is the parameter of Lemma 3.12. By Lemma 3.12, we conclude that B(⋆Z ,∆)

is homeomorphic to the closed 2-disk.
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Put Y = R × {⋆Z} ⊂ R × Z and let dY : R × Z → R be the distance to Y . By

Lemma 3.12, if ǫ is sufficiently small then for every x ∈ R× Z with dY (x) ∈ [∆, 9∆],

the set Vx of initial velocities of minimizing segments from x to Y has small diameter;

moreover Vx is orthogonal to the R-factor of R×Z. Thus we may apply Lemma 3.16

to find a smoothing ρY of dY , where ‖ρY − dY ‖∞ is small, and in d−1
Y (∆, 9∆) the

gradient of ρY is close to the generalized gradient of dY .

Note that by Lemma 9.7, we may assume that φ−1(R × {⋆Z}) ∩ B(p, 50∆) is

Hausdorff close to E′ ∩ B(p, 50∆). Since φ is CK+1-close to an isometry, the gener-

alized gradient of dY ◦ φ will be close to the generalized gradient of dE′ in the region

(ηp, ηE′)−1(−5∆, 5∆)× (2∆, 5∆), where the gradients are taken with respect to the

metric on 1
rp
M . (One may see this by applying a compactness argument to conclude

that minimizing geodesics to E′ in this region are mapped by φ to be C1-close to

minimizing geodesics to Y .) Hence if ςE′ is small then ηE′ and ρY ◦φ will be C1-close

in the region (ηp, ηE′)−1(−5∆, 5∆) × (2∆, 5∆). Similarly, if βE and ςedge are small

then ηp will be C1-close to πZ ◦ φ in the region (ηp, ηE′)−1(−5∆, 5∆)× (−∞, 5∆).

For t ∈ [0, 1], define a map f t : (ηp, ηE′)−1 ((−5∆, 5∆)× (−∞, 5∆)) → R2 by

(9.22) f t = (t ηp + (1− t)πZ ◦ φ , t ηE′ + (1− t)ρY ◦ φ).
Let F : (ηp, ηE′)−1 ((−5∆, 5∆)× (−∞, 5∆)) × [0, 1] → R2 be the map with slices

{f t}. In view of the C1-closeness discussed above, we may now apply Lemma 21.1

to conclude that (ηp, ηE′)−1({0} × (−∞, 4∆]) is diffeomorphic to (πZ , ρY )
−1({0} ×

(−∞, 4∆]), which is a closed 2-disk.

Finally, we claim that the restriction of ηp to (ηp, ηE′)−1(−4∆, 4∆) × (−∞, 4∆]

yields a proper submersion to (−4∆, 4∆), and is therefore a fibration. The proper-

ness follows from the fact that (ηp, ηE′)−1((−4∆, 4∆)× (−∞, 4∆]) is contained in a

compact subset of the domain of (ηp, ηE′). The fact that it is a submersion follows

from the nonvanishing of Dηp, and the linear independence of {Dηp, DηE′} at points

with (ηp, ηE′) ∈ (−4∆, 4∆)× {4∆}.

Remark 9.23. — Given w′, we take βE very small in the proof of Lemma 9.21 in order

to get a very good 1-splitting. On the other hand, we just have to take σE , and hence

σ, small enough to apply Lemma 3.12; the parameter δ of Lemma 3.12 is independent

of w′. This will be important for the order in which we choose the parameters.

9.5. Selection of edge balls. — Let {pi}i∈Iedge be a maximal set of edge points

with the property that the collection {B(pi,
1
3∆rpi)}i∈Iedge is disjoint. We write ζi

for ζpi .

Lemma 9.24. — Under the constraints M >M and Λ < Λ(∆),

–
⋃

i∈Iedge
B(pi,∆rpi ) contains E.

– The intersection multiplicity of the collection {supp(ζi)}i∈Iedge is bounded by M.

Proof. — We omit the proof, as it is similar to the proof of Lemma 8.5.
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We now give a useful covering of the 1-stratum points.

Lemma 9.25. — Under the constraint Λ < Λ(∆), any 1-stratum point lies in the slim

1-stratum or lies in
⋃

i∈Iedge
B(pi, 3∆rpi).

Proof. — From Lemma 9.10, if a 1-stratum point does not lie in the slim 1-stratum

then it lies in B(p,∆rp) for some p ∈ E. By Lemma 9.24 we have p ∈ B(pi,∆rpi) for

some i ∈ Iedge. If Λ∆ is sufficiently small then we can assume that .9 ≤ rp

rpi
≤ 1.1.

The lemma follows.

The next lemma will be used later for the interface between the slim stratum and

the edge stratum.

Lemma 9.26. — Under the constraints βE < βE(∆, β2), ςedge < ςedge(∆, β2) and Λ <

Λ(∆), the following holds. Suppose for some i ∈ Iedge and q ∈ B(pi, 10∆rpi) we have

(9.27) ηE′(q) < 5∆ , |ηpi(q)| < 5∆ .

Then either pi belongs to the slim 1-stratum, or there is a j ∈ Iedge such that q ∈
B(pj , 10∆rpj ) and |ηpj (q)| < 2∆.

Proof. — We may assume that pi does not belong to the slim 1-stratum.

From the definition of ηi and Lemma 9.7, provided that βE′ < βE′(∆), βE <

βE(βE′), Λ < Λ(∆) and ςedge < ςedge(∆), there will be a q′ ∈ E′ ∩B(pi, 10∆rpi) such

that |ηpi(q
′)−ηpi(q)| < 1

10∆. Since pi is not in the slim 1-stratum, by Lemma 9.10 (2)

there is a p ∈ E such that q′ ∈ B(p, rp), and by Lemma 9.24 we have p ∈ B(pj ,∆rpj )

for some j ∈ Iedge. If Λ∆ is small then we will have |ηpj (q
′)| < 1.5∆. Lemma 4.31 now

implies that if βedge < βedge(∆, β2) and ςedge < ςedge(∆, β2) then |ηpj (q
′)− ηpj (q)| <

1
2∆. Thus |ηpj (q)| < 2∆.

9.6. Additional cutoff functions. — We define two additional cutoff functions

for later use:

(9.28) ζedge = 1− Φ 1
2 ,1

◦
( ∑

i∈Iedge

ζi

)

and

(9.29) ζE′ =
(
Φ 2

10∆, 3
10∆,8∆,9∆ ◦ ηE′

)
· ζedge.

10. The local geometry of the slim 1-stratum

In this section we consider the slim 1-stratum points. Along with the adapted

coordinates and cutoff functions, we discuss the local topology and a selection process

to get a ball covering of the slim 1-stratum points.
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10.1. Adapted coordinates, cutoff functions and local topology near

slim 1-stratum points. — In this subsection, we let p denote a point in the

slim 1-stratum, and φp :
(

1
rp
M,p

)
→ (R × X, (0, ⋆X)) be a (1, β1)-splitting, with

diam(X) ≤ 103∆. Let ςslim > 0 be a new parameter.

Lemma 10.1. — Under the constraint β1 < β1(∆, ςslim):

– There is a φp-adapted coordinate ηp of quality ςslim on B(p, 106∆) ⊂
(

1
rp
M,p

)
.

– The cutoff function

(10.2)
(
Φ−9·105∆,−8·105∆,8·105∆,9·105∆

)
◦ ηp

extends by zero to a smooth function ζp on M .

Proof. — This follows from Lemma 4.23 (see also Remark 4.35).

Let ηp and ζp be as in Lemma 10.1.

Lemma 10.3. — Under the constraints β1 < β1(ςslim,∆, w
′), ςslim < ςslim(∆), then

η−1
p {0} is diffeomorphic to S2 or T 2.

Proof. — From Lemma 6.16, if β1 < β1(∆, w
′) then close to φp, there is a

(1, β1)-splitting φ :
(

1
rp
M,p

)
→ (R × Z, (0, ⋆Z)) for some complete pointed non-

negatively curved CK-smooth surface (Z, ⋆Z), with the map being CK+1-close to an

isometry on B(p, 106∆). From Definition 7.4, the diameters of the Z-fibers are at most

104∆. In particular, since Z is compact andM is orientable, Z must be diffeomorphic

to S2 or T 2. Furthermore, we may assume that for any pair of points m,m′ ∈ M

with m ∈ B(p, 106∆) ⊂ 1
rp
M , d(m,m′) ∈ [2, 10], and πZ(φ(m)) = πZ(φ(m

′)), the
initial velocity v of a minimizing segment γ from m to m′ maps under φ∗ to a vector

almost tangent to the R-factor of R× Z.

As φ is close to φp, we may assume that ηp is a φ-adapted coordinate of qual-

ity 2ςslim. If ςslim < ςslim(∆), then we may apply the estimate from the preceding

paragraph, and the definition of adapted coordinates (specifically (4.22)), to conclude

that ηp is C1-close to the composition 1
rp
M

φ→R×Z → R on the ball B(p, 106∆). The

lemma now follows from Lemma 21.3.

10.2. Selection of slim 1-stratum balls. — Let {pi}i∈Islim be a maximal set

of slim stratum points with the property that the collection {B(pi,
1
3∆rpi)}i∈Islim is

disjoint. We write ζi for ζpi .

Lemma 10.4. — Under the constraints M >M and Λ < Λ(∆),

–
⋃

i∈Islim
B(pi,∆rpi) contains all slim stratum points.

– The intersection multiplicity of the collection {supp(ζi)}i∈Islim is bounded by M.

We omit the proof, as it is similar to the proof of Lemma 8.5.
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11. The local geometry of the 0-stratum

Thus far, points in the 0-stratum have been defined by a process of elimination (they

are points that are neither 2-stratum points nor 1-stratum points) rather than by the

presence of some particular geometric structure. We now discuss their geometry. We

show in Lemma 11.1 that M has conical structure near every point – not just the

0-stratum points – provided one looks at an appropriate scale larger than r. We then

use this to define radial and cutoff functions near 0-stratum points.

Let δ0 > 0 and Υ0,Υ
′
0, τ0 > 1 be new parameters.

11.1. The Good Annulus Lemma. — We now show that for every point p in

M , there is a scale at which a neighborhood of p is well approximated by a model

geometry in two different ways: by a nonnegatively curved 3-manifold in the pointed

CK-topology, and by the Tits cone of this manifold in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff

topology.

Lemma 11.1. — Under the constraint Υ′
0 > Υ

′
0(δ0,Υ0, w

′), if p ∈ M then there ex-

ists r0p ∈ [Υ0rp,Υ
′
0rp] and a complete 3-dimensional nonnegatively curved CK-smooth

Riemannian manifold Np such that:

(1) ( 1
r0p
M,p) is δ0-close in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology to the Tits

cone CTNp of Np.

(2) The ball B(p, r0p) ⊂M is diffeomorphic to Np.

(3) The distance function from p has no critical points in the annulus A(p,
r0p
100 , r

0
p).

Proof. — Suppose that conclusion (1) does not hold. Then for each j, if we take

Υ′
0 = jΥ0, it is not true that conclusion (1) holds for sufficiently large α. Hence we

can find a sequence αj → ∞ so that for each j, (Mαj , pαj ) provides a counterexample

with Υ′
0 = jΥ0.

For convenience of notation, we relabel (Mαj , pαj ) as (Mj, pj) and write rj for rpαj
.

Then by assumption, for each r0j ∈ [Υ0rj , jΥ0rj ] there is no 3-dimensional nonnega-

tively curved Riemannian manifold Nj such that conclusion (1) holds.

Assumption 5.2 implies that a subsequence of {( 1
rj
Mj , pj)}∞j=1, which we relabel as

{( 1
rj
Mj , pj)}∞j=1, converges in the pointed CK-topology to a pointed 3-dimensional

nonnegatively curved CK-smooth Riemannian manifold (N, p∞). Now N is asymp-

totically conical. That is, there is some R > 0 so that if R′ > R then ( 1
R′N, p∞) is

δ0
2 -close in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology to the Tits cone CTN .

By critical point theory, large open balls in N are diffeomorphic to N itself. Hence

we can find R′ > 103max(Υ0, R) so that for any R′′ ∈
(
1
2R

′, 2R′), there are no

critical points of the distance function from p∞ in A(p∞,
R′′

103 , 10R
′′) ⊂ N , and the ball

B(p∞, R′′) is diffeomorphic to N . In view of the convergence ( 1
rj
Mj , pj) → (N, p∞) in

the pointed CK-topology, it follows that for large j there are no critical points of the
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distance function in A
(
pj,

R′′
rj

100 , R
′′
rj

)
⊂ Nj, and B(pj , R

′′
rj) ⊂ Mj is diffeomorphic

to B(p∞, R′′) ⊂ N . Taking r0j = R′
rj gives a contradiction.

Remark 11.2. — If we take the parameter σ of Lemma 6.18 to be small then we

can additionally conclude that CTNp is pointed Gromov-Hausdorff close to a conical

nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space of dimension at most two.

11.2. The radial function near a 0-stratum point. — For every p ∈M , we ap-

ply Lemma 11.1 to get a scale r0p∈ [Υ0rp,Υ
′
0rp] for which the conclusion of Lemma 11.1

holds. In particular,
(

1
r0p
M,p

)
is δ0-close in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology

to the Tits cone CTNp of a nonnegatively curved 3-manifold Np.

Let dp be the distance function from p in
(

1
r0p
M,p

)
. Let ς0-stratum > 0 be a new

parameter.

Lemma 11.3. — Under the constraint δ0 < δ0(ς0-stratum), there is a function ηp :
1
r
0
p
M → [0,∞) such that:

(1) ηp is smooth on A
(
p, 1

10 , 10
)
⊂ 1

r0p
M .

(2) ‖ ηp − dp ‖∞< ς0-stratum.

(3) ηp − dp : 1
r
0
p
M → [0,∞) is ς0-stratum-Lipschitz.

(4) ηp is smooth and has no critical points in η−1
p ([ 2

10 , 2]), and for every ρ ∈ [ 2
10 , 2],

the sublevel set η−1
p ([0, ρ]) is diffeomorphic to either the closed disk bundle in

the normal bundle νS of the soul S ⊂ Np, if Np is noncompact, or to Np itself

when Np is compact.

(5) The composition Φ 2
10 ,

3
10 ,

8
10 ,

9
10

◦ ηp extends by zero to a smooth cutoff function

ζp :M → [0, 1].

Proof. — We apply Lemma 3.16 with Y ={p}, U=A
(
p, 1

20 , 20
)
and C=A

(
p, 1

10 , 10
)
.

To verify the hypotheses of Lemma 3.16, suppose that q ∈ U . From Lemma 11.1, for

any µ > 0, there is an δ0 = δ0(µ) so that if δ0 < δ0 then we can find some q′ ∈ M

with d(p, q′) = 2d(p, q) and d(q, q′) ≥ (1 − µ)d(p, q). Fix a minimizing geodesic γ1
from q to q′. By triangle comparison, for any θ > 0, if µ is sufficiently small then we

can ensure that for any minimizing geodesic γ from q to p, the angle between γ′(0)
and γ′1(0) is at least π − θ

2 . Parts (1), (2) and (3) of the lemma now follow from

Lemma 3.16.

(4). Using the same proof as the “Morse lemma” for distance functions, one gets

a smooth vector field ξ in A(p, 1
10 , 10), such that ξdp and ξηp are both close to 1.

Using the flow of ξ, if ς0-stratum is sufficiently small then for every ρ ∈ [ 2
10 , 2], the

sublevel sets d−1
p ([0, ρ]) and η−1

p ([0, ρ]) are homeomorphic. Let N̄ be the closed disk

bundle in νS. Then int(N̄)
homeo≃ Np

homeo≃ int(d−1
p ([0, ρ]))

homeo≃ int(η−1
p ([0, ρ])). Since

two compact orientable 3-manifolds with boundary are homeomorphic provided that

their interiors are homeomorphic, we have N̄
homeo≃ η−1

p ([0, ρ]). (This may be readily
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deduced from the fact that if S is a closed orientable surface then any smooth

embedding S → S × R, which is also a homotopy equivalence, is isotopic to the fiber

S × {0}, as follows from the Schoenflies theorem when S = S2 and from [32] when

genus(S) > 0.)

(5) follows from the fact that the composition Φ 2
10 ,

3
10 ,

8
10 ,

9
10

◦ ηp is compactly sup-

ported in the annulus A(p, 1
10 , 10).

Remark 11.4. — One may avoid the Schoenflies and Stallings theorems in the proof

of Lemma 11.3 (4). If M is a complete noncompact nonnegatively curved manifold,

and p ∈ M , then the distance function dp has no critical points outside B(p, r0) for

some r0 ∈ (0,∞). In fact, for every r > r0, the closed ball B(p, r) is isotopic, by an

isotopy with arbitrarily small tracks, to a compact domain with smooth boundary D;

moreover, the smooth isotopy class [D] is canonical and independent of r ∈ (r0,∞).

(These assertions are true in general for noncritical sublevel sets of proper distance

functions. They are proved by showing that one may smooth dp near S(p, r) without

introducing critical points.) The proof of the soul theorem actually shows that the

isotopy class [D] is the same as that of a closed smooth tubular neighborhood of the

soul, which is diffeomorphic to the unit normal bundle of the soul.

11.3. Selecting the 0-stratum balls. — The next lemma has a statement about

an adapted coordinate for the radial splitting in an annular region of a 0-stratum ball.

We use the parameter ςslim for the quality of this splitting, even though there is no a

priori relationship to slim 1-stratum points. Our use of this parameter will simplify

the later parameter ordering.

Lemma 11.5. — Under the constraints δ0 < δ̄0(β1, ςslim), Υ0 > Υ0(β1), β1 < β1(ςslim)

and ς0-stratum < ς0-stratum(ςslim), there is a finite collection {pi}i∈I0-stratum of points

in M so that

(1) The balls {B(pi, r
0
pi
)}i∈I0-stratum are disjoint.

(2) If q ∈ B(pi, 10r
0
pi
), for some i ∈ I0-stratum, then r0q ≤ 20r0pi

and
r0pi
rq

≥ 1
20Υ0.

(3) For each i, every q ∈A(pi, 1
10r

0
pi
, 10r0pi

) belongs to the 1-stratum or 2-stratum,

and there is a (1, β1)-splitting of
(

1
rq
M, q

)
, for which

r0pi
rq

ηpi is an adapted

coordinate of quality ςslim.

(4)
⋃

i∈I0-stratum
B(pi,

1
10r

0
pi
) contains all the 0-stratum points.

(5) For each i ∈ I0-stratum, the manifold Npi has at most one end.

Proof

(1). Let V0 ⊂ M be the set of points p ∈ M such that the ball B(p, r0p) contains

a 0-stratum point. We partially order V0 by declaring that p1 ≺ p2 if and only if

(2r0p1
< r0p2

and B(p1, r
0
p1
) ⊂ B(p2, r

0
p2
)). Note that every chain in the poset (V0,≺)

has an upper bound, since r0p < Υ′
0rp is bounded above. Let V ⊂ V0 be the subset of
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elements which are maximal with respect to ≺, and apply Lemma 19.1 with Rp = r0p
to get the finite disjoint collection of balls {B(pi, r

0
pi
)}i∈I0-stratum . Thus (1) holds.

(2). If q ∈ B(pi, 10r
0
pi
) then r0q ≤ 20r0pi

, for otherwise we would have q ∈ V0 and

pi ≺ q, contradicting the maximality of pi. Thus
r0pi
rq

≥ r0q
20rq

≥ 1
20Υ0.

(3). Suppose that i ∈ I0-stratum and q ∈ A(pi, 1
10r

0
pi
, 10r0pi

). Recall that
(

1
r0pi
M, pi

)

is δ0-close in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology to the Tits cone CTNpi .

If the Tits cone CTNpi were a single point then diam(M) would be bounded above

by δ0r
0
pi
; taking δ0 <

1
10 we get q ∈ B(pi,

1
10r

0
pi
), which is a contradiction. Therefore

CTNpi is not a point. It follows that there is a 1-strainer at q of scale comparable

to r0pi
and quality comparable to δ0, where one of the strainer points is pi. By (2),

if Υ0 > Υ0(β1) and δ0 < δ(β1) then Lemma 4.15 implies there is a (1, β1)-splitting

α :
(

1
rq
M, q

)
→ (R ×X, (0, ⋆X)), where the first component is given by dpi − dpi(q).

In particular q is a 1-stratum point or a 2-stratum point. By Lemma 11.3, the smooth

radial function ηpi is ς0-stratum-Lipschitz close to dpi . Lemma 4.28 implies that if

ς0-stratum < ς0-stratum(ςslim) then we are ensured that ηpi is an α-adapted coordinate

of quality ςslim. Hence (3) holds.

(4). If q is in the 0-stratum then q ∈ V0, so q ≺ q̄ for some q̄ ∈ V . By Lemma 19.1,

for some i ∈ I0-stratum we have B(q̄, r0q̄) ∩ B(pi, r
0
pi
) 6= ∅ and r0q̄ ≤ 2r0pi

. Therefore

q ∈ B(pi, 5r
0
pi
) and by (3), we have q ∈ B(pi,

1
10r

0
pi
).

(5). Let ǫ > 0 be a new constant. Suppose that Npi has more than one end.

Then CTNpi ≃ R. If δ0 < δ0(ǫ) then every point q ∈ B(pi, 1) ⊂ 1
r0pi
M will have

a strainer of quality ǫ and scale ǫ−1. By (2) and Lemma 4.15, if ǫ < ǫ(β1) and

Υ0 > Υ0(β1) then there is a (1, β1) splitting of (
1
rq
M, q). Thus every point in B(pi, r

0
pi
)

is in the 1-stratum or 2-stratum. This contradicts the definition of V , and hence Npi

has at most one end.

12. Mapping into Euclidean space

12.1. The definition of the map E0 : M → H. — We will now use the ball

collections defined in Sections 8-11, and the geometrically defined functions discussed

in earlier sections, to construct a smooth map E0 :M → H =
⊕

i∈I Hi, where

– I = Ir ∪ IE′ ∪ I0-stratum ∪ Islim ∪ Iedge ∪ I2-stratum, where the two index sets Ir
and IE′ are singletons Ir = {r} and IE′ = {E′} respectively,

– Hi is a copy of R when i = r,

– Hi is a copy of R⊕ R when i ∈ IE′ ∪ I0-stratum ∪ Islim ∪ Iedge, and
– Hi is a copy of R2 ⊕ R when i ∈ I2-stratum.

We also put

– H0-stratum =
⊕

i∈I0-stratum
Hi,

– Hslim =
⊕

i∈Islim
Hi,

– Hedge =
⊕

i∈Iedge
Hi,
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– H2-stratum =
⊕

i∈I2-stratum
Hi,

– Q1 = H ,

– Q2 = H0-stratum

⊕
Hslim

⊕
Hedge,

– Q3 = H0-stratum

⊕
Hslim,

– Q4 = H0-stratum, and

– πi,j : Qi → Qj , πi = π1,i : H → Qi, π
⊥
i : H → Q⊥

i are the orthogonal

projections, for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 4.

If x ∈ Qj , we denote the projection to a summand Hi by πHi(x) = xi. When i 6= r, we

write Hi = H ′
i ⊕H ′′

i
∼= Rki ⊕ R, where ki ∈ {1, 2}, and we denote the decomposition

of xi ∈ Hi into its components by xi = (x′i, x
′′
i ) ∈ H ′

i ⊕ H ′′
i . We denote orthogonal

projection onto H ′
i and H

′′
i by πH′

i
and πH′′

i
, respectively.

In Sections 8-11, we defined adapted coordinates ηp, and cutoff functions ζp corre-

sponding to points p ∈ M of different types. If {pi} is a collection of points used to

define a ball cover, as in Sections 8-11, then we write ηi for ηpi and ζi for ζpi . Recall

that we also defined ηE′ and ζE′ in Sections 9.2 and 9.6, respectively. For i ∈ I \ {r},
we will also define a new scale parameter Ri, as follows:

– If i ∈ I0-stratum we put Ri = r0pi
, where r0pi

is as in Lemma 11.5;

– If i ∈ Islim ∪ Iedge ∪ I2-stratum, then Ri = rpi ;

– If i = E′, then Ri = r; note that unlike in the other cases, Ri is not a constant.

The component E0
i : M → Hi of the map E0 : M → H is defined to be r when

i = r, and

(12.1) (Riηiζi, Riζi)

otherwise.

In the remainder of this section we prepare for the adjustment procedure in Sec-

tion 13 by examining the behavior of E0 near the different strata.

12.2. The image of E0. — Before proceeding, we make some observations about

the image of E0, to facilitate the choice of cutoff functions. Let x = E0(p) ∈ H . Then

the components of x satisfy the following inequalities:

(12.2) xr > 0

and for every i ∈ I0-stratum ∪ Islim ∪ Iedge ∪ I2-stratum,

(12.3) x′′i ∈ [0, Ri] and |x′i| ≤ ci x
′′
i ,

where

(12.4) ci =





9∆ when i ∈ IE′ ,
9
10 when i ∈ I0-stratum,

105∆ when i ∈ Islim,

9∆ when i ∈ Iedge,

9 when i ∈ I2-stratum.
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Lemma 12.5. — Under the constraint Λ ≤ Λ(M), there is a number Ω0 = Ω0(M) so

that for all p ∈M , |DE0
p | ≤ Ω0.

Proof. — This follows from the definition of E0.

12.3. Structure of E0 near the 2-stratum. — Put

(12.6) Ã1 =
⋃

i∈I2-stratum

{|ηi| ≤ 8} , A1 =
⋃

i∈I2-stratum

{|ηi| ≤ 7} .

We refer to Definition 20.1 for the definition of a cloudy manifold. We will see

that on a scale which is sufficiently small compared with r, the pair (S̃1, S1) =

(E0(Ã1), E0(A1)) ⊂ H is a cloudy 2-manifold. In brief, this is because, on a scale

small compared with r, near any point in A1 the map E0 is well approximated in the

C1 topology by an affine function of ηi, for some i ∈ I2-stratum.

Let Σ1,Γ1 > 0 be new parameters. Define r1 : S̃1 → (0,∞) by putting r1(x) =

Σ1 rp for some p ∈ (E0)−1(x) ∩ Ã1.

Lemma 12.7. — There is a constant Ω1 = Ω1(M) so that under the constraints

Σ1 < Σ1(Γ1,M), β2 < β2(Γ1,Σ1,M), ς2-stratum < ς2-stratum(Γ1,Σ1,M), βE <

βE(Γ1,Σ1,∆,M), σE < σE(Γ1,Σ1,∆,M), ςedge < ςedge(Γ1,Σ1,∆,M), ςE′ <

ςE(Γ1,Σ1,∆,M), β1 < β1(Γ1,Σ1,∆,M), ςslim < ςslim(Γ1,Σ1,∆,M), ς0-stratum <

ς0-stratum(Γ1,Σ1,∆,M), Υ0 ≥ Υ0(Γ1,Σ1,∆,M) and Λ < Λ(Γ1,Σ1,∆,M), the

following holds.

(1) The triple (S̃1, S1, r1) is a (2,Γ1) cloudy 2-manifold.

(2) The affine subspaces {Ax}x∈S1 inherent in the definition of the cloudy

2-manifold can be chosen to have the following property. Pick p ∈ A1 and

put x = E0(p) ∈ S1. Let A0
x ⊂ H be the linear subspace parallel to Ax

( i.e., Ax = A0
x + x) and let πA0

x
: H → A0

x denote orthogonal projection

onto A0
x. Then

(12.8) ‖DE0
p − πA0

x
◦DE0

p‖ < Γ1 ,

and

(12.9) Ω−1
1 ‖v‖ ≤ ‖πA0

x
◦DE0(v)‖ ≤ Ω1‖v‖

for every v ∈ TpM which is orthogonal to ker(πA0
x
◦DE0

p ).

(3) Given i ∈ I2-stratum, there is a smooth map Ê0
i : (B(0, 8) ⊂ R2) → (H ′

i)
⊥ such

that

(12.10) ‖DÊ0
i ‖ ≤ Ω1Ri

and on the subset {|ηi| ≤ 8} ⊂ 1
Ri
M , we have

(12.11)

∥∥∥∥
1

Ri
E0 −

(
ηi,

1

Ri
Ê0
i ◦ ηi

)∥∥∥∥
C1

< Γ1.
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Furthermore, if x ∈ S1 then there are some i ∈ I2-stratum and p ∈ {|ηi| ≤ 7}
such that x = E0(p) and A0

x = Im
(
I, 1

Ri
(DÊ0

i )ηi(p)

)
.

The parameters ǫ1, ǫ2 > 0 will be internal to this subsection, which is devoted to

the proof of Lemma 12.7. Until further notice, the index i will denote a fixed element

of I2-stratum.

Put J = {j ∈ IE′ ∪ I0-stratum ∪ Islim∪ Iedge∪ I2-stratum | supp ζj ∩B(pi, 10Ri) 6= ∅}.

Sublemma 12.12. — Under the constraints β2 < β2(ǫ1), ς2-stratum < ς2-stratum(ǫ1),

βE < βE(ǫ1,∆), ςedge < ςedge(ǫ1,∆), ςE′ < ςE(ǫ1,∆), β1 < β1(ǫ1,∆), ςslim <

ςslim(ǫ1,∆), ς0-stratum < ς0-stratum(ǫ1,∆) and Λ < Λ(ǫ1,∆), the following holds.

For each j ∈ J , there is a map Tij : R2 → Rkj which is a composition of an

isometry and an orthogonal projection, such that on the ball B(pi, 10) ⊂ 1
Ri
M , the

map ηj is defined and satisfies

(12.13)

∥∥∥∥
Rj

Ri
ηj − (Tij ◦ ηi)

∥∥∥∥
C1

< ǫ1 .

Proof. — As we are assuming the hypotheses of Lemma 7.2, there are no 3-stratum

points.

Suppose first that j ∈ I2-stratum. Then d(pj , pi) ≤ 10(Ri + Rj). If Λ is suffi-

ciently small then we can assume that
Rj

Ri
is arbitrarily close to 1, so in particular

d(pj , pi) ≤ 40Rj. By Lemma 4.10, if β2 is sufficiently small then the (2, β2)-splitting

of
(

1
Rj
M,pj

)
gives an arbitrarily good 2-splitting of

(
1
Rj
M,pi

)
. By Lemma 4.17, if

β2 is sufficiently small then this splitting of
(

1
Rj
M,pi

)
is compatible, to an arbitrar-

ily degree of closeness, with the (2, β2)-splitting of
(

1
Ri
M,pi

)
coming from the fact

that pi is a 2-stratum point. Hence in this case, if β2 and ς2-stratum are sufficiently

small (as functions of ǫ1) then the sublemma follows from Lemma 4.31, along with

Remark 4.35.

If j ∈ Iedge ∪ Islim then d(pi, pj) ≤ 10Ri + 105∆Rj . We now have an approximate

1-splitting at pj , which gives an approximate 1-splitting at pi. As before, if β2,

ς2-stratum, β1, ςedge, ςslim, and Λ are sufficiently small (as functions of ǫ1 and ∆) then

we can apply Lemmas 4.17 and 4.31 to deduce the conclusion of the sublemma. Note

that in this case, we have to allow Λ to depend on ∆.

If j ∈ IE′ then since supp ζE′ ∩B(pi, 10Ri) 6= ∅, we know that ηE′(q) ∈ [ 2
10∆, 9∆]

for some q ∈ B(pi, 10Ri). As ∆ >> 10, it follows from Lemma 9.12 that if Λ is

sufficiently small then B(pi, 10Ri) ⊂ η−1
E′

(
1
10∆, 10∆

)
. From the definition of E′, it

follows that if βE′ and Λ are sufficiently small then there is a 1-splitting at pi of

arbitrarily good quality, coming from the [0, C]-factor in Definition 9.2. As before, if

βE′ , Λ, β2, ς2-stratum, βE′ and ςE are sufficiently small (as functions of ǫ1 and ∆) then

we can apply Lemmas 4.17 and 4.31 to deduce the conclusion of the sublemma.

If j ∈ I0-stratum then since supp ζj ∩ B(pi, 10Ri) 6= ∅, we know that ηj(q) ∈
[ 2
10 ,

9
10 ] for some q ∈ B(pi, 10Ri). From Lemma 11.5,

r0pj
Ri

≥ 1
20Υ0. Hence we may
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assume that B(pi, 10Ri) ⊂ A(pj ,
1
10r

0
pj
, r0pj

). Lemma 11.5 also gives a (1, β1)-splitting

of
(
Ri

Rj
M,pi

)
. If β1 and β2 are sufficiently small then by Lemma 4.17, this 1-splitting

is compatible with the (2, β2)-splitting of
(

1
Ri
M,pi

)
to an arbitrary degree of close-

ness. As before, if β1, β2, ς2-stratum and ς0-stratum are sufficiently small (as functions

of ǫ1 and ∆) then the sublemma follows from Lemma 4.31.

We retain the hypotheses of Sublemma 12.12.

For j ∈ J , the cutoff function ζj is a function of the ηj′ ’s for j
′ ∈ J , i.e., there is a

smooth function Φj ∈ C∞
c (RJ ) such that ζj(·) = Φj ({ηj′(·)}j′∈J). (Note from (9.29)

that ζE′ depends on ηE′ and {ζk}k∈Iedge .) The Hj-component of E0, after dividing by

Ri, can be written as

(12.14)
1

Ri
E0
j =

(
Rj

Ri
ηjζj ,

Rj

Ri
ζj

)
=

(
Rj

Ri
ηj · (Φj ◦ {ηj′}j′∈J),

Rj

Ri
Φj ◦ {ηj′}j′∈J

)
.

Let F0 : R2 → H be the map so that the Hj-component of F0 ◦ ηi, for j ∈ J ,

is obtained from the preceding formula by replacing each occurrence of ηj with the

approximation Ri

Rj
(Tij ◦ ηi), i.e.,

(12.15)
1

Ri
F0

j (u) =

(
Tij(u) ·

(
Φj

({
Ri

Rj′
Tij′ (u)

}

j′∈J

))
,
Rj

Ri
Φj

({
Ri

Rj′
Tij′ (u)

}

j′∈J

))
,

whoseHr-component is the constant function Ri, and whose other components vanish.

That is,

(12.16)
1

Ri
F0

j ◦ ηi =
(
(Tij ◦ ηi) ·

(
Φj

({
Ri

Rj′
Tij′ ◦ ηi

}

j′∈J

))
,
Rj

Ri
Φj

({
Ri

Rj′
Tij′ ◦ ηi

}

j′∈J

))
.

Sublemma 12.17. — Under the constraints ǫ1 ≤ ǫ1(ǫ2,M), Υ0 ≥ Υ0(ǫ2,M) and

Λ ≤ Λ(ǫ2,M),

(12.18)

∥∥∥∥
1

Ri
E0 − 1

Ri
F0 ◦ ηi

∥∥∥∥
C1

< ǫ2

on B(pi, 10) ⊂ 1
Ri
M .

Proof. — First note that Er(pi) = F0
r
(pi) = Ri and the Er-component of E has

Lipschitz constant Λ, so it suffices to control the remaining components. For j ∈ J

and j ∈ IE′ ∪Islim∪Iedge∪I2-stratum, if Λ is sufficiently small then we can assume that
Ri

Rj
is arbitrarily close to one. Then the Hj-component of 1

Ri
E0 − 1

Ri
F0 ◦ ηi can be

estimated in C1-norm by using (12.13) to estimate ηj′ , plugging this into (12.14) and

applying the chain rule. In applying the chain rule, we use the fact that the functions

Φj have explicit bounds on their derivatives of order up to 2.
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If j ∈ J ∩ I0-stratum then the only relevant argument of Φj is when j′ = j. Hence

in this case we can write

(12.19)
1

Ri
E0
j =

(
Rj

Ri
ηj · Φj(ηj),

Rj

Ri
Φj(ηj)

)

and

(12.20)
1

Ri
F0

j ◦ ηi =
(
(Tij ◦ ηi) ·

(
Φj

(
Ri

Rj
Tij ◦ ηi

))
,
Rj

Ri
Φj

(
Ri

Rj
Tij ◦ ηi

))
.

From part (2) of Lemma 11.5, Ri

Rj
≤ 20

Υ0
. Then the Hj-component of 1

Ri
E0 −

1
Ri

F0 ◦ ηi can be estimated in C1-norm by using (12.13). Note when we use the

chain rule to estimate the second component of 1
Ri

E0 − 1
Ri

F0 ◦ ηi, namely
Rj

Ri

(
Φj(ηj)− Φj

(
Ri

Rj
Tij ◦ ηi

))
, we differentiate Φj and this brings down a factor of Ri

Rj

when estimating norms.

Sublemma 12.21. — Given Σ ∈ (0, 1
10 ), suppose that |ηi(p)| < 8 for some p ∈M . Put

x = E0(p). For any q ∈M , if E0(q) ∈ B(x,ΣRi) then |ηi(p)− ηi(q)| < 20Σ.

Proof. — We know that ζi(p) = 1. By hypothesis, |E0(p) − E0(q)| < ΣRi. In partic-

ular, |ζi(p)− ζi(q)| < Σ and |ζi(p)ηi(p)− ζi(q)ηi(q)| < Σ. Then

|ηi(p)− ηi(q)| =
1

ζi(q)
|ζi(q)ηi(p)− ζi(q)ηi(q)|(12.22)

≤ 1

ζi(q)
[|ζi(p)ηi(p)− ζi(q)ηi(q)|+ |ζi(p)− ζi(q)||ηi(p)|]

≤ 10Σ

1− Σ
≤ 20Σ.

This proves the sublemma.

We now prove Lemma 12.7. We no longer fix i ∈ I2-stratum. Given x ∈ S1, choose

p ∈ A1 and i ∈ I2-stratum so that E0(p) = x and |ηi(p)| ≤ 8. Put A0
x = Im(dF0

ηi(p)
),

a 2-plane in H , and let Ax = x + A0
x be the corresponding affine subspace through

x. We first show that under the constraints Σ1 ≤ Σ1(Γ1,M), ǫ2 ≤ ǫ2(Γ1,M) and

Λ ≤ Λ(Γ1,M), the triple (S̃1, S1, r1) is a (2,Γ1) cloudy 2-manifold.

We verify condition (1) of Definition 20.2. Pick x, y ∈ S̃1, and choose p ∈(E0)−1(x)∩⋃
i∈I2-stratum |ηi|−1[0, 8) (respectively q ∈(E0)−1(y) ∩ ⋃i∈I2-stratum |ηi|−1[0, 8)) satisfying

r1(x) = Σ1rp (respectively r1(y) = Σ1rq).

We can assume that Λ < 1
100 . Suppose first that d(p, q) ≤ rp

Λ . Then since r is

Λ-Lipschitz, we get |rp − rq| ≤ rp, so in this case

(12.23) |r1(x) − r1(y)| = Σ1|rp − rq| ≤ Σ1rp = r1(x) .
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Now suppose that d(p, q) ≥ 20rp. We claim that if Λ is sufficiently small then this

implies that d(p, q) ≥ 19rq as well. Suppose not. Then 20rp ≤ d(p, q) ≤ 19rq, so
rp

rq
≤ 19

20 . On the other hand, since |rq − rp| ≤ Λd(p, q), we also know that rq − rp ≤
Λd(p, q) ≤ 19Λrq, so

rp

rq
≥ 1−19Λ. If Λ is sufficiently small then this is a contradiction.

Thus there are i, j ∈ I2-stratum such that p ∈ |ηi|−1[0, 8), q ∈ |ηj |−1[0, 8), ζi(p) =

1 = ζj(q) and ζi(q) = 0 = ζj(p). Then

|x− y| = |E0(p)− E0(q)| ≥ max( rpi |ζi(p)− ζi(q)| , rpj |ζj(p)− ζj(q)| )(12.24)

= max(rpi , rpj ) ≥
1

2
max(rp , rq) =

max(r1(x) , r1(y))

2Σ1
.

So |r1(x) − r1(y)| ≤ |x − y| provided Σ1 ≤ 1
4 . Thus condition (1) of Definition 20.2

will be satisfied.

We now verify condition (2) of Definition 20.2. Given x ∈ S1, let i ∈ I2-stratum and

p ∈ M be such that E0(p) = x and |ηi(p)| ≤ 7. Taking Σ = 1
100 in Sublemma 12.21,

we have Im(E0) ∩ B
(
x, Ri

100

)
⊂ Im(E0

∣∣
|ηi|−1[0,7.2)). Thus we can restrict attention

to the action of E0 on |ηi|−1[0, 7.2). Now Im(F0
∣∣
B(0,7.2)

) is the restriction to B(0, 7.2)

of the graph of a function G0
i : H ′

i → (H ′
i)

⊥, since Tii = Id and ζi
∣∣
B(0,7.2)

= 1.

Furthermore, in view of the universality of the functions {Φj}j∈J and the bound

on the cardinality of J , there are uniform C1-estimates on G0
i . Hence we can find

Σ1 (as a function of Γ1 and M) to ensure that
(

1
r1(x)

Im(F0
∣∣
B(0,7.2)

), x
)
is Γ1

2 -close

in the pointed Hausdorff topology to x+Im(dF0
p ). Finally, if the parameter ǫ2 of

Sublemma 12.17 is sufficiently small then we can ensure that
(

1
r1(x)

Im
(
E0
)
, x
)
is

Γ1-close in the pointed Hausdorff topology to x + Im(DF0
p ). Thus condition (2) of

Definition 20.2 will be satisfied.

To finish the proof of Lemma 12.7, equation (12.8) is clearly satisfied if the pa-

rameter ǫ2 of Sublemma 12.17 is sufficiently small. Equation (12.9) is equivalent to

upper and lower bounds on the eigenvalues of the matrix (πA0
x
◦DE0

p )(πA0
x
◦DE0

p )
∗,

which acts on the two-dimensional space A0
x. In view of Sublemma 12.17 and the

definition of Ax, it is sufficient to show upper and lower bounds on the eigenvalues

of DF0
ηi(p)

(DF0
ηi(p)

)∗ acting on A0
x. In terms of the function G0

i , these are the same

as the eigenvalues of I2 +((DG0
i )ηi(p))

∗(DG0
i )ηi(p), acting on R2. The eigenvalues are

clearly bounded below by one. In view of the C1-bounds on G0
i , there is an upper

bound on the eigenvalues in terms of dim(H), which in turn is bounded above in

terms of M. This shows equation (12.9).

Finally, given i ∈ I2-stratum, we can write 1
Ri

F0 on B(0, 8) ⊂ R2 in the form
1
Ri

F0 =
(
I, 1

Ri
Ê0
i

)
with respect to the orthogonal decomposition H = H ′

i ⊕ (H ′
i)

⊥.
(Recall that F0 is defined in reference to the given value of i.) We use this to de-

fine Ê0
i . Equation (12.11) is a consequence of Sublemma 12.17. The last statement of

Lemma 12.7 follows from the definition of A0
x.
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12.4. Structure of E0 near the edge stratum. — Recall that Q2 = H0-stratum⊕
Hslim ⊕Hedge, and π2 : H → Q2 is the orthogonal projection.

Put

(12.25) Ã2 =
⋃

i∈Iedge

{|ηi| ≤ 8∆, ηE′ ≤ 8∆}, A2 =
⋃

i∈Iedge

{|ηi| ≤ 7∆, ηE′ ≤ 7∆}

and

(12.26) S̃2 = (π2 ◦ E0)(Ã2), S2 = (π2 ◦ E0)(A2).

Let Σ2,Γ2 > 0 be new parameters. Define r2 : S̃2 → (0,∞) by putting r2(x) =

Σ2 rp for some p ∈ (π2 ◦ E0)−1(x) ∩ Ã2.

The analog of Lemma 12.7 for the region near edge points is:

Lemma 12.27. — There is a constant Ω2 = Ω2(M) so that under the constraints

Σ2 < Σ2(Γ2,M), βE < βE(Γ2,Σ2, β2,∆,M), σE < σE(Γ2,Σ2, β2,∆,M), ςedge <

ςedge(Γ2,Σ2, β2,∆,M), β1 < β1(Γ2,Σ2, β2,∆,M), ςslim < ςslim(Γ2,Σ2, β2,∆,M),

ς0-stratum < ς0-stratum(Γ2,Σ2, β2,∆,M) and Λ < Λ(Γ2,Σ2, β2,∆,M), the following

holds.

(1) The triple (S̃2, S2, r2) is a (2,Γ2) cloudy 1-manifold.

(2) The affine subspaces {Ax}x∈S2 inherent in the definition of the cloudy

1-manifold can be chosen to have the following property. Pick p ∈ A2 and

put x = (π2 ◦ E0)(p) ∈ S2. Let A0
x ⊂ Q2 be the linear subspace parallel to

Ax ( i.e., Ax = A0
x + x) and let πA0

x
: H → A0

x denote orthogonal projection

onto A0
x. Then

(12.28) ‖D(π2 ◦ E0)p − πA0
x
◦D(π2 ◦ E0)p‖ < Γ2

and

(12.29) Ω−1
2 ‖v‖ ≤ ‖(πA0

x
◦D(π2 ◦ E0))(v)‖ ≤ Ω2‖v‖

for every v ∈ TpM which is orthogonal to ker(πA0
x
◦D(π2 ◦ E0)p).

(3) Given i ∈ Iedge, there is a smooth map Ê0
i : (B(0, 8∆) ⊂ R) → (H ′

i)
⊥ ∩ Q2

such that

(12.30) ‖DÊ0
i ‖ ≤ Ω2Ri

and on the subset {|ηi| ≤ 8∆, ηE′ ≤ 8∆}, we have

(12.31)

∥∥∥∥
1

Ri
π2 ◦ E0 −

(
ηi,

1

Ri
Ê0
i ◦ ηi

)∥∥∥∥
C1

< Γ2.

Furthermore, if x ∈ S2 then there are some i ∈ Iedge and p ∈ {|ηi| ≤ 7∆,

ηE′ ≤ 7∆} such that x= (π2 ◦ E0)(p) and A0
x = Im

(
I, 1

Ri
(DÊ0

i )ηi(p)

)
.

We omit the proof as it is similar to the proof of Lemma 12.7.
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12.5. Structure of E0 near the slim 1-stratum. — Recall thatQ3 = H0-stratum⊕
Hslim, and π3 : H → Q3 is the orthogonal projection.

Put

(12.32) Ã3 =
⋃

i∈Iedge

{|ηi| ≤ 8 · 105∆}, A3 =
⋃

i∈Iedge

{|ηi| ≤ 7 · 105∆}

and

(12.33) S̃3 = (π3 ◦ E0)(Ã3), S3 = (π3 ◦ E0)(A3).

Let Σ3,Γ3 > 0 be new parameters. Define r3 : S̃3 → (0,∞) by putting r3(x) =

Σ3 rp for some p ∈ (π3 ◦ E0)−1(x) ∩ Ã3.

The analog of Lemma 12.7 for the slim 1-stratum points is:

Lemma 12.34. — There is a constant Ω3 = Ω3(M) so that under the constraints

Σ3 < Σ3(Γ3,M), βE < βE(Γ3,Σ3, β2,∆,M), σE < σE(Γ3,Σ3, β2,∆,M), ςedge <

ςedge(Γ3,Σ3, β2,∆,M), β1 < β1(Γ3,Σ3, β2,∆,M), ςslim < ςslim(Γ3,Σ3, β2,∆,M)

ς0-stratum < ς0-stratum(Γ3,Σ3, β2,∆,M) and Λ < Λ(Γ3,Σ3, β2,∆,M), the following

holds.

(1) The triple (S̃3, S3, r3) is a (2,Γ3) cloudy 1-manifold.

(2) The affine subspaces {Ax}x∈S3 inherent in the definition of the cloudy 1-

manifold can be chosen to have the following property. Pick p ∈ A3 and

put x = (π3 ◦ E0)(p) ∈ S3. Let A0
x ⊂ Q3 be the linear subspace parallel to

Ax ( i.e., Ax = A0
x + x) and let πA0

x
: H → A0

x denote orthogonal projection

onto A0
x. Then

(12.35) ‖D(π3 ◦ E0)p − πA0
x
◦D(π3 ◦ E0)p‖ < Γ3

and

(12.36) Ω−1
3 ‖v‖ ≤ ‖πA0

x
◦D(π3 ◦ E0)(v)‖ ≤ Ω3‖v‖

for every v ∈ TpM which is orthogonal to ker(πA0
x
◦D(π3 ◦ E0)p).

(3) Given i ∈ Islim, there is a smooth map Ê0
i : (B(0, 8 · 105∆) ⊂ R) → (H ′

i)
⊥∩Q3

such that

(12.37) ‖DÊ0
i ‖ ≤ Ω3Ri

and on the subset {|ηi| ≤ 8 · 105∆}, we have

(12.38)

∥∥∥∥
1

Ri
π3 ◦ E0 −

(
ηi,

1

Ri
Ê0
i ◦ ηi

)∥∥∥∥
C1

< Γ3.

Furthermore, if x ∈ S3 then there are some i ∈ Islim and p ∈ {|ηi| ≤ 7 · 105∆}
such that x = (π3 ◦ E0)(p) and A0

x = Im
(
I, 1

Ri
(DÊ0

i )ηi(p)

)
.

We omit the proof as it is similar to the proof of Lemma 12.7.
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12.6. Structure of E0 near the 0-stratum. — The only information we will need

near the 0-stratum is:

Lemma 12.39. — For i ∈ I0-stratum, the only nonzero component of the map π4 ◦ E0 :

M → Q4 = H0-stratum in the region {ηi ∈ [ 3
10 ,

8
10 ]} is E0

i , where it coincides with

(Riηi, Ri).

13. Adjusting the map to Euclidean space

The main result of this section is the following proposition, which asserts that it is

possible to adjust E0 slightly, to get a new map E which is a submersion in different

parts of M . In Section 14 this structure will yield compatible fibrations of different

parts of M .

Let cadjust > 0 be a parameter.

Proposition 13.1. — Under the constraints imposed in this and prior sections, there is

a smooth map E :M → H with the following properties:

(1) For every p ∈M ,

(13.2) ‖E(p)− E0(p)‖ < cadjust r(p) and ‖DEp −DE0
p‖ < cadjust .

(2) For j ∈ {1, 2, 3} the restriction of πj ◦ E : M → Qj to the region Uj ⊂ M is a

submersion to a kj-manifold Wj ⊂ Qj, where

U1 =
⋃

i∈I2-stratum

{|ηi| < 5} ,(13.3)

U2 =
⋃

i∈Iedge

{|ηi| < 5∆ , ηE′ < 5∆} ,

U3 =
⋃

i∈Islim

{|ηi| < 5 · 105∆}

and k1 = 2, k2 = k3 = 1.

We will use the following additional parameters in this section: c2-stratum, cedge,

cslim > 0 and Ξi > 0 for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

13.1. Overview of the proof of Proposition 13.1. — In certain regions of M ,

the map E0 defined in the previous section, as well as its composition with projection

onto certain summands of H , behaves like a “rough fibration”. As indicated in the

overview in Section 1.5, the next step is to modify the map E0 so as to promote

these rough fibrations to honest fibrations, in such a way that they are compatible

on their overlap. We will do this by producing a sequence of maps Ej : M → H , for

j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, which are successive adjustments of the map E0.

To construct the map Ej from Ej−1, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we will use the following

procedure. We consider the orthogonal splitting H = Qj ⊕ Q⊥
j of H , and let
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πj = π1,j : H → Qj , π
⊥
j : H → Q⊥

j be the orthogonal projections. In Section 12

we considered a pair of subsets (Ãj , Aj) in M whose image (S̃j , Sj) under the com-

position πj ◦ Ej−1 is a cloudy kj-manifold in Qj , in the sense of Definition 20.1 of

Appendix B. We think of the restriction of Ej−1 to Aj as defining a “rough submer-

sion” over the cloudy kj-manifold (S̃j , Sj). By Lemma 20.2, there is a kj-dimensional

manifold Wj ⊂ Qj near (S̃j , Sj) and a projection map Pj onto Wj , defined in a

neighborhood Ŵj of Wj . Hence we have a well-defined map

(13.4) H ⊃ Ŵj ×Q⊥
j

( Pj◦πj , π⊥
j )

−→ Qj ⊕Q⊥
j = H .

Then using a partition of unity, we blend the composition (Pj ◦ πj , π⊥
j ) ◦ Ej−1 with

Ej−1 : M → H to obtain Ej : M → H . In fact, Ej will be the postcomposition of

Ej−1 with a map from H to itself.

We draw attention to two key features of the construction. First, in passing from

Ej−1 to Ej , we do not change it much. More precisely, at a point p ∈ M , we have

|Ej−1(p) − Ej(p)| < const. rp and |DEj−1
p −DEj

p | < const. for some small constants.

Second, the passage from Ej to Ej−1 respects the submersions defined by Ej−1.

13.2. Adjusting the map near the 2-stratum. — Our first adjustment step

involves the 2-stratum.

We take Q1 = H , Q⊥
1 = {0}, and we let Ã1, A1, S̃1, S1 and r1 : S̃1 → (0,∞) be as

in Section 12.3.

Thus (S̃1, S1, r1) is a (2,Γ1) cloudy 2-manifold by Lemma 12.7. By Lemma 20.2,

there is a 2-manifold W 0
1 ⊂ H so that the conclusion of Lemma 20.2 holds, where

the parameter ǫ in the lemma is given by Ξ1 = Ξ1(Γ1). (We remark that W 0
1 will

not be the same as the W1 of Proposition 13.1, due to subsequent adjustments.) In

particular, there is a well-defined nearest point projection

(13.5) P1 : Nr1(S1) = Ŵ1 →W 0
1 ,

where we are using the notation for variable thickness neighborhoods from Section 3.

We now define a certain cutoff function.

Lemma 13.6. — There is a smooth function ψ1 : H → [0, 1] with the following prop-

erties:

(1)

ψ1 ◦ E0 ≡ 1 in
⋃

i∈I2-stratum

{|ηi| < 6} and(13.7)

ψ1 ◦ E0 ≡ 0 outside
⋃

i∈I2-stratum

{|ηi| < 7} .

(2) supp(ψ1) ∩ im(E0) ⊂ Ŵ1.
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(3) There is a constant Ω′
1 = Ω′

1(M) such that

(13.8) |(dψ1)x| < Ω′
1 x

−1
r

for all x ∈ im(E0).

Proof. — Let ψ1 : H → [0, 1] be given by

(13.9) ψ1(x) = 1− Φ 1
2 ,1


 ∑

{i∈I2-stratum | x′′
i >0}

Φ6,6.5

( |x′i|
x′′i

)
·
(
1− Φ 1

2 ,1

(
x′′i
Ri

))
 .

For each i ∈ I2-stratum, the function x 7→ Φ6,6.5

( |x′
i|

x′′
i

)
·
(
1− Φ 1

2 ,1

(x′′
i

Ri

))
is well-defined

and smooth in the set {x′′i > 0}, with support contained in the set {x′′i ≥ 1
2Ri}; so

extending it by zero defines a smooth function on H . Hence ψ1 is smooth.

To prove part (1), suppose that i ∈ I2-stratum and |ηi(p)| < 6. Then ζi(p) = 1 and

|ηi| < 6. Putting x = E0(p), we have

(13.10) xi = (x′i, x
′′
i ) = E0

i (p) = (Riζi(p)ηi(p), Riζi(p)) ,

so x′′i = Ri and
|x′

i|
x′′
i

∈ [0, 6). Hence

(13.11) Φ6,6.5

( |x′i|
x′′i

)
·
(
1− Φ 1

2 ,1

(
x′′i
Ri

))
= 1,

so ψ1(x) = 1.

Suppose now that |ηi(p)| ≥ 7 for every i ∈ I2-stratum. Putting x = E0(p), for each

i ∈ I2-stratum we claim that

(13.12) Φ6,6.5

( |x′i|
x′′i

)
·
(
1− Φ 1

2 ,1

(
x′′i
Ri

))
= 0;

otherwise we would have |x′i| < 6.5 x′′i and x′′i ≥ Ri/2, which contradicts our assump-

tion on p. It follows that ψ1(x) = 0. This proves part (1).

To prove part (2), suppose x = E0(p) and ψ1(x) > 0. Then from part (1), |ηi(p)| <
7 for some i ∈ I2-stratum. Therefore, p ∈ A1 and x ∈ E0(A1) = S1 ⊂ Ŵ1, so part (2)

follows.

To prove part (3), suppose that x = E0(p). If x′′i > 0 then ζi(p) > 0, so the number

of such indices i ∈ I2-stratum is bounded by the multiplicity of the 2-stratum cover;

for the remaining indices j ∈ I2-stratum, the quantity 1 − Φ 1
2 ,1

( x′′
j

Rj

)
vanishes near x.

Thus by the chain rule, it suffices to bound the differential of

(13.13) Φ6,6.5

( |x′i|
x′′i

)
·
(
1− Φ 1

2 ,1

(
x′′i
Ri

))

for each i ∈ I2-stratum for which x′′i > 0. But the differential is nonzero only when
|xi|
x′′
i

≤ 6.5 and
x′′
i

Ri
≥ 1

2 . In this case, Ri will be comparable to xr and the estimate

(13.8) follows easily.
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Define Ψ1 : H → H by Ψ1(x) = x if x 6∈ Ŵ1 and

(13.14) Ψ1(x) = ψ1(x)P1(x) + (1− ψ1(x))x

otherwise. Put E1 = Ψ1 ◦ E0.

Lemma 13.15. — Under the constraints Σ1<Σ1(Ω1, c2-stratum), Γ1<Γ1(Ω1, c2-stratum)

and Ξ1 < Ξ1(c2-stratum), we have:

(1) E1 is smooth.

(2) For all p ∈M ,

(13.16) ‖E1(p)− E0(p)‖ < c2-stratum r(p) and ‖DE1
p −DE0

p‖ < c2-stratum .

(3) The restriction of E1 to
⋃

i∈I2-stratum
{|ηi| < 6} is a submersion to W 0

1 .

Proof. — That E1 is smooth follows from part (2) of Lemma 13.6.

Given p ∈M , put x = E0(p). We have

(13.17) E1(p)− E0(p) = ψ1(x) (P1(x) − x) .

Now |ψ1(x)| ≤ 1. From Lemma 20.2 (1), |P1(x)−x| ≤ Ξ1r1(x). From Sublemma 12.21,

we can assume that r1(x) ≤ 10rp. This gives the first equation in (13.16).

Next,

DE1
p −DE0

p = (Dψ1)x (P1(x)− x) + ψ1(x) ((DP1)x ◦DE0
p −DE0

p )(13.18)

= (Dψ1)x (P1(x)− x) + ψ1(x) ((DP1)x − πA0
x
) ◦DE0

p +

ψ1(x) (πA0
x
◦DE0

p −DE0
p ).

Equation (13.8) gives a bound on |(Dψ1)x|. Lemma 20.2 (1) gives a bound on

|P1(x) − x|. Lemma 20.2 (7) gives a bound on |(DP1)x − πA0
x
|. Lemma 12.5 gives a

bound on |DE0
p |. Equation (12.8) gives a bound on |πA0

x
◦DE0

p −DE0
p |. The second

equation in (13.16) follows from these estimates.

Finally, the restriction of E1 to
⋃

i∈I2-stratum
{|ηi| < 6} equals P1 ◦ E0. For p ∈⋃

i∈I2-stratum
{|ηi| < 6}, put x = E0(p). Then

(13.19) D(P1 ◦ E0)p = πA0
x
◦ dE0

p +
(
(DP1)x − πA0

x

)
◦DE0

p .

Using (12.9) and Lemma 20.2 (7), if Ξ1 is sufficiently small then D(P1 ◦ E0)p maps

onto (TW 0
1 )P1(x). This proves the lemma.

13.3. Adjusting the map near the edge points. — Our second adjustment step

involves the region near the edge points.

Recall that Q2 = H0-stratum ⊕ Hslim ⊕ Hedge and π2 : H → Q2 is orthogonal

projection. We let Ã2, A2, S̃2, S2 and r2 : S̃2 → (0,∞) be as in Section 12.4.

Thus (S̃2, S2, r2) is a (2,Γ2) cloudy 1-manifold by Lemma 12.27. By Lemma 20.2,

there is a 1-manifold W 0
2 ⊂ Q2 so that the conclusion of Lemma 20.2 holds, where

the parameter ǫ in the lemma is given by Ξ2 = Ξ2(Γ2). (We remark that W 0
2 will
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not be the same as the W2 of Proposition 13.1, due to subsequent adjustments.) In

particular, there is a well-defined nearest point projection

(13.20) P2 : Nr2(S2) = Ŵ2 →W 0
2 ,

where we are using the notation for variable thickness neighborhoods from Section 3.

Lemma 13.21. — Under the constraint c2-stratum < c2-stratum, there is a smooth func-

tion ψ2 : {xr > 0} → [0, 1] with the following properties:

(1) ψ2 ◦ E1 ≡ 1 in
⋃

i∈Iedge

{|ηi| < 6∆, ηE′ < 6∆} and(13.22)

ψ2 ◦ E1 ≡ 0 outside
⋃

i∈Iedge

{|ηi| < 7∆, ηE′ < 7∆} .

(2) supp(ψ2) ∩ im(E1) ⊂ Ŵ2 ×Q⊥
2 .

(3) There is a constant Ω′
2 = Ω′

2(M) such that

(13.23) |(Dψ2)x| < Ω′
2 x

−1
r

for all x ∈ im(E1).

Proof. — If the parameter c2-stratum is sufficiently small then E1(p) ∈ ⋃i∈Iedge
{|ηi| <

6∆, ηE′ < 6∆} implies that E0(p) ∈ ⋃
i∈Iedge

{|ηi| < 6.1∆, ηE′ < 6.1∆}, and

E1(p) /∈ ⋃i∈Iedge
{|ηi| < 7∆, ηE′ < 7∆} implies that E0(p) /∈ ⋃i∈Iedge

{|ηi| < 6.9∆,

ηE′ < 6.9∆}.
In analogy to (9.28), put

(13.24) zedge = 1− Φ 1
2 ,1


 ∑

i∈Iedge

x′′i
Ri


 .

Define ψ2 : {xr > 0} → [0, 1] by

ψ2(x) = 1−Φ 1
2 ,1

( ∑

{i∈Iedge | x′′
i >0}

Φ6.1∆,6.5∆

( |x′i|
x′′i

)
·
(
1−Φ 1

2 ,1

(
x′′i
Ri

))
·(13.25)

[(
1−Φ 1

4 ,
1
2

(
x′′E′

xr

))
Φ6.1∆,6.5∆

( |x′E′ |
x′′E′

)
+10

(
x′′i
Ri
zedge −

x′′E′

xr

)])
.

It is easy to see that ψ2 is smooth.

To prove part (1), it is enough to show that

ψ2 ◦ E0 ≡ 1 in
⋃

i∈Iedge

{|ηi| < 6.1∆, ηE′ < 6.1∆} and(13.26)

ψ2 ◦ E0 ≡ 0 outside
⋃

i∈Iedge

{|ηi| < 6.9∆, ηE′ < 6.9∆} .

Suppose that i ∈ Iedge, |ηi(p)| < 6.1∆ and ηE′(p) < 6.1∆. Put x = E0(p). Recall

that x′′i = Riζi(p), where ζi is given in (9.19) with p  pi, and x′′E′ = rpζE′(p),
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where ζE′ is the expression in (9.29). Hence

x′′i
Ri

= ζi(p) = 1,(13.27)

1− Φ 1
2 ,1

(
x′′i
Ri

)
= 1,

Φ6.1∆,6.5∆

( |x′i|
x′′i

)
= Φ6.1∆,6.5∆ (|ηi(p)|) = 1.

If
x′′
E′

xr

= ζE′(p) ≥ 1
2 then

1− Φ 1
4 ,

1
2

(
x′′E′

xr

)
= 1,(13.28)

Φ6.1∆,6.5∆

( |x′E′ |
x′′E′

)
= Φ6.1∆,6.5∆ (|ηE′ |(p)) = 1,

x′′i
Ri
zedge −

x′′E′

xr
= ζi(p)ζedge(p)− ζE′(p) = ζedge(p)− ζE′(p) ≥ 0.

If
x′′
E′

xr

= ζE′(p) < 1
2 then

(
1− Φ 1

4 ,
1
2

(
x′′
E′

xr

))
Φ6.1∆,6.5∆

(
|x′

E′ |
x′′
E′

)
≥ 0 and

(13.29)
x′′i
Ri
zedge −

x′′E′

xr
= ζi(p)ζedge(p)− ζE′(p) = 1− ζE′(p) ≥ 1

2
.

In either case, the argument of Φ 1
2 ,1

in (13.25) is bounded below by one and

so ψ2(x) = 1.

Now suppose that for all i ∈ Iedge, either ζi(p) = 0, or ζi(p) > 0 and |ηi(p)| ≥ 6.9∆,

or ζi(p) > 0 and |ηi(p)| < 6.9∆ and ηE′(p) ≥ 6.9∆. If ζi(p) = 0, or ζi(p) > 0 and

|ηi(p)| ≥ 6.9∆, then

(13.30)

Φ6.1∆,6.5∆

( |x′i|
x′′i

)
·
(
1− Φ 1

2 ,1

(
x′′i
Ri

))
= Φ6.1∆,6.5∆ (|ηi|(p)) ·

(
1− Φ 1

2 ,1
(ζi(p))

)
= 0.

If |ηi(p)| < 6.9∆ and ηE′(p) ≥ 6.9∆ then

(13.31)(
1− Φ 1

4 ,
1
2

(
x′′E′

xr

))
Φ6.1∆,6.5∆

(|x′E′ |
x′′E′

)
=
(
1− Φ 1

4 ,
1
2
(ζE′(p))

)
·Φ6.1∆,6.5∆ (|ηE′ |(p)) = 0.

and

x′′i
Ri
zedge −

x′′E′

xr
= ζi(p)ζedge(p)− ζE′(p)

(13.32)

= Φ8∆,9∆(ηE′(p)) · ζedge(p)− Φ 2
10∆, 3

10∆,8∆,9∆(ηE′(p)) · ζedge(p) = 0.

Hence ψ2(x) = 0.

This proves part (1) of the lemma.

The proof of the rest of the lemma is similar to that of Lemma 13.6.
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We can assume that Ŵ2 ⊂ {xr > 0}. Define Ψ2 : {xr > 0} → {xr > 0} by

Ψ2(x) = x if π2(x) 6∈ Ŵ2 and

(13.33) Ψ2(x) = (ψ2(x)P2(π2(x)) + (1 − ψ2(x))π2(x), π
⊥
2 (x))

otherwise. Put E2 = Ψ2 ◦ E1.

Lemma 13.34. — Under the constraints Σ2 < Σ2(Ω2, cedge), Γ2 < Γ2(Ω2, cedge), Ξ2 <

Ξ2(cedge) and c2-stratum < c2-stratum(cedge), we have:

(1) E2 is smooth.

(2) For all p ∈M ,

(13.35) ‖E2(p)− E0(p)‖ < cedge r(p) and ‖DE2
p −DE0

p‖ < cedge .

(3) The restriction of π2 ◦ E2 to
⋃

i∈Iedge
{|ηi| < 6∆, ηE′ < 6∆} is a submersion

to W 0
2 .

Proof. — As in the proof of Lemma 13.15, E2 is smooth and we can ensure that

(13.36) ‖E2(p)− E1(p)‖ < 1

2
cedge r(p) and ‖DE2

p −DE1
p‖ <

1

2
cedge .

Along with (13.16), part (2) of the lemma follows.

The proof of part (3) is similar to that of Lemma 13.15 (3). We omit the details.

13.4. Adjusting the map near the slim 1-stratum. — Our third adjustment

step involves the slim stratum.

Recall that Q3 = H0-stratum⊕Hslim and π3 : H → Q3 is orthogonal projection. We

let Ã3, A3, S̃3, S3 and r3 : S̃3 → (0,∞) be as in Section 12.5.

Thus (S̃3, S3, r3) is a (2,Γ3) cloudy 1-manifold by Lemma 12.34. By Lemma 20.2,

there is a 1-manifold W 0
3 ⊂ Q3 so that the conclusion of Lemma 20.2 holds, where

the parameter ǫ in the lemma is given by Ξ3 = Ξ3(Γ3). In particular, there is a

well-defined nearest point projection

(13.37) P3 : Nr3(S3) = Ŵ3 →W 0
3 ,

where we are using the notation for variable thickness neighborhoods from Section 3.

Lemma 13.38. — Under the constraint cedge < cedge, there is a smooth function ψ3 :

H → [0, 1] with the following properties:

(1) ψ3 ◦ E2 ≡ 1 in
⋃

i∈Islim

{|ηi| < 6 · 105∆} and(13.39)

ψ3 ◦ E2 ≡ 0 outside
⋃

i∈Islim

{|ηi| < 7 · 105∆} .

(2) supp(ψ3) ∩ im(E2) ⊂ Ŵ3 ×Q⊥
3 .
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(3) There is a constant Ω′
3 = Ω′

3(M) such that

(13.40) |(Dψ3)x| < Ω′
3 x

−1
r

for all x ∈ im(E2).

Proof. — Let ψ3 : H → [0, 1] be given by

(13.41)

ψ3(x) = 1− Φ 1
2 ,1


 ∑

{i∈Islim | x′′
i >0}

Φ6.1·105∆,6.5·105∆

( |x′i|
x′′i

)
·
(
1− Φ 1

2 ,1

(
x′′i
Ri

))
 .

The rest of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 13.21. We omit the details.

Define Ψ3 : H → H by Ψ3(x) = x if π3(x) 6∈ Ŵ3 and

(13.42) Ψ3(x) = (ψ3(x)P3(π3(x)) + (1 − ψ3(x))π3(x), π
⊥
3 (x))

otherwise. Put E3 = Ψ3 ◦ E2.

Lemma 13.43. — Under the constraints Σ3 < Σ3(Ω3, cslim), Γ3 < Γ3(Ω3, cslim), Ξ3 <

Ξ3(cslim) and cedge < cedge(cslim), we have:

(1) E3 is smooth.

(2) For all p ∈M ,

(13.44) ‖E3(p)− E0(p)‖ < cslim r(p) and ‖DE3
p −DE0

p‖ < cslim .

(3) The restriction of π3 ◦ E3 to
⋃

i∈Islim
{|ηi| < 6 · 105∆} is a submersion to W 0

3 .

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of Lemma 13.34. We omit the details.

13.5. Proof of Proposition 13.1. — Note from (13.42) that Ψ3 can be factored as

ΨQ2

3 × IQ⊥
2
for some ΨQ2

3 : Q2 → Q2. In particular, π2 ◦Ψ3 = ΨQ2

3 ◦ π2.
Put E = E3, cadjust = cslim and

W1 = (Ψ3 ◦Ψ2)(W
0
1 ) ∩

⋃

i∈I2-stratum

{y ∈ H : y′′i > .9Ri, |y′i| < 5.5Ri},
(13.45)

W2 = ΨQ2

3 (W 0
2 ) ∩

⋃

i∈Iedge

{y ∈ Q2 : y′′i > .9Ri, |y′i| < 5.5∆Ri, yr > 0, yE′ < 5.5∆yr},

W3 =W 0
3 ∩

⋃

i∈Islim

{y ∈ Q3 : y′′i > .9Ri, |y′i| < 5.5 · 105∆Ri}.

The smoothness of E follows from part (1) of Lemma 13.43. Part (1) of Proposi-

tion 13.1 follows from part (2) of Lemma 13.43.

Lemma 13.46. — Wi is a ki-manifold.
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Proof. — We will show thatW1 is a 2-manifold; the proofs forW2 andW3 are similar.

Choose x ∈ W1. For some i ∈ I2-stratum, we have x′′i > .9Ri and |x′i| < 5.5Ri .

Putting

(13.47) Vi =W1 ∩ {y ∈ H : y′′i > .9Ri, |y′i| < 5.5Ri}
gives a neighborhood of x in W1. As (πH′

i
, πH′′

i
) ◦ (Ψ3 ◦ Ψ2) = (πH′

i
, πH′′

i
), it follows

that Vi is the image, under Ψ3 ◦Ψ2, of the 2-manifold

(13.48) V 0
i =W 0

1 ∩ {y ∈ H : y′′i > .9Ri, |y′i| < 5.5Ri}.
If we can show that πH′

i
maps V 0

i diffeomorphically to its image in H ′
i then V 0

i will

be a graph over a domain in H ′
i, and the same will be true for Vi.

In view of (13.16) and the definition of E0, if c2-stratum is sufficiently small then we

are ensured that V 0
i = E1({|ηi| < 7})∩{y ∈ H : |y′i| < 5.5Ri}. From Lemma 12.7 (3),

Lemma 20.2 (3) and Lemma 20.2 (5), if Ξ1 is sufficiently small then we are ensured

that πH′
i
restricts to a proper surjective local diffeomorphism from V 0

i to B(0, 5.5Ri) ⊂
H ′

i. Hence V 0
i is a proper covering space of B(0, 5.5Ri) ⊂ H ′

i and so consists of a

finite number of connected components, each mapping diffeomorphically under π′
i to

B(0, 5.5Ri) ⊂ H ′
i . It remains to show that there is only one connected component.

If V 0
i has more than one connected component then there are y1, y2 ∈ V 0

i ∩π−1
H′

i
(0)

with y1 6= y2. We can write y1 = E1(p1) and y2 = E1(p2) for some p1, p2 ∈ {|ηi| < 7}.
We claim that there is a smooth path γ in M from p1 to p2 so that E1 ◦ γ lies within

B
(
y1,

1
10Ri

)
. To see this, we first note that if Γ1 and c2-stratum are sufficiently small

then Lemma 12.7 (3) and (13.16) ensure that |ηi(p1)| << 1 and |ηi(p2)| << 1, as

otherwise we would contradict the assumption that (y1)
′
i = (y2)

′
i = 0. Let γ̂ be a

straight line from ηi(p1) to ηi(p2). Relative to the fiber bundle structure defined by

ηi (see Lemma 8.4), let γ1 be a lift of γ̂, with initial point p1. Let γ2 be a curve in

the S1-fiber containing p2, going from the endpoint of γ1 to p2. Let γ be a smooth

concatenation of γ1 and γ2. Then ηi ◦ γ lies in a ball whose diameter is much smaller

than one. If Γ1 and c2-stratum are sufficiently small then Lemma 12.7 (3) and (13.16)

ensure that E1 ◦ γ lies in a ball whose diameter is much smaller than Ri.

On the other hand, since p1 and p2 lie in different connected components of V 0
i ,

any curve in W 0
1 from p1 to p2 must go from p1 to {y ∈ H : |y′i| = Ri}. This is a

contradiction.

Thus V 0
i is connected and W1 is a manifold.

Recall the definition of U1 from Proposition 13.1. By Lemma 13.15 (3), the restric-

tion of E1 to U1 is a submersion from U1 to W 0
1 . From Lemma 12.7 (3) and (13.44),

if Γ1 and cslim are sufficiently small then E = Ψ3 ◦Ψ2 ◦ E1 maps U1 to W1 ⊂
(Ψ3 ◦Ψ2)(W

0
1 ). To see that it is a submersion, suppose that |ηi(p)| < 5 for some i ∈

I2-stratum. Put x
0 = E0(p) and x = E(p). Note that x′i = (x0)

′
i. From Lemma 12.7 (3)

and Lemma 20.2 (3), if Ξ1 is sufficiently small then we are ensured that (DπH′
i
)x0◦DE0

p
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maps onto T(x0)′i
H ′

i
∼= R2. Then (DπH′

i
)x ◦DEp = (DπH′

i
)x ◦D(Ψ3 ◦ Ψ2)x0 ◦DE0

p =

(DπH′
i
)x0 ◦ DE0

p maps onto Tx′
i
H ′

i
∼= R2. Thus DEp must map TpM onto TxW1,

showing that E is a submersion near p.

Next, by Lemma 13.34 (3), the restriction of π2 ◦ E2 to U2 is a submersion from U2

to W 0
2 . Lemma 12.27 (3) and (13.44) imply that if Γ2 and cslim are sufficiently small

then π2 ◦ E = π2 ◦Ψ3 ◦ E2 = ΨQ3

3 ◦ π2 ◦ E2 maps U2 to W2 ⊂ ΨQ3

3 (W 0
2 ). By a similar

argument to the preceding paragraph, the restriction of π2 ◦ E to U2 is a submersion

to W2.

Finally, by Lemma 13.43 (3), the restriction of π3◦E = π3◦E3 to U3 is a submersion

to W3 =W 0
3 . This proves Proposition 13.1.

14. Extracting a good decomposition of M

In this section we will use the map E to find a decomposition of M into fibered

pieces which are compatible along the intersections:

Proposition 14.1. — There is a decomposition

(14.2) M =M0-stratum ∪M slim ∪M edge ∪M2-stratum

into compact domains with disjoint interiors, where each connected component of

M slim, M edge, or M2-stratum may be endowed with a fibration structure, such that:

(1) M0-stratum and M slim are domains with smooth boundary, while M edge and

M2-stratum are smooth manifolds with corners, each point of which has a neigh-

borhood diffeomorphic to R3−k × [0,∞)k for some k ≤ 2.

(2) Connected components of M0-stratum are diffeomorphic to one of the follow-

ing: S1 × S2, S1 ×Z2 S
2 = RP 3#RP 3, T 3/Γ (where Γ is a finite subgroup

of Isom+(T 3) which acts freely on T 3), S3/Γ (where Γ is a finite subgroup of

Isom+(S3) which acts freely on S3), a solid torus S1×D2, a twisted line bundle

S2 ×Z2 I over RP 2, or a twisted line bundle T 2 ×Z2 I over a Klein bottle.

(3) The components of M slim have a fibration with S2-fibers or T 2-fibers.

(4) Components of M edge are diffeomorphic (as manifolds with corners) to a solid

torus S1 ×D2 or I ×D2, and have a fibration with D2 fibers.

(5) M2-stratum is a smooth domain with corners with a smooth S1-fibration; in

particular the S1-fibration is compatible with any corners.

(6) Each fiber of the fibration M edge → Bedge, lying over a boundary point of

the base Bedge, is contained in the boundary of M0-stratum or the boundary of

M slim.

(7) The part of ∂M edge which carries an induced S1-fibration is contained in

M2-stratum, and the S1-fibration induced from M edge agrees with the one inher-

ited from M2-stratum.
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To prove the proposition, we show that the submersions identified in Proposi-

tion 13.1 become fibrations, when restricted to appropriate subsets. Using this, we

remove fibered regions around successive strata in the following order: 0-stratum, slim

stratum, the edge region and the 2-stratum. The compatibility of the fibrations is

automatic from the compatibility of the various projection maps πj , for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

14.1. The definition of M0-stratum. — For each i ∈ I0-stratum, put

(14.3) M0-stratum
i = B (pi, .35Ri) ∪ E−1

{
x ∈ H : x′′i ≥ .9Ri ,

x′i
x′′i

≤ 4

10

}
.

Lemma 14.4. — Under the constraints ς0-stratum < ς0-stratum and cadjust < cadjust,

{M0-stratum
i }i∈I0-stratum is a disjoint collection and each M0-stratum

i is a compact

manifold with boundary, which is diffeomorphic to one of the possibilities in

Proposition 14.1 (2).

Proof. — Note that

(14.5) (E0)−1

{
x ∈ H : x′′i ≥ .9Ri,

x′i
x′′i

≤ 4

10

}
= {p ∈M : ζi(p) ≥ .9, ηi(p) ≤ .4}.

In particular, if ς0-stratum is sufficiently small then this set contains

A(pi, .31Ri, .39Ri) and is contained in A(pi, .29Ri, .41Ri). Then if cadjust is suf-

ficiently small, E−1
{
x ∈ H | x′′i ≥ .9Ri ,

x′
i

x′′
i
≤ 4

10

}
contains A(pi, .32Ri, .38Ri) and is

contained in A(pi, .28Ri, .42Ri).

In particular, B(pi, .38Ri) ⊂ M0-stratum
i ⊂ B(pi, .42Ri). It now follows from

Lemma 11.5 that {M0-stratum
i }i∈I0-stratum are disjoint.

To characterize the topology of M0-stratum
i , if cadjust is sufficiently small then we

can find a smooth function f0 :M → R such that

1. If p ∈ A(pi, .3Ri, .5Ri) and x = E(p) then f0(p) =
x′
i

x′′
i
.

2. If p ∈ B(pi, .35Ri) then f
0(p) ≤ .39.

3. If p /∈ B(pi, .5Ri) then f
0(p) ≥ .41.

Put f1 = ηi and define F : M × [0, 1] → R by F (p, t) = (1 − t)f0(p) + tf1(p).

Put f t(p) = F (p, t) and X = (−∞, .4]. If cadjust and ς0-stratum are sufficiently small

then Lemma 11.1 implies that for each t ∈ [0, 1], f t is transverse to ∂X = {.4}. By

Lemma 21.1,M0-stratum
i = (f0)−1(X) is diffeomorphic to (f1)−1(X). By Lemma 11.3,

the latter is diffeomorphic to one of the possibilities in Proposition 14.1 (2). This

proves the lemma.

We let M0-stratum =
⋃

i∈I0-stratum
M0-stratum

i , and put M1 = M \ int(M0-stratum).

Thus M0-stratum and M1 are smooth compact manifolds with boundary.

14.2. The definition of M slim. — We first truncate W3. Put

(14.6) W ′
3 =W3 ∩

⋃

i∈Islim

{
x ∈ Q3 | x′′i > .9Ri ,

∣∣∣∣
x′i
x′′i

∣∣∣∣ < 4 · 105∆
}

and define U ′
3 = (π3 ◦ E)−1(W ′

3).
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Lemma 14.7. — Under the constraints ςslim < ςslim(∆) and cadjust < cadjust, we have

(1)
⋃

i∈Islim
{|ηi| ≤ 3.5 · 105∆} ⊂ U ′

3 ⊂ U3, where U3 is as in Proposition 13.1.

(2) The restriction of π3 ◦ E to U ′
3 gives a proper submersion to W ′

3. In particular,

it is a fibration.

(3) The fibers of π3 ◦ E : U ′
3 →W ′

3 are diffeomorphic to S2 or T 2.

(4) M1 intersects U ′
3 in a submanifold with boundary which is a union of fibers of

π3 ◦ E : U ′
3 →W ′

3.

Proof. — For a given i ∈ Islim, suppose that p ∈ M satisfies |ηi(p)| ≤ 3.5 · 105∆.

Putting y = (π3 ◦E0)(p) ∈ Q3, we have y
′′
i = Ri and

∣∣ y′
i

y′′
i

∣∣ ≤ 3.5 ·105∆. Hence if cadjust
is small enough then since ∆ >> 1, we are ensured that, putting x = (π3 ◦E)(p) ∈ Q3,

we have x′′i > .9Ri and
∣∣ x′

i

x′′
i

∣∣ < 4 · 105∆. As p ∈ U3, Proposition 13.1 implies that

x ∈ W3. Hence
⋃

i∈Islim
{|ηi| ≤ 3.5 · 105∆} ⊂ U ′

3.

Now suppose that p ∈ U ′
3. Putting x = (π3 ◦ E)(p), for some i ∈ Islim we have

x′′i > .9Ri and
∣∣ x′

i

x′′
i

∣∣ < 4 · 105∆. If cadjust is small enough then we are ensured

that, putting y = (π3 ◦ E0)(p), we have y′′i ≥ .8Ri and
∣∣ y′

i

y′′
i

∣∣ ≤ 4.5 ·105∆. Hence

|ηi(p)| ≤ 4.5 · 105∆. This shows that U ′
3 ⊂ U3, proving part (1) of the lemma.

By Proposition 13.1, π3 ◦ E is a submersion from U3 to W3. Hence it restricts to a

surjective submersion on U ′
3.

Suppose that K is a compact subset ofW ′
3. Then (π3◦E)−1(K) is a closed subset of

M which is contained in U3 =
⋃

i∈Islim
{|ηi| ≤ 5 · 105∆}. As {pi}i∈Islim are in the slim

1-stratum, it follows from the definition of adapted coordinates that {|ηi| ≤ 5 · 105∆}
is a compact subset of M ; cf. the proof of Lemma 10.3. Thus the restriction of π3 ◦ E
to U ′

3 is a proper submersion. This proves part (2) of the lemma.

To prove part (3) of the lemma, given x ∈ W ′
3, suppose that p ∈ U ′

3 satisfies

(π3 ◦ E)(p) = x. Choose i ∈ Islim so that |ηi(p)| ≤ 4.5 · 105∆. If cadjust is sufficiently

small then by looking at the components in Hi, one sees that for any p
′ ∈ U ′

3 satisfying

(π3 ◦ E)(p′) = x, we have p′ ∈ {|ηi| < 5 · 105∆}. Thus to determine the topology of

the fiber, we can just consider the restriction of π3 ◦ E to {|ηi| < 5 · 105∆}.
Let πH′

i
: Q3 → H ′

i be orthogonal projection and put X = πH′
i
(x) ∈ H ′

i. As the

restriction of πH′
i
◦ π3 ◦ E0 to {|ηi| < 5 · 105∆} equals ηi, it follows that πH′

i
◦ π3 ◦ E0

is transverse there to X . By Lemma 10.3, {|ηi| < 5 · 105∆} ∩ (πH′
i
◦ π3 ◦ E0)−1(X) is

diffeomorphic to S2 or T 2.

Consider the restriction of (πH′
i
◦ π3 ◦ E) to {|ηi| < 5 · 105∆}. Proposition 13.1 and

Lemma 21.3 imply that if cadjust is sufficiently small then the fiber {|ηi| < 5 · 105∆}∩
(πH′

i
◦ π3 ◦ E)−1(X) is diffeomorphic to S2 or T 2. In particular, it is connected. Now

(πH′
i
◦ π3 ◦ E)−1(X) is the preimage, under π3 ◦ E : U ′

3 → W ′
3, of the preimage of X

under πH′
i
: W ′

3 → H ′
i. From connectedness of the fiber, the preimage of X under

πH′
i
: W ′

3 → H ′
i must just be x. Hence (π3 ◦ E)−1(x) is diffeomorphic to S2 or T 2.

This proves part (3) of the lemma.
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To prove part (4) of the lemma, given j ∈ I0-stratum, suppose that p ∈ ∂M0-stratum
j .

If x = E(p) then x′′j ≥ .9Rj and x′j = .4x′′j . Suppose that p ∈ U ′
3. If q ∈ U ′

3 is a point

in the same fiber of π3 ◦ E : U ′
3 → W ′

3 as p, put y = E(q) ∈ H . As π3(x) = π3(y), we

have y′′j ≥ .9Rj and y′j = .4y′′j . Thus q ∈ ∂M0-stratum
j . Hence ∂M0-stratum

j is a union

of fibers of π3 ◦ E : U ′
3 → W ′

3. In fact, since ∂M0-stratum
j is a connected 2-manifold, it

is a single fiber of π3 ◦ E . This proves part (4) of the lemma.

Let W ′′
3 ⊂ W ′

3 be a compact 1-dimensional manifold with boundary such that

(π3 ◦ E)−1(W ′′
3 ) contains

⋃
i∈Islim

{|ηi| ≤ 3.5 · 105∆}, and put M slim = M1 ∩
(π3 ◦ E)−1(W ′′

3 ). We endow M slim with the fibration induced by π3 ◦ E .
Put M2 =M1 \ int(M slim).

14.3. The definition of M edge. — We first truncate W2. Put

(14.8) W ′
2 =W2 ∩

⋃

i∈Iedge

{
x ∈ Q2 | x′′i ≥ .9Ri ,

∣∣∣∣
x′i
x′′i

∣∣∣∣ < 4∆

}

and

(14.9) U ′
2 = (π2 ◦ E)−1(W ′

2) ∩
(
{ηE′ ≤ .35∆} ∪ E−1{x ∈ H | xr > 0 ,

xE′

xr
≤ 4∆}

)
.

Lemma 14.10. — Under the constraints Λ < Λ(∆), ςedge < ςedge(∆) and cadjust <

cadjust, we have

(1)
⋃

i∈Iedge
{|ηi| ≤ 3.5∆ , |ηE′ | ≤ 3.5∆} ⊂ U ′

2 ⊂ U2, where U2 is as in Proposi-

tion 13.1.

(2) The restriction of π2 ◦ E to U ′
2 gives a proper submersion to W ′

2. In particular,

it is a fibration.

(3) The fibers of π2 ◦ E : U ′
2 →W ′

2 are diffeomorphic to D2.

(4) M2 intersects U ′
2 in a submanifold with corners which is a union of fibers of

π2 ◦ E : U ′
2 →W ′

2.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of Lemmas 14.4 and 14.7. We omit the details.

Lemma 14.11. — Under the constraint cadjust < cadjust, M2 ∩ U ′
2 is compact.

Proof. — Suppose thatM2∩U ′
2 is not compact. AsM is compact, there is a sequence

{qk}∞k=1 ⊂M2 ∩ U ′
2 with a limit q ∈M , for which q /∈M2 ∩ U ′

2. Put y = E(q).
Since M2 is closed we have q ∈M2 and so q /∈ U ′

2. Since yr > 0 (assuming cadjust is

sufficiently small) we also have q ∈ {ηE′ ≤ .35∆} ∪ E−1{x ∈ H | xr > 0 , xE′

xr

≤ 4∆}.
We know that π2(y) ∈ W ′

2. As q /∈ U ′
2, it must be that π2(y) /∈ W ′

2. Then for some

i ∈ Iedge, we have y
′′
i ≥ .9Ri and

∣∣ y′
i

y′′
i

∣∣ = 4∆. Now pi cannot be a slim 1-stratum point,

as otherwise the preceding truncation step would force B(pi, 1000∆Ri) ∩M2 = ∅,

which contradicts the facts that q ∈M2 and d(pi, q) < 10∆Ri.
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Lemma 9.26 now implies that there is a j ∈ Iedge such that |ηj(q)| < 2∆. If

cadjust is sufficiently small then we are ensured that y′′j ≥ .9Rj and
∣∣ y′

j

y′′
j

∣∣ < 3∆.

Thus π2(y) ∈W ′
2 and so q ∈ U ′

2, which is a contradiction.

We put M edge = U ′
2 ∩M2 and W ′′

2 = (π2 ◦ E)(M edge). We endow M edge with the

fibration induced by π2 ◦ E .
Put M3 =M2 \ int(M edge).

14.4. The definition of M2-stratum. — We first truncate W1. Put

(14.12) W ′
1 =W1 ∩

⋃

i∈I2-stratum

{
x ∈ H | x′′i > .9 ,

∣∣∣∣
x′i
x′′i

∣∣∣∣ < 4

}

and define U ′
1 = E−1(W ′

1).

Lemma 14.13. — Under the constraints ς2-stratum < ς2-stratum and cadjust < cadjust,

we have

(1)
⋃

i∈I2-stratum
{|ηi| ≤ 3.5} ⊂ U ′

1 ⊂ U1, where U1 is as in Proposition 13.1.

(2) The restriction of E to U ′
1 gives a proper submersion to W ′

1. In particular, it

is a fibration.

(3) The fibers of M2-stratum are circles.

(4) M3 is contained in U ′
1, and is a submanifold with corners which is a union of

fibers of E
∣∣
U ′

1
: U ′

1 →W ′
1.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of Lemma 14.7. We omit the details.

We put M2-stratum = M3, and endow it with the fibration E|
M2-stratum :

M2-stratum → E(M2-stratum).

14.5. The proof of Proposition 14.1. — Proposition 14.1 now follows from com-

bining the results in this section.

15. Proof of Theorem 16.1 for closed manifolds

Recall that we are trying to get a contradiction to Standing Assumption 5.2. As

before, we let M denote Mα for large α. Then M satisfies the conclusion of Proposi-

tion 14.1. To get a contradiction, we will show that M is a graph manifold.

We recall the definition of a graph manifold from Definition 1.2. It is obvious

that boundary components of graph manifolds are tori. It is also obvious that if

we glue two graph manifolds along boundary components then the result is a graph

manifold, provided that it is orientable. In addition, the connected sum of two graph

manifolds is a graph manifold. For more information about graph manifolds, we refer

to [22, Chapter 2.4]
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15.1. M is a graph manifold. — Each connected component of M0-stratum has

boundary either ∅, S2 or T 2. If there is a connected component of M0-stratum with

empty boundary then M is diffeomorphic to S1 × S2, S1 ×Z2 S
2 = RP 3#RP 3, T 3/Γ

(where Γ is a finite subgroup of Isom+(T 3) which acts freely on T 3) or S3/Γ (where

Γ is a finite subgroup of Isom+(S3) which acts freely on S3). In any case M is a

graph manifold. So we can assume that each connected component of M0-stratum has

nonempty boundary.

Each connected component of M slim fibers over S1 or I. If it fibers over S1 then

M is diffeomorphic to S1 × S2 or the total space of a T 2-bundle over S1. In either

case, M is a graph manifold. Hence we can assume that each connected component

of M slim is diffeomorphic to I × S2 or I × T 2.

Lemma 15.1. — LetM0-stratum
i be a connected component ofM0-stratum. IfM0-stratum

i ∩
M slim 6= ∅ then ∂M0-stratum

i is a boundary component of a connected component of

M slim. If M0-stratum
i ∩ M slim = ∅ then we can write ∂M0-stratum

i = Ai ∪Bi where

(1) Ai =M0-stratum
i ∩ M edge is a disjoint union of 2-disks,

(2) Bi =M0-stratum
i ∩ M2-stratum is the total space of a circle bundle and

(3) Ai ∩ Bi = ∂Ai ∩ ∂Bi is a union of circle fibers.

Furthermore, if ∂M0-stratum
i is a 2-torus then Ai = ∅, while if ∂M0-stratum

i is a

2-sphere then Ai consists of exactly two 2-disks.

Proof. — Proposition 14.1 implies all but the last sentence of the lemma. The state-

ment about Ai follows from an Euler characteristic argument.

Lemma 15.2. — Let M slim
i be a connected component of M slim. Let Yi be one of the

connected components of ∂M slim
i . If Yi ∩M0-stratum 6= ∅ then Yi = ∂M0-stratum

i for

some connected component M0-stratum
i of M0-stratum.

If Yi ∩M0-stratum = ∅ then we can write Yi = Ai ∪Bi where

(1) Ai = Yi ∩M edge is a disjoint union of 2-disks,

(2) Bi = Yi ∩M2-stratum is the total space of a circle bundle and

(3) Ai ∩Bi = ∂Ai ∩ ∂Bi is a union of circle fibers.

Furthermore, if Yi is a 2-torus then Ai = ∅, while if Yi is a 2-sphere then Ai

consists of exactly two 2-disks.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of Lemma 15.1. We omit the details.

Hereafter we can assume that there is a disjoint union M0-stratum = M0-stratum
S2 ∪

M0-stratum
T 2 , based on what the boundaries of the connected components are.

Similarly, each fiber of M slim is S2 or T 2, so there is a disjoint union M slim =

M slim
S2 ∪M slim

T 2 .
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It follows from Lemmas 15.1 and 15.2 that each connected component of

M0-stratum
T 2 ∪M slim

T 2 is diffeomorphic to

1. A connected component of M0-stratum
T 2 ,

2. The gluing of two connected components of M0-stratum
T 2 along a 2-torus, or

3. I × T 2.

In case 1, the connected component is diffeomorphic to S1×D2 or the total space of

a twisted interval bundle over a Klein bottle. In any case, we can say thatM0-stratum
T 2 ∪

M slim
T 2 is a graph manifold. Put X1 = M − int(M0-stratum

T 2 ∪M slim
T 2 ). To show that

M is a graph manifold, it suffices to show that X1 is a graph manifold. Note that

X1 =M0-stratum
S2 ∪M slim

S2 ∪M edge ∪M2-stratum.

Suppose thatM0-stratum
i is a connected component ofM0-stratum

S2 . From Proposition

14.1, M0-stratum
i is diffeomorphic to D3 or RP 3#D3. If M0-stratum

i is diffeomorphic

to RP 3#D3, let Zi be the result of replacing M0-stratum
i in X1 by D3. Then X1 is

diffeomorphic to RP 3#Zi. As RP 3 is a graph manifold, if Zi is a graph manifold

then X1 is a graph manifold. Hence without loss of generality, we can assume that

each connected component of M0-stratum
S2 is diffeomorphic to a 3-disk.

From Lemmas 15.1 and 15.2, each connected component of M0-stratum
S2 ∪M slim

S2 is

diffeomorphic to

1. D3,

2. I × S2 or

3. S3, the result of attaching two connected components of M0-stratum
S2 by a con-

nected component I × S2 of M slim
S2 .

In case 3, X1 is diffeomorphic to a graph manifold. In case 2, if Z is a connected

component of M0-stratum
S2 ∪M slim

S2 which is diffeomorphic to I × S2 then we can do

surgery along { 1
2} × S2 ⊂ X1 to replace I × S2 ⊂ X1 by a union of two 3-disks. Let

X2 be the result of performing the surgery. Then X1 is recovered from X2 by either

taking a connected sum of two connected components of X2 or by taking a connected

sum of X2 with S1 × S2. In either case, if X2 is a graph manifold then X1 is a

graph manifold. Hence without loss of generality, we can assume that each connected

component of (M0-stratum
S2 ∪M slim

S2 ) ⊂ X1 is diffeomorphic to D3.

Some connected components of M edge may fiber over S1. If Z is such a connected

component then it is diffeomorphic to S1 ×D2. If X1 − int(Z) is a graph manifold

then X1 is a graph manifold. Hence without loss of generality, we can assume that

each connected component of M edge is diffeomorphic to I ×D2.

Let G be a graph (i.e., 1-dimensional CW-complex) whose vertices correspond to

connected components ofM0-stratum
S2 ∪M slim

S2 , and whose edges correspond to connected

components ofM edge joining such“vertex”components. From Lemmas 15.1 and 15.2,

each vertex of G has degree two. Again from Lemmas 15.1 and 15.2, we can label

the connected components of M0-stratum
S2 ∪M slim

S2 ∪M edge by connected components

of G. It follows that each connected component of M0-stratum
S2 ∪ M slim

S2 ∪ M edge is

diffeomorphic to S1 ×D2.
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We have now shown that X1 is the result of gluing a disjoint collection of S1×D2’s

to M2-stratum, with each gluing being performed between the boundary of a S1 ×D2

factor and a toral boundary component ofM2-stratum. AsM2-stratum is the total space

of a circle bundle, it is a graph manifold. Thus X1 is a graph manifold. Hence we

have shown:

Proposition 15.3. — Under the constraints imposed in the earlier sections, M is a

graph manifold.

15.2. Satisfying the constraints. — We now verify that it is possible to simul-

taneously satisfy all the constraints that appeared in the construction.

We indicate a partial ordering of the parameters which is respected by all the

constraints appearing in the paper. This means that every constraint on a given

parameter is an upper (or lower) bound given as a function of other parameters

which are strictly smaller in the partial order. Consequently, all constraints can be

satisfied simultaneously, since we may choose values for parameters starting with

those parameters which are minimal with respect to the partial order, and proceeding

upward.

(15.4) {M, β3} ≺ {cslim,Ωi,Ω
′
i} ≺ Γ3 ≺ {Σ3,Ξ3} ≺ cedge ≺ Γ2 ≺ {Σ2,Ξ2} ≺

c2-stratum ≺ Γ1 ≺ {Σ1,Ξ1} ≺ ς2-stratum ≺ β2 ≺ ∆ ≺ {ςedge, ςE′ , ςslim} ≺
ς0-stratum ≺ {βE′ , σE′} ≺ σE ≺ {σ,Λ} ≺ w̄ ≺ w′ ≺ βE ≺ β1 ≺ {Υ0, δ0} ≺ Υ′

0.

This proves Theorem 1.3.

16. Manifolds with boundary

In this section we consider manifolds with boundary. Since our principal appli-

cation is to the geometrization conjecture, we will only deal with manifolds whose

boundary components have a nearly cuspidal collar. We recall that a hyperbolic cusp

is a complete manifold with boundary diffeomorphic to T 2 × [0,∞), which is isomet-

ric to the quotient of a horoball by an isometric Z2-action. More explicitly, a cusp

is isometric to a quotient of the upper half space R2 × [0,∞) ⊂ R3, with the metric

dz2 + e−z(dx2 + dy2), by a rank-2 group of horizontal translations. (For applica-

tion to the geometrization conjecture, we take the cusp to have constant sectional

curvature − 1
4 .)

Theorem 16.1. — Let K ≥ 10 be a fixed integer. Fix a function A : (0,∞) → (0,∞).

Then there is some w0 ∈ (0, c3) such that the following holds.

Suppose that (M, g) is a compact connected orientable Riemannian 3-manifold with

boundary. Assume in addition that

(1) The diameters of the connected components of ∂M are bounded above by w0.
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(2) For each component X of ∂M , there is a hyperbolic cusp HX with boundary

∂HX , along with a CK+1-embedding of pairs e : (N100(∂HX), ∂HX) → (M,X)

which is w0-close to an isometry.

(3) For every p ∈M with d(p, ∂M) ≥ 10, we have vol(B(p,Rp)) ≤ w0R
3
p.

(4) For every p ∈M , w′ ∈ [w0, c3), k ∈ [0,K], and r ≤ Rp such that vol(B(p, r)) ≥
w′r3, the inequality

(16.2) |∇k Rm | ≤ A(w′) r−(k+2)

holds in the ball B(p, r).

Then M is a graph manifold.

In order to prove Theorem 16.1, we make the following assumption.

Standing Assumption 16.3. — Let K ≥ 10 be a fixed integer and let A′ : (0,∞) ×
(0,∞) → (0,∞) be a function.

We assume that {(Mα, gα)}∞α=1 is a sequence of connected closed Riemannian 3-

manifolds such that

(1) The diameters of the connected components of ∂Mα are bounded above by 1
α .

(2) For each component Xα of ∂Mα, there is a hyperbolic cusp HXα along with

a CK+1-embedding of pairs e : (N100(∂HXα), ∂HXα) → (Mα, Xα) which is
1
α -close to an isometry.

(3) For all p ∈ Mα with d(p, ∂Mα) ≥ 10, the ratio
Rp

rp(1/α)
of the curvature scale

at p to the 1
α -volume scale at p is bounded below by α.

(4) For all p ∈ Mα and w′ ∈ [ 1α , c3), let rp(w
′) denote the w′-volume scale at p.

Then for each integer k ∈ [0,K] and each C ∈ (0, α), we have |∇k Rm | ≤
A′(C,w′) rp(w′)−(k+2) on B(p, Crp(w

′)).

(5) Each Mα fails to be a graph manifold.

As in Lemma 5.1, to prove Theorem 16.1 it suffices to get a contradiction from

Standing Assumption 16.3. As before, we let M denote the manifold Mα for large α.

The argument to get a contradiction from Standing Assumption 16.3 is a slight mod-

ification of the argument in the closed case, the main difference being the appearance

of a new family of points – those lying in a collared region near the boundary.

We will use the same set of the parameters as in the case of closed manifolds,

with an additional parameter r∂ . It will be placed at the end of the partial ordering

in (15.4), after Υ′
0.

Let {∂iM}i∈I∂ be the collection of boundary components of M , and let ei :

(N100(∂Hi), ∂Hi) → (M,∂iM) be the embedding from Standing Assumption 16.3.

Note that the restriction of ei to ∂Hi is a diffeomorphism. Put bi = d∂Hi ∈ C∞(Hi).

Let ηi be a slight smoothing of bi ◦ e−1
i on (bi ◦ e−1

i )−1(1, 99), as in Lemma 3.14.
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Lemma 16.4. — We may assume that for all p ∈ η−1
i (5, 95),

(1) The curvature scale satisfies Rp ∈ (1, 3).

(2) rp < r∂ .

(3) There is a (1, β1)-splitting of
(

1
rp
M,p

)
for which 1

rp
ηi is an adapted coordinate

of quality ζslim.

Proof. — In view of the quality of the embedding ei, it suffices to check the claim

on the constant-curvature space b−1
i (4, 96). The diameter of ∂Hi can be assumed to

be arbitrarily small by taking α to be large enough. The Riemannian metric on Hi

has the form dz2 + e−zgT 2 for a flat metric gT 2 on T 2, with z ∈ [0, 100). The lemma

follows from elementary estimates.

We now select 2-stratum balls, edge balls, slim 1-stratum balls and 0-balls as

in the closed case, except with the restriction that the center points pi all satisfy

d(pi, ∂M) ≥ 10.

Given i ∈ I∂ , let Bi be the connected component of M − η−1
i (90) containing ∂iM .

Lemma 16.5. — If r∂ < r∂(Υ
′
0) then M is diffeomorphic to I × T 2 or {Bi}i∈I∂ ∪

{B(pi, r
0
pi
)}i∈I0-stratum is a disjoint collection of open sets.

Proof. — We can assume that M is not diffeomorphic to I × T 2.

Suppose first that Bi∩Bj 6= ∅ for some i, j ∈ I∂ with i 6= j. Then η−1
i (5, 90) must

intersect η−1
j (5, 90). It follows easily that M = N10(Bi) ∪ N10(Bj) is diffeomorphic

to I × T 2, which is a contradiction. Thus Bi ∩Bj = ∅.

Next, suppose that Bi ∩ B(pj , r
0
pj
) 6= ∅ for some i ∈ I∂ and j ∈ I0-stratum. If

r∂ < r∂(Υ
′
0) then by Lemma 16.4 we will have Υ′

0rpj <
1

100 . Hence r
0
pj
< 1

100 and the

triangle inequality implies that pj ∈ η−1
i (5, 95). However, from Lemma 16.4 (3), this

contradicts the fact that pj is a 0-stratum point.

Finally, if i, j ∈ I0-stratum and i 6= j then B(pi, r
0
pi
) ∩ B(pj , r

0
pj
) = ∅ from

Lemma 11.5 (1).

Hereafter we assume that M is not diffeomorphic to I × T 2, which is already a

graph manifold.

For each i ∈ I∂ , let Hi be a copy of R2. Put H∂ =
⊕

i∈I∂
Hi. We also put

– Q1 = H
⊕
H∂ ,

– Q2 = H0-stratum

⊕
Hslim

⊕
Hedge

⊕
H∂ ,

– Q3 = H0-stratum

⊕
Hslim

⊕
H∂ ,

– Q4 = H0-stratum

⊕
H∂ .

For i ∈ I∂ , let ζi ∈ C∞(M) be the extension by zero of Φ20,30,80,90◦ηi toM . Define

E0
i : M → Hi by E0

i (p) = (ηi(p)ζi(p), ζi(p)). We now go through Sections 12 and 13,
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treating H∂ in parallel to H0-stratum. Next, in analogy to (14.3), for each i ∈ I∂ we

put

(16.6) M∂
i = N35(∂iM) ∪ E−1

{
x ∈ H : x′′i ≥ .9 ,

x′i
x′′i

≤ 40

}
.

Then M∂
i is diffeomorphic to I×T 2. We now go through the argument of Section 15,

treating each M∂
i as if it were an element of M0-stratum

T 2 without a core. As in Sec-

tion 15, we conclude that M is a graph manifold. This proves Theorem 16.1.

17. Application to the geometrization conjecture

We now use the terminology of [21] and [24]. Let (M, g(·)) be a Ricci flow with

surgery whose initial 3-manifold is compact. We normalize the metric by putting

ĝ(t) = g(t)
t . Let (Mt, ĝ(t)) be the time-t manifold. (If t is a surgery time then we take

Mt to be the post-surgery manifold.) We recall that the w-thin partM−(w, t) ofMt is

defined to be the set of points p ∈Mt so that either Rp = ∞ or vol(B(p,Rp)) < wR3
p.

The w-thick part M+(w, t) of Mt is Mt −M−(w, t).
The following theorem is proved in [24, Section 7.3]; see also [21, Proposition 90.1].

Theorem 17.1. — [24] There is a finite collection {(Hi, xi)}ki=1 of pointed complete

finite-volume Riemannian 3-manifolds with constant sectional curvature − 1
4 and, for

large t, a decreasing function β(t) tending to zero and a family of maps

(17.2) ft :
k⊔

i=1

Hi ⊃
k⊔

i=1

B

(
xi,

1

β(t)

)
−→Mt

such that

(1) ft is β(t)-close to being an isometry.

(2) The image of ft contains M
+(β(t), t).

(3) The image under ft of a cuspidal torus of {Hi}ki=1 is incompressible in Mt.

Given a sequence tα → ∞, let Y α be the truncation of
⊔k

i=1Hi obtained by

removing horoballs at distance approximately 1
2β(tα) from the basepoints xi. Put

Mα =Mtα − ftα(Ytα).

Theorem 17.3. — [24] For large α, Mα is a graph manifold.

Proof. — We check that the hypotheses of Theorem 16.1 are satisfied for large α.

Conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 16.1 follow from the almost-isometric embedding

of
⊔k

i=1

(
B(xi,

1
β(tα) )−B(xi,

1
2β(tα) )

)
⊂ ⊔k

i=1Hi in M
α.

Next, Theorem 17.1 says that for any w̄ > 0, for large α the w̄-thick part of Mtα

has already been removed in formingMα. Thus Condition (3) of Theorem 16.1 holds.

From Ricci flow arguments, for each w′ ∈ (0, c3) there are r(w
′) > 0 and Kk(w

′) <
∞ so that for large α the following holds: for every p ∈Mα, w′ ∈ (0, c3), k ∈ [0,K] and
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r ≤ min(Rp, r(w
′)), the inequality |∇k Rm | ≤ Kk(w

′)r−(k+2) holds in the ball B(p, r)

[21, Lemma 92.13]. Hence to verify Condition (4) of Theorem 16.1, at least for large

α, we must show that if p ∈Mα then the conditions r ≤ Rp and vol(B(p, r)) ≥ w′r3

imply that r ≤ r(w′).
Suppose not, i.e., we have r(w′) < r ≤ Rp. Then Rm

∣∣
B(p,r) ≥ − 1

r2 . Using the

fact that vol(B(p, r)) ≥ w′r3, the Bishop-Gromov inequality gives an inequality of

the form vol(B(p, r(w′))) ≥ w′′r3(w′) for some w′′ = w′′(w′) > 0.

We also have Rm
∣∣
B(p,r(w′)) ≥ − 1

r2(w′) . Then from [25, Lemma 7.2] or [21,

Lemma 88.1], for large α we can assume that the sectional curvatures on B(p, r(w′))
are arbitrarily close to − 1

4 . In particular, Rp ≤ 5. Then

(17.4) vol(B(p,Rp)) ≥ vol(B(p, r)) ≥ w′r3 = w′
(
r

Rp

)3

R3
p ≥ w′

(
r(w′)

5

)3

R3
p.

If α is sufficiently large then we conclude that p ∈ ftα(Ytα), which is a contradiction.

We now take A(w′) to be a number so that Condition (4) of Theorem 16.1 holds

for all Mα. From the preceding discussion, there is a finite such number. Then for

large α, all of the hypotheses of Theorem 16.1 hold. The theorem follows.

Theorems 17.1 and 17.3, along with the description of how Mt changes un-

der surgery [24, Section 3], [21, Lemma 73.4], imply Thurston’s geometrization

conjecture.

18. Local collapsing without derivative bounds

In this section, we explain how one can remove the bounds on derivatives of cur-

vature from the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3, to obtain:

Theorem 18.1. — There exists a w0 ∈ (0, c3) such that if M is a closed, orientable,

Riemannian 3-manifold satisfying

(18.2) vol(B(p,Rp)) < w0R
3
p

for every p ∈M , then M is a graph manifold.

The bounds on the derivatives of curvature are only used to obtain pointed

CK-limits of sequences at the (modified) volume scale. This occurs in Lemmas 9.21

and 11.1. We explain how to adapt the statements and proofs.

Modifications in Lemma 9.21. — The statement of the Lemma does not require

modification. In the proof, the map φ will be a Gromov-Hausdorff approximation

rather than a CK+1-map close to an isometry, and Z will be a complete 2-dimensional

nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space. As critical point theory for functions works

the same way for Alexandrov spaces as for Riemannian manifolds, and 2-dimensional

Alexandrov spaces are topological manifolds, the statement and proof of Lemma 3.12
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remain valid for 2-dimensional Alexandrov spaces. The main difference in the proof

of Lemma 9.21 is the method for verifying the fiber topology. For this, we use:

Theorem 18.3(Linear local contractibility [15]). — For every w ∈ (0,∞) and every

positive integer n, there exist r0 ∈ (0,∞) and C ∈ (1,∞) with the following property.

If B(p, 1) is a unit ball with compact closure in a Riemannian n-manifold, Rm
∣∣
B(p,1) ≥

−1 and vol(B(p, 1)) ≥ w then the inclusion B(p, r) → B(p, Cr) is null-homotopic for

every r ∈ (0, r0).

This uniform contractibility may be used to promote a Gromov-Hausdorff approx-

imation f0 to a nearby continuous map f : one first restricts f0 to the 0-skeleton

of a fine triangulation, and then extends it inductively to higher skeleta simplex by

simplex, using the controlled contractibility radius.

Lemma 18.4. — With notation from the proof of Lemma 9.21, the fiber F = η−1
p ({0})

is homotopy equivalent to B(⋆Z , 4∆) ⊂ Z.

Proof. — Let φ̂ be a quasi-inverse to the Gromov-Hausdorff approximation φ.

To produce a map F → B(⋆Z , 4∆) we take πZ ◦ φ|F , promote it to a continuous

map as above, and then use the absence of critical points of dY near S(⋆Z , 4∆) to

homotope this to a map taking values in B(⋆Z , 4∆).

To get the map B(⋆Z , 4∆) → F , we apply the above procedure to promote φ̂
∣∣
F

to a nearby continuous map B(⋆Z , 4∆) → 1
rp
M . Then using the fibration structures

defined by ηp and (ηp, ηE′), we may perturb this to a map taking values in F .

The compositions of these maps are close to the identity maps; using a relative

version of the approximation procedure one shows that these are homotopic to identity

maps.

Thus we conclude that the fiber is a contractible compact 2-manifold with bound-

ary, so it is a 2-disk.

Modifications in Lemma 11.1. — In the statement of the lemma, Np is a 3-

dimensional nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space instead of a nonnegatively curved

Riemannian manifold, and “diffeomorphism” is replaced by “homeomorphism”.

In the proof, the pointed CK-convergence is replaced by pointed Gromov-Hausdorff

convergence to a 3-dimensional nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space N ; otherwise,

we retain the notation from the proof. We need:

Theorem 18.5(The Stability Theorem [19, 25]). — Suppose {(Mk, ⋆k)} is a sequence

of Riemannian n-manifolds, such that the sectional curvature is bounded below by a (k-

independent) function of the distance to the basepoint ⋆k. Let X be an n-dimensional

Alexandrov space with curvature bounded below, and assume that φk : (X, ⋆∞) →
(Mk, ⋆k) is a δk-pointed Gromov Hausdorff approximation, where δk → 0. Then for

every R ∈ (0,∞), ǫ ∈ (0,∞), and every sufficiently large k, there is a pointed map
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ψk : (B(⋆∞, R + ǫ), ⋆∞) → (Mk, ⋆k) which is a homeomorphism onto an open subset

containing B(⋆k, R), where dC0

(
ψk, φk|B(⋆∞,R+ǫ)

)
< ǫ.

Using critical point theory as before, we get that the limiting Alexandrov space

N is homeomorphic to the balls B(p∞, R′′) for R′′ ∈ (12R
′, 2R′), and there are no

critical points for dp∞ or dpj in the respective annuli A
(
p∞,

R′′

103 , 10R
′′) ⊂ N and

A
(
pj ,

R′′

103 , 10R
′′) ⊂ 1

rpj
Mj. The Stability Theorem produces a homeomorphism ψ

from the closed ball B(p∞, R′′) ⊂M to a subset close to the ball B(pj , R
′′) ⊂ 1

rpj
Mj ;

in particular, restricting ψ to the sphere S(p∞, R′′) we obtain a Gromov-Hausdorff

approximation from the surface S(p∞, R′′) to the surface S(pj, R
′′). Appealing to

uniform contractibility (Theorem 18.3), and using homotopies guaranteed by the ab-

sence of critical points we get that ψ
∣∣
S(p∞,R′′) is close to a homotopy equivalence. As

in the proof of Theorem 11.3, we conclude that ψ(B(p∞, R′′)) is isotopic to B(pj , R′′).
Finally, we appeal to the classification of complete, noncompact, orientable,

nonnegatively curved Alexandrov spaces N , when N is a noncompact topological

3-manifold, from [29] to conclude that the list of possible topological types is the

same as in the smooth case.

Theorem 18.6(Shioya-Yamaguchi[29]). — IfX is a noncompact, orientable, 3-dimen-

sional nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space which is a topological manifold, then X

is homeomorphic to one of the following: R3, S1 × R2, S2 × R, T 2 × R, or a twisted

line bundle over RP 2 or the Klein bottle.

When N is compact, we may apply the main theorem of [31] to see that the

topological classification is the same as in the smooth case. Alternatively, using

the splitting theorem, one may reduce to the case when N has finite fundamental

group and use the elliptization conjecture (now a theorem via Ricci flow due to finite

extinction time results).

Remark 18.7. — Theorem 18.1 implies the collapsing result stated in the appendix

of [30]. Note that Theorem 18.1 is strictly stronger, since the curvature scale need

not be small compared to the diameter. However, we remark that the argument of [30]

also gives the stronger result, if one uses [31] or the elliptization conjecture as above.

19. Appendix A : Choosing ball covers

Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold and let V be a bounded subset of M .

Given p ∈ V and r > 0, we write B(p, r) for the metric ball inM around p of radius r.

Let R : V → R be a (not necessarily continuous) function with range in some compact

positive interval. For p ∈ V , we denote R(p) by Rp. Put S1 = V , ρ1 = supp∈V Rp

and ρ∞ = infp∈V Rp. Choose a point p1 ∈ V so that Rp1 ≥ 1
2ρ1. Inductively,

for i ≥ 1, let Si+1 be the subset of V consisting of points p such that B(p,Rp) is

disjoint from B(p1,Rp1) ∪ · · · ∪ B(pi,Rpi). If Si+1 = ∅ then stop. If Si+1 6= ∅, put
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ρi+1 = supp∈Si+1
Rp and choose a point pi+1 ∈ Si+1 so that Rpi+1 ≥ 1

2ρi+1. This

process must terminate after a finite number of steps, as the ρ1-neighborhood of V

cannot contain an infinite number of disjoint balls with radius at least 1
2ρ∞.

Lemma 19.1. — {B(pi,Rpi)} is a finite disjoint collection of balls such that V ⊂⋃
iB (pi, 3Rpi). Furthermore, given q ∈ V , there is some N so that q ∈ B (pN , 3RpN )

and Rq ≤ 2RpN .

Proof. — Given q ∈ V , we know that B(q,Rq) intersects
⋃

iB(pi,Rpi). Let N be

the smallest number i such that B(q,Rq) intersects B(pi,Rpi). Then q ∈ SN and so

ρN ≥ Rq. Thus RpN ≥ 1
2ρN ≥ 1

2Rq. As B(q,Rq) intersects B(pN ,RpN ), we have

d(q, pN ) < Rq +RpN ≤ 3RpN .

20. Appendix B : Cloudy submanifolds

In this section we define the notion of a cloudy k-manifold. This is a subset of a

Euclidean space with the property that near each point, it looks coarsely close to an

affine subspace of the Euclidean space. The result of this appendix is that any cloudy

k-manifold can be well interpolated by a smooth k-dimensional submanifold of the

Euclidean space.

If H is a Euclidean space, let Gr(k,H) denote the Grassmannian of codimension-k

subspaces ofH . It is metrized by saying that for P1, P2 ∈ Gr(k,H), if π1, π2 ∈ End(H)

are orthogonal projection onto P1 and P2, respectively, then d(P1, P2) is the operator

norm of π1−π2. IfH ′ is another Euclidean space then there is an isometric embedding

Gr(k,H) → Gr(k,H⊕H ′). If X is a k-dimensional submanifold of H then the normal

map of X is the map X → Gr(k,H) which assigns to p ∈ X the normal space of X

at p.

Definition 20.1. — Suppose C, δ ∈ (0,∞), k ∈ N, and H is a Euclidean space. A

(C, δ) cloudy k-manifold in H is a triple (S̃, S, r), where S ⊂ S̃ ⊂ H is a pair of

subsets, and r : S̃ → (0,∞) is a (possibly discontinuous) function such that:

(1) For all x, y ∈ S̃, |r(y)− r(x)| ≤ C(|x− y|+ r(x)).

(2) For all x ∈ S, the rescaled pointed subset
(

1
r(x) S̃, x

)
is δ-close in the

pointed Hausdorff distance to
(

1
r(x)Ax, x

)
, where Ax is a k-dimensional

affine subspace of H . Here, as usual, 1
r(x) S̃ means the subset S̃ equipped

with the distance function of H rescaled by 1
r(x) .

We will sometimes say informally that a pair (S̃, S) is a cloudy k-manifold if it can

be completed to a triple (S̃, S, r) which is a (C, δ) cloudy k-manifold for some (C, δ).

We will write A0
x ⊂ H for the k-dimensional linear subspace parallel to Ax and we

will write πA0
x
for orthogonal projection onto A0

x. Let PAx : H → H be the nearest

point projection to Ax, given by PAx(y) = x+ πA0
x
(y − x).
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Lemma 20.2. — For all k,K ∈ Z+, ǫ ∈ (0,∞) and C < ∞, there is a δ =

δ(k,K, ǫ, C) > 0 with the following property. Suppose (S̃, S, r) is a (C, δ) cloudy

k-manifold in a Euclidean space H, and for every x ∈ S we denote by Ax an affine

subspace as in Definition 20.1. Then there is a k-dimensional smooth submanifold

W ⊂ H such that

(1) For all x ∈ S, the pointed Hausdorff distance from
(

1
r(x) S̃, x

)
to ( 1

r(x)W,x) is

at most ǫ.

(2) W ⊂ Nǫr(S̃).

(3) For all x ∈ S, the restriction of the normal map of W to B(x, r(x)) ∩W has

image contained in an ǫ-ball of A⊥
x in Gr(k,H).

(4) If I is a multi-index with |I| ≤ K then the Ith covariant derivative of the second

fundamental form of W at w is bounded in norm by ǫ r(x)−(|I|+1).

(5) W ∩Nr(S) is properly embedded in Nr(S).

(6) The nearest point map P : Nr(S) →W is a well-defined smooth submersion.

(7) If I is a multi-index with 1 ≤ |I| ≤ K then for all x ∈ S, the restriction of

P − PAx to B(x, r(x)) has Ith derivative bounded in norm by ǫ r(x)−(|I|−1).

x̂

Ax̂

S

ν(v)

Figure 5
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Proof. — With the notation of Lemma 19.1, put V = S andR = r. Let T be the finite

collection of points {pi} from the conclusion of Lemma 19.1. Then {B(x̂, rx̂)}x̂∈T is

a disjoint collection of balls such that for any x ∈ S, there is some x̂ ∈ T with x ∈
B(x̂, 3r(x̂)) and r(x) ≤ 2r(x̂). Hence B(x, r(x)) ⊂ B(x̂, r(x) + 3r(x̂)) ⊂ B(x̂, 5r(x̂)).

This shows that
⋃

x∈S B(x, r(x)) ⊂ ⋃x̂∈T B(x̂, 5r(x̂)).

For each x̂ ∈ T , let Ax̂ ⊂ H be the k-dimensional affine subspace from Defini-

tion 20.1, so that
(

1
r(x̂) S̃, x̂

)
is δ-close in the pointed Hausdorff topology to ( 1

r(x̂)Ax̂, x̂).

Here δ is a parameter which will eventually be made small enough so the proof

works. Let A0
x̂ ⊂ H be the k-dimensional linear subspace which is parallel to Ax̂.

Let px̂ : H → H be orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal complement of A0
x̂.

In view of the assumptions of the lemma, a packing argument shows that for any

l < ∞, for sufficiently small δ there is a number m = m(k, C, l) so that for all

x̂ ∈ T , there are at most m elements of T in B(x̂, lr(x̂)). Fix a nonnegative function

φ ∈ C∞(R) which is identically one on [0, 1] and vanishes on [2,∞). For x̂ ∈ T ,

define φx̂ : H → R by φx̂(v) = φ
( |v−x̂|
10r(x̂)

)
. Let E(k,H) be the set of pairs consisting

of a codimension-k plane in H and a point in that plane. That is, E(k,H) is the

total space of the universal bundle over Gr(k,H). Given v ∈ ⋃
x̂∈T B(x̂, 5r(x̂)),

put Ov =
∑

x̂∈T φx̂(v) px̂∑
x̂∈T φx̂(v)

. Note that for small δ, there is a uniform upper bound on the

number of nonzero terms in the summation, in terms of k and C; hence the rank of

Ov is also bounded in terms of k and C.

If δ is sufficiently small then since the projection operators px̂ that occur with

a nonzero coefficient in the summation are uniformly norm-close to each other, the

self-adjoint operator Ov will have k eigenvalues near 0, with the rest of the spectrum

being near 1. Let ν(v) be the orthogonal complement of the span of the eigenvectors

corresponding to the k eigenvalues of Ov near 0. Let Qv be orthogonal projection

onto ν(v).

Recall that
⋃

x∈S B(x, r(x)) ⊂ ⋃x̂∈T B(x̂, 5r(x̂)). Define η :
⋃

x̂∈T B(x̂, 5r(x̂)) →
H by

(20.3) η(v) =

∑
x̂∈T φx̂(v) Qv(v − x̂)∑

x̂∈T φx̂(v)
.

Define π :
⋃

x∈S B(x, r(x)) → E(k,H) by π(v) = (ν(v), η(v)).

If δ is sufficiently small then π is uniformly transverse to the zero-section of E(k,H).

Hence the inverse image under π of the zero section will be a k-dimensional subman-

ifold W . The map P is defined as in the statement of the lemma.

The conclusions of the lemma follow from a convergence argument. For exam-

ple, for conclusion (3), suppose that there is a sequence δj → 0 and a collection of

counterexamples to conclusion (3). Let xj ∈ Sj be the relevant point. In view of the

multiplicity bounds, we can assume without loss of generality that the dimension of the

Euclidean space is uniformly bounded above. Hence after passing to a subsequence,

we can pass to the case when dim(Hj) is constant in j. Then limj→∞( 1
r(xj)

Sj , xj)

exists in the pointed Hausdorff topology and is a k-dimensional plane (S∞, x∞). The
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map ν∞ is a constant map and η is an orthogonal projection. Then W∞ is a flat

k-dimensional manifold, which gives a contradiction. The verifications of the other

conclusions of the lemma are similar.

21. Appendix C : An isotopy lemma

Lemma 21.1. — Suppose that F : Y × [0, 1] → N is a smooth map between manifolds,

with slices {f t : Y → N}t∈[0,1], and let X ⊂ N be a submanifold with boundary ∂X.

If

– f t is transverse to both X and ∂X for every t ∈ [0, 1] and

– F−1(X) is compact

then (f0)−1(X) is isotopic in Y to (f1)−1(X).

Proof. — Suppose first that ∂X = ∅. Now F (y, t) = f t(y). For v ∈ TyY and c ∈ R,

we can write DF (v + c ∂
∂t ) = Df t(v) + c∂f

t

∂t (y). We know that if F (y, t) = x ∈ X

then T(y,t)(F
−1(X)) = (DFy,t)

−1(TxX).

By assumption, for each t ∈ [0, 1], if ft(y) = x ∈ X then we have

(21.2) Im(Dft)y + TxX = TxN.

We want to show that projection onto the [0, 1]-factor gives a submersion

F−1(X) → [0, 1]. Suppose not. Then for some (y, t) ∈ F−1(X), we have

T(y,t)F
−1(X) ⊂ TyY . That is, putting F (y, t) = x, whenever v ∈ TyY and

c ∈ R satisfy Df t(v) + c∂f
t

∂t (y) ∈ TxX then we must have c = 0. However, for any

c ∈ R, equation (21.2) implies that we can solve Dft(−v) + w = c∂f
t

∂t (y) for some

v ∈ TyY and w ∈ TxX . This is a contradiction.

Thus we have a submersion from the compact set F−1(X) to [0, 1]. This submersion

must have a product structure, from which the lemma follows.

The case when ∂X 6= ∅ is similar.

Lemma 21.3. — Suppose that Y is a smooth manifold, (X, ∂X) ⊂ Rk is a smooth

submanifold, f : Y → Rk is transverse to both X and ∂X, and X̂ = f−1(X) is

compact. Then for any compact subset Y ′ ⊂ Y whose interior contains X̂, there is

an ǫ > 0 such that if f ′ : Y → Rk and ‖f ′ − f‖C1(Y ′) < ǫ then f ′−1(X) is isotopic to

f−1(X).

Proof. — This follows from Lemma 21.1.
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Abstract. —

Résumé. —

1. Introduction

1.1. Orbifolds and geometrization. — Thurston’s geometrization conjecture for

3-manifolds states that every closed orientable 3-manifold has a canonical decompo-

sition into geometric pieces. In the early 1980’s Thurston announced a proof of the

conjecture for Haken manifolds [56], with written proofs appearing much later [36,

41, 47, 48]. The conjecture was settled completely a few years ago by Perelman in

his spectacular work using Hamilton’s Ricci flow [49, 50].
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Thurston also formulated a geometrization conjecture for orbifolds. We recall that

orbifolds are similar to manifolds, except that they are locally modelled on quo-

tients of the form Rn/G, where G ⊂ O(n) is a finite subgroup of the orthogonal

group. Although the terminology is relatively recent, orbifolds have a long history in

mathematics, going back to the classification of crystallographic groups and Fuchsian

groups. In this paper, using Ricci flow, we will give a new proof of the geometrization

conjecture for orbifolds:

Theorem 1.1. — Let O be a closed connected orientable three-dimensional orbifold

which does not contain any bad embedded 2-dimensional suborbifolds. Then O has a

geometric decomposition.

The existing proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on a canonical splitting of O along

spherical and Euclidean 2-dimensional suborbifolds, which is analogous to the prime

and JSJ decomposition of 3-manifolds. This splitting reduces Theorem 1.1 to two

separate cases – when O is a manifold, and when O has a nonempty singular locus

and satisfies an irreducibility condition. The first case is Perelman’s theorem for

manifolds. Thurston announced a proof of the latter case in [57] and gave an outline.

A detailed proof of the latter case was given by Boileau-Leeb-Porti [4], after work

of Boileau-Maillot-Porti [5], Boileau-Porti [6], Cooper-Hodgson-Kerckhoff [19] and

Thurston [57]. The monographs [5, 19] give excellent expositions of 3-orbifolds and

their geometrization.

1.2. Discussion of the proof. — The main purpose of this paper is to provide

a new proof of Theorem 1.1. Our proof is an extension of Perelman’s proof of ge-

ometrization for 3-manifolds to orbifolds, bypassing [4–6, 19, 57]. The motivation

for this alternate approach is twofold. First, anyone interested in the geometrization

of general orbifolds as in Theorem 1.1 will necessarily have to go through Perelman’s

Ricci flow proof in the manifold case, and also absorb foundational results about orb-

ifolds. At that point, the additional effort required to deal with general orbifolds is

relatively minor in comparison to the proof in [4]. This latter proof involves a number

of ingredients, including Thurston’s geometrization of Haken manifolds, the deforma-

tion and collapsing theory of hyperbolic cone manifolds, and some Alexandrov space

theory. Also, in contrast to the existing proof of Theorem 1.1, the Ricci flow argument

gives a unified approach to geometrization for both manifolds and orbifolds.

Many of the steps in Perelman’s proof have evident orbifold generalizations,

whereas some do not. It would be unwieldy to rewrite all the details of Perelman’s

proof, on the level of [38], while making notational changes from manifolds to

orbifolds. Consequently, we focus on the steps in Perelman’s proof where an orbifold

extension is not immediate. For a step where the orbifold extension is routine, we

make the precise orbifold statement and indicate where the analogous manifold proof

occurs in [38].
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In the course of proving Theorem 1.1, we needed to develop a number of founda-

tional results about the geometry of orbifolds. Some of these may be of independent

interest, or of use for subsequent work in this area, such as the compactness theorem

for Riemannian orbifolds, critical point theory, and the soul theorem.

Let us mention one of the steps where the orbifold extension could a priori be

an issue. This is where one characterizes the topology of the thin part of the large-

time orbifold. To do this, one first needs a sufficiently flexible proof in the manifold

case. We provided such a proof in [37]. The proof in [37] uses some basic techniques

from Alexandrov geometry, combined with smoothness results in appropriate places.

It provides a decomposition of the thin part into various pieces which together give

an explicit realization of the thin part as a graph manifold. When combined with

preliminary results that are proved in this paper, we can extend the techniques of [37]

to orbifolds. We get a decomposition of the thin part of the large-time orbifold into

various pieces, similar to those in [37]. We show that these pieces give an explicit

realization of each component of the thin part as either a graph orbifold or one of a

few exceptional cases. This is more involved to prove in the orbifold case than in the

manifold case but the basic strategy is the same.

1.3. Organization of the paper. — The structure of this paper is as follows. One

of our tasks is to provide a framework for the topology and Riemannian geometry of

orbifolds, so that results about Ricci flow on manifolds extend as easily as possible

to orbifolds. In Section 2 we recall the relevant notions that we need from orbifold

topology. We then introduce Riemannian orbifolds and prove the orbifold versions of

some basic results from Riemannian geometry, such as the de Rham decomposition

and critical point theory.

Section 3 is concerned with noncompact nonnegatively curved orbifolds. We prove

the orbifold version of the Cheeger-Gromoll soul theorem. We list the diffeomorphism

types of noncompact nonnegatively curved orbifolds with dimension at most three.

In Section 4 we prove a compactness theorem for Riemannian orbifolds. Section 5

contains some preliminary information about Ricci flow on orbifolds, along with the

classification of the diffeomorphism types of compact nonnegatively curved three-

dimensional orbifolds. We also show how to extend Perelman’s no local collapsing

theorem to orbifolds.

Section 6 is devoted to κ-solutions. Starting in Section 7, we specialize to three-

dimensional orientable orbifolds with no bad 2-dimensional suborbifolds. We show

how to extend Perelman’s results in order to construct a Ricci flow with surgery.

In Section 8 we show that the thick part of the large-time geometry approaches a

finite-volume orbifold of constant negative curvature. Section 9 contains the topolog-

ical characterization of the thin part of the large-time geometry.

Section 10 concerns the incompressibility of hyperbolic cross-sections. Rather than

using minimal disk techniques as initiated by Hamilton [33], we follow an approach
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introduced by Perelman [50, Section 8] that uses a monotonic quantity, as modified

in [38, Section 93.4].

The appendix contains topological facts about graph orbifolds. We show that a

“weak”graph orbifold is the result of performing 0-surgeries (i.e., connected sums) on

a “strong” graph orbifold. This material is probably known to some experts but we

were unable to find references in the literature, so we include complete proofs.

After writing this paper we learned that Daniel Faessler independently proved

Proposition 9.7, which is the orbifold version of the collapsing theorem [24].

Acknowledgements. — We thank Misha Kapovich and Sylvain Maillot for orbidis-

cussions. We thank the referee for a careful reading of the paper and for corrections.

2. Orbifold topology and geometry

In this section we first review the differential topology of orbifolds. Subsections

2.1 and 2.2 contain information about orbifolds in any dimension. In some cases we

give precise definitions and in other cases we just recall salient properties, referring

to the monographs [5, 19] for more detailed information. Subsections 2.3 and 2.4 are

concerned with low-dimensional orbifolds.

We then give a short exposition of aspects of the differential geometry of orbifolds,

in Subsection 2.5. It is hard to find a comprehensive reference for this material

and so we flag the relevant notions; see [8] for further discussion of some points.

Subsection 2.6 shows how to do critical point theory on orbifolds. Subsection 2.7

discusses the smoothing of functions on orbifolds.

For notation, Bn is the open unit n-ball,Dn is the closed unit n-ball and I = [−1, 1].

We let Dk denote the dihedral group of order 2k.

2.1. Differential topology of orbifolds. — An orbivector space is a triple

(V,G, ρ), where

– V is a vector space,

– G is a finite group and

– ρ : G→ Aut(V ) is a faithful linear representation.

A (closed/ open/ convex/...) subset of (V,G, ρ) is a G-invariant subset of V which

is (closed/ open/ convex/...) A linear map from (V,G, ρ) to (V ′, G′, ρ′) consists of

a linear map T : V → V ′ and a homomorphism h : G → G′ so that for all g ∈
G, ρ′(h(g)) ◦ T = T ◦ ρ(g). The linear map is injective (resp. surjective) if T is

injective (resp. surjective) and h is injective (resp. surjective). An action of a group

K on (V,G, ρ) is given by a short exact sequence 1 → G → L → K → 1 and a

homomorphism L→ Aut(V ) that extends ρ.

A local model is a pair (Û , G), where Û is a connected open subset of a Euclidean

space and G is a finite group that acts smoothly and effectively on Û , on the right.
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(Effectiveness means that the homomorphism G → Diff(Û) is injective.) We will

sometimes write U for Û/G, endowed with the quotient topology.

A smooth map between local models (Û1, G1) and (Û2, G2) is given by a smooth

map f̂ : Û1 → Û2 and a homomorphism ρ : G1 → G2 so that f̂ is ρ-equivariant,

i.e., f̂(xg1) = f̂(x)ρ(g1). We do not assume that ρ is injective or surjective. The

map between local models is an embedding if f̂ is an embedding; it follows from

effectiveness that ρ is injective in this case.

Definition 2.1. — An atlas for an n-dimensional orbifold O consists of

1. A Hausdorff paracompact topological space |O|,
2. An open covering {Uα} of |O|,
3. Local models {(Ûα, Gα)} with each Ûα a connected open subset of Rn and

4. Homeomorphisms φα : Uα → Ûα/Gα so that

5. If p ∈ U1 ∩ U2 then there is a local model (Û3, G3) with p ∈ U3 along with

embeddings (Û3, G3) → (Û1, G1) and (Û3, G3) → (Û2, G2).

An orbifold O is an equivalence class of such atlases, where two atlases are equiv-

alent if they are both included in a third atlas. With a given atlas, the orbifold O
is oriented if each Ûα is oriented, the action of Gα is orientation-preserving, and the

embeddings Û3 → Û1 and Û3 → Û2 are orientation-preserving. We say that O is

connected (resp. compact) if |O| is connected (resp. compact).

An orbifold-with-boundary O is defined similarly, with Ûα being a connected open

subset of [0,∞) × R
n−1. The boundary ∂O is a boundaryless (n − 1)-dimensional

orbifold, with |∂O| consisting of points in |O| whose local lifts lie in {0}×Rn−1. Note

that it is possible that ∂O = ∅ while |O| is a topological manifold with a nonempty

boundary.

Remark 2.2. — In this paper we only deal with effective orbifolds, meaning that in

a local model (Û , G), the group G always acts effectively. It would be more natural

in some ways to remove this effectiveness assumption. However, doing so would hurt

the readability of the paper, so we will stick to effective orbifolds.

Given a point p ∈ |O| and a local model (Û , G) around p, let p̂ ∈ Û project to p.

The local group Gp is the stabilizer group {g ∈ G : p̂g = p̂ }. Its isomorphism class

is independent of the choices made. We can always find a local model with G = Gp.

The regular part |O|reg ⊂ |O| consists of the points with Gp = {e}. It is a smooth

manifold that forms an open dense subset of |O|.
Given an open subset X ⊂ |O|, there is an induced orbifold O

∣∣
X with

∣∣O
∣∣
X

∣∣ = X .

In some cases we will have a subset X ⊂ |O|, possibly not open, for which O
∣∣
X is

an orbifold-with-boundary.

The ends of O are the ends of |O|.
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A smooth map f : O1 → O2 between orbifolds is given by a continuous map

|f | : |O1| → |O2| with the property that for each p ∈ |O1|, there are

– Local models (Û1, G1) and (Û2, G2) for p and f(p), respectively, and

– A smooth map f̂ : (Û1, G1) → (Û2, G2) between local models

so that the diagram

Û1

f̂
//

��

Û2

��

U1 |f |
// U2

(2.3)

commutes.

There is an induced homomorphism from Gp to Gf(p). We emphasize that to define

a smooth map f between two orbifolds, one must first define a map |f | between their

underlying spaces.

We write C∞(O) for the space of smooth maps f : O → R.

A smooth map f : O1 → O2 is proper if |f | : |O1| → |O2| is a proper map.

A diffeomorphism f : O1 → O2 is a smooth map with a smooth inverse. Then Gp

is isomorphic to Gf(p).

If a discrete group Γ acts properly discontinuously on a manifoldM then there is a

quotient orbifold, which we denote by M//Γ. It has |M//Γ| =M/Γ. Hence if O is an

orbifold and (Û , G) is a local model for O then we can say that O
∣∣
U is diffeomorphic

to Û//G. An orbifold O is good if O =M//Γ for some manifold M and some discrete

group Γ. It is very good if Γ can be taken to be finite. A bad orbifold is one that is

not good.

Similarly, suppose that a discrete group Γ acts by diffeomorphisms on an orbifold

O. We say that it acts properly discontinuously if the action of Γ on |O| is properly
discontinuous. Then there is a quotient orbifold O//Γ, with |O//Γ| = |O|/Γ; see

Remark 2.15.

An orbifiber bundle consists of a smooth map π : O1 → O2 between two orbifolds,

along with a third orbifold O3 such that

– |π| is surjective, and
– For each p ∈ |O2|, there is a local model (Û , Gp) around p, where Gp is the

local group at p, along with an action of Gp on O3 and a diffeomorphism

(O3 × Û)//Gp → O1

∣∣|π|−1(U) so that the diagram

(O3 × Û)//Gp
//

��

O1

��

Û//Gp
// O2

(2.4)

commutes.
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(Note that if O2 is a manifold then the orbifiber bundle π : O1 → O2 has a local

product structure.) The fiber of the orbifiber bundle is O3. Note that for p1 ∈ |O1|,
the homomorphism Gp1 → G|π|(p1) is surjective.

A section of an orbifiber bundle π : O1 → O2 is a smooth map s : O2 → O1 such

that π ◦ s is the identity on O2.

A covering map π : O1 → O2 is a orbifiber bundle with a zero-dimensional fiber.

Given p2 ∈ |O2| and p1 ∈ |π|−1(p2), there are a local model (Û , G2) around p2 and

a subgroup G1 ⊂ G2 so that (Û , G1) is a local model around p1 and the map π is

locally (Û , G1) → (Û , G2).

A rank-m orbivector bundle V → O over O is locally isomorphic to (V × Û)/Gp,

where V is an m-dimensional orbivector space on which Gp acts linearly.

The tangent bundle TO of an orbifold O is an orbivector bundle which is locally

diffeomorphic to T Ûα//Gα. Given p ∈ |O|, if p̂ ∈ Û covers p then the tangent

space TpO is isomorphic to the orbivector space (Tp̂Û , Gp). The tangent cone at p is

Cp|O| ∼= Tp̂Û/Gp.

A smooth vector field V is a smooth section of TO. In terms of a local model

(Û , G), the vector field V restricts to a vector field on Û which is G-invariant.

A smooth map f : O1 → O2 gives rise to the differential, an orbivector bundle map

df : TO1 → TO2. At a point p ∈ |O|, in terms of local models we have a map f̂ :

(Û1, G1) → (Û2, G2) which gives rise to a Gp-equivariant map df̂p : Tp̂Û1 → Tf̂(p̂)Û2

and hence to a linear map dfp : TpO1 → T|f |(p)O2.

Given a smooth map f : O1 → O2 and a point p ∈ |O1|, we say that f is a

submersion at p (resp. immersion at p) if the map dfp : TpO1 → T|f |(p)O2 is surjective

(resp. injective).

Lemma 2.5. — If f is a submersion at p then there is an orbifold O3 on which G|f |(p)
acts, along with a local model (Û2, G|f |(p)) around |f |(p), so that f is equivalent near

p to the projection map (O3 × Û2)//G|f |(p) → Û2//G|f |(p).

Proof. — Let ρ : Gp → G|f |(p) be the surjective homomorphism associated to dfp.

Let f̂ : (Û1, Gp) → (Û2, G|f |(p)) be a local model for f near p ; it is necessarily

ρ-equivariant. Let p̂ ∈ Û1 be a lift of p ∈ U1. Put Ŵ = f̂−1(f̂(p̂)). Sincef̂ is a submer-

sion at p̂, after reducing Û1 and Û2 if necessary, there is a ρ-equivariant diffeomorphism

Ŵ × Û2 → Û1 so that the diagram

Ŵ × Û2
//

��

Û1

��

Û2
// Û2

(2.6)

commutes and is Gp-equivariant. Now Ker(ρ) acts on Ŵ . Put O3 = Ŵ//Ker(ρ).
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Then there is a commuting diagram of orbifold maps

O3 × Û2
//

��

Û1//Ker(ρ)

��

Û2
// Û2.

(2.7)

Further quotienting by G|f |(p) gives a commutative diagram

(O3 × Û2)//G|f |(p) //

��

Û1//Gp

��

Û2//G|f |(p) // Û2//G|f |(p)

(2.8)

whose top horizontal line is an orbifold diffeomorphism.

We say that f : O1 → O2 is a submersion (resp. immersion) if it is a submersion

(resp. immersion) at p for all p ∈ |O1|.

Lemma 2.9. — A proper surjective submersion f : O1 → O2, with O2 connected,

defines an orbifiber bundle with compact fibers.

We will sketch a proof of Lemma 2.9 in Remark 2.17.

In particular, a proper surjective local diffeomorphism to a connected orbifold is a

covering map with finite fibers.

An immersion f : O1 → O2 has a normal bundle NO1 → O1 whose fibers have

the following local description. Given p ∈ |O1|, let f be described in terms of local

models (Û1, Gp) and (Û2, G|f |(p)) by a ρ-equivariant immersion f̂ : Û1 → Û2. Let

Fp ⊂ G|f |(p) be the subgroup which fixes Im(df̂p). Then the normal space NpO1 is

the orbivector space
(
Coker(df̂p), Fp

)
.

A suborbifold of O is given by an orbifold O′ and an immersion f : O′ → O for

which |f | maps |O′| homeomorphically to its image in |O|. From effectiveness, for each

p ∈ |O′|, the homomorphism ρp : Gp → G|f |(p) is injective. Note that ρp need not be

an isomorphism. We will identify O′ with its image in O. There is a neighborhood

of O′ which is diffeomorphic to the normal bundle NO′. We say that the suborbifold

O′ is embedded if O
∣∣
|O′| = O′. Then for each p ∈ |O′|, the homomorphism ρp is an

isomorphism.

If O′ is an embedded codimension-1 suborbifold of O then we say that O′ is two-
sided if the normal bundle NO′ has a nowhere-zero section. If O and O′ are both

orientable then O′ is two-sided. We say that O′ is separating if |O′| is separating

in |O|.
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We can talk about two suborbifolds meeting transversely, as defined using local

models.

Let O be an oriented orbifold (possibly disconnected). Let D1 and D2 be disjoint

codimension-zero embedded suborbifolds-with-boundary, both oriented-diffeomorphic

to Dn//Γ. Then the operation of performing 0-surgery along D1, D2 produces the

new oriented orbifold O′ = (O − int(D1) − int(D2))
⋃

∂D1⊔∂D2
(I × (Dn//Γ)). In the

manifold case, a connected sum is the same thing as a 0-surgery along a pair {D1, D2}
which lie in different connected components of O. Note that unlike in the manifold

case, O′ is generally not uniquely determined up to diffeomorphism by knowing the

connected components containing D1 and D2. For example, even if O is connected,

D1 and D2 may or may not lie on the same connected component of the singular set.

If O1 and O2 are oriented orbifolds, with D1 ⊂ O1 and D2 ⊂ O2 both oriented

diffeomorphic to Dn//Γ, then we may write O1#Sn−1//ΓO2 for the connected sum.

This notation is slightly ambiguous since the location of D1 and D2 is implicit. We

will write O#Sn−1//Γ to denote a 0-surgery on a single orbifold O. Again the notation

is slightly ambiguous, since the location of D1, D2 ⊂ O is implicit.

An involutive distribution on O is a subbundle E ⊂ TO with the property that for

any two sections V1, V2 of E, the Lie bracket [V1, V2] is also a section of E.

Lemma 2.10. — Given an involutive distribution E on O, for any p ∈ |O| there is a

unique maximal suborbifold passing through p which is tangent to E.

Orbifolds have partitions of unity.

Lemma 2.11. — Given an open cover {Uα}α∈A of |O|, there is a collection of functions

ρα ∈ C∞(O) such that

– 0 ≤ ρα ≤ 1.

– supp(ρα) ⊂ Uα′ for some α′ = α′(α) ∈ A.

– For all p ∈ |O|, ∑α∈A ρα(p) = 1.

Proof. — The proof is similar to the manifold case, using local models (Û , G) consist-

ing of coordinate neighborhoods, along with compactly supported G-invariant smooth

functions on Û .

A curve in an orbifold is a smooth map γ : I → O defined on an interval I ⊂ R.

A loop is a curve γ with |γ|(0) = |γ|(1) ∈ |O|.

2.2. Universal cover and fundamental group. — We follow the presentation

in [5, Chapter 2.2.1]. Choose a regular point p ∈ |O|. A special curve from p is a

curve γ : [0, 1] → O such that

– |γ|(0) = p and

– |γ|(t) lies in |O|reg for all but a finite number of t.
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Suppose that (Û , G) is a local model and that γ̂ : [a, b] → Û is a lifting of γ[a,b], for

some [a, b] ⊂ [0, 1]. An elementary homotopy between two special curves is a smooth

homotopy of γ̂ in Û , relative to γ̂(a) and γ̂(b). A homotopy of γ is what’s generated

by elementary homotopies.

If O is connected then the universal cover Õ of O can be constructed as the set

of special curves starting at p, modulo homotopy. It has a natural orbifold structure.

The fundamental group π1(O, p) is given by special loops (i.e., special curves γ with

|γ|(1) = p) modulo homotopy. Up to isomorphism, π1(O, p) is independent of the

choice of p.

If O is connected and a discrete group Γ acts properly discontinuously on O then

there is a short exact sequence

(2.12) 1 −→ π1(O, p) −→ π1(O//Γ, pΓ) −→ Γ −→ 1.

Remark 2.13. — A more enlightening way to think of an orbifold is to consider it as a

smooth effective proper étale groupoid G, as explained in [1, 12, 44]. We recall that

a Lie groupoid G essentially consists of a smooth manifold G(0) (the space of units),

another smooth manifold G(1) and submersions s, r : G(1) → G(0) (the source and

range maps), along with a partially defined multiplication G(1) × G(1) → G(1) which

satisfies certain compatibility conditions. A Lie groupoid is étale if s and r are local

diffeomorphisms. It is proper if (s, r) : G(1) → G(0) × G(0) is a proper map. There is

also a notion of an étale groupoid being effective.

To an orbifold one can associate an effective proper étale groupoid as follows.

Given an orbifold O, a local model (Ûα, Gα) and some p̂α ∈ Ûα, let p ∈ |O| be the

corresponding point. There is a quotient map Ap̂α
: Tp̂α

Ûα → Cp|O|. The unit space

G(0) is the disjoint union of the Ûα’s. And G(1) consists of the triples (p̂α, p̂β, Bp̂α,p̂β
)

where

1. p̂α ∈ Ûα and p̂β ∈ Ûβ ,

2. p̂α and p̂β map to the same point p ∈ |O| and
3. Bp̂α,p̂β

: Tp̂α
Ûα → Tp̂β

Ûβ is an invertible linear map so that Ap̂α
= Ap̂β

◦Bp̂α,p̂β
.

There is an obvious way to compose triples (p̂α, p̂β, Bp̂α,p̂β
) and (p̂β , p̂γ , Bp̂β ,p̂γ

). One

can show that this gives rise to a smooth effective proper étale groupoid.

Conversely, given a smooth effective proper étale groupoid G, for any p̂ ∈ G(0) the

isotropy group Gp̂
p̂ is a finite group. To get an orbifold, one can take local models of

the form (Û ,Gp̂
p̂) where Û is a Gp̂

p̂ -invariant neighborhood of p̂.

Speaking hereafter just of smooth effective proper étale groupoids, Morita-

equivalent groupoids give equivalent orbifolds.

A groupoid morphism gives rise to an orbifold map. Taking into account Morita

equivalence, from the groupoid viewpoint the right notion of an orbifold map would

be a Hilsum-Skandalis map between groupoids. These turn out to correspond to good

maps between orbifolds, as later defined by Chen-Ruan [1]. This is a more restricted

class of maps between orbifolds than what we consider. The distinction is that one can
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pull back orbivector bundles under good maps, but not always under smooth maps in

our sense. Orbifold diffeomorphisms in our sense are automatically good maps. For

some purposes it would be preferable to only deal with good maps, but for simplicity

we will stick with our orbifold definitions.

A Lie groupoid G has a classifying space BG. In the orbifold case, if G is the

étale groupoid associated to an orbifold O then π1(O) ∼= π1(BG). The definition of

the latter can be made explicit in terms of paths and homotopies; see [12, 29]. In

the case of effective orbifolds, the definition is equivalent to the one of the present

paper.

More information is in [1, 44] and references therein.

2.3. Low-dimensional orbifolds. — We list the connected compact boundaryless

orbifolds of low dimension. We mostly restrict here to the orientable case. (The

nonorientable ones also arise; even if the total space of an orbifiber bundle is orientable,

the base may fail to be orientable.)

2.3.1. Zero dimensions. — The only possibility is a point.

2.3.2. One dimension. — There are two possibilities : S1 and S1//Z2. For the latter,

the nonzero element of Z2 acts by complex conjugation on S1, and |S1//Z2| is an

interval. Note that S1//Z2 is not orientable.

2.3.3. Two dimensions. — For notation, if S is a connected oriented surface then

S(k1, . . . , kr) denotes the oriented orbifold O with |O| = S, having singular points of

order k1, . . . , kr > 1. Any connected oriented 2-orbifold can be written in this way.

An orbifold of the form S2(p, q, r) is called a turnover.

The bad orientable 2-orbifolds are S2(k) and S2(k, k′), k 6= k′. The latter is simply-

connected if and only if gcd(k, k′) = 1.

The spherical 2-orbifolds are of the form S2//Γ, where Γ is a finite subgroup of

Isom+(S2). The orientable ones are S2, S2(k, k), S2(2, 2, k), S2(2, 3, 3), S2(2, 3, 4),

S2(2, 3, 5). (If S2(1, 1) arises in this paper then it means S2.)

The Euclidean 2-orbifolds are of the form T 2//Γ, where Γ is a finite subgroup

of Isom+(T 2). The orientable ones are T 2, S2(2, 3, 6), S2(2, 4, 4), S2(3, 3, 3),

S2(2, 2, 2, 2). The latter is called a pillowcase and can be identified with the quotient

of T 2 = C/Z2 by Z2, where the action of the nontrivial element of Z2 comes from the

map z → −z on C.

The other closed orientable 2-orbifolds are hyperbolic.

We will also need some 2-orbifolds with boundary, namely

– The discal 2-orbifolds D2(k) = D2//Zk.

– The half-pillowcase D2(2, 2) = I ×Z2 S
1. Here the nontrivial element of Z2 acts

by involution on I and by complex conjugation on S1. We can also write D2(2, 2)

as the quotient {z ∈ C : 1
2 ≤ |z| ≤ 2}//Z2, where the nontrivial element of Z2

sends z to z−1.
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– D2//Z2, where Z2 acts by complex conjugation on D2. Then ∂|D2//Z2| is a

circle with one orbifold boundary component and one reflector component. See

Figure 1, where the dark line indicates the reflector component.

Figure 1.

– D2//Dk = D2(k)//Z2, for k > 1, where Dk is the dihedral group and Z2 acts

by complex conjugation on D2(k). Then ∂|D2//Dk| is a circle with one orbifold

boundary component, one corner reflector point of order k and two reflector

components. See Figure 2.

Figure 2.

2.3.4. Three dimensions. — If O is an orientable three-dimensional orbifold then |O|
is an orientable topological 3-manifold. If O is boundaryless then |O| is boundaryless.
Each component of the singular locus in |O| is either

1. a knot or arc (with endpoints on ∂|O|), labelled by an integer greater than

one, or

2. a trivalent graph with each edge labelled by an integer greater than one, under

the constraint that if edges with labels p, q, r meet at a vertex then 1
p+

1
q +

1
r > 1.
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That is, there is a neighborhood of the vertex which is a cone over an orientable

spherical 2-orbifold.

Specifying such a topological 3-manifold and such a labelled graph is equivalent to

specifying an orientable three-dimensional orbifold.

We write D3//Γ for a discal 3-orbifold whose boundary is S2//Γ. They are

– D3. There is no singular locus.

– D3(k, k). The singular locus is a line segment through D3. See Figure 3.

Figure 3.

– D3(2, 2, k), D3(2, 3, 3), D3(2, 3, 4) and D3(2, 3, 5). The singular locus is a tripod

in D3. See Figure 4.

Figure 4.
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The solid-toric 3-orbifolds are

– S1 ×D2. There is no singular locus.

– S1 ×D2(k). The singular locus is a core curve in a solid torus. See Figure 5

Figure 5.

– S1 ×Z2 D
2. The singular locus consists of two arcs in a 3-disk, each labelled by

2. The boundary is S2(2, 2, 2, 2). See Figure 6.

Figure 6.

– S1×Z2D
2(k). The singular locus consists of two arcs in a 3-disk, each labelled by

2, joined in their middles by an arc labelled by k. The boundary is S2(2, 2, 2, 2).

See Figure 7.

Given Γ ∈ Isom+(S2), we can consider the quotient S3//Γ where Γ acts on S3 by

the suspension of its action on S2. That is, we are identifying Isom+(S2) with SO(3)

and using the embedding SO(3) → SO(4) to let Γ act on S3.
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Figure 7.

An orientable three-dimensional orbifold O is irreducible if it contains no embedded

bad 2-dimensional suborbifolds, and any embedded orientable spherical 2-orbifold

S2//Γ bounds a discal 3-orbifold D3//Γ in O. Figure 8 shows an embedded bad

2-dimensional suborbifold Σ. Figure 9 shows an embedded spherical 2-suborbifold

S2(k, k) that does not bound a discal 3-orbifold; the shaded regions are meant to

indicate some complicated orbifold regions.

Figure 8.
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Figure 9. An essential spherical suborbifold

If S is an orientable embedded 2-orbifold in O then S is compressible if there is

an embedded discal 2-orbifold D ⊂ O so that ∂D lies in S, but ∂D does not bound

a discal 2-orbifold in S. (We call D a compressing discal orbifold.) Otherwise, S is

incompressible. Note that any embedded copy of a turnover S2(p, q, r) is automatically

incompressible, since any embedded circle in S2(p, q, r) bounds a discal 2-orbifold

in S2(p, q, r).

IfO is a compact orientable 3-orbifold then there is a compact orientable irreducible

3-orbifold O′ so that O is the result of performing 0-surgeries on O′; see [5, Chap-

ter 3]. The orbifold O′ can be obtained by taking an appropriate spherical system

on O, cutting along the spherical 2-orbifolds and adding discal 3-orbifolds to the en-

suing boundary components. If we take a minimal such spherical system then O′ is
canonical.

Note that if O = S1 × S2 then O′ = S3. This shows that if O is a 3-manifold then

O′ is not just the disjoint components in the prime decomposition. That is, we are not

dealing with a direct generalization of the Kneser-Milnor prime decomposition from

3-manifold theory. Because the notion of connected sum is more involved for orbifolds

than for manifolds, the notion of a prime decomposition is also more involved; see [35,

53]. It is not needed for the present paper.

We assume now that O is irreducible. The geometrization conjecture says that if

∂O = ∅ and O does not have any embedded bad 2-dimensional suborbifolds then

there is a finite collection {Si} of incompressible orientable Euclidean 2-dimensional

suborbifolds of O so that each connected component of O′−⋃i Si is diffeomorphic to

a quotient of one of the eight Thurston geometries. Taking a minimal such collection

of Euclidean 2-dimensional suborbifolds, the ensuing geometric pieces are canonical.

References for the statement of the orbifold geometrization conjecture are [5, Chap-

ter 3.7], [19, Chapter 2.13].
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Our statement of the orbifold geometrization conjecture is a generalization of the

manifold geometrization conjecture, as stated in [54, Section 6] and [56, Conjec-

ture 1.1]. The cutting of the orientable three-manifold is along two-spheres and two-

tori. An alternative version of the geometrization conjecture requires the pieces to

have finite volume [45, Conjecture 2.2.1]. In this version one must also allow cutting

along one-sided Klein bottles. A relevant example to illustrate this point is when the

three-manifold is the result of gluing I×Z2 T
2 to a cuspidal truncation of a one-cusped

complete noncompact finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifold.

2.4. Seifert 3-orbifolds. — A Seifert orbifold is the orbifold version of the total

space of a circle bundle. We refer to [5, Chapters 2.4 and 2.5] for information about

Seifert 3-orbifolds. We just recall a few relevant facts.

A Seifert 3-orbifold fibers π : O → B over a 2-dimensional orbifold B, with circle

fiber. If (Û , Gp) is a local model around p ∈ |B| then there is a neighborhood V of

|π|−1(p) ⊂ |O| so that O
∣∣
V is diffeomorphic to (S1 × Û)//Gp, where Gp acts on S1

via a representation Gp → O(2). We will only consider orientable Seifert 3-orbifolds.

so the elements of Gp that preserve orientation on Û will act on S1 via SO(2), while

the elements of Gp that reverse orientation on Û will act on S1 via O(2)− SO(2). In

particular, if p ∈ |B|reg then |f |−1(p) is a circle, while if p /∈ |B|reg then |f |−1(p) may

be an interval. We may loosely talk about the circle fibration of O.

As ∂O is an orientable 2-orbifold which fibers over a 1-dimensional orbifold, with

circle fibers, any connected component of ∂O must be T 2 or S2(2, 2, 2, 2). In the case

of a boundary component S2(2, 2, 2, 2), the generic fiber is a circle on |S2(2, 2, 2, 2)|
which separates it into two 2-disks, each containing two singular points. That is, the

pillowcase is divided into two half-pillowcases.

A solid-toric orbifold S1 ×D2 or S1 ×D2(k) has an obvious Seifert fibering over

D2 or D2(k). Similarly, a solid-toric orbifold S1 ×Z2 D
2 or S1 ×Z2 D

2(k) fibers over

D2//Z2 or D2(k)//Z2.

2.5. Riemannian geometry of orbifolds

Definition 2.14. — A Riemannian metric on an orbifold O is given by an atlas for O
along with a collection of Riemannian metrics on the Ûα’s so that

– Gα acts isometrically on Ûα and

– The embeddings (Û3, G3) → (Û1, G1) and (Û3, G3) → (Û2, G2) from part 5 of

Definition 2.1 are isometric.

We say that the Riemannian orbifold O has sectional curvature bounded below by

K ∈ R if the Riemannian metric on each Ûα has sectional curvature bounded below

by K, and similarly for other curvature bounds.

A Riemannian orbifold has an orthonormal frame bundle FO, a smooth manifold

with a locally free (left) O(n)-action whose quotient space is homeomorphic to |O|.
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Local charts for FO are given by O(n)×G Û . Fixing a bi-invariant Riemannian metric

on O(n), there is a canonical O(n)-invariant Riemannian metric on FO.

Conversely, if Y is a smooth connected manifold with a locally free O(n)-action then

the slice theorem [11, Corollary VI.2.4] implies that for each y ∈ Y , the O(n)-action

near the orbit O(n) · y is modeled by the left O(n)-action on O(n) ×Gy RN , where

the finite stabilizer group Gy ⊂ O(n) acts linearly on RN . There is a corresponding

N -dimensional orbifold O with local models given by the pairs (RN , Gy). If Y1 and

Y2 are two such manifolds and F : Y1 → Y2 is an O(n)-equivariant diffeomorphism

then there is an induced quotient diffeomorphism f : O1 → O2, as can be seen by

applying the slice theorem.

If Y has an O(n)-invariant Riemannian metric then O obtains a quotient Rieman-

nian metric.

Remark 2.15. — Suppose that a discrete group Γ acts properly discontinuously on an

orbifold O. Then there is a Γ-invariant Riemannian metric on O. Furthermore, Γ

acts freely on FO, commuting with the O(n)-action. Hence there is a locally free

O(n)-action on the manifold FO/Γ and a corresponding orbifold O//Γ.

There is a horizontal distribution THFO on FO coming from the Levi-Civita

connection on Û . If γ is a loop at p ∈ |O| then a horizontal lift of γ allows one to

define the holonomy Hγ , a linear map from TpO to itself.

If γ : [a, b] → O is a smooth map to a Riemannian orbifold then its length is

L(γ) =
∫ b

a |γ′(t)| dt, where |γ′(t)| can be defined by a local lifting of γ to a local

model. This induces a length structure on |O|. The diameter of O is the diameter of

|O|. We say that O is complete if |O| is a complete metric space. If O has sectional

curvature bounded below by K ∈ R then |O| has Alexandrov curvature bounded

below by K, as can be seen from the fact that the Alexandrov condition is preserved

upon quotienting by a finite group acting isometrically [13, Proposition 10.2.4].

It is useful to think of O as consisting of an Alexandrov space equipped with an

additional structure that allows one to make sense of smooth functions.

We write dvol for the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure on |O|. Using the above-

mentioned relationship between the sectional curvature of O and the Alexandrov cur-

vature of |O|, we can use [13, Chapter 10.6.2] to extend the Bishop-Gromov inequality

from Riemannian manifolds with a lower sectional curvature bound, to Riemannian

orbifolds with a lower sectional curvature bound. We remark that a Bishop-Gromov

inequality for an orbifold with a lower Ricci curvature bound appears in [9].

A geodesic is a smooth curve γ which, in local charts, satisfies the geodesic equation.

Any length-minimizing curve γ between two points is a geodesic, as can be seen by

looking in a local model around γ(t).

Lemma 2.16. — If O is a complete Riemannian orbifold then for any p ∈ |O| and any

v ∈ Cp|O|, there is a unique geodesic γ : R → O such that |γ|(0) = p and γ′(0) = v.
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Proof. — The proof is similar to the proof of the corresponding part of the Hopf-

Rinow theorem, as in [39, Theorem 4.1].

The exponential map of a complete orbifold O is defined as follows. Given p ∈ |O|
and v ∈ Cp|O|, let γ : [0, 1] → O be the unique geodesic with |γ|(0) = p and

|γ′|(0) = v. Put | exp |(p, v) = (p, |γ|(1)) ∈ |O| × |O|. This has the local lifting

property to define a smooth orbifold map exp : TO → O×O.

Given p ∈ |O|, the restriction of exp to TpO gives an orbifold map expp : TpO → O
so that | exp |(p, v) = (p, | expp |(v)).

Similarly, if O′ is a suborbifold of O then there is a normal exponential map exp :

NO′ → O. If O′ is compact then for small ǫ > 0, the restriction of exp to the open

ǫ-disk bundle in NO′ is a diffeomorphism to O
∣∣
Nǫ(|O′|).

Remark 2.17. — To prove Lemma 2.9, we can give the proper surjective

submersion f : O1 → O2 a Riemannian submersion metric in the orbifold

sense. Given p ∈ |O2|, let U be a small ǫ-ball around p and let (Û , Gp) be a

local model with Û/Gp = U . Pulling back f
∣∣
f−1(U) : f−1(U) → U to Û , we

obtain a Gp-equivariant Riemannian submersion f̂ to Û . If p̂ ∈ Û covers p then

f̂−1(p̂) is a compact orbifold on which Gp acts. Using the submersion structure,

its normal bundle Nf̂−1(p̂) is Gp-diffeomorphic to f̂−1(p̂) × Tp̂Û . If ǫ is sufficiently

small then the normal exponential map on the ǫ-disk bundle in Nf̂−1(p̂)

provides a Gp-equivariant product neighborhood f̂−1(p̂) × Û of f̂−1(p̂); cf. [3,

Proof of Theorem 9.42]. This passes to a diffeomorphism between f−1(U) and

(f̂−1(p̂)× Û)//Gp.

If f : O1 → O2 is a local diffeomorphism and g2 is a Riemannian metric on O2

then there is a pullback Riemannian metric f∗g2 on O1, which makes f into a local

isometry.

We now give a useful criterion for a local isometry to be a covering map.

Lemma 2.18. — If f : O1 → O2 is a local isometry, O1 is complete and O2 is

connected then f is a covering map.

Proof. — The proof is along the lines of the corresponding manifold statement, as

in [39, Theorem 4.6].

There is an orbifold version of the de Rham decomposition theorem.

Lemma 2.19. — Let O be connected, simply-connected and complete. Given p ∈
|O|reg, suppose that there is an orthogonal splitting TpO = E1 ⊕ E2 which is in-

variant under holonomy around loops based at p. Then there is an isometric splitting

O = O1 ×O2 so that if we write p = (p1, p2) then Tp1O1 = E1 and Tp2O2 = E2.
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Proof. — The parallel transport of E1 and E2 defines involutive distributions D1 and

D2, respectively, on O. Let O1 and O2 be maximal integrable suborbifolds through

p for D1 and D2, respectively.

Given a smooth curve γ : [a, b] → O starting at p, there is a development C :

[a, b] → TpO of γ, as in [39, Section III.4]. Let C1 : [a, b] → E1 and C2 : [a, b] → E2

be the orthogonal projections of C. Then there are undevelopments γ1 : [a, b] → O1

and γ2 : [a, b] → O2 of C1 and C2, respectively.

As in [39, Lemma IV.6.6], one shows that (|γ1|(b), |γ2|(b)) only depends on |γ|(b).
In this way, one defines a map f : O → O1×O2. As in [39, p. 192], one shows that f is

a local isometry. As in [39, p. 188], one shows that O1 and O2 are simply-connected.

The lemma now follows from Lemma 2.18.

The regular part |O|reg inherits a Riemannian metric. The corresponding vol-

ume form equals the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure on |O|reg. We define vol(O),

or vol(|O|), to be the volume of the Riemannian manifold |O|reg, which equals the

n-dimensional Hausdorff mass of the metric space |O|.
If f : O1 → O2 is a diffeomorphism between Riemannian orbifolds (O1, g1) and

(O2, g2) then we can define the CK-distance between g1 and f∗g2, using local models

for O1.

A pointed orbifold (O, p) consists of an orbifold O and a basepoint p ∈ |O|. Given

r > 0, we can consider the pointed suborbifold B̌(p, r) = O
∣∣
B(p,r).

Definition 2.20. — Let (O1, p1) and (O2, p2) be pointed connected orbifolds with com-

plete Riemannian metrics g1 and g2 that are CK-smooth. (That is, the orbifold tran-

sition maps are CK+1 and the metric tensor in a local model is CK .) Given ǫ > 0,

we say that the CK-distance between (O1, p1) and (O2, p2) is bounded above by ǫ if

there is a CK+1-smooth map f : B̌(p1, ǫ
−1) → O2 that is a diffeomorphism onto its

image, such that

– The CK-distance between g1 and f∗g2 on B(p1, ǫ
−1) is at most ǫ, and

– d|O2|(|f |(p1), p2) ≤ ǫ.

Taking the infimum of all such possible ǫ’s defines the CK-distance between (O1, p1)

and (O2, p2).

Remark 2.21. — It may seem more natural to require |f | to be basepoint-preserving.

However, this would cause problems. For example, given k ≥ 2, take O = R2//Zk.

Let π : R2 → |O| be the quotient map. We would like to say that if i is large

then the pointed orbifold (O, π(i−1, 0)) is close to (O, π(0, 0)). However, there is no

basepoint-preserving map f : B̌(π(i−1, 0), 1) → (O, π(0, 0)) which is a diffeomorphism

onto its image, due to the difference between the local groups at the two basepoints.

2.6. Critical point theory for distance functions. — Let O be a complete

Riemannian orbifold and let Y be a closed subset of |O|. A point p ∈ |O| − Y is

noncritical if there is a nonzero Gp-invariant vector v ∈ TpO ∼= Tp̂Û making an angle
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strictly larger than π
2 with any lift to Tp̂Û of the initial velocity of any minimizing

geodesic segment from p to Y .

In the next lemma we give an equivalent formulation in terms of noncriticality

on |O|.

Lemma 2.22. — A point p ∈ |O| − Y is noncritical if and only if there is some w ∈
Cp|O| ∼= Tp̂Û/Gp so that the comparison angle between w and any minimizing geodesic

from p to Y is strictly greater than π
2 .

Proof. — Suppose that p is noncritical. Given v as in the definition of noncriticality,

put w = vGp.

Conversely, suppose that w ∈ Cp|O| ∼= Tp̂Û/Gp is such that the comparison angle

between w and any minimizing geodesic from p to Y is strictly greater than π
2 . Let

v0 be a preimage of w in Tp̂Û . Then v0 makes an angle greater than π
2 with any lift

to Tp̂Û of the initial velocity of any minimizing geodesic from p to Y . As the set of

such initial velocities is Gp-invariant, for any g ∈ Gp the vector v0g also makes an

angle greater than π
2 with any lift to Tp̂Û of the initial velocity of any minimizing

geodesic from p to Y . As {v0g}g∈Gp lies in an open half-plane, we can take v to be

the nonzero vector 1
|Gp|

∑
g∈Gp

v0g.

We now prove the main topological implications of noncriticality.

Lemma 2.23. — If Y is compact and there are no critical points in the set d−1
Y (a, b)

then there is a smooth vector field ξ on O
∣∣
d−1
Y (a,b) so that dY has uniformly positive

directional derivative in the ξ direction.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of [14, Lemma 1.4]. For any p ∈ |O|−Y , there

are a precompact neighborhood Up of p in |O| − Y and a smooth vector field Vp on

Up so that dY has positive directional derivative in the Vp direction, on Up. Let {Upi}
be a finite collection that covers d−1

Y (a, b). From Lemma 2.11, there is a subordinate

partition of unity {ρi}. Put ξ =
∑

i ρiVi.

Lemma 2.24. — If Y is compact and there are no critical points in the set d−1
Y (a, b)

then O
∣∣
d−1
Y (a,b) is diffeomorphic to a product orbifold R×O′.

Proof. — Construct ξ as in Lemma 2.23. Choose c ∈ (a, b). Then O
∣∣
d−1
Y (c) is a

Lipschitz-regular suborbifold of O which is transversal to ξ, as can be seen in local

models. Working in local models, inductively from lower-dimensional strata of |O| to
higher-dimensional strata, we can slightly smooth O

∣∣
d−1
Y (c) to form a smooth suborb-

ifold O′ of O which is transverse to ξ. Flowing (which is defined using local models) in

the direction of ξ gives an orbifold diffeomorphism between O
∣∣
d−1
Y (a,b) and R×O′.
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2.7. Smoothing functions. — Let O be a Riemannian orbifold. Let F be a Lips-

chitz function on |O|. Given p ∈ |O|, we define the generalized gradient∇gen
p F ⊂ TpO

as follows. Let (Û , G) be a local model around p. Let F̂ be the lift of F to Û . Choose

p̂ ∈ Û covering p. Let ǫ > 0 be small enough so that expp̂ : B(0, ǫ) → Û is a dif-

feomorphism onto its image. If x̂ ∈ B(p̂, ǫ) is a point of differentiability of F̂ then

compute ∇x̂F̂ and parallel transport it along the minimizing geodesic to p̂. Take the

closed convex hull of the vectors so obtained and then take the intersection as ǫ→ 0.

This gives a closed convex Gp-invariant subset of Tp̂Û , or equivalently a closed convex

subset of TpO; we denote this set by ∇gen
p F . The union

⋃
p∈|O|∇gen

p F ⊂ TO will be

denoted ∇genF .

Lemma 2.25. — Let O be a complete Riemannian orbifold and let |π| : |TO| → |O| be
the projection map. Suppose that U ⊂ |O| is an open set, C ⊂ U is a compact subset

and S is an open fiberwise-convex subset of TO
∣∣
|π|−1(U). (That is, S is an open subset

of |π|−1(U) and for each p ∈ |O|, the preimage of (S ∩ |π|−1(p)) ⊂ Cp|O| in TpO is

convex.)

Then for any ǫ > 0 and any Lipschitz function F : |O| → R whose generalized

gradient over U lies in S, there is a Lipschitz function F ′ : |O| → R such that :

1. There is an open subset of |O| containing C on which F ′ is a smooth orbifold

function.

2. The generalized gradient of F ′, over U , lies in S.

3. |F ′ − F |∞ ≤ ǫ.

4. F ′∣∣
|O|−U = F

∣∣
|O|−U.

Proof. — The proof proceeds by mollifying the Lipschitz function F as in [28, Sec-

tion 2]. The mollification there is clearly G-equivariant in a local model (Û , G).

Corollary 2.26. — For all ǫ > 0 there is a θ > 0 with the following property.

Let O be a complete Riemannian orbifold, let Y ⊂ |O| be a closed subset and let

dY : |O| → R be the distance function from Y . Given p ∈ |O| − Y , let Vp ⊂ Cp|O|
be the set of initial velocities of minimizing geodesics from p to Y . Suppose that

U ⊂ |O| − Y is an open subset such that for all p ∈ U , one has diam(Vp) < θ. Let

C be a compact subset of U . Then for every ǫ1 > 0, there is a Lipschitz function

F ′ : |O| → R such that

– F ′ is smooth on a neighborhood of C.

– ‖ F ′ − dY ‖∞< ǫ1.

– F ′∣∣
M−U = dY

∣∣
M−U

– For every p ∈ C, the angle between −∇pF
′ and Vp is at most ǫ.

– F ′ − dY is ǫ-Lipschitz.
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3. Noncompact nonnegatively curved orbifolds

In this section we extend the splitting theorem and the soul theorem from Rieman-

nian manifolds to Riemannian orbifolds. We give an argument to rule out tight necks

in a noncompact nonnegatively curved orbifold. We give the topological description

of noncompact nonnegatively curved orbifolds of dimension two and three.

Assumption 3.1. — In this section, O will be a complete nonnegatively curved Rie-

mannian orbifold.

We may emphasize in some places that O is nonnegatively curved.

3.1. Splitting theorem

Proposition 3.2. — If |O| contains a line then O is an isometric product R × O′ for
some complete Riemannian orbifold O′.

Proof. — As |O| contains a line, the splitting theorem for nonnegatively curved

Alexandrov spaces [13, Chapter 10.5] implies that |O| is an isometric product R× Y

for some complete nonnegatively curved Alexandrov space Y . The isometric splitting

lifts to local models, showing that O
∣∣
Y is an Riemannian orbifold O′ and that the

isometry |O| → R× Y is a smooth orbifold splitting O → R×O′.

Corollary 3.3. — If O has more than one end then it has two ends and O is an iso-

metric product R×O′ for some compact Riemannian orbifold O′.

Remark 3.4. — A splitting theorem for orbifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature

appears in [10]. As the present paper deals with lower sectional curvature bounds,

the more elementary Proposition 3.2 is sufficient for our purposes.

3.2. Cheeger-Gromoll-type theorem. — A subset Z ⊂ |O| is totally convex if

any geodesic segment (possibly not minimizing) with endpoints in Z lies entirely in Z.

Lemma 3.5. — Let Z ⊂ |O| be totally convex and let (Û , G) be a local model. Put

U = Û/G and let q : Û → U be the quotient map. If γ is a geodesic segment in Û

with endpoints in q−1(U ∩ Z) then γ lies in q−1(U ∩ Z).

Proof. — Suppose that γ(t) /∈ q−1(U ∩ Z) for some t. Then q ◦ γ is a geodesic in O
with endpoints in Z, but q(γ(t)) /∈ Z. This is a contradiction.

Lemma 3.6. — Let Z ⊂ |O| be a closed totally convex set. Let k be the Hausdorff

dimension of Z. Let N be the union of the k-dimensional suborbifolds S of O with

|S| ⊂ Z. Then N is a totally geodesic k-dimensional suborbifold of |O| and Z = |N |.
Furthermore, if Y is a closed subset of |N | and p ∈ Z − |N | then there is a v ∈ Cp|O|
so that the initial velocity of any minimizing geodesic from p to Y makes an angle

greater than π
2 with v.

Proof. — Using Lemma 3.5, the proof is along the lines of that in [27, Chapter 3.1].
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We put ∂Z = Z−|N |. Note that in the definition ofN we are dealing with orbifolds

as opposed to manifolds. For example, if O
∣∣
Z is a boundaryless k-dimensional orbifold

then ∂Z = ∅.

A function f : |O| → R is concave if for any geodesic segment γ : [a, b] → O, for all

c ∈ [a, b] one has

(3.7) f(|γ|(c)) ≥ b− c

b− a
f(|γ|(a)) + c− a

b− a
f(|γ|(b)).

Lemma 3.8. — It is equivalent to require (3.7) for all geodesic segments or just for

minimizing geodesic segments.

Proof. — Suppose that (3.7) holds for all minimizing geodesic segments. Let γ :

[a, b] → O be a geodesic segment, maybe not minimizing. For any t ∈ [a, b], we can

find a neighborhood It of t in [a, b] so that the restriction of γ to It is minimizing.

Then (3.7) holds on It. It follows that (3.7) holds on [a, b].

Any superlevel set f−1[c,∞) of a concave function is closed and totally convex.

Let f be a proper concave function on |O| which is bounded above. Then there is a

maximal c ∈ R so that the superlevel set f−1[c,∞) is nonempty, and so f−1[c,∞) =

f−1{c} is a closed totally convex set.

Suppose for the rest of this subsection that O is noncompact.

Lemma 3.9. — Let Z ⊂ |O| be a closed totally convex set with ∂Z 6= ∅. Then d∂Z
is a concave function on Z. Furthermore, suppose that for a minimizing geodesic

γ : [a, b] → Z in Z, the restriction of d∂Z ◦ |γ| is a constant positive function on [a, b].

Let t → expγ(a)tX(a) be a minimizing unit-speed geodesic from |γ|(a) to ∂Z, defined

for t ∈ [0, d]. Let {X(s)}s∈[a,b] be the parallel transport of X(a) along γ. Then for

any s ∈ [a, b], the curve t→ expγ(s)tX(s) is a minimal geodesic from |γ|(s) to ∂Z, of
length d. Also, the rectangle V : [a, b]× [0, d] → Z given by V (s, t) = expγ(s) tX(s) is

flat and totally geodesic.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of [27, Theorem 3.2.5].

Fix a basepoint ⋆ ∈ |O|. Let η be a unit-speed ray in |O| starting from ⋆; note

that η is automatically a geodesic. Let bη : |O| → R be the Busemann function;

(3.10) bη(p) = lim
t→∞

(d(p, η(t)) − t).

Lemma 3.11. — The Busemann function bη is concave.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of [27, Theorem 3.2.4].

Lemma 3.12. — Putting f = infη bη, where η runs over unit speed rays starting at ⋆,

gives a proper concave function on |O| which is bounded above.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of [27, Proposition 3.2.1].
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We now construct the soul of O, following Cheeger-Gromoll [17]. Let C0 be the

minimal nonempty superlevel set of f . For i ≥ 0, if ∂Ci 6= ∅ then let Ci+1 be the

minimal nonempty superlevel set of d∂Ci on Ci. Let S be the nonempty Ci so that

∂Ci = ∅. Define the soul to be S = O
∣∣
S. Then S is a totally geodesic suborbifold ofO.

Proposition 3.13. — O is diffeomorphic to the normal bundle NS of S.

Proof. — Following [27, Lemma 3.3.1], we claim that dS has no critical points on

|O| − S. To see this, choose p ∈ |O| − S. There is a totally convex set Z ⊂ |O| for
which p ∈ ∂Z; either a superlevel set of f or one of the sets Ci. Defining N as in

Lemma 3.6, we also know that S ⊂ |N |. By Lemma 3.6, p is noncritical for dS .

From Lemma 2.24, for small ǫ > 0, we know that O is diffeomorphic to O
∣∣
Nǫ(S).

However, if ǫ is small then the normal exponential map gives a diffeomorphism between

NS and O
∣∣
Nǫ(S).

Remark 3.14. — One can define a soul for a general complete nonnegatively curved

Alexandrov space X . The soul will be homotopy equivalent to X . However, X need

not be homeomorphic to a fiber bundle over the soul, as shown by an example of

Perelman [13, Example 10.10.9].

We include a result that we will need later about orbifolds with locally convex

boundary.

Lemma 3.15. — Let O be a compact connected orbifold-with-boundary with nonnega-

tive sectional curvature. Suppose that ∂O is nonempty and has positive-definite second

fundamental form. Then there is some p ∈ |O| so that ∂O is diffeomorphic to the

unit distance sphere from the vertex in TpO.

Proof. — Let p ∈ |O| be a point of maximal distance from |∂O|. We claim that p

is unique. If not, let p′ be another such point and let γ be a minimizing geodesic

between them. Applying Lemma 3.9 with Z = |O|, there is a nontrivial geodesic

s→ V (s, d) of O that lies in |∂O|. This contradicts the assumption on ∂O. Thus p is

unique. The lemma now follows from the proof of Lemma 3.13, as we are effectively

in a situation where the soul is a point.

3.3. Ruling out tight necks in nonnegatively curved orbifolds

Lemma 3.16. — Suppose that O is a complete connected Riemannian orbifold with

nonnegative sectional curvature. If X is a compact connected 2-sided codimension-1

suborbifold of O then precisely one of the following occurs :

– X is the boundary of a compact suborbifold of O.

– X is nonseparating, O is compact and X lifts to a Z-cover O′ → O, where

O′ = R×O′′ with O′′ compact.

– X separates O into two unbounded connected components and O = R × O′

with O′ compact.
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Proof. — Suppose that X separates O. If both components of |O| − |X | are un-

bounded then O contains a line. From Proposition 3.2, O = R×O′ for some O′. As
X is compact, O′ must be compact.

The remaining case is when X does not separate O. If γ is a smooth closed curve

in O which is transversal to X (as defined in local models) then there is a well-defined

intersection number γ ·X ∈ Z. This gives a homomorphism ρ : π1(O, p) → Z. Since

X is nonseparating, there is a γ so that γ ·X 6= 0; hence the image of ρ is an infinite

cyclic group. Put O′ = Õ/Ker(ρ); it is an infinite cyclic cover of O. As O′ contains
a line, the lemma follows from Proposition 3.2.

Lemma 3.17. — Suppose that Rn//G is a Euclidean orbifold with G a finite subgroup

of O(n). If X ⊂ Rn//G is a connected compact 2-sided codimension-1 suborbifold,

then X bounds some D ⊂ Rn//G with diamO(D) < 4|G| diamX(X), where diamO(D)

denote the extrinsic diameter of D in |O| while diamX(X) denotes the intrinsic di-

ameter of X.

Proof. — Let X̂ be the preimage of X in Rn. Let ∆ be any number greater than

diamX(X). Let x be a point in |X |. Let {x̂i}i∈I be the preimages of x in X̂. Here the

cardinality of I is bounded above by |G|. We claim that X̂ =
⋃

i∈I B(x̂i,∆), where

B(x̂i,∆) denotes a distance ball in X̂ with respect to its intrinsic metric. To see this,

let ŷ be an arbitrary point in X̂. Let y be its image in X . Join y to x by a minimizing

geodesic γ in X , which is necessarily of length at most ∆. Then a horizontal lift of

γ, starting at ŷ, joins ŷ to some x̂i and also has length at most ∆.

Let Ĉ be a connected component of X̂. Since Ĉ is connected, it has a covering

by a subset of {B(x̂i, 2 diamX(X))}i∈I with connected nerve, and so Ĉ has diameter

at most 4|G| diamX(X). Furthermore, from the Jordan separation theorem, Ĉ is

the boundary of a domain D̂ ∈ Rn with extrinsic diameter at most 4|G| diamX(X).

Letting D ∈ O be the projection of D̂, the lemma follows.

Proposition 3.18. — Suppose that O is a complete connected noncompact Riemannian

n-orbifold with nonnegative sectional curvature. Then there is a number δ > 0 (de-

pending on O) so that the following holds. Let X be a connected compact 2-sided

codimension-1 suborbifold of O. Then either

– X bounds a connected suborbifold D of O with diamO(D) < 8(supp∈|O| |Gp|) ·
diam(X), or

– diam(X) > δ.

Proof. — Suppose that the proposition is not true. Then there is a sequence

{Xi}∞i=1 of connected compact 2-sided codimension-1 suborbifolds of O so that

limi→∞ diam(Xi) = 0 but each Xi fails to bound a connected suborbifold whose

extrinsic diameter is at most 8 supp∈|O| |Gp| times as much.

If all of the |Xi|’s lie in a compact subset of |O| then a subsequence converges

in the Hausdorff topology to a point p ∈ |O|. As a sufficiently small neighborhood
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of p can be well approximated metrically by a neighborhood of 0 ∈ |Rn//Gp| after
rescaling, Lemma 3.17 implies that for large i we can find Di ⊂ O with Xi = ∂Di

and diamOi(Di) < 8(supp∈|O| |Gp|) ·diam(Xi). This is a contradiction. Hence we can

assume that the sets |Xi| tend to infinity.

If some Xi does not bound a compact suborbifold of O then by Lemma 3.16, there

is an isometric splitting O = R×O′ with O′ compact. This contradicts the assumed

existence of the sequence {Xi}∞i=1 with limi→∞ diam(Xi) = 0. Thus we can assume

that Xi = ∂Di for some compact suborbifold Di of O. If O had more than one end

then it would split off an R-factor and as before, the sequence {Xi}∞i=1 would not

exist. Hence O is one-ended and after passing to a subsequence, we can assume that

D1 ⊂ D2 ⊂ . . . Fix a basepoint ⋆ ∈ |D1|. Let η be a unit-speed ray in |O| starting
from ⋆ and let bη be the Busemann function from (3.10).

Suppose that p, p′ ∈ |O| are such that bη(p) = bη(p
′). For t large, consider a

geodesic triangle with vertices p, p′, η(t). Given Xi with i large, if t is sufficiently

large then pη(t) and p′η(t) pass through Xi. Taking t → ∞, triangle comparison

implies that d(p, p′) ≤ diam(Xi). Taking i → ∞ gives p = p′. Thus bη is injective.

This is a contradiction.

3.4. Nonnegatively curved 2-orbifolds

Lemma 3.19. — Let O be a complete connected orientable 2-dimensional orbifold with

nonnegative sectional curvature which is CK-smooth, K ≥ 3. We have the following

classification of the diffeomorphism type, based on the number of ends. For notation,

Γ denotes a finite subgroup of the oriented isometry group of the relevant orbifold and

Σ2 denotes a simply-connected bad 2-orbifold with some Riemannian metric.

– 0 ends : S2//Γ, T 2//Γ, Σ2//Γ.

– 1 end : R2//Γ, S1 ×Z2 R.

– 2 ends : R× S1.

Proof. — If O has zero ends then it is compact and the classification follows from the

orbifold Gauss-Bonnet theorem [5, Proposition 2.9]. If O has more than one end then

Proposition 3.2 implies that O has two ends and isometrically splits off an R-factor.

Hence it must be diffeomorphic to R× S1. Suppose that O has one end. The soul S
has dimension 0 or 1. If S has dimension zero then S is a point and O is diffeomorphic

to the normal bundle of S, which is R2//Γ. If S has dimension one then it is S1 or

S1//Z2 and O is diffeomorphic to the normal bundle of S. As S1 × R has two ends,

the only possibility is S1 ×Z2 R.

3.5. Noncompact nonnegatively curved 3-orbifolds

Lemma 3.20. — Let O be a complete connected noncompact orientable 3-dimensional

orbifold with nonnegative sectional curvature which is CK-smooth, K ≥ 3. We have

the following classification of the diffeomorphism type, based on the number of ends.
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For notation, Γ denotes a finite subgroup of the oriented isometry group of the relevant

orbifold and Σ2 denotes a simply-connected bad 2-orbifold with some Riemannian

metric.

– 1 end : R3//Γ, S1 × R2, S1 × R2(k), S1 ×Z2 R
2, S1 ×Z2 R

2(k), R ×Z2 (S
2//Γ),

R×Z2 (T
2//Γ) or R×Z2 (Σ

2//Γ).

– 2 ends : R× (S2//Γ), R× (T 2//Γ) or R× (Σ2//Γ).

Proof. — Because O is noncompact, it has at least one end. If it has more than one

end then Proposition 3.2 implies that O has two ends and isometrically splits off an

R-factor. This gives rise to the possibilities listed for two ends.

Suppose thatO has one end. The soul S has dimension 0, 1 or 2. If S has dimension

zero then S is a point and O is diffeomorphic to the normal bundle of S, which is

R3//Γ. If S has dimension one then it is S1 or S1//Z2 and O is diffeomorphic to the

normal bundle of S, which is S1 × R2, S1 × R2(k), S1 ×Z2 R
2 or S1 ×Z2 R

2(k). If S
has dimension two then since it has nonnegative curvature, it is diffeomorphic to a

quotient of S2, T 2 or Σ2. Then O is diffeomorphic to the normal bundle of S, which
is R×Z2 (S

2//Γ), R×Z2 (T
2//Γ) or R×Z2 (Σ

2//Γ), since O has one end.

3.6. 2-dimensional nonnegatively curved orbifolds that are pointed

Gromov-Hausdorff close to an interval. — We include a result that we

will need later about 2-dimensional nonnegatively curved orbifolds that are pointed

Gromov-Hausdorff close to an interval.

Lemma 3.21. — There is some β > 0 so that the following holds. Suppose that O
is a pointed nonnegatively curved complete orientable Riemannian 2-orbifold which is

CK-smooth for some K ≥ 3. Let ⋆ ∈ |O| be a basepoint and suppose that the pointed

ball (B(⋆, 10), ⋆) ⊂ |O| has pointed Gromov-Hausdorff distance at most β from the

pointed interval ([0, 10], 0). Then for every r ∈ [1, 9], the orbifold O
∣∣
B(⋆,r) is a discal

2-orbifold or is diffeomorphic to D2(2, 2).

Proof. — As in [37, Pf. of Lemma 3.12], the distance function d⋆ : A(⋆, 1, 9) → [1, 9]

defines a fibration with a circle fiber.

The possible diffeomorphism types of O are listed in Lemma 3.19. Looking at

them, if B(⋆, 1) is not a topological disk then O must be T 2 and we obtain a contra-

diction as in [37, Pf. of Lemma 3.12]. Hence B(⋆, 1) is a topological disk. If

O
∣∣
B(⋆,1) is not a discal 2-orbifold then it has at least two singular points,

say p1, p2 ∈ |O|. Choose q ∈ |O| with d(⋆, q) = 2. By triangle comparison,

the comparison angles satisfy ∠̃p1(p2, q) ≤ 2π
|Gp1 |

and ∠̃p2(p1, q) ≤ 2π
|Gp2 |

. If β is

small then ∠̃p1(p2, q) + ∠̃p2(p1, q) is close to π. It follows that |Gp1| = |Gp2| = 2.

Suppose that there are three distinct singular points p1, p2, p3 ∈ |O|. We know

that they lie in B(⋆, 1). Let piq and pkpj denote minimal geodesics. If β is small then

the angle at p1 between p1q and p1p2 is close to π
2 , and similarly for the angle at p1

between p1q and p1p3. As dim(O) = 2, and p1 has total cone angle π, it follows that
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if β is small then the angle at p1 between p1p2 and p1p2 is small. The same reasoning

applies at p2 and p3, so we have a geodesic triangle in |O| with small total interior

angle, which violates the fact that |O| has nonnegative Alexandrov curvature.

Thus O
∣∣
B(⋆,1) is diffeomorphic to D2(2, 2).

4. Riemannian compactness theorem for orbifolds

In this section we prove a compactness result for Riemannian orbifolds.

The statement of the compactness result is slightly different from the usual state-

ment for Riemannian manifolds, which involves a lower injectivity radius bound. The

standard notion of injectivity radius is not a useful notion for orbifolds. For example,

if O is an orientable 2-orbifold with a singular point p then a geodesic from a regular

point q in |O| to p cannot minimize beyond p. As q could be arbitrarily close to

p, we conclude that the injectivity radius of O would vanish. (We note, however,

that there is a modified version of the injectivity radius that does makes sense for

constant-curvature cone manifolds [5, Section 9.2.3], [19, Section 6.4].)

Instead, our compactness result is phrased in terms of local volumes. This fits well

with Perelman’s work on Ricci flow, where local volume estimates arise naturally.

If one tried to prove a compactness result for Riemannian orbifolds directly, follow-

ing the proofs in the case of Riemannian manifolds, then one would have to show that

orbifold singularities do not coalesce when taking limits. We avoid this issue by pass-

ing to orbifold frame bundles, which are manifolds, and using equivariant compactness

results there.

Compactness theorems for Riemannian metrics and Ricci flows for orbifolds with

isolated singularities were proved in [40]. Compactness results for general orbifolds

were stated in [18, Chapter 3.3] with a short sketch of a proof.

Proposition 4.1. — Fix K ∈ Z+ ∪ {∞}. Let {(Oi, pi)}∞i=1 be a sequence of pointed

complete connected CK+3-smooth Riemannian n-dimensional orbifolds. Suppose that

for each j ∈ Z≥0 with j ≤ K, there is a function Aj : (0,∞) → ∞ so that for all i,

|∇j Rm | ≤ Aj(r) on B(pi, r) ⊂ |Oi|. Suppose that for some r0 > 0, there is a v0 > 0

so that for all i, vol(B(pi, r0)) ≥ v0. Then there is a subsequence of {(Oi, pi)}∞i=1 that

converges in the pointed CK−1-topology to a pointed complete connected Riemannian

n-dimensional orbifold (O∞, p∞).

Proof. — Let FOi be the orthonormal frame bundle ofOi. Pick a basepoint p̂i ∈ FOi

that projects to pi ∈ |Oi|. As in [26, Section 6], after taking a subsequence we may as-

sume that the frame bundles {(FOi, p̂i)}∞i=1 converge in the pointed O(n)-equivariant

Gromov-Hausdorff topology to a CK−1-smooth Riemannian manifold X with an iso-

metric O(n)-action and a basepoint p̂∞. (We lose one derivative because we are

working on the frame bundle.) Furthermore, we may assume that the convergence is
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realized as follows : Given any O(n)-invariant compact codimension-zero submanifold-

with-boundary K ⊂ X , for large i there is an O(n)-invariant compact codimension-

zero submanifold-with-boundary K̂i ⊂ FOi and a smooth O(n)-equivariant fiber bun-

dle K̂i → K with nilmanifold fiber whose diameter goes to zero as i → ∞ [15,

Section 3], [26, Section 9].

Quotienting by O(n), the underlying spaces {(|Oi|, pi)}∞i=1 converge in the pointed

Gromov-Hausdorff topology to (O(n)\X, p∞). Because of the lower volume bound

vol(B(pi, r0)) ≥ v0, a pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit of the Alexandrov spaces

{(|Oi|, pi)}∞i=1 is an n-dimensional Alexandrov space [13, Corollary 10.10.11]. Thus

there is no collapsing and so for large i the submersion K̂i → K is an O(n)-equivariant

CK−1-smooth diffeomorphism. In particular, the O(n)-action on X is locally free.

There is a corresponding quotient orbifold O∞ with |O∞| = O(n)\X . As the mani-

folds {(FOi, p̂i)}∞i=1 converge in a CK−1-smooth pointed equivariant sense to (X, p̂∞)

we can take O(n)-quotients to conclude that the orbifolds {(Oi, pi)}∞i=1 converge in

the pointed CK−1-smooth topology to (O∞, p∞).

Remark 4.2. — As a consequence of Proposition 4.1, if there is a number N so |Gqi | ≤
N for all qi ∈ |O|i and all i then |Gq∞ | ≤ N for all q∞ ∈ |O|∞. That is, under the

hypotheses of Proposition 4.1, the orders of the isotropy groups cannot increase in

the limit.

Remark 4.3. — In the proof of Proposition 4.1, the submersions K̂i → K may not be

basepoint-preserving. This is where one has to leave the world of basepoint-preserving

maps.

5. Ricci flow on orbifolds

In this section we first make some preliminary remarks about Ricci flow on orbifolds

and we give the orbifold version of Hamilton’s compactness theorem. We then give

the topological classification of compact nonnegatively curved 3-orbifolds. Finally, we

extend Perelman’s no local collapsing theorem to orbifolds.

5.1. Function spaces on orbifolds. — Let ρ : O(n) → RN be a representation.

Given a local model (Ûα, Gα) and a Gα-invariant Riemannian metric on Ûα, let V̂α =

RN ×O(n) FÛα be the associated vector bundle. If O is a n-dimensional Riemannian

orbifold then there is an associated orbivector bundle V with local models (V̂α, Gα).

Its underlying space is |V | = RN ×O(n)FO. By construction, V has an inner product

coming from the standard inner product on RN . A section s of V is given by an

O(n)-equivariant map s : FO → RN . In terms of local models, s is described by

Gα-invariant sections sα of V̂α that satisfy compatibility conditions with respect to

part 5 of Definition 2.1.
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The CK-norm of s is defined to be the supremum of the CK-norms of the sα’s.

Similarly, the square of the HK-norm of s is defined to be the integral over |O|reg of

the local square HK-norm, the latter being defined using local models. (Note that

|O|reg has full Hausdorff n-measure in |O|.) Then H−K can be defined by duality.

One has the rough Laplacian mapping HK-sections of V to HK−2-sections of V .

One can define differential operators and pseudodifferential operators acting on

HK-sections of V . Standard elliptic and parabolic regularity theory extends to the

orbifold setting, as can be seen by working equivariantly in local models.

5.2. Short-time existence for Ricci flow on orbifolds. — Suppose that

{g(t)}t∈[A,B] is a smooth 1-parameter family of Riemannian metrics on O. We

will call g a flow of metrics on O. The Ricci flow equation ∂g
∂t = − 2Ric makes

sense in terms of local models. Using the DeTurck trick [20], which is based on

local differential analysis, one can reduce the short-time existence problem for the

Ricci flow to the short-time existence problem for a parabolic PDE. Then any

short-time existence proof for parabolic PDEs on compact manifolds, such as that

of [55, Proposition 15.8.2], will extend from the manifold setting to the orbifold

setting.

Remark 5.1. — Even in the manifold case, one needs a slight additional argument to

reduce the short-time existence of the Ricci-DeTurck equation to that of a standard

quasilinear parabolic PDE. In local coordinates the Ricci-DeTurck equation takes the

form

(5.2)
∂gij
∂t

=
∑

kl

gkl∂k∂lgij + . . .

There is a slight issue since (5.2) is not uniformly parabolic, in that gkl could de-

generate with respect to, say, the initial metric g0. This issue does not seem to have

been addressed in the literature. However, it is easily circumvented. Let M be the

space of smooth Riemannian metrics on a compact manifold M . Let F : M → M
be a smooth map so that for some ǫ > 0, we have F (g) = g if ‖ g − g0 ‖g0< ǫ, and

in addition ǫg0 ≤ F (g) ≤ ǫ−1g0 for all g. (Such a map F is easily constructed using

the fact that the inner products on TpM , relative to g0(p), can be identified with

GL(n,R)/O(n), along with the fact that GL(n,R)/O(n) deformation retracts onto a

small ball around its basepoint.) By [55, Proposition 15.8.2], there is a short-time

solution to

(5.3)
∂gij
∂t

=
∑

kl

F (g)kl∂k∂lgij + . . .

with g(0) = g0. Given this solution, there is some δ > 0 so that ‖ g(t) − g0 ‖g0< ǫ

whenever t ∈ [0, δ]. Then {g(t)}t∈[0,δ] also solves the Ricci-DeTurck equation (5.2).
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We remark that any Ricci flow results based on the maximum principle will have

evident extensions from manifolds to orbifolds. Such results include

– The lower bound on scalar curvature

– The Hamilton-Ivey pinching results for three-dimensional scalar curvature

– Hamilton’s differential Harnack inequality for Ricci flow solutions with nonneg-

ative curvature operator

– Perelman’s differential Harnack inequality.

5.3. Ricci flow compactness theorem for orbifolds. — Let O1 and O2 be

two connected pointed n-dimensional orbifolds, with flows of metrics g1 and g2. If

f : O1 → O2 is a (time-independent) diffeomorphism then we can construct the

pullback flow f∗g2 and define the CK-distance between g1 and f∗g2, using local

models for O1.

Definition 5.4. — LetO1 andO2 be connected pointed n-dimensional orbifolds. Given

numbers A,B with −∞ ≤ A < 0 ≤ B ≤ ∞, suppose that gi is a flow of metrics on

Oi that exists for the time interval [A,B]. Suppose that gi(t) is complete for each t.

Given ǫ > 0, suppose that f : B̌(p1, ǫ
−1) → O2 is a smooth map from the time-zero

ball that is a diffeomorphism onto its image. Let |f | : B(p1, ǫ
−1) → |O2| be the

underlying map. We say that the CK-distance between the flows (O1, p1, g1) and

(O2, p2, g2) is bounded above by ǫ if

1. The CK-distance between g1 and f∗g2 on ([A,B] ∩ (−ǫ−1, ǫ−1))× B̌(p1, ǫ
−1) is

at most ǫ and

2. The time-zero distance d|O2|(|f |(p1), p2) is at most ǫ.

Taking the infimum of all such possible ǫ’s defines the CK-distance between the

flows (O1, p1, g1) and (O2, p2, g2).

Note that time derivatives appear in the definition of the CK-distance between g1
and f∗g2.

Proposition 5.5. — Let {gi}∞i=1 be a sequence of Ricci flow solutions on pointed con-

nected n-dimensional orbifolds {(Oi, pi)}∞i=1, defined for t ∈ (A,B) and complete for

each t, with −∞ ≤ A < 0 ≤ B ≤ ∞. Suppose that the following two conditions

are satisfied :

1. For every compact interval I ⊂ (A,B), there is some KI < ∞ so that for all i,

we have sup|Oi|×I |Rmgi(p, t)| ≤ KI , and

2. For some r0, v0 > 0 and all i, the time-zero volume vol(B(pi, r0)) is bounded

below by v0.

Then a subsequence of the solutions converges in the sense of Definition 5.4 to a

Ricci flow solution g∞(t) on a pointed connected n-dimensional orbifold (O∞, p∞),

defined for all t ∈ (A,B).
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Proof. — Using Proposition 4.1, the proof is essentially the same as that in [32,

p. 548-551] and [40, p. 1116-1117].

Remark 5.6. — There are variants of Proposition 5.5 that hold, for example, if one

just assumes a uniform curvature bound on r-balls, for each r > 0. These variants

are orbifold versions of the results in [38, Appendix E], to which we refer for details.

The proofs of these orbifold extensions use, among other things, the orbifold version

of the Shi estimates; the proof of the latter goes through to the orbifold setting with

no real change.

5.4. Compact nonnegatively curved 3-orbifolds

Proposition 5.7. — Any compact nonnegatively curved 3-orbifold O is diffeomorphic

to one of

1. S3//Γ for some finite group Γ ⊂ Isom+(S3).

2. T 3//Γ for some finite group Γ ⊂ Isom+(T 3).

3. S1 × (S2//Γ) or S1 ×Z2 (S
2//Γ) for some finite group Γ ⊂ Isom(S2).

4. S1×(Σ2//Γ) or S1×Z2 (Σ
2//Γ) for some finite group Γ ⊂ Isom(Σ2), where Σ2 is a

simply-connected bad 2-orbifold equipped with its unique (up to diffeomorphism)

Ricci soliton metric [58, Theorem 4.1].

Proof. — Let k be the largest number so that the universal cover Õ isometrically

splits off an Rk-factor. Write Õ = Rk ×O′.
If O′ is noncompact then by the Cheeger-Gromoll argument [16, Pf. of Theorem 3],

|O′| contains a line. Proposition 3.2 implies that O′ splits off an R-factor, which is a

contradiction. Thus O′ is simply-connected and compact with nonnegative sectional

curvature.

If k = 3 then Õ = R3 and O is a quotient of T 3.

If k = 2 then there is a contradiction, as there is no simply-connected compact

1-orbifold.

If k = 1 then O′ is diffeomorphic to S2 or Σ2. The Ricci flow on Õ = R×O′ splits
isometrically. After rescaling, the Ricci flow on O′ converges to a constant curvature

metric on S2 or to the unique Ricci soliton metric on Σ2 [58]. Hence π1(O) is a

subgroup of Isom(R× S2) or Isom(R× Σ2), where the isometry groups are in terms

of standard metrics. As π1(O) acts properly discontinuously and cocompactly on Õ,

there is a short exact sequence

(5.8) 1 −→ Γ1 −→ π1(O) −→ Γ2 −→ 1,

where Γ1 ⊂ Isom(O′) and Γ2 is an infinite cyclic group or an infinite dihedral group.

It follows that O is finitely covered by S1 × S2 or S1 × Σ2.

Suppose that k = 0. If O is positively curved then any proof of Hamilton’s theorem

about 3-manifolds with positive Ricci curvature [30] extends to the orbifold case, to
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show that O admits a metric of constant positive curvature; c.f. [34]. Hence we

can reduce to the case when O does not have positive curvature and the Ricci flow

does not immediately give it positive curvature. From the strong maximum principle

as in [31, Section 8], for any p ∈ |O|reg there is a nontrivial orthogonal splitting

TpO = E1 ⊕ E2 which is invariant under holonomy around loops based at p. The

same will be true on Õ. Lemma 2.19 implies that Õ splits off an R-factor, which is a

contradiction.

5.5. L-geodesics and noncollapsing. — Let O be an n-dimensional orbifold and

let {g(t)}t∈[0,T ) be a Ricci flow solution on O so that

– The time slices (O, g(t)) are complete.

– There is bounded curvature on compact subintervals of [0, T ).

Given t0 ∈ [0, T ) and p ∈ |O|, put τ = t0 − t. Let γ : [0, τ ] → O be a piecewise

smooth curve with |γ|(0) = p and τ ≤ t0. Put

(5.9) L(γ) =
∫ τ

0

√
τ
(
R(γ(τ)) + |γ̇(τ)|2

)
dτ,

where the scalar curvature R and the norm |γ̇(τ)| are evaluated using the metric at

time t0 − τ . With X = dγ
dτ , the L-geodesic equation is

(5.10) ∇XX − 1

2
∇R+

1

2τ
X + 2Ric(X, ·) = 0.

Given an L-geodesic γ, its initial velocity is defined to be v = limτ→0
√
τ dγ
dτ ∈ Cp|O|.

Given q ∈ |O|, put

(5.11) L(q, τ ) = inf{L(γ) : |γ|(τ ) = q},

where the infimum runs over piecewise smooth curves γ with |γ|(0) = p and |γ|(τ ) = q.

Then any piecewise smooth curve γ which is a minimizer for L is a smooth L-geodesic.

Lemma 5.12. — There is a minimizer γ for L.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, p. 2631]. We outline the steps. Given

p and q, one considers piecewise smooth curves γ as above. Fixing ǫ > 0, one shows

that the curves γ with L(γ) < L(q, τ) + ǫ are uniformly continuous. In particular,

there is an R < ∞ so that any such γ lies in B(p,R). Next, one shows that there

is some ρ ∈ (0, R) so that for any x ∈ B(p,R), there is a local model (Û , Gx) with

Û/Gx = B(x, ρ) such that for any p′, q′ ∈ B(x, ρ) and any subinterval [τ1, τ2] ⊂ [0, τ ],

– There is a unique minimizer for the functional
∫ τ2

τ1

√
τ
(
R(γ(τ)) + |γ̇(τ)|2

)
dτ

among piecewise smooth curves γ : [τ1, τ2] → O with |γ|(τ1) = p′ and |γ|(τ2) =
q′.

– The minimizing γ is smooth and the image of |γ| lies in B(x, ρ).
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This is shown by working in the local models. Now cover B(p,R) by a finite number

of ρ-balls {B(xi, ρ)}Ni=1. Using the uniform continuity, let A ∈ Z+ be such that for

any γ : [0, τ ] → O with |γ|(0) = p, |γ|(τ ) = q and L(γ) < L(q, τ) + ǫ, and any

[τ1, τ2] ⊂ [0, τ ] of length at most τ
A , the distance between |γ|(τ1) and |γ|(τ2) is less

than the Lebesgue number of the covering. We can effectively reduce the problem

of finding a minimizer for L to the problem of minimizing a continuous function

defined on tuples (p0, . . . , pA) ∈ B(p,R)
A+1

with p0 = p and pA = q. This shows that

the minimizer exists.

Define the L-exponential map : TpO → O by saying that for v ∈ Cp|O|, we put

L expτ (v) = |γ|(τ ), where γ is the unique L-geodesic from p whose initial velocity is

v. Then L expτ is a smooth orbifold map.

Let Bτ ⊂ |O| be the set of points q which are either endpoints of more than one

minimizing L-geodesic γ : [0, τ ] → O, or are the endpoint of a minimizing geodesic

γv : [0, τ ] → O where v ∈ Cp|O| is a critical point of L expτ . We call Bτ the time-τ

L-cut locus of p. It is a closed subset of |O|. Let Gτ ⊂ |O| be the complement of

Bτ and let Ωτ ⊂ Cp|O| be the corresponding set of initial conditions for minimizing

L-geodesics. Then Ωτ is an open set, and the restriction of L expτ to TpO
∣∣
Ωτ

is an

orbifold diffeomorphism to O
∣∣
Gτ
.

Lemma 5.13. — Bτ has measure zero in |O|.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, p. 2632]. By Sard’s theorem, it suffices

to show that the subset B′
τ ⊂ Bτ , consisting of regular values of L expτ , has measure

zero in |O|. One shows that B′
τ is contained in the underlying spaces of a countable

union of codimension-1 suborbifolds of O, which implies the lemma.

Therefore one may compute the integral of any integrable function on |O| by pulling

it back to Ωτ ⊂ Cp|O| and using the change of variable formula.

For q ∈ |O|, put l(q, τ) = L(q,τ)

2
√
τ
. Define the reduced volume by

(5.14) Ṽ (τ ) = τ−
n
2

∫

|O|
e−l(q,τ) dvol(q).

Lemma 5.15. — The reduced volume is monotonically nonincreasing in τ .

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 23]. In the proof, one pulls back

the integrand to Cp|O|.

Lemma 5.16. — For each τ > 0, there is some q ∈ |O| so that l(q, τ ) ≤ n
2 .

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 24]. It uses the maximum

principle, which is valid for orbifolds.
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Definition 5.17. — Given κ, ρ > 0, a Ricci flow solution g(·) defined on a time interval

[0, T ) is κ-noncollapsed on the scale ρ if for each r < ρ and all (x0, t0) ∈ |O| × [0, T )

with t0 ≥ r2, whenever it is true that |Rm(x, t)| ≤ r−2 for every x ∈ Bt0(x0, r) and

t ∈ [t0 − r2, t0], then we also have vol(Bt0(x0, r)) ≥ κrn.

Lemma 5.18. — If a Ricci flow solution is κ-noncollapsed on some scale then there is

a uniform upper bound |Gp| ≤ N(n, κ) on the orders of the isotropy groups at points

p ∈ |O|.

Proof. — Given p ∈ |O|, let Bt0(p, r) be a ball such that |Rm(x, t0)| ≤ r−2 for all

x ∈ Bt0(p, r). By assumption r−n vol(Bt0(x0, r)) ≥ κ. Let cn denote the area of the

unit (n− 1)-sphere in Rn. Applying the Bishop-Gromov inequality to Bt0(p, r) gives

(5.19)
1

|Gp|
≥ r−n vol(Bt0(x0, r))

cn
∫ 1

0 sinhn−1(s) ds
≥ κ

cn
∫ 1

0 sinhn−1(s) ds
.

The lemma follows.

Proposition 5.20. — Given numbers n ∈ Z+, T < ∞ and ρ,K, c > 0, there is a

number κ = κ(n,K, c, ρ, T ) > 0 with the following property. Let (On, g(·)) be a Ricci

flow solution defined on the time interval [0, T ), with complete time slices, such that

the curvature |Rm | is bounded on every compact subinterval [0, T ′] ⊂ [0, T ). Suppose

that (O, g(0)) has |Rm | ≤ K and vol(B(p, 1)) ≥ c > 0 for every p ∈ |O|. Then the

Ricci flow solution is κ-noncollapsed on the scale ρ.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 26]. As in the proof there, we

use the fact that the initial conditions give uniformly bounded geometry in a small

time interval [0, t/2], as follows from Proposition 5.5 and derivative estimates.

Proposition 5.21. — For any A ∈ (0,∞), there is some κ = κ(A) > 0 with the fol-

lowing property. Let (O, g(·)) be an n-dimensional Ricci flow solution defined for

t ∈ [0, r20 ] having complete time slices and uniformly bounded curvature. Suppose that

vol(B0(p0, r0)) ≥ A−1rn0 and that |Rm |(q, t)| ≤ 1
nr20

for all (q, t) ∈ B0(p0, r0)× [0, r20].

Then the solution cannot be κ-collapsed on a scale less than r0 at any point (q, r20)

with q ∈ Br20
(p0, Ar0).

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 28].

6. κ-solutions

In this section we extend results about κ-solutions from manifolds to orbifolds.

Definition 6.1. — Given κ > 0, a κ-solution is a Ricci flow solution (O, g(t)) that is

defined on a time interval of the form (−∞, C) (or (−∞, C]) such that :

1. The curvature |Rm | is bounded on each compact time interval [t1, t2] ⊂
(−∞, C) (or (−∞, C]), and each time slice (O, g(t)) is complete.
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2. The curvature operator is nonnegative and the scalar curvature is everywhere

positive.

3. The Ricci flow is κ-noncollapsed at all scales.

Lemma 5.18 gives an upper bound on the orders of the isotropy groups. In the rest

of this section we will use this upper bound without explicitly restating it.

6.1. Asymptotic solitons. — Let (p, t0) be a point in a κ-solution (O, g(·)) so

that Gp has maximal order. Define the reduced volume Ṽ (τ ) and the reduced length

l(q, τ) as in Subsection 5.5, by means of curves starting from (p, t0), with τ = t0 − t.

From Lemma 5.16, for each τ > 0 there is some q(τ ) ∈ |O| such that l(q(τ), τ ) ≤ n
2 .

(Note that l ≥ 0 from the curvature assumption.)

Proposition 6.2. — There is a sequence τ i → ∞ so that if we consider the solution

g(·) on the time interval [t0 − τ i, t0 − 1
2τ i] and parabolically rescale it at the point

(q(τ i), t0 − τ i) by the factor τ−1
i then as i → ∞, the rescaled solutions converge to a

nonflat gradient shrinking soliton (restricted to [−1,− 1
2 ]).

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 39]. Using estimates on the

reduced length as defined with the basepoint (p, t0), one constructs a limit Ricci flow

solution (O∞, g∞(·)) defined for t ∈ [−1,− 1
2 ], which is a gradient shrinking soliton.

The only new issue is to show that it is nonflat.

As in [38, Section 39], there is a limiting reduced length function l∞(·, τ) ∈
C∞(O∞), and a reduced volume which is a constant c, strictly less than the

t → t0 limit of the reduced volume of (O, g(·)). The latter equals (4π)
n
2

|Gp| . If the

limit solution were flat then l∞(·, τ) would have a constant positive-definite Hessian.

It would then have a unique critical point q. Using the gradient flow of l∞(·, τ), one
deduces that O∞ is diffeomorphic to TqO∞. As in [38, Section 39], one concludes

that

(6.3) c =

∫

Cq|O∞|∼=Rn/Gq

τ−
n
2 e−

|x|2

4τ dvol =
(4π)

n
2

|Gq|
.

As |Gq| ≤ |Gp|, we obtain a contradiction.

6.2. Two-dimensional κ-solutions

Lemma 6.4. — Any two-dimensional κ-solution (O, g(·)) is an isometric quotient of

the round shrinking 2-sphere or is a Ricci soliton metric on a bad 2-orbifold.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [59, Theorem 4.1]. One considers the asymp-

totic soliton and shows that it has strictly positive scalar curvature outside of a com-

pact region (as in [50, Lemma 1.2]). Using standard Jacobi field estimates, the asymp-

totic soliton must be compact. The lemma then follows from convergence results for

2-dimensional compact Ricci flow (using [58] in the case of bad 2-orbifolds).
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Remark 6.5. — One can alternatively prove Lemma 6.4 using the fact that if (O, g(·))
is a κ-solution then so is the pullback solution (Õ, g̃(·)) on the universal cover. If O
is a bad 2-orbifold then O is compact and the result follows from [58]. If O is a good

2-orbifold then (Õ, g̃(·)) is a round shrinking S2 from [38, Section 40].

6.3. Asymptotic scalar curvature and asymptotic volume ratio

Definition 6.6. — If O is a complete connected Riemannian orbifold then its asymp-

totic scalar curvature ratio is R = lim supq→∞R(q)d(x, p)2. It is independent of the

basepoint p ∈ |O|.

Lemma 6.7. — Let (O, g(·)) be a noncompact κ-solution. Then the asymptotic scalar

curvature ratio is infinite for each time slice.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 41]. Choose a time t0. If

R ∈ (0,∞) then after rescaling (O, g(t0)), one obtains convergence to a smooth

annular region in the Tits cone CTO at time t0. (Here CTO denotes a smooth orbifold

structure on the complement of the vertex in the Tits cone CT |O|.) Working on the

regular part of the annular region, one obtains a contradiction from the curvature

evolution equation.

If R = 0 then the rescaling limit is a smooth flat metric on CTO, away from

the vertex. The unit sphere S∞ in CTO has principal curvatures one. It can be

approximated by a sequence of codimension-one compact suborbifolds Sk in O with

rescaled principal curvatures approaching one, which bound compact suborbifolds

Ok ⊂ O.

Suppose first that n ≥ 3. By Lemma 3.15, for large k there is some pk ∈ |O| so that

the suborbifold Sk is diffeomorphic to the unit sphere in Tpk
O. As Sk is diffeomorphic

to S∞ for large k, we conclude that S∞ is isometric to Sn−1//Γ for some finite group

Γ ⊂ Isom+(Sn−1). Let p ∈ |O| be a point with Gp
∼= Γ. As CT |O| is isometric

to Rn/Γ, limr→∞ r−n vol(B(p, r)) exists and equals the 1
|Γ| times the volume of the

unit ball in Rn. On the other hand, this equals limr→0 r
−n vol(B(p, r)). As we

have equality in the Bishop-Gromov inequality, we conclude that O is flat, which is a

contradiction.

If n = 2 then we can adapt the argument in [38, Section 41] to the orbifold

setting.

Definition 6.8. — If O is a complete n-dimensional Riemannian orbifold with nonneg-

ative Ricci curvature then its asymptotic volume ratio is V = limr→∞ r−n vol(B(p, r)).

It is independent of the choice of basepoint p ∈ |O|.

Lemma 6.9. — Let (O, g(·)) be a noncompact κ-solution. Then the asymptotic vol-

ume ratio V vanishes for each time slice (O, g(t0)). Moreover, there is a sequence of

points pk ∈ |O| going to infinity such that the pointed sequence {(O, (pk, t0), g(·))}∞k=1
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converges, modulo rescaling by R(pk, t0), to a κ-solution which isometrically splits off

an R-factor.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 41].

6.4. In a κ-solution, the curvature and the normalized volume control each

other

Lemma 6.10. — Given n ∈ Z+, we consider n-dimensional κ-solutions.

1. If B(p0, r0) is a ball in a time slice of a κ-solution then the normalized volume

r−n vol(B(p0, r0)) is controlled ( i.e., bounded away from zero) ⇔ the normalized

scalar curvature r20R(p0) is controlled ( i.e., bounded above)

2. (Precompactness) If {(Ok, (pk, tk), gk(·))}∞k=1 is a sequence of pointed κ-solutions

and for some r > 0, the r-balls B(pk, r) ⊂ (Ok, gk(tk)) have controlled

normalized volume, then a subsequence converges to an ancient solution

(O∞, (p∞, 0), g∞(·)) which has nonnegative curvature operator, and is κ-

noncollapsed (though a priori the curvature may be unbounded on a given time

slice).

3. There is a constant η = η(n, κ) so that for all p ∈ |O|, we have |∇R|(p, t) ≤
ηR

3
2 (p, t) and |Rt|(p, t) ≤ ηR2(p, t). More generally, there are scale invariant

bounds on all derivatives of the curvature tensor, that only depend on n and κ.

4. There is a function α : [0,∞) → [0,∞) depending only on n and κ such

that lims→∞ α(s) = ∞, and for every p, p′ ∈ |O|, we have R(p′)d2(p, p′) ≤
α
(
R(p)d2(p, p′)

)
.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 42]. In the proof by contradiction

of the implication ⇐= of part (1), after passing to a subsequence we can assume that

|Gpk
| is a constant C. Then we use the argument in [38, Section 42] with cn equal to

1
C times the volume of the unit Euclidean n-ball.

6.5. A volume bound

Lemma 6.11. — For every ǫ > 0, there is an A < ∞ with the following property.

Suppose that we have a sequence of (not necessarily complete) Ricci flow solutions

gk(·) with nonnegative curvature operator, defined on Ok × [tk, 0], such that:

– For each k, the time-zero ball B(pk, rk) has compact closure in |Ok|.
– For all (p, t) ∈ B(pk, rk)× [tk, 0], we have 1

2R(p, t) ≤ R(pk, 0) = Qk.

– limk→∞ tkQk = −∞.

– limk→∞ r2kQk = ∞.

Then for large k, we have vol(B(pk, AQ
− 1

2

k )) ≤ ǫ(AQ
− 1

2

k )n at time zero.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 44].
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6.6. Curvature bounds for Ricci flow solutions with nonnegative curvature

operator, assuming a lower volume bound

Lemma 6.12. — For every w > 0, there are B = B(w) < ∞, C = C(w) < ∞ and

τ0 = τ0(w) > 0 with the following properties.

(a) Take t0 ∈ [−r20 , 0). Suppose that we have a (not necessarily complete) Ricci flow

solution (O, g(·)), defined for t ∈ [t0, 0], so that at time zero the metric ball B(p0, r0)

has compact closure. Suppose that for each t ∈ [t0, 0], g(t) has nonnegative curvature

operator and vol(Bt(p0, r0)) ≥ wrn0 . Then

(6.13) R(p, t) ≤ Cr−2
0 +B(t− t0)

−1

whenever distt(p, p0) ≤ 1
4r0.

(b) Suppose that we have a (not necessarily complete) Ricci flow solution (O, g(·)),
defined for t ∈ [−τ0r20 , 0], so that at time zero the metric ball B(p0, r0) has compact

closure. Suppose that for each t ∈ [−τ0r20 , 0], g(t) has nonnegative curvature operator.

If we assume a time-zero volume bound vol(B0(p0, r0)) ≥ wrn0 then

(6.14) R(p, t) ≤ Cr−2
0 + B(t+ τ0r

2
0)

−1

whenever t ∈ [−τ0r20 , 0] and distt(p, p0) ≤ 1
4r0.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 45].

Corollary 6.15. — For every w > 0, there are B = B(w) < ∞, C = C(w) < ∞ and

τ0 = τ0(w) > 0 with the following properties. Suppose that we have a (not necessarily

complete) Ricci flow solution (O, g(·)), defined for t ∈ [−τ0r20 , 0], so that at time zero

the metric ball B(p0, r0) has compact closure. Suppose that for each t ∈ [−τ0r20 , 0],
the curvature operator in the time-t ball B(p0, r0) is bounded below by −r−2

0 . If we

assume a time-zero volume bound vol(B0(p0, r0)) ≥ wrn0 then

(6.16) R(p, t) ≤ Cr−2
0 + B(t+ τ0r

2
0)

−1

whenever t ∈ [−τ0r20 , 0] and distt(p, p0) ≤ 1
4r0.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 45].

6.7. Compactness of the space of three-dimensional κ-solutions

Proposition 6.17. — Given κ > 0, the set of oriented three-dimensional κ-solutions

(O, g(·)) is compact modulo scaling.

Proof. — If {(Ok, (pk, 0), gk(·))}∞k=1 is a sequence of such κ-solutions withR(pk, 0) = 1

then parts (1) and (2) of Lemma 6.10 imply that there is a subsequence that converges

to an ancient solution (O∞, (p∞, 0), g∞(·)) which has nonnegative curvature operator

and is κ-noncollapsed. The remaining issue is to show that it has bounded curvature.

Since Rt ≥ 0, it is enough to show that (O∞, g∞(0)) has bounded scalar curvature.
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If not then there is a sequence of points qi going to infinity in |O∞| such that

R(qi, 0) → ∞ and R(q, 0) ≤ 2R(qi, 0) for q ∈ B(qi, AiR(qi, 0)
− 1

2 ), where Ai →
∞. Using the κ-noncollapsing, a subsequence of the rescalings (O∞, qi, R(qi, 0)g∞)

will converge to a limit orbifold N∞ that isometrically splits off an R-factor. By

Lemma 6.4, N∞ must be a standard solution on R × (S2//Γ) or R × (Σ2//Γ). Thus

(O∞, g∞) contains a sequence Xi of neck regions, with their cross-sectional radii

tending to zero as i→ ∞. This contradicts Proposition 3.18.

6.8. Necklike behavior at infinity of a three-dimensional κ-solution

Definition 6.18. — Fix ǫ > 0. Let (O, g(·)) be an oriented three-dimensional

κ-solution. We say that a point p0 ∈ |O| is the center of an ǫ-neck if the solution

g(·) in the set {(p, t) : −(ǫQ)−1 < t ≤ 0, dist0(p, p0)
2 < (ǫQ)−1}, where Q = R(p0, 0),

is, after scaling with the factor Q, ǫ-close in some fixed smooth topology to the

corresponding subset of a κ-solution R × O′ that splits off an R-factor. That is,

O′ is the standard evolving S2//Γ or Σ2//Γ with extinction time 1. Here Σ2 is a

simply-connected bad 2-orbifold with a Ricci soliton metric.

We let |O|ǫ denote the points in |O| which are not centers of ǫ-necks.

Proposition 6.19. — For all κ > 0, there exists an ǫ0 > 0 such that for all 0 < ǫ < ǫ0
there exists an α = α(ǫ, κ) with the property that for any oriented three dimensional

κ-solution (O, g(·)), and at any time t, precisely one of the following holds :

– (O, g(·)) splits off an R-factor and so every point at every time is the center of

an ǫ-neck for all ǫ > 0.

– O is noncompact, |O|ǫ 6= ∅, and for all x, y ∈ |O|ǫ, we have R(x) d2(x, y) < α.

– O is compact, and there is a pair of points x, y ∈ |O|ǫ such that R(x)d2(x, y) > α,

(6.20) |O|ǫ ⊂ B
(
x, αR(x)−

1
2

)
∪B

(
y, αR(y)−

1
2

)
,

and there is a minimizing geodesic xy such that every z ∈ |O| − |O|ǫ satisfies

R(z) d2(z, xy) < α.

– O is compact and there exists a point x ∈ |O|ǫ such that R(x) d2(x, z) < α for

all z ∈ |O|.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 48].

6.9. Three-dimensional gradient shrinking κ-solutions

Lemma 6.21. — Any three-dimensional gradient shrinking κ-solution O is one of the

following:

– A finite isometric quotient of the round shrinking S3.

– R× (S2//Γ) or R×Z2 (S
2//Γ) for some finite group Γ ⊂ Isom(S2).

– R× (Σ2//Γ) or R×Z2 (Σ
2//Γ) for some finite group Γ ⊂ Isom(Σ2).
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Proof. — As O is a κ-solution, we know that O has nonnegative sectional curvature.

If O has positive sectional curvature then the proofs of [46, Theorem 3.1] or [52,

Theorem 1.2] show that O is a finite isometric quotient of the round shrinking S3.

Suppose that O does not have positive sectional curvature. Let f ∈ C∞(O) denote

the soliton potential function. Let Õ be the universal cover of O and let f̃ ∈ C∞(Õ)

be the pullback of f to Õ. The strong maximum principle, as in [31, Section 8],

implies that if p ∈ |O|reg then there is an orthogonal splitting TpO = E1 ⊕ E2 which

is invariant under holonomy around loops based at p. The same will be true on

Õ. Lemma 2.19 implies that Õ = R×O′ for some two-dimensional simply-connected

gradient shrinking κ-solutionO′. From Lemma 6.4, O′ is the round shrinking 2-sphere

or the Ricci soliton metric on a bad 2-orbifold Σ2. Now f̃ must be − s2

4 + f ′, where
s is a coordinate on the R-factor and f ′ is the soliton potential function on O′. As

π1(O) preserves f̃ , and acts properly discontinuously and isometrically on R×O′, it
follows that π1(O) is a finite subgroup of Isom+(R×O′).

Remark 6.22. — In the manifold case, the nonexistence of noncompact positively-

curved three-dimensional κ-noncollapsed gradient shrinkers was first proved by Perel-

man [50, Lemma 1.2]. Perelman’s argument applied the Gauss-Bonnet theorem to

level sets of the soliton function. This argument could be extended to orbifolds if one

assumes that there are no bad 2-suborbifolds, as in Theorem 1.1. However, it is not

so clear how it would extend without this assumption. Instead we use the arguments

of [46, Theorem 3.1] or [52, Theorem 1.2], which do extend to the general orbifold

setting.

6.10. Getting a uniform value of κ

Lemma 6.23. — Given N ∈ Z+, there is a κ0 = κ0(N) > 0 so that if (O, g(·)) is an

oriented three-dimensional κ-solution for some κ > 0, with |Gp| ≤ N for all p ∈ |O|,
then it is a κ0-solution or it is a quotient of the round shrinking S3.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 50]. The bound on |Gp| gives a
finite number of possible noncompact asymptotic solitons from Lemma 6.21, since a

given closed two-dimensional orbifold has a unique Ricci soliton metric up to scaling,

and the topological type of S2//Γ (or Σ//Γ) is determined by the number of singular

points (which is at most three) and the isotropy groups of those points..

Lemma 6.24. — Given N ∈ Z+, there is a universal constant η = η(N) > 0 such that

at each point of every three-dimensional ancient solution (O, g(·)) that is a κ-solution
for some κ > 0, and has |Gp| ≤ N for all p ∈ |O|, we have estimates

(6.25) |∇R| < ηR
3
2 , |Rt| ≤ ηR2.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 59].
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7. Ricci flow with surgery for orbifolds

In this section we construct the Ricci-flow-with-surgery for three-dimensional

orbifolds.

Starting in Subsection 7.2, we will assume that there are no bad 2-dimensional

suborbifolds. Starting in Subsection 7.5, we will assume that the Ricci flows have

normalized initial conditions, as defined there.

7.1. Canonical neighborhood theorem

Definition 7.1. — Let Φ ∈ C∞(R) be a positive nondecreasing function such that for

positive s, Φ(s)
s is a decreasing function which tends to zero as s → ∞. A Ricci flow

solution is said to have Φ-almost nonnegative curvature if for all (p, t), we have

(7.2) Rm(p, t) ≥ −Φ(R(p, t)).

Our example of Φ-almost nonnegative curvature comes from the Hamilton-Ivey

pinching condition [38, Appendix B], which is valid for any three-dimensional orbifold

Ricci flow solution which has complete time slices, bounded curvature on compact time

intervals, and initial curvature operator bounded below by −I.

Proposition 7.3. — Given ǫ, κ, σ > 0 and a function Φ as above, one can find r0 >

0 with the following property. Let (O, g(·)) be a Ricci flow solution on a three-

dimensional orbifold O, defined for 0 ≤ t ≤ T with T ≥ 1. We suppose that for each

t, g(t) is complete, and the sectional curvature in bounded on compact time intervals.

Suppose that the Ricci flow has Φ-almost nonnegative curvature and is κ-noncollapsed

on scales less than σ. Then for any point (p0, t0) with t0 ≥ 1 and Q = R(p0, t0) ≥ r−2
0 ,

the solution in {(p, t) : dist2t0(p, p0) < (ǫQ)−1, t0 − (ǫQ)−1 ≤ t ≤ t0} is, after scaling

by the factor Q, ǫ-close to the corresponding subset of a κ-solution.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 52]. We have to allow for the

possibility of neck-like regions approximated by R × (S2//Γ) or R × (Σ2//Γ). In the

proof of [38, Lemma 52.12], the “injectivity radius” can be replaced by the “local

volume”.

7.2. Necks and horns

Assumption 7.4. — Hereafter, we only consider three-dimensional orbifolds that do

not contain embedded bad 2-dimensional suborbifolds.

In particular, neck regions will be modeled on R×(S2//Γ), where S2//Γ is a quotient

of the round shrinking S2.

We let B(p, t, r) denote the open metric ball of radius r, with respect to the metric

at time t, centered at p ∈ |O|.
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We let P (p, t, r,∆t) denote a parabolic neighborhood, that is the set of all points

(p′, t′) with p′ ∈ B(p, t, r) and t′ ∈ [t, t+∆t] or t′ ∈ [t+∆t, t], depending on the sign

of ∆t.

Definition 7.5. — An open set U ⊂ |O| in a Riemannian 3-orbifold O is an ǫ-neck if

modulo rescaling, it has distance less than ǫ, in the C [1/ǫ]+1-topology, to a product

(−L,L) × (S2//Γ), where S2//Γ has constant scalar curvature 1 and L > ǫ−1. If a

point p ∈ |O| and a neighborhood U of p are specified then we will understand that

“distance” refers to the pointed topology. With an ǫ-approximation f : (−L,L) →
(S2//Γ) → U being understood, a cross-section of the neck is the image of {λ} ×
(S2//Γ) for some λ ∈ (−L,L).

Definition 7.6. — A subset of the form O
∣∣
U× [a, b] ⊂ O× [a, b] sitting in the spacetime

of a Ricci flow, where U ⊂ |O| is open, is a strong ǫ-neck if after parabolic rescaling

and time shifting, it has distance less than ǫ to the product Ricci flow defined on the

time interval [−1, 0] which, at its final time, is isometric to (−L,L)× (S2//Γ), where

S2//Γ has constant scalar curvature 1 and L > ǫ−1.

Definition 7.7. — A metric on (−1, 1)× (S2//Γ) such that each point is contained in

an ǫ-neck is called an ǫ-tube, an ǫ-horn or a double ǫ-horn if the scalar curvature stays

bounded on both ends, stays bounded on one end and tends to infinity on the other,

or tends to infinity on both ends, respectively.

A metric on B3//Γ or (−1, 1) ×Z2 (S2//Γ), such that each point outside some

compact subset is contained in an ǫ-neck, is called an ǫ-cap or a capped ǫ-horn, if the

scalar curvature stays bounded or tends to infinity on the end, respectively.

Lemma 7.8. — Let U be an ǫ-neck in an ǫ-tube (or horn) and let S = S2//Γ be a

cross-sectional 2-sphere quotient in U . Then S separates the two ends of the tube (or

horn).

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 58].

7.3. Structure of three-dimensional κ-solutions. — Recall the definition of

|O|ǫ from Subsection 6.8.

Lemma 7.9. — If (O, g(t)) is a time slice of a noncompact three-dimensional κ-

solution and |O|ǫ 6= ∅ then there is a compact suborbifold-with-boundary X ⊂ O so

that |O|ǫ ⊂ X, X is diffeomorphic to D3//Γ or I ×Z2 (S2//Γ), and O − int(X) is

diffeomorphic to [0,∞)× (S2//Γ).

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 59].

Lemma 7.10. — If (O, g(t)) is a time slice of a three-dimensional κ-solution with

|O|ǫ = ∅ then the Ricci flow is the evolving round cylinder R× (S2//Γ).

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 59].
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Lemma 7.11. — If a three-dimensional κ-solution (O, g(·)) is compact and has a non-

compact asymptotic soliton then O is diffeomorphic to S3//Zk or S3//Dk for some

k ≥ 1.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 59].

Lemma 7.12. — For every sufficiently small ǫ > 0 one can find C1 = C1(ǫ) and

C2 = C2(ǫ) such that for each point (p, t) in every κ-solution, there is a radius r ∈
[R(p, t)−

1
2 , C1R(p, t)

− 1
2 ] and a neighborhood B, B(p, t, r) ⊂ B ⊂ B(p, t, 2r), which

falls into one of the four categories :

(a) B is a strong ǫ-neck, or

(b) B is an ǫ-cap, or

(c) B is a closed orbifold diffeomorphic to S3//Zk or S3//Dk for some k ≥ 1.

(d) B is a closed orbifold of constant positive sectional curvature.

Furthermore:

– The scalar curvature in B at time t is between C−1
2 R(p, t) and C2R(p, t).

– The volume of B is cases (a), (b) and (c) is greater than C−1
2 R(p, t)−

3
2 .

– In case (b), there is an ǫ-neck U ⊂ B with compact complement in B such that

the distance from p to U is at least 10000R(p, t)−
1
2 .

– In case (c) the sectional curvature in B is greater than C−1
2 R(p, t).

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 59].

7.4. Standard solutions. — Put O = R3//Γ, where Γ is a finite subgroup of

SO(3). We fix a smooth SO(3)-invariant metric g0 on R3 which is the result of gluing

a hemispherical-type cap to a half-infinite cylinder [0,∞)× S2 of scalar curvature 1.

We also use g0 to denote the quotient metric on O. Among other properties, g0 is

complete and has nonnegative curvature operator. We also assume that g0 has scalar

curvature bounded below by 1.

Definition 7.13. — A Ricci flow (R3//Γ, g(·)) defined on a time interval [0, a) is a

standard solution if it has complete time slices, it has initial condition g0, the curvature

|Rm | is bounded on compact time intervals [0, a′] ⊂ [0, a), and it cannot be extended

to a Ricci flow with the same properties on a strictly longer time interval.

Lemma 7.14. — Let (R3//Γ, g(·)) be a standard solution. Then:

1. The curvature operator of g is nonnegative.

2. All derivatives of curvature are bounded for small time, independent of the stan-

dard solution.

3. The blowup time is 1 and the infimal scalar curvature on the time-t slice tends

to infinity as t→ 1− uniformly for all standard solutions.
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4. (R3//Γ, g(·)) is κ-noncollapsed at scales below 1 on any time interval contained

in [0, 1), where κ depends only on g0 and |Γ|.
5. (R3//Γ, g(·)) satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 7.3.

6. Rmin(t) ≥ const.(1 − t)−1, where the constant does not depend on the standard

solution.

7. The family ST of pointed standard solutions {(M, (p, 0))} is compact with re-

spect to pointed smooth convergence.

Proof. — Working equivariantly, the proof is the same as that in [38, Sections 60-64].

7.5. Structure at the first singularity time

Definition 7.15. — Given v0 > 0, a compact Riemannian three-dimensional orbifoldO
is normalized if |Rm | ≤ 1 everywhere and for every p ∈ |O|, we have vol(B(p, 1)) ≥ v0.

Here v0 is a global parameter in the sense that it will be fixed throughout the

rest of the paper. If O is normalized then the Bishop-Gromov inequality implies that

there is a uniform upper bound N = N(v0) <∞ on the order of the isotropy groups;

cf. the proof of Lemma 5.18. The next lemma says that by rescaling we can always

achieve a normalized metric.

Lemma 7.16. — Given N ∈ Z+, there is a v0 = v0(N) > 0 with the following property.

Let O be a compact orientable Riemannian three-dimensional orbifold, whose isotropy

groups have order at most N . Then a rescaling of O will have a normalized metric.

Proof. — Let c3 be the volume of the unit ball in R
3. Consider a ball Br of radius

r > 0 with arbitrary center in a Euclidean orbifold R
3//G, whereG is a finite subgroup

of O(3) with order at most N . Applying the Bishop-Gromov inequality to compare

the volume of Br with the volume of a very large ball having the same center, we

see that vol(Br) ≥ c3
N r

3. Put v0 = c3
2N . We claim that this value of v0 satisfies the

lemma.

To prove this by contradiction, suppose that there is an orbifold O which satisfies

the hypotheses of the lemma but for which the conclusion fails. Then there is a

sequence {ri}∞i=1 of positive numbers with limi→∞ ri = 0 along with points {pi}∞i=1 in

|O| so that for each i, we have vol(B(pi, ri)) < v0r
3
i . After passing to a subsequence,

we can assume that limi→∞ pi = p′ for some p′ ∈ |O|. Using the inverse exponential

map, for large i the ball B(pi, ri) will, up to small distortion, correspond to a ball of

radius ri in the tangent space Tp′O. In view of our choice of v0, this is a contradiction.

Assumption 7.17. — Hereafter we assume that our Ricci flows have normalized initial

condition.
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Consider the labels on the edges in the singular part of the orbifold. They clearly

do not change under a smooth Ricci flow. If some components of the orbifold are

discarded at a singularity time then the set of edge labels can only change by deletion

of some labels. Otherwise, the surgery procedure will be such that the set of edge la-

bels does not change, although the singular graphs will change. Hence the normalized

initial condition implies a uniform upper bound on the orders of the isotropy groups

for all time.

Let O be a connected closed oriented 3-dimensional orbifold. Let g(·) be a Ricci

flow on O defined on a maximal time interval [0, T ) with T < ∞. For any ǫ > 0,

we know that there are numbers r = r(ǫ) > 0 and κ = κ(ǫ) > 0 so that for any

point (p, t) with Q = R(p, t) ≥ r−2, the solution in P (p, t, (ǫQ)−
1
2 , (ǫQ)−1) is (after

rescaling by the factor Q) ǫ-close to the corresponding subset of a κ-solution.

Definition 7.18. — Define a subset Ω of |O| by

(7.19) Ω =
{
p ∈ |O| : sup

t∈[0,T )

|Rm |(p, t) <∞
}
.

Lemma 7.20. — We have

– Ω is open in |O|.
– Any connected component of Ω is noncompact.

– If Ω = ∅ then O is diffeomorphic to S3//Γ or (S1 × S2)//Γ.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 67].

Definition 7.21. — Put g = limt→T− g(t)
∣∣
Ω, a smooth Riemannian metric on O

∣∣
Ω. Let

R denote its scalar curvature.

Lemma 7.22. — (Ω, g) has finite volume.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 67].

Definition 7.23. — For ρ < r
2 , put Ωρ = {p ∈ |Ω| : R(p) ≤ ρ−2}.

Lemma 7.24. — We have

– Ωρ is a compact subset of |O|.
– If C is a connected component of Ω which does not intersect Ωρ then C is a

double ǫ-horn or a capped ǫ-horn.

– There is a finite number of connected components of Ω that intersect Ωρ, each

such component having a finite number of ends, each of which is an ǫ-horn.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 67].
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7.6. δ-necks in ǫ-horns. — We define a Ricci flow with surgery M to be the

obvious orbifold extension of [38, Section 68]. The objects defined there have evident

analogs in the orbifold setting.

The r-canonical neighborhood assumption is the obvious orbifold extension of what’s

in [38, Section 69], with condition (c) replaced by“O is a closed orbifold diffeomorphic

to an isometric quotient of S3”.

The Φ-pinching assumption is the same as in [38, Section 69].

The a priori assumptions consist of the Φ-pinching assumption and the r-canonical

neighborhood assumption.

Lemma 7.25. — Given the pinching function Φ, a number T̂ ∈ (0,∞), a positive

nonincreasing function r : [0, T̂ ] → R and a number δ ∈ (0, 12 ), there is a nonincreasing

function h : [0, T̂ ] → R with 0 < h(t) < δ2r(t) so that the following property is

satisfied. Let M be a Ricci flow with surgery defined on [0, T ), with T < T̂ , which

satisfies the a priori assumptions and which goes singular at time T . Let (Ω, g) denote

the time-T limit. Put ρ = δr(T ) and

(7.26) Ωρ = {(p, T ) ∈ Ω : R(p, T ) ≤ ρ−2}.
Suppose that (p, T ) lies in an ǫ-horn H ⊂ Ω whose boundary is

contained in Ωρ. Suppose also that R(p, T ) ≥ h−2(T ). Then the parabolic region

P (p, T, δ−1R(p, T )−
1
2 ,−R(p, T )−1) is contained in a strong δ-neck.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 71].

7.7. Surgery and the pinching condition

Lemma 7.27. — There exists δ′ = δ′(δ) > 0 with limδ→0 δ
′(δ) = 0 and a constant

δ0 > 0 such that the following holds. Suppose that δ < δ0, p ∈ {0} × (S2//Γ) and h0
is a Riemannian metric on (−A, 1δ )× (S2//Γ) with A > 0 and R(p) > 0 such that:

– h0 satisfies the time-t Hamilton-Ivey pinching condition.

– R(p)h0 is δ-close to gcyl in the C [ 1δ ]+1-topology.

Then there are a B = B(A) > 0 and a smooth metric h on R3//Γ = (D3//Γ) ∪
((−B, 1δ )× (S2//Γ)) such that

– h satisfies the time-t pinching condition.

– The restriction of h to [0, 1δ )× (S2//Γ) is h0.

– The restriction of R(p)h to (−B,−A) × (S2//Γ) is g0, the initial metric of a

standard solution.

Proof. — The proof is the same as that in [38, Section 72], working equivariantly.

We define a Ricci flow with (r, δ)-cutoff by the obvious orbifold extension of the

definition in [38, Section 73].

In the surgery procedure, one first throws away all connected components of Ω

which do not intersect Ωρ. For each connected component Ωj of Ω that intersects
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Ωρ and for each ǫ-horn of Ωj , take a cross-sectional S2-quotient that lies far in the

ǫ-horn. Let X be what’s left after cutting the ǫ-horns at the 2-sphere quotients and

removing the tips. The (possibly disconnected) postsurgery orbifold O′ is the result

of capping off ∂X by discal 3-orbifolds.

Lemma 7.28. — The presurgery orbifold can be obtained from the postsurgery orbifold

by applying the following operations finitely many times:

– Taking the disjoint union with a finite isometric quotient of S1 × S2 or S3.

– Performing a 0-surgery.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 73].

7.8. Evolution of a surgery cap

Lemma 7.29. — For any A <∞, θ ∈ (0, 1) and r̂ > 0, one can find δ̂ = δ̂(A, θ, r̂) > 0

with the following property. Suppose that we have a Ricci flow with (r, δ)-cutoff defined

on a time interval [a, b] with min r = r(b) ≥ r̂. Suppose that there is a surgery

time T0 ∈ (a, b) with δ(T0) ≤ δ̂. Consider a given surgery at the surgery time and

let (p, T0) ∈ M+
T0

be the center of the surgery cap. Let ĥ = h(δ(T0), ǫ, r(T0),Φ) be

the surgery scale given by Lemma 7.25 and put T1 = min(b, T0 + θĥ2). Then one of

the two following possibilities occurs:

1. The solution is unscathed on P (p, T0, Aĥ, T1 − T0). The pointed solution

there is, modulo parabolic rescaling, A−1-close to the pointed flow on U0 ×
[0, (T1 − T0)ĥ

−2], where U0 is an open subset of the initial time slice |S0| of a
standard solution S and the basepoint is the center of the cap in |S0|.

2. Assertion 1 holds with T1 replaced by some t+ ∈ [T0, T1), where t
+ is a surgery

time. Moreover, the entire ball B(p, T0, Aĥ) becomes extinct at time t+.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 74].

7.9. Existence of Ricci flow with surgery

Proposition 7.30. — There exist decreasing sequences 0 < rj < ǫ2, κj > 0, 0 < δj < ǫ2

for 1 ≤ j ≤ ∞, such that for any normalized initial data on an orbifold O and any

nonincreasing function δ : [0,∞) → (0,∞) such that δ ≤ δj on [2j−1ǫ, 2jǫ], the Ricci

flow with (r, δ)-cutoff is defined for all time and is κ-noncollapsed at scales below ǫ.

Here r and κ are the functions on [0,∞) so that r
∣∣
[2j−1ǫ,2jǫ] = rj and κ

∣∣
[2j−1ǫ,2jǫ] = κj,

and ǫ > 0 is a global constant.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Sections 77-80].

Remark 7.31. — We restrict to 3-orbifolds without bad 2-suborbifolds in order to

perform surgery. Without this assumption, there could be a neckpinch whose cross-

section is a bad 2-orbifold Σ. In the case of a nondegenerate neckpinch, the blowup

limit would be the product of R with an evolving Ricci soliton metric on Σ. The
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problem in performing surgery is that after slicing at a bad cross-section, there is

no evident way to cap off the ensuing pieces with 3-dimensional orbifolds so as to

preserve the Hamilton-Ivey pinching condition.

8. Hyperbolic regions

In this section we show that the w-thick part of the evolving orbifold approaches

a finite-volume Riemannian orbifold with constant curvature − 1
4 .

As a standing assumption in this section, we suppose that we have a solution to

the Ricci flow with (r, δ)-cutoff and with normalized initial data.

8.1. Double sided curvature bounds in the thick part

Proposition 8.1. — Given w > 0, one can find τ = τ(w) > 0, K = K(w) < ∞,

r = r(w) > 0 and θ = θ(w) > 0 with the following property. Let hmax(t0) be the

maximal surgery radius on [t0/2, t0]. Let r0 satisfy

1. θ−1hmax(t0) ≤ r0 ≤ r
√
t0.

2. The ball B(p0, t0, r0) has sectional curvatures at least −r−2
0 at each point.

3. vol(B(p0, t0, r0)) ≥ wr30 .

Then the solution is unscathed in P (p0, t0, r0/4,−τr20) and satisfies R < Kr−2
0 there.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Sections 81-86]. In particular, it uses

Proposition 5.21.

8.2. Noncollapsed regions with a lower curvature bound are almost hyper-

bolic on a large scale

Proposition 8.2
(a) Given w, r, ξ > 0, one can find T = T (w, r, ξ) <∞ so that the following holds.

If the ball B(p0, t0, r
√
t0) ⊂ M+

t0 at some t0 ≥ T has volume at least wr3r0
3
2 and

sectional curvatures at least −r−2t−1
0 then the curvature at (p0, t0) satisfies

(8.3) |2tRij(p0, t0) + gij |2 ≤ ξ2.

(b) Given in addition A <∞ and allowing T to depend on A, we can ensure (8.3)

for all points in B(p0, t0, Ar
√
t0).

(c) The same is true for P (p0, t0, Ar
√
t0, Ar

2t0).

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Sections 87 and 88].
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8.3. Hyperbolic rigidity and stabilization of the thick part

Definition 8.4. — Let O be a complete Riemannian orbifold. Define the curvature

scale as follows. Given p ∈ |O|, if the connected component of O containing p has

nonnegative sectional curvature then put Rp = ∞. Otherwise, let Rp be the unique

number r ∈ (0,∞) such that infB(p,r)Rm = −r−2.

Definition 8.5. — Let O be a complete Riemannian orbifold. Given w > 0, the w-thin

part O−(w) ⊂ |O| is the set of points p ∈ O so that either Rp = ∞ or

(8.6) vol(B(p,Rp)) < wR3
p.

The w-thick part is O+(w) = |O| − O−(w).

In what follows, we take “hyperbolic” to mean “constant curvature − 1
4”. When

applied to a hyperbolic orbifold, the definitions of the thick and thin parts are essen-

tially equivalent to those in [5, Chapter 6.2], to which we refer for more information

about hyperbolic 3-orbifolds.

Recall that a hyperbolic 3-orbifold can be written as H3//Γ for some discrete group

Γ ⊂ Isom+(H3) [19, Theorem 2.26].

Definition 8.7. — A Margulis tube is a compact quotient of a normal neighborhood of

a geodesic in H3 by an elementary Kleinian group.

A rank-2 cusp neighborhood is the quotient of a horoball in H3 by an elementary

rank-2 parabolic group.

In either case, the boundary is a compact Euclidean 2-orbifold.

There is a Margulis constant µ0 > 0 so that for any finite-volume hyperbolic

3-orbifold O, if µ ≤ µ0 then the connected components of the µ-thin part of O are

Margulis tubes or rank-2 cusp neighborhoods.

Furthermore, given a finite-volume hyperbolic 3-orbifold O, if µ > 0 is sufficiently

small then the connected components of the µ-thin part are rank-2 cusp neighbor-

hoods.

Mostow-Prasad rigidity works just as well for finite-volume hyperbolic orbifolds as

for finite-volume hyperbolic manifolds. Indeed, the rigidity statements are statements

about lattices in Isom(Hn).

Lemma 8.8. — Let (O, p) be a pointed complete connected finite-volume three-

dimensional hyperbolic orbifold. Then for each ζ > 0, there exists ξ > 0 such that if

O′ is a complete connected finite-volume three-dimensional hyperbolic orbifold with

at least as many cusps as O, and f : (O, p) → O′ is a ξ-approximation in the pointed

smooth topology as in [38, Definition 90.6], then there is an isometry f ′ : (O, p) → O′

which is ζ-close to f in the pointed smooth topology.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 90], replacing“injectivity radius”

by “local volume”.
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If M is a Ricci flow with surgery then we let O−(w, t) ⊂ |M+
t | denote the w-thin

part of the orbifold at time t (postsurgery if t is a surgery time), and similarly for the

w-thick part O+(w, t).

Proposition 8.9. — Given a Ricci flow with surgery M, there exist a number T0 <∞,

a nonincreasing function α : [T0,∞) → (0,∞) with limt→∞ α(t) = 0, a (possi-

bly empty) collection {(H1, x1), . . . , (HN , xN )} of complete connected pointed finite-

volume three-dimensional hyperbolic orbifolds and a family of smooth maps

(8.10) f(t) : Bt =

N⋃

i=1

Hi

∣∣∣
B(xi,1/α(t))

→ Mt,

defined for t ∈ [T0,∞), such that

1. f(t) is close to an isometry:

(8.11) ‖ t−1f(t)∗gMt − gBt ‖C[1/α(t)]< α(t).

2. f(t) defines a smooth family of maps which changes smoothly with time:

(8.12) |ḟ(p, t)| < α(t)t−
1
2

for all p ∈ |Bt|, and
3. f(t) parametrizes more and more of the thick part: O+(α(t), t) ⊂ Im(|f(t)|) for

all t ≥ T0.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that in [38, Section 90].

9. Locally collapsed 3-orbifolds

In this section we consider compact Riemannian 3-orbifolds O that are locally

collapsed with respect to a local lower curvature bound. Under certain assumptions

about smoothness and boundary behavior, we show that O is either the result of

performing 0-surgery on a strong graph orbifold or is one of a few special types. We

refer to Definition 11.8 for the definition of a strong graph orbifold.

We first consider the boundaryless case.

Proposition 9.1. — Let c3 be the volume of the unit ball in R3, let K ≥ 10 be a fixed

integer and let N be a positive integer. Fix a function A : (0,∞) → (0,∞). Then

there is a w0 ∈ (0, c3/N) such that the following holds.

Suppose that (O, g) is a connected closed orientable Riemannian 3-orbifold. Assume

in addition that for all p ∈ |O|,
1. |Gp| ≤ N .

2. vol(B(p,Rp)) ≤ w0R
3
p, where Rp is the curvature scale at p, Definition 8.4.
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3. For every w′ ∈ [w0, c3/N), k ∈ [0,K] and r ≤ Rp such that vol(B(p, r)) ≥ w′r3,
the inequality

(9.2) |∇k Rm | ≤ A(w′)r−(k+2)

holds in the ball B(p, r).

Then O is the result of performing 0-surgeries on a strong graph orbifold or is

diffeomorphic to an isometric quotient of S3 or T 3.

Remark 9.3. — We recall that a strong graph orbifold is allowed to be disconnected.

By Proposition 11.12, a weak graph orbifold is the result of performing 0-surgeries

on a strong graph orbifold. Because of this, to prove Proposition 9.1 it is enough to

show that O is the result of performing 0-surgeries on a weak graph orbifold or is

diffeomorphic to an isometric quotient of S3 or T 3.

Remark 9.4. — A 3-manifold which is an isometric quotient of S3 or T 3 is a Seifert

3-manifold [54, Section 4]. The analogous statement for orbifolds is false [23].

Proof. — We follow the method of proof of [37]. The basic strategy is to construct a

partition of O into pieces whose topology can be recognized. Many of the arguments

in [37], such as the stratification, are based on the underlying Alexandrov space

structure. Such arguments will extend without change to the orbifold setting. Other

arguments involve smoothness, which also makes sense in the orbifold setting. We now

mention the relevant places in [37] where manifold smoothness needs to be replaced

by orbifold smoothness.

– The critical point theory in [37, Section 3.4] can be extended to the orbifold

setting using the results in Subsection 2.6.

– The results about the topology of nonnegatively curved manifolds in [37,

Lemma 3.11] can be extended to the orbifold setting using Lemma 3.20 and

Proposition 5.7.

– The smoothing results of [37, Section 3.6] can be extended to the orbifold setting

using Lemma 2.25 and Corollary 2.26.

– The CK-precompactness result of [37, Lemma 6.10] can be proved in the orbifold

setting using Proposition 4.1.

– The CK-splitting result of [37, Lemma 6.16] can be proved in the orbifold setting

using Proposition 3.2.

– The result about the topology of the edge region in [37, Lemma 9.21] can be

extended to the orbifold setting using Lemma 3.21.

– The result about the topology of the slim stratum in [37, Lemma 10.3] can be

extended to the orbifold setting using Lemma 3.19.

– The results about the topology and geometry of the 0-ball regions in [37, Sec-

tions 11.1 and 11.2] can be extended to the orbifold setting using Lemma 2.24

and Proposition 3.13.
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– The adapted coordinates in [37, Lemmas 8.2, 9.12, 9.17, 10.1 and 11.3] and their

use in [37, Sections 12-14] extend without change to the orbifold setting.

The upshot is that we can extend the results of [37, Sections 1-14] to the orbifold

setting. This gives a partition of O into codimension-zero suborbifolds-with-boundary

O0-stratum, Oslim, Oedge and O2-stratum, with the following properties.

– Each connected component of O0-stratum is diffeomorphic either to a closed non-

negatively curved 3-dimensional orbifold, or to the unit disk bundle in the nor-

mal bundle of a soul in a complete connected noncompact nonnegatively curved

3-dimensional orbifold.

– Each connected component of Oslim is the total space of an orbibundle whose

base is S1 or I, and whose fiber is a spherical or Euclidean orientable compact

2-orbifold.

– Each connected component of Oedge is the total space of an orbibundle whose

base is S1 or I, and whose fiber is D2(k) or D2(2, 2).

– Each connected component of O2-stratum is the total space of a circle bundle over

a smooth compact 2-manifold.

– Intersections of O0-stratum, Oslim, Oedge and O2-stratum are 2-dimensional orb-

ifolds, possibly with boundary. The fibration structures coming from two inter-

secting strata are compatible on intersections.

In order to prove the proposition, we now follow the method of proof of [37,

Section 15].

Each connected component of O0-stratum has boundary which is empty, a spherical

2-orbifold or a Euclidean 2-orbifold. By Proposition 5.7, if the boundary is empty

then the component is diffeomorphic to a finite isometric quotient of S1×S2, S3 or T 3.

In the S1 × S2 case, O is a Seifert orbifold [22, p. 70-71]. Hence we can assume that

the boundary is nonempty. By Lemma 3.20, if the boundary is a spherical 2-orbifold

then the component is diffeomorphic to D3//Γ or I ×Z2 (S
2//Γ). We group together

such components as O0-stratum
Sph . By Lemma 3.20 again, if the boundary is a Euclidean

2-orbifold then the component is diffeomorphic to S1 ×D2, S1 ×D2(k), S1 ×Z2 D
2,

S1 ×Z2 D
2(k) or I ×Z2 (T

2//Γ). We group together such components as O0-stratum
Euc .

If a connected component of Oslim fibers over S1 then O is closed and has a

geometric structure based on R3, R × S2, Nil or Sol [22, p. 72]. If the structure is

R × S2 or Nil then O is a Seifert orbifold [22, Theorem 1]. If the structure is Sol

then O can be cut along a fiber to see that it is a weak graph orbifold. Hence we can

assume that each component of Oslim fibers over I. We group these components into

Oslim
Sph and Oslim

Euc , where the distinction is whether the fiber is a spherical 2-orbifold or

a Euclidean 2-orbifold.

Lemma 9.5. — Let O0-stratum
i be a connected component of O0-stratum. If O0-stratum

i ∩
Oslim 6= ∅ then ∂O0-stratum

i is a boundary component of a connected component

of Oslim.
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If O0-stratum
i ∩Oslim = ∅ then we can write ∂O0-stratum

i = Ai ∪Bi where

1. Ai = O0-stratum
i ∩ Oedge is a disjoint union of discal 2-orbifolds and D2(2, 2)’s.

2. Bi = O0-stratum
i ∩ O2-stratum is the total space of a circle bundle and

3. Ai ∩Bi = ∂Ai ∩ ∂Bi is a union of circle fibers.

Furthermore, if ∂O0-stratum
i is Euclidean then Ai = ∅ unless ∂O0-stratum

i =

S2(2, 2, 2, 2), in which case Ai consists of two D2(2, 2)’s. If ∂O0-stratum
i is spherical

then the possibilities are

1. ∂O0-stratum
i = S2 and Ai consists of two disks D2.

2. ∂O0-stratum
i = S2(k, k) and Ai consists of two D2(k)’s.

3. ∂O0-stratum
i = S2(2, 2, k) and Ai consists of D2(2, 2) and D2(k).

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of [37, Lemma 15.1].

Lemma 9.6. — Let Oslim
i be a connected component of Oslim. Let Yi be one of the

connected components of ∂Oslim
i . If Yi ∩ O0-stratum 6= ∅ then Yi = ∂O0-stratum

i for

some connected component O0-stratum
i of O0-stratum.

If Yi ∩ O0-stratum = ∅ then we can write ∂Yi = Ai ∪Bi where

1. Ai = Yi ∩ Oedge is a disjoint union of discal 2-orbifolds and D2(2, 2)’s,

2. Bi = Yi ∩ O2-stratum is the total space of a circle bundle and

3. Ai ∩Bi = ∂Ai ∩ ∂Bi is a union of circle fibers.

Furthermore, if Yi is Euclidean then Ai = ∅ unless Yi = S2(2, 2, 2, 2), in which case

Ai consists of two D2(2, 2)’s. If Yi is spherical then the possibilities are

1. Yi = S2 and Ai consists of two disks D2.

2. Yi = S2(k, k) and Ai consists of two D2(k)’s.

3. Yi = S2(2, 2, k) and Ai consists of D2(2, 2) and D2(k).

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of [37, Lemma 15.2].

Let O′
Sph be the union of the connected components of O0-stratum

Sph ∪ Oslim
Sph that

do not intersect Oedge. Then O′
Sph is either empty or is all of O, in which case O

is diffeomorphic to the gluing of two connected components of O0-stratum
Sph along a

spherical 2-orbifold. As each connected component is diffeomorphic to some D3//Γ

or I ×Z2 (S2//Γ), it then follows that O is diffeomorphic to S3//Γ, (S3//Γ)//Z2 or

S1 ×Z2 (S
2//Γ), the latter of which is a Seifert 3-orbifold. Hence we can assume that

each connected component of O0-stratum
Sph ∪ Oslim

Sph intersects Oedge. A component of

Oslim
Sph which intersects O0-stratum

Sph can now only do so on one side, so we can collapse

such a component of Oslim
Sph without changing the diffeomorphism type. Thus we can

assume that each connected component of O0-stratum
Sph and each connected component

of Oslim
Sph intersects Oedge, and that O0-stratum

Sph ∩ Oslim
Sph = ∅. By Lemmas 9.5 and 9.6,

each of their boundary components is one of S2, S2(k, k) and S2(2, 2, k).
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Consider the connected components of O0-stratum
Euc ∪Oslim

Euc whose boundary compo-

nents are S2(2, 3, 6), S2(2, 4, 4) or S2(3, 3, 3). They cannot intersect any other strata,

so if there is one such connected component then O is formed entirely of such com-

ponents. In this case O is diffeomorphic to the result of gluing together two copies of

I ×Z2 (T
2//Γ). Hence O fibers over S1//Z2 and has a geometric structure based on

R3, Nil or Sol [22, p. 72]. If the structure is Nil then O is a Seifert orbifold [22, The-

orem 1]. If the structure is Sol then we can cut O along a generic fiber to see that

it is a weak graph orbifold. Hence we can assume that there are no connected com-

ponents of O0-stratum
Euc ∪ Oslim

Euc whose boundary components are S2(2, 3, 6), S2(2, 4, 4)

or S2(3, 3, 3). Next, consider the connected components of O0-stratum
Euc ∪ Oslim

Euc with

T 2-boundary components. They are weak graph orbifolds that do not intersect any

strata other than O2-stratum. If X1 is their complement in O then in order to show

that O is a weak graph orbifold, it suffices to show that X1 is a weak graph orb-

ifold. Hence we can assume that each connected component of O0-stratum
Euc ∪Oslim

Euc has

S2(2, 2, 2, 2)-boundary components, in which case it necessarily intersects Oedge. As

above, after collapsing some components of Oslim
Euc , we can assume that each connected

component of O0-stratum
Euc and each connected component of Oslim

Euc intersects Oedge, and

that O0-stratum
Euc ∩Oslim

Euc = ∅.

A connected component of Oslim
Sph is now diffeomorphic to I × O′, where O′ is

diffeomorphic to S2, S2(k, k) or S2(2, k, k). We cut each such component along { 1
2}×

O′ and glue on two discal caps. If X2 is the ensuing orbifold then X1 is the result of

performing a 0-surgery on X2, so it suffices to prove that X2 satisfies the conclusion

of the proposition. Therefore we assume henceforth that Oslim
Sph = ∅.

A remaining connected component of Oslim
Euc is diffeomorphic to I ×O′, where O′ =

S2(2, 2, 2, 2). It intersects Oedge in four copies of D2(2, 2). We cut the connected

component of Oslim
Euc along { 1

2}×O′. The result is two copies of I ×O′, each with one

free boundary component and another boundary component which intersects Oedge

in two copies of D2(2, 2). If the result X3 of all such cuttings satisfies the conclusion

of the proposition then so does X2, it being the result of gluing Euclidean boundary

components of X3 together.

A connected component C of Oedge fibers over I or S1. Suppose that it fibers over

S1. Then it is diffeomorphic to S1 ×D2(k) or S1 ×D2(2, 2), or else is the total space

of a bundle over S1 with holonomy that interchanges the two singular points in a

fiber D2(2, 2); this is because the mapping class group of D2(2, 2) is a copy of Z2, as

follows from [25, Proposition 2.3]. If C is diffeomorphic to S1×D2(k) or S1×D2(2, 2)

then it is clearly a weak graph orbifold. In the third case, |C| is a solid torus and

the singular locus consists of a circle labelled by 2 that wraps twice around the solid

torus. See Figure 10. We can decompose C as C = (S1 ×Z2 D
2)∪S2(2,2,2,2) C1, where

C1 = S1 ×Z2 (S
2 − 3B2) with one B2 being sent to itself by the Z2-action and the

other two B2’s being switched. See Figure 11. As C1 is a Seifert orbifold, in any case

C is a weak graph orbifold. Put X4 = X3 − int(C). If we can show that X4 is a weak
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Figure 10.

Figure 11. C1

graph orbifold then it follows that X3 is a weak graph orbifold. Hence we can assume

that each connected component of Oedge fibers over I.

A connected component Z of X4 − int(O2-stratum) can be described by a graph,

i.e., a one-dimensional CW-complex, of degree 2. Its vertices correspond to copies of

– A connected component of O0-stratum
Sph with boundary S2 or S2(k, k),

– A connected component of O0-stratum
Euc with boundary S2(2, 2, 2, 2), or

– I × S2(2, 2, 2, 2).

Each edge corresponds to a copy of

– I ×D2,

– I ×D2(k) or

– I ×D2(2, 2).

If a vertex is of type I ×S2(2, 2, 2, 2) then the edge orbifolds only intersect the vertex

orbifold on a single one of its two boundary components. Note that |Z| is a solid torus

with a certain number of balls removed.
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A connected component of O0-stratum
Sph is diffeomorphic to D3, D3(k, k), D3(2, 2, k),

I ×Z2 S
2, or I ×Z2 S

2(2, 2, k). Now I ×Z2 S
2 is diffeomorphic to RP 3#D3, I ×Z2

S2(k, k) is diffeomorphic to (S3(k, k)//Z2)#S2(k,k)D
3(k, k) and I ×Z2 S

2(2, 2, k) is

diffeomorphic to (S3(2, 2, k)//Z2)#S2(2,2,k)D
3(2, 2, k), where Z2 acts by the antipodal

action. Hence we can reduce to the case when each connected component of O0-stratum
Sph

is diffeomorphic to D3, D3(k, k) or D3(2, 2, k), modulo performing connected sums

with the Seifert orbifolds RP 3, S3(k, k)//Z2 and S3(2, 2, k)//Z2.

Any connected component of O0-stratum
Euc with boundary S2(2, 2, 2, 2) can be written

as the gluing of a weak graph orbifold with I × S2(2, 2, 2, 2). Hence we may assume

that there are no vertices corresponding to connected components of O0-stratum
Euc with

boundary S2(2, 2, 2, 2).

Suppose that there are no edges of type I×D2(2, 2). Then Z is I×D2 or I×D2(k),

which is a weak graph orbifold.

Now suppose that there is an edge of type I × D2(2, 2). We build up a skeleton

for Z. First, the orbifold corresponding to a graph with a single vertex of type

I×S2(2, 2, 2, 2), and a single edge of type I×D2(2, 2), can be identified as the Seifert

orbifold C1 = S1 ×Z2 (S
2 − 3B2) of before. Let Cm be the orbifold corresponding to

a graph with m vertices of type I × S2(2, 2, 2, 2) and m edges of type I × D2(2, 2).

See Figure 12. Then Cm is an m-fold cover of C1 and is also a Seifert orbifold.

Figure 12. Cm, m = 3

Returning to the orbifold Z, there is some m so that Z is diffeomorphic to the

result of starting with Cm and gluing some S1×Z2D
2(ki)’s onto some of the boundary

S2(2, 2, 2, 2)’s, where ki ≥ 1. See Figure 13 for an illustrated example.

Thus Z is a weak graph orbifold.

As X3 is the result of gluing Z to a circle bundle over a surface, X3 is a weak graph

orbifold. Along with Proposition 11.12, this proves the proposition.

Proposition 9.7. — Let c3 be the volume of the unit ball in R3, let K ≥ 10 be a fixed

integer and let N be a positive integer. Fix a function A : (0,∞) → (0,∞). Then

there is a w0 ∈ (0, c3/N) such that the following holds.
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Figure 13.

Suppose that (O, g) is a compact connected orientable Riemannian 3-orbifold with

boundary. Assume in addition that

1. |Gp| ≤ N .

2. The diameters of the connected components of ∂O are bounded above by w0.

3. For each component X of ∂O, there is a hyperbolic orbifold cusp HX with bound-

ary ∂HX , along with a CK+1-embedding of pairs e : (N100(∂HX), ∂HX) →
(O, X) which is w0-close to an isometry.

4. For every p ∈ |O| with d(p, ∂O) ≥ 10, we have, vol(B(p,Rp)) ≤ w0R
3
p.

5. For every p ∈ |O|, w′ ∈ [w0, c3/N), k ∈ [0,K] and r ≤ Rp such that

vol(B(p, r)) ≥ w′r3, the inequality

(9.8) |∇k Rm | ≤ A(w′)r−(k+2)

holds in the ball B(p, r).

Then O is diffeomorphic to

– The result of performing 0-surgeries on a strong graph orbifold,

– A closed isometric quotient of S3 or T 3,

– I × S2(2, 3, 6), I × S2(2, 4, 4) or I × S2(3, 3, 3), or

– I ×Z2 S
2(2, 3, 6), I ×Z2 S

2(2, 4, 4) or I ×Z2 S
2(3, 3, 3).

Proof. — We follow the method of proof of [38, Section 16]. The effective difference

from the proof of Proposition 9.1 is that we have additional components of O0-stratum,

which are diffeomorphic to I×(T 2//Γ). If such a component is diffeomorphic to I×T 2

or I ×S2(2, 2, 2, 2) then we can incorporate it into the weak graph orbifold structure.

The other cases give rise to the additional possibilities listed in the conclusion of the

proposition.
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10. Incompressibility of cuspidal cross-sections and proof of Theorem 1.1

In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.

With reference to Proposition 8.9, given a sequence tα → ∞, let Y α be the trun-

cation of
∐N

i=1Hi obtained by removing horoballs at distance approximately 1
2β(tα)

from the basepoints xi. Put Oα = Otα − ftα(Y
α).

Proposition 10.1. — For large α, the orbifold Oα satisfies the hypotheses of Proposi-

tion 9.7.

Proof. — The proof is similar to that of [37, Theorem 17.3].

So far we know that if α is large then the 3-orbifold Otα has a (possibly empty)

hyperbolic piece whose complement satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 9.7. In this

section we show that there is such a decomposition of Otα so that the hyperbolic

cusps, if any, are incompressible in Otα .

The corresponding manifold result was proved by Hamilton in [33] using mini-

mal disks. He used results of Meeks-Yau [43] to find embedded minimal disks with

boundary on an appropriate cross-section of the cusp. The Meeks-Yau proof in turn

used a tower construction [42] similar to that used in the proof of Dehn’s Lemma

in 3-manifold topology. It is not clear to us whether this line of proof extends to

three-dimensional orbifolds, or whether there are other methods using minimal disks

which do extend. To circumvent these issues, we use an alternative incompressibility

argument due to Perelman [50, Section 8.2] that exploits certain quantities which

change monotonically under the Ricci flow. Perelman’s monotonic quantity involved

the smallest eigenvalue of a certain Schrödinger-type operator. We will instead use

a variation of Perelman’s argument involving the minimal scalar curvature, follow-

ing [38, Section 93.4].

Before proceeding, we need two lemmas:

Lemma 10.2. — Suppose ǫ > 0, and O′ is a Riemannian 3-orbifold with scalar curva-

ture ≥ − 3
2 . Then any orbifold O obtained from O′ by 0-surgeries admits a Riemannian

metric with scalar curvature ≥ − 3
2 , such that vol(O) < vol(O′) + ǫ.

Proof. — If a 0-surgery adds a neck (S2//Γ)×I then we can put a metric on the neck

which is an isometric quotient of a slight perturbation of the doubled Schwarzschild

metric [2, (1.23)] on S2 × I. Hence we can perform the 0-surgery so that the scalar

curvature is bounded below by − 3
2 + ǫ

10 and the volume increases by at most ǫ
10 ;

see [2, p. 155] and [51] for the analogous result in the manifold case. The lemma now

follows from an overall rescaling to make R ≥ − 3
2 .

Lemma 10.3. — Suppose that O is a strong graph orbifold with boundary components

C1, . . . , Ck. Let H1, . . . , Hk be truncated hyperbolic cusps, where ∂Hi is diffeomorphic

to Ci for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then for all ǫ > 0, there is a metric on O with scalar
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curvature ≥ − 3
2 such that vol(O) < ǫ, and Ci has a collar which is isometric to one

side of a collar neighborhood of a cuspical 2-orbifold in Hi.

Proof. — We first prove the case when O is a closed strong graph manifold. The

strong graph manifold structure gives a graph whose vertices {va} correspond to the

Seifert blocks and whose edges {eb} correspond to 2-tori. For each vertex va, let

Ma be the corresponding Seifert block. We give it a Riemannian metric ga which is

invariant under the local S1-actions and with the property that the quotient metric

on the orbifold base is a product near its boundary. Then ga has a product structure

near ∂Ma. Given δ > 0, we uniformly shrink the Riemannian metric on ga by δ in

the fiber directions. As δ → 0, the volume of Ma goes to zero while the curvature

stays bounded.

Let T 2
b be the torus corresponding to the edge eb. There are associated toral

boundary components {B1, B2} of Seifert blocks. Given δ > 0 and i ∈ {1, 2}, consider
the warped product metric ds2 + e−2sgBi on a product manifold Pδ,i = [0, Lδ,i]×Bi.

We attach this at Bi to obtain a C0-metric, which we will smooth later. The sectional

curvatures of Pδ,i are −1 and the volume of Pδ,i is bounded above by the area of Bi.

We choose Lδ,i so that the areas of the cross-sections {Lδ,1} × B1 and {Lδ,2} × B2

are both equal to some number A. Finally, consider R3 with the Sol-invariant metric

e−2zdx2 + e2zdy2 + dz2. Let Γ be a Z2-subgroup of the normal R2-subgroup of Sol.

Note that the curvature of R3/Γ is independent of Γ. The z-coordinate gives a fibering

z : R3/Γ → R with T 2-fibers. We can choose Γ = Γδ and an interval [c1, c2] ⊂ R so

that z−1(c1) is isometric to {Lδ,1}×B1 and z−1(c2) is isometric to {Lδ,2}×B2. Note

that [c1, c2] can be taken independent of A. We attach z−1([c1, c2]) to the previously

described truncated cusps, at the boundary components {Lδ,1}×B1 and {Lδ,2}×B2.

See Figure 14.

Figure 14.
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Taking A sufficiently small we can ensure that

(10.4) vol(Pδ,1) + vol(Pδ,2) + vol(z−1([c1, c2])) < area(B1) + area(B2) + δ.

We repeat this process for all of the tori {T 2
b }, to obtain a piecewise-smooth C0-

metric gδ on O.

As δ → 0, the sectional curvature stays uniformly bounded on the smooth pieces.

Furthermore, the volume of (O, gδ) goes to zero. By slightly smoothing gδ and per-

forming an overall rescaling to ensure that the scalar curvature is bounded below by

− 3
2 , if δ is sufficiently small then we can ensure that vol(O, gδ) < ǫ. This proves the

lemma when O is a closed strong graph manifold.

If O is a strong graph manifold but has nonempty boundary components, as in the

hypotheses of the lemma, then we treat each boundary component Ci analogously to

a factor B1 in the preceding construction. That is, given parameters 0 < c1,Ci < c2,Ci ,

we start by putting a truncated hyperbolic metric ds2+e−2sg∂Hi on [c1,Ci , c2,Ci]×Ci.

This will be the metric on the collar neighborhood of Ci, where {c1,Ci}×Ci will end up

becoming a boundary component of O. We take c2,Ci so that the area of {c2,Ci}×Ci

matches the area of a relevant cross-section of the truncated cusp extending from a

boundary component B2,i of a Seifert block. We then construct a metric gδ on O as

before. If we additionally take the parameters {c1,Ci} sufficiently large then we can

ensure that vol(O, gδ) < ǫ.

Finally, if O is a strong graph orbifold then we can go through the same steps.

The only additional point is to show that elements of the (orientation-preserving)

mapping class group of an oriented Euclidean 2-orbifold T 2//Γ are represented by

affine diffeomorphisms, in order to apply the preceding construction using the Sol

geometry. To see this fact, if Γ is trivial then the mapping class group of T 2 is

isomorphic to SL(2,Z) and the claim is clear. To handle the case when T 2//Γ is a

sphere with three singular points, we use the fact that the mapping class group of

a sphere with three marked points is isomorphic to the permutation group of the

three points [25, Proposition 2.3]. The mapping class group of the orbifold T 2//Γ

will then be the subgroup of the permutation group that preserves the labels. If

T 2//Γ is S2(2, 3, 6) then its mapping class group is trivial. If T 2//Γ is S2(2, 4, 4)

then its mapping class group is isomorphic to Z2. Picturing S2(2, 4, 4) as two right

triangles glued together, the nontrivial mapping class group element is represented

by the affine diffeomorphism which is a flip around the “2” vertex that interchanges

the two triangles. If T 2//Γ is S2(3, 3, 3) then its mapping class group is isomorphic

to S3. Picturing S
2(3, 3, 3) as two equilateral triangles glued together, the nontrivial

mapping class group elements are represented by affine diffeomorphisms as rotations

and flips. Finally, if T 2//Γ is S2(2, 2, 2, 2) then its mapping class group is isomorphic

to PSL(2,Z) ⋉ (Z/2Z× Z/2Z) [25, Proposition 2.7]. These all lift to Z2-equivariant

affine diffeomorphisms of T 2. Elements of PSL(2,Z) are represented by linear actions

of SL(2,Z) on T 2. Generators of Z/2Z × Z/2Z are represented by rotations of the

S1-factors in T 2 = S1 × S1 by π.
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Let O be a closed connected orientable three-dimensional orbifold. If O admits a

metric of positive scalar curvature then by finite extinction time, O is diffeomorphic

to the result of performing 0-surgeries on a disjoint collection of isometric quotients

of S3 and S1 × S2.

Suppose that O does not admit a metric of positive scalar curvature. Put

(10.5) σ(O) = sup
g
Rmin(g)V (g)

2
3 .

Then σ(O) ≤ 0.

Suppose that we have a given representation of O as the result of performing 0-

surgeries on the disjoint union of an orbifold O′ and isometric quotients of S3 and

S1×S2, and that there exists a (possibly empty, possibly disconnected) finite-volume

complete hyperbolic orbifold N which can be embedded in O′ so that the connected

components of the complement (if nonempty) satisfy the conclusion of Proposition

9.7. Let Vhyp denote the hyperbolic volume of N . We do not assume that the cusps

of N are incompressible in O′.
Let V̂ denote the minimum of Vhyp over all such decompositions of O. (As the set

of volumes of complete finite-volume three-dimensional hyperbolic orbifolds is well-

ordered, there is a minimum. If there is a decomposition with N = ∅ then Vhyp = 0.)

Lemma 10.6

(10.7) σ(O) = −3

2
V̂

2
3 .

Proof. — Using Lemmas 7.28, 10.2 and 10.3, the proof is similar to that of [38,

Proposition 93.10].

Proposition 10.8. — Let N be a hyperbolic orbifold as above for which vol(N) = V̂ .

Then the cuspidal cross-sections of N are incompressible in O′.

Proof. — As in [38, Section 93], it suffices to show that if a cuspidal cross-section

of N is compressible in O′ then there is a metric g on O with R(g) ≥ − 3
2 and

vol(O, g) < vol(N).

Put Y = O′ −N . Suppose that some connected component C0 of ∂Y is compress-

ible, with compressing discal 2-orbifold Z ⊂ O′. We can make Z transverse to ∂Y and

then count the number of connected components of the intersection Z∩∂Y . Minimiz-

ing this number among all such compressing disks for all compressible components of

∂Y , we may assume – after possibly replacing C0 with a different component of ∂Y –

that Z intersects ∂Y only along ∂Z.

By assumption, the components of Y satisfy the conclusion of Proposition 9.7.

Hence Y has a decomposition into connected components Y = Y0 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Yn, where
Y0 is the component containing C0, and Y0 arises from a strong graph orbifold

by 0-surgeries, as otherwise there would not be a compressing discal orbifold. By

Lemma 11.16, Y0 comes from a disjoint union A ⊔ B via 0-surgeries, where A is one
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of the four solid-toric possibilities of that Lemma, and B is a strong graph orbifold.

By Lemmas 10.2 and 10.3, we may assume without loss of generality that B = ∅.

To construct the desired metric on O′, we proceed as follows. Let H0, . . . , Hn be

the cusps of the hyperbolic orbifold N , where H0 corresponds to the component C0

of Y . We first truncate N along totally umbilic cuspical 2-orbifolds C0, . . . , Cn. Pick

ǫ > 0. For each i ≥ 1 such that the component Yi comes from 0-surgeries on a strong

graph orbifold, we use Lemmas 10.2 and 10.3 to find a metric with R ≥ − 3
2 on Yi,

which glues isometrically along the corresponding cusps in C1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Cn, and which

can be arranged to have volume < ǫ by taking the Ci’s to be deep in their respective

cusps. For the components Yi, i ≥ 1, which do not come from a strong graph orbifold

via 0-surgery, we may also find metrics with R ≥ − 3
2 and arbitrarily small volume,

which glue isometrically onto the corresponding truncated cusps ofN (when they have

nonempty boundary). Our final step will be to find a metric on Y0 = A with R ≥ − 3
2

which glues isometrically to C0, and has volume strictly smaller than the portion of

the cusp H0 cut off by C0. Since ǫ is arbitrary, this will yield a contradiction.

Suppose first that A is S1 ×D2 or S1 ×D2(k). In the S1 ×D2 case, after going

far enough down the cusp, the desired metric g on S1 ×D2 is constructed in [2, Pf.

of Theorem 2.9]. (The condition f2(0) = a > 0 in [2, (2.47)] should be changed to

f2(0) > 0.) In the S1×D2(k)-case, [2, (2.46)] gets changed to f ′
1(0)(1−a2)1/2 = 1/k.

One can then make the appropriate modifications to [2, (2.54)-(2.56)] to construct

the desired metric g on S1 ×D2(k).

If A is S1×Z2 D
2 or S1×Z2 D

2(k) we can perform the construction of the previous

paragraph equivariantly with respect to the Z2-action, to form the desired metric on

S1 ×Z2 D
2 (or S1 ×Z2 D

2(k)).

10.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. — As mentioned before, if O admits a metric of

positive scalar curvature thenO is diffeomorphic to the result of performing 0-surgeries

on a disjoint collection of isometric quotients of S3 and S1 × S2, so the theorem is

true in that case. If O does not admit a metric of positive scalar curvature then by

Proposition 10.8,

1. O is the result of performing 0-surgeries on an orbifold O′ and a disjoint collec-

tion of isometric quotients of S3 and S1 × S2, such that

2. There is a finite-volume complete hyperbolic orbifold N which can be embedded

in O′ so that each connected component P of the complement (if nonempty)

has a metric completion P which satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 9.7, and

3. The cuspidal cross-sections of N are incompressible in O′.

Referring to Proposition 9.7, if P is an isometric quotient of S3 or T 3 then it already

has a geometric structure. If P is I×S2(p, q, r) with 1
p + 1

q + 1
r = 1 then we can remove

it without losing any information. If P is I ×Z2 S
2(p, q, r) with 1

p + 1
q + 1

r = 1 then P
has a Euclidean structure.
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Finally, suppose that P is the result of performing 0-surgeries on a collection of

strong graph orbifolds in the sense of Definition 11.8. A Seifert-fibered 3-orbifold

with no bad 2-dimensional suborbifolds is geometric in the sense of Thurston [5,

Proposition 2.13]. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Remark 10.9. — The geometric decomposition of O that we have produced, using

strong graph orbifolds, will not be minimal if O has Sol geometry. In such a case,

O fibers over a 1-dimensional orbifold. Cutting along a fiber and taking the metric

completion gives a product orbifold, which is a graph orbifold. Of course, the minimal

geometric decomposition of O would leave it with its Sol structure.

Remark 10.10. — Theorem 1.1 implies that O is very good, i.e., the quotient of a

manifold by a finite group action [4, Corollary 1.3]. Hence one could obtain the

geometric decomposition of O by running Perelman’s proof equivariantly, as is done

in detail for elliptic and hyperbolic manifolds in [21]. However, one cannot prove

the geometrization of orbifolds this way, as the reasoning would be circular; one only

knows that O is very good after proving Theorem 1.1.

11. Appendix A : Weak and strong graph orbifolds

In this appendix we provide proofs of some needed facts about graph orbifolds. We

show that a weak graph orbifold is the result of performing 0-surgeries on a strong

graph orbifold. (Since we don’t require strong graph orbifolds to be connected, we

need only one.) A similar result appears in [24, Section 2.4].

In order to clarify the arguments, we prove the corresponding manifold results

before proving the orbifold results.

Definition 11.1. — A weak graph manifold is a compact orientable 3-manifold M for

which there is a collection {Ti} of disjoint embedded tori in int(M) so that after

splitting M open along {Ti}, the result has connected components that are Seifert-

fibered 3-manifolds (possibly with boundary).

We do not assume thatM is connected. Here “splittingM open along {Ti}”means

taking the metric completion of M −⋃i Ti with respect to an arbitrary Riemannian

metric on M .

Remark 11.2. — In the definition of a weak graph manifold, we could have instead

required that the connected components of the metric completion of M −⋃i Ti are

circle bundles over surfaces. This would give an equivalent notion, since any Seifert-

fibered 3-manifold can be cut along tori into circle bundles over surfaces.

For notation, we will write S2 − kB2 for the complement of k disjoint separated

open 2-balls in S2.
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Definition 11.3. — A strong graph manifold is a compact orientable 3-manifoldM for

which there is a collection {Ti} of disjoint embedded tori in int(M) such that

1. After splitting M open along {Ti}, the result has connected components that

are Seifert manifolds (possibly with boundary).

2. For any Ti, the two circle fibrations on Ti coming from the adjacent Seifert

bundles are not isotopic.

3. Each Ti is incompressible in M .

11.1. Appendix A.1 : Weak graph manifolds are connected sums of strong

graph manifolds. — The next lemma states if we glue two solid tori (respecting

orientations) then the result is a Seifert manifold. The lemma itself is trivial, since

we know that the manifold is S1 × S2, S3 or a lens space, each of which is a Seifert

manifold. However, we give a proof of the lemma which will be useful in the orbifold

case.

Lemma 11.4. — Let U and V be two oriented solid tori. Let φ : ∂U → ∂V be an

orientation-reversing diffeomorphism. Then U ∪φ V admits a Seifert fibration.

Proof. — We first note that the circle fiberings of T 2 are classified, up to isotopy,

by the image of the fiber in (H1(T 2;Z) − {0})/{±1} ≃ (Z2 − {0})/{±1}. There is

one circle fibering of ∂U (up to isotopy) whose fibers bound compressing disks in U .

Any other circle fibering of ∂U is the boundary fibration of a Seifert fibration of U .

Hence we can choose a circle fibering F of ∂U so that F is the boundary fibration of

a Seifert fibration of U , and φ∗F is the boundary fibration of a Seifert fibration of V .

The ensuing Seifert fibrations of U and V join together to give a Seifert fibration of

U ∪φ V .

Proposition 11.5. — If a connected strong graph manifold contains an essential em-

bedded 2-sphere then it is diffeomorphic to S1 × S2 or RP 3#RP 3.

Proof. — Suppose that a connected strong graph manifold M contains an essential

embedded 2-sphere S. We can assume that S is transverse to
⋃

i Ti. We choose

S among all such essential embedded 2-spheres so that the number of connected

components of S ∩⋃i Ti is as small as possible.

If S ∩⋃i Ti = ∅ then S is an essential 2-sphere in one of the Seifert components.

If S ∩⋃i Ti 6= ∅, let C be an innermost circle in S ∩⋃i Ti. Then C ⊂ Tk for some

k and C = ∂D for some 2-disk D embedded in a Seifert component U with Tk ⊂ ∂U .

As Tk is incompressible, C = ∂D′ for some 2-disk D′ ⊂ Tk. If D∪D′ bounds a 3-ball

in U then we can isotope S to remove the intersection with Tk, which contradicts the

choice of S. Thus D ∪D′ is an essential 2-sphere in U .

In any case, we found an essential 2-sphere in one of the Seifert pieces. It follows

that the Seifert piece, and hence all ofM , is diffeomorphic to S1×S2 orRP 3#RP 3 [54,

p. 432].
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Proposition 11.6. — A weak graph manifold is the result of performing 0-surgeries on

a strong graph manifold.

Proof. — Suppose that Proposition 11.6 fails. Let n be the minimal number of de-

composing tori among weak graph manifolds which are counterexamples, and let M

be a counterexample with decomposing tori {Ti}ni=1.

We first look for a torus Tj for which the two induced circle fibrations (coming

from the adjacent Seifert bundles) are isotopic. If there is one then we extend the

Seifert fibration over Tj. In this case, by removing Tj from {Ti}ni=1, we get a weak

graph decomposition of M with (n− 1) tori, contradicting the definition of n.

Therefore there is no such torus. Since M is a counterexample to Proposition 11.6,

there must be a torus in {Ti}ni=1 which is compressible. Let D be a compressing disk,

which we can assume to be transversal to
⋃n

i=1 Ti. We choose such a compressing

disk so that D ∩⋃n
i=1 Ti has the smallest possible number of connected components.

Let C be an innermost circle in D ∩⋃n
i=1 Ti, say lying in Tk. Then C bounds a disk

D′ in a Seifert bundle V which has Tk as a boundary component.

If C also bounds a disk D′′ ⊂ Tk then D′ ∪ D′′ is an embedded 2-sphere S in V .

If S is not essential in V then we can isotope D so that it does not intersect Tk,

which contradicts the choice of D. So S is essential in V . Then V is diffeomorphic to

S1×S2 or RP 3#RP 3, which contradicts the assumption that it has Tk as a boundary

component.

Thus we can assume that D′ is a compressing disk for V , which is necessarily a

solid torus [54, Corollary 3.3].

Let U be the Seifert bundle on the other side of Tk from V . Let B be the orbifold

base of U , with projection π : U → B. There is a circle boundary component R ⊂ ∂B

so that Tk = π−1(R). That is, V is glued to U along π−1(R). Choose a D2-fibration

σ : V → R that extends π : Tk → R.

If C = ∂D′ ⊂ Tk is not isotopic to a fiber of π
∣∣
Tk
, let u > 0 be their algebraic

intersection number in Tk. Then U ∪Tk
V has a Seifert fibration over B ∪R D2(u).

Removing Tk from {Ti}ni=1, we again have a weak graph decomposition of M , now

with (n− 1) tori, which is a contradiction.

Therefore C = ∂D′ ⊂ Tk is isotopic to a fiber of π
∣∣
Tk
.

Step 1: If B is diffeomorphic to D2, D2(r) or S1×I then putM ′ =M and B′ = B,

and go to Step 2. Otherwise, let {γj}Jj=1 be a maximal disjoint collection of smooth

embedded arcs γj : [0, 1] → Breg, with {γj(0), γj(1)} ⊂ R, which determine distinct

nontrivial homotopy classes for the pair (Breg, R). (Note that ∂B ⊂ Breg.) If B′ is
the result of splitting B open along {γj}Jj=1, then the connected components of B′

are diffeomorphic to D2, D2(r) for some r > 1, or S1 × I. See Figure 15. Let R′ be

the result of splitting the 1-manifold R along the finite subset
⋃J

j=1{γj(0), γj(1)}.
Define a 2-sphere S2

j ⊂ M by S2
j = σ−1(γj(0)) ∪π−1(γj(0)) π

−1(γj) ∪π−1(γj(1))

σ−1(γj(1)). Let Y be the result of splitting M open along {S2
j }Jj=1. It has 2J
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Figure 15.
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spherical boundary components corresponding to the spherical cuts. We glue on

2J 3-disks there, to obtain M ′. By construction, M is the result of performing J

0-surgeries on M ′.
We claim that M ′ is a weak graph manifold. To see this, note that the union W of

the D2-bundle over R′ and the 2J 3-disks is a disjoint union of solid tori in M ′; see
Figure 15. The metric completion of M ′ −W inherits a weak graph structure from

M . This shows that M ′ is a weak graph manifold.

Step 2: For each component P of B′ that is diffeomorphic to D2 or D2(r), the

corresponding component of M ′ is the result of gluing two solid tori: one being

π−1(P ) and the other one being a connected component of W . By Lemma 11.4, this

component of M ′ is Seifert-fibered and hence is a strong graph manifold. We discard

all such components of M ′ and let M̂ denote what’s left.

A component P of B′ diffeomorphic to S1 × I has a boundary consisting of two

circles C1 and C2, of which exactly one, say C1, does not intersect R. In M̂ , the

preimage π−1(C1) is attached to the union of π−1(P ) with a solid torus. This union

is itself a solid torus.

In this way, we see that M̂ has a weak graph decomposition with (n−1) tori, since

Tk has disappeared. Since M was a counterexample to Proposition 11.6, it follows

that M̂ is also a counterexample. This contradicts the definition of n and so proves

the proposition.

11.2. Appendix A.2 : Weak graph orbifolds are connected sums of strong

graph orbifolds. — In this section we only consider 3-dimensional orbifolds that

do not admit embedded bad 2-dimensional suborbifolds.

Definition 11.7. — A weak graph orbifold is a compact orientable 3-orbifold O for

which there is a collection {Ei} of disjoint embedded orientable Euclidean 2-orbifolds

in int(O) so that after splitting O open along {Ei}, the result has connected compo-

nents that are Seifert-fibered orbifolds (possibly with boundary).

Definition 11.8. — A strong graph orbifold is a compact orientable 3-orbifold O for

which there is a collection {Ei} of disjoint embedded orientable Euclidean 2-orbifolds

in int(O) such that

1. After splitting O open along {Ei}, the result has connected components that

are Seifert orbifolds (possibly with boundary).

2. For any Ei, the two circle fibrations on Ei coming from the adjacent Seifert

bundles are not isotopic.

3. Each Ei is incompressible in O.

From Subsection 2.4, each Ei is diffeomorphic to T 2 or S2(2, 2, 2, 2).
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Lemma 11.9. — Let U and V be two oriented solid-toric 3-orbifolds with diffeomorphic

boundaries. Let φ : ∂U → ∂V be an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism. Then

U ∪φ V admits a Seifert orbifold structure.

Proof. — Suppose first that ∂U is a 2-torus. Then U is diffeomorphic to S1 ×D2 or

S1 × D2(k). The Seifert orbifold structures on U are in one-to-one correspondence

with the Seifert manifold structures on |U | [7, p. 36-37]. There is one circle fibering

of ∂U (up to isotopy) whose fibers bound compressing discal 2-orbifolds in U . Any

other circle fibering of ∂U is the boundary fibration of a Seifert fibration of U . As in

the proof of Lemma 11.4, we can choose a circle fibering F of ∂U so that F is the

boundary fibration of a Seifert fibration of U , and φ∗F is the boundary fibration of a

Seifert fibration of V . The ensuing Seifert fibrations of U and V join together to give

a Seifert fibration of U ∪φ V .

Now suppose that ∂U is diffeomorphic to S2(2, 2, 2, 2). The orbifiberings of

S2(2, 2, 2, 2) with one-dimensional fiber are the Z2-quotients of Z2-invariant circle

fiberings of T 2. In particular, there is an infinite number of such orbifiberings up to

isotopy. (More concretely, given an orbifibering, there are two disjoint arc fibers con-

necting pairs of singular points. The complement of the two arcs in |S2(2, 2, 2, 2)| is
an open cylinder with an induced circle fibering. The isotopy class of the orbifibering

is specified by the isotopy class of the two disjoint arcs.)

From [7, p. 38-39], the Seifert fibrations of U are the Z2-quotients of Z2-invariant

Seifert fibrations of its solid-toric double cover. It follows that there is one orbifibering

of ∂U (up to isotopy) whose fibers bound compressing discal 2-orbifolds in U . Any

other orbifibering of ∂U is the boundary fibration of a Seifert fibration of U . Hence

we can choose an orbifibering F of ∂U so that F is the boundary fibration of a

Seifert fibration of U , and φ∗F is the boundary fibration of a Seifert fibration of V .

The ensuing Seifert fibrations of U and V join together to give a Seifert fibration

of U ∪φ V .

Proposition 11.10. — If a connected strong graph orbifold contains an essential em-

bedded spherical 2-orbifold then it is diffeomorphic to a finite isometric quotient of

S1 × S2.

Proof. — Suppose that a connected strong graph orbifold O contains an essential

embedded spherical 2-orbifold S.

Lemma 11.11. — After an isotopy of S, we can assume that S ∩⋃i Ei is a disjoint

collection of closed curves in the regular part of S.

Proof. — If Ei is diffeomorphic to T 2 then a neighborhood of Ei lies in |O|reg and after

isotopy, S∩Ei is a disjoint collection of closed curves in the regular part of S. Suppose

that Ei is diffeomorphic to S2(2, 2, 2, 2). A neighborhood of Ei is diffeomorphic to

I × Ei. Suppose that p ∈ S is a singular point of Ei. Then the local group of p

in S must be Z2. After pushing a neighborhood of p ∈ S slightly in the I-direction
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of I × Ei, we can remove the intersection of S with that particular singular point

of Ei. In this way, we can arrange so that S intersects
⋃

iEi transversely, with the

intersection lying in the regular part of S.

We choose S among all such essential embedded spherical 2-orbifolds so that the

number of connected components of |S ∩⋃iEi| is as small as possible.

If S ∩⋃i Ei = ∅ then S is an essential embedded spherical 2-orbifold in one of the

Seifert pieces.

If S∩⋃iEi 6= ∅, let C ⊂ |S| be an innermost circle in |S∩⋃i Ei|. Then C ⊂ |Ek| for
some k, and C = ∂D for some discal 2-orbifold D embedded in a Seifert component U

with Ek ⊂ ∂U . As Ek is incompressible, C = ∂D′ for some discal 2-orbifold D′ ⊂ Ek.

Then D ∪ D′ is an embedded 2-orbifold with underlying space S2 and at most two

singular points. As O has no bad 2-suborbifolds, D ∪ D′ must be diffeomorphic to

S2(r, r) for some r ≥ 1. If D ∪D′ bounds some D3(r, r) in U then we can isotope S

to remove the intersection with Ek, which contradicts the choice of S. Thus D ∪D′

is an essential embedded spherical 2-orbifold in U .

In any case, we found an essential embedded spherical 2-orbifold in one of the Seifert

pieces. Then the universal cover of the Seifert piece contains an essential embedded S2.

It follows that the universal cover of the Seifert piece is R× S2 [5, Proposition 2.13].

The Seifert piece, and hence all of O, must then be diffeomorphic to a finite isometric

quotient of S1 × S2.

Proposition 11.12. — A weak graph orbifold is the result of performing 0-surgeries on

a strong graph orbifold.

Proof. — Suppose that Proposition 11.12 fails. Let n be the minimal number of de-

composing Euclidean 2-orbifolds among weak graph orbifolds which are counterexam-

ples, and let O be a counterexample with decomposing Euclidean 2-orbifolds {Ei}ni=1.

We first look for a 2-orbifold Ej for which the two induced circle fibrations (coming

from the adjacent Seifert bundles) are isotopic, in the sense of [5, Chapter 2.5]. If

there is one then we extend the Seifert fibration over Ej . In this case, by removing Ej

from {Ei}, we get a weak graph decomposition of O with (n−1) Euclidean 2-orbifolds,

contradicting the definition of n.

Therefore there is no such Euclidean 2-orbifold. Since O is a counterexample to

Proposition 11.12, there must be a Euclidean 2-orbifold in {Ei} which is compressible.

Let D be a compressing discal 2-orbifold. As in Lemma 11.11, we can assume that

D intersects
⋃

iEi transversally, with the intersection lying in the regular part of D.

We choose such a compressing discal 2-orbifold so that D ∩ ⋃i Ei has the smallest

possible number of connected components. Let C be an innermost circle in D∩⋃i Ei,

say lying in |Ek|. Then C bounds a discal 2-orbifold D′ lying in a Seifert bundle V

which has Ek as a boundary component.

If C also bounds a discal 2-orbifold D′′ ⊂ Ek then D′ ∪ D′′ is an embedded 2-

orbifold S in the Seifert bundle. As there are no bad 2-orbifolds in O, the suborbifold
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S must be diffeomorphic to S2(r, r) for some r ≥ 1. If S is not essential in V then

it bounds a D3(r, r) in V and we can isotope D so that it does not intersect Ek,

which contradicts the choice of D. So S is essential in V . From Proposition 11.10,

the Seifert bundle V is diffeomorphic to a finite isometric quotient of S1 × S2, which

contradicts the assumption that it has Ek as a boundary component.

Thus we can assume that C bounds a compressing discal 2-orbifold for V , which

is necessarily a solid-toric orbifold diffeomorphic to S1 ×D2(r) or S1 ×Z2 D
2(r) for

some r ≥ 1 [19, Lemma 2.47].

Let U be the Seifert bundle on the other side of Ek from V . Let B be the orbifold

base of U , with projection π : U → B. There is a 1-orbifold boundary component

R ⊂ ∂B, diffeomorphic to S1 or S1//Z2, so that Ek = π−1(R). That is, V is glued to

U along π−1(R). Choose a discal orbifibration σ : V → R that extends π : Ek → R.

We refer to [5, Chapter 2.5] for a discussion of Dehn fillings, i.e., gluings of V

to π−1(R). If the meridian curve of V is not isotopic to a fiber of π
∣∣
Ek

, let u > 0

be the algebraic intersection number (computed using the maximal abelian subgroup

of π1(Ek)). Then the gluing of V to U , along π−1(R), has a Seifert fibration. Re-

moving Ek from {Ei}, we again have a weak graph orbifold decomposition of O, now

with (n− 1) Euclidean 2-orbifolds, which is a contradiction.

Therefore, the meridian curve of V is isotopic to a fiber of π
∣∣
Ek

.

Step 1: If one of the following possibilities holds then put O′ = O and B′ = B,

and go to Step 2:

1. B = D2.

2. B = D2(s) for some s > 1.

3. B = D2//Z2.

4. B = D2(s)//Z2 for some s > 1.

5. B = S1 × I.

6. B = (S1//Z2)× I.

Otherwise, we split B open along a disjoint collection of smooth embedded arcs

{γj}Jj=1 ∪ {γ′j′}J
′

j′=1 of the following type. A curve γj : [0, 1] → B lies in Breg and has

|γj |(0), |γj |(1) ∈ int(|R|). A curve γj′ : [0, 1] → B has |γj′ |(0) ∈ int(|R|) and lies in

Breg, except for its endpoint |γj′ |(1) which is in the interior of a reflector component

of ∂|B| but is not a corner reflector point. We can find a collection of such curves so

that if B′ is the result of splitting B open along them, then each connected component

of B′ is of type (1)-(6) above. Put

(11.13) R′ = R−
J⋃

j=1

{|γj |(0), |γj |(1)} −
J′⋃

j′=1

{|γj′ |(0)}.

Associated to γj is a spherical 2-orbifold Xj, diffeomorphic to S2(r, r), given by

(11.14) Xj = σ−1(γj(0)) ∪π−1(γj(0)) π
−1(γj) ∪π−1(γj(1)) σ

−1(γj(1)).
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Associated to γ′j′ is a spherical 2-orbifold X ′
j′ , diffeomorphic to S2(2, 2, r), given by

(11.15) X ′
j′ = σ−1(γj′ (0)) ∪π−1(γj′ (0))

π−1(γj′).

Let Y be the result of splitting O open along {Xj}Jj=1 ∪ {X ′
j′}J

′

j′=1. It has 2(J + J ′)
spherical boundary components corresponding to the spherical cuts. We glue on 2J

copies of D3(r, r) and 2J ′ copies of D3(2, 2, r), to obtain O′. By construction, O is

the result of performing 0-surgeries on O′.
We claim that O′ is a weak graph orbifold. To see this, note that the union W

of σ−1(R′) and the 2(J + J ′) discal 3-orbifolds is a disjoint union of solid-toric 3-

orbifolds in O′. The metric completion of |O′| − |W | in |O′| inherits a weak graph

orbifold structure from O. This shows that O′ is a weak graph orbifold.

Step 2: For each connected component of B′ of type (1)-(4) above, the correspond-
ing component of O′ is the result of gluing two solid-toric orbifolds: one being the

Seifert orbifold over that component of B′, and the other one being a connected com-

ponent of W . By Lemma 11.9, this component of O′ is Seifert-fibered and hence is a

strong graph orbifold. We discard all such components of O′ and let Ô denote what’s

left.

Turning to the remaining possibilities, an annular component P of B′ has a bound-

ary consisting of two circles C1 and C2, of which exactly one, say C1, does not intersect

R. In Ô, the preimage π−1(C1) is attached to the union of π−1(P ) with a solid-toric

orbifold diffeomorphic to S1×D2(r). This union is itself diffeomorphic to S1×D2(r),

since π−1(P ) is diffeomorphic to S1 × S1 × I.

Finally, if a component P of B′ is diffeomorphic to (S1//Z2)× I then ∂|P | consists
of a circle with two reflector components and two nonreflector components. Exactly

one of the nonreflector components, say C1, does not intersect R. In Ô, the preimage

π−1(C1) is attached to the union of π−1(P ) with a solid-toric orbifold diffeomorphic

to S1 ×Z2 D
2(r). This union is itself diffeomorphic to S1 ×Z2 D

2(r), since π−1(P ) is

diffeomorphic to (S1 ×Z2 S
1)× I.

In this way, we see that Ô has a weak graph orbifold decomposition with (n − 1)

Euclidean 2-orbifolds, since Ek has disappeared. Since O was a counterexample to

Proposition 11.12, it follows that Ô is also a counterexample. This contradicts the

definition of n and so proves the proposition.

11.3. Appendix A.3 : Weak graph orbifolds with a compressible boundary

component

Lemma 11.16. — Suppose that O is a weak graph orbifold, and that C ⊂ ∂O is a com-

pressible boundary component. Then O arises from 0-surgery on a disjoint collection

O0 ⊔ · · · ⊔ On, where:

– Oi is a strong graph manifold for all i.

– ∂O0 = C.

– O0 is a solid-toric 3-orbifold.
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Proof. — Let Z be a compressing discal orbifold for C.

By Proposition 11.12 we know that O comes from 0-surgery on a collection

O0, . . . ,On of strong graph orbifolds, where ∂O0 contains C. Consider a collection

S = {S1, . . . , Sk} ⊂ O of spherical 2-suborbifolds associated with such a 0-surgery

description of O. We may assume that Z is transverse to S, and that the number of

connected components in the intersection Z ∩ S is minimal among such compressing

discal orbifolds. Reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 11.11, we conclude that Z

is disjoint from S. Therefore after splitting O open along S and filling in the

boundary components to undo the 0-surgeries, we get that Z lies in O0. Similar

reasoning shows that Z must lie in a single Seifert component U of O0. An orientable

Seifert 3-orbifold with a compressible boundary component must be a solid-toric

3-orbifold [19, Lemma 2.47]. The lemma follows.
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This volume has two papers, which can be read separately. The

first paper concerns local collapsing in Riemannian geometry.

We prove that a three-dimensional compact Riemannian mani-

fold which is locally collapsed, with respect to a lower curvature

bound, is a graph manifold. This theorem was stated by Perel-

man without proof and was used in his proof of the geometrization

conjecture. The second paper is about the geometrization of orb-

ifolds. A three-dimensional closed orientable orbifold, which has

no bad suborbifolds, is known to have a geometric decomposition

from work of Perelman in the manifold case, along with earlier

work of Boileau-Leeb-Porti, Boileau-Maillot-Porti, Boileau-Porti,

Cooper-Hodgson-Kerckhoff and Thurston. We give a new, logi-

cally independent, unified proof of the geometrization of orbifolds,

using Ricci flow.


